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Preface

Renewable energy sources have received considerable attention
during the past few decades as an extension to the depleting
fossil fuels. In spite of the relative reduction of the petroleum
prices, the environmental problems associated with the
extensive consumption of fossil fuel added more importance to
the clean sources of energy.

The high development rates needed for the provision of a better
life style has a direct impact on the environment due to the
excessive use of energy in addition to the direct problems
caused by the industrial waste polluting air, water and soil.

This conference, therefore gives due consideration to both
issues: energy and environment.

This proceedings provides research findings and technical
papers related to the main objectives of the conference. It is
expected to be a valuable reference for science and technology
in this field.

Conference Chairmen
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Abstract

The present report concerns the energetic potential of vacuum solar collectors which are
rather versatile and efficient devices for converting solar energy into thermal energy. Two main
energetic applications have been analysed: the first one for a solar sea water desalination plant which
has been operated in Abu Dhabi for the past ten years, the other for a conceptual solar thermo-
electric-power plant having a for thermodynamic efficiency (~ 15-20 % ) .

A simple technology for the manufacture of vacuum solar collectors in a standard mechanical
shop is being developed in collaboration between ENEL SpA (DSR-CRIS, Milano) and WED (Abu
Dhabi). Such technology should have an important economy-saving potential per se and would also
make repair and substitution operations simple enough for the actual operators of the vacuum solar
collector system without any need of external assistance.

The techmco-operative-econoniical features of the Abu Dhabi solar desalination plant suggest
that the use of novel simplified vacuum solar collectors could have a considerable technico-
economical potential.

The analysis of the conceptual solar thermo-electric-power plant focuses on its general layout
and singles out key technological issues which ought to be addressed in an overall feasibility study.

1. INTRODUCTION
Solar radiation, emitted roughly as the electromagnetic radiation of a black body at a

temperature of ~ 5762 K, a essential for the sustainance of all forms of life on earth and is also a
most versatile renewable energy source with applications ranging from the simple crop drying of
early human civilizations to he complex operation of present-day electro-mechanical systems
incorporating' centuries of technological and scientific advances. Solar radiation is generally
understood as an environmept-friendly renewable energy so'irce; however, its conversion into thermal
or electric energy must be proven viable both *mn the technical and the economical viewpoints.

The present report concerns J K r er ,?Lc potential of vacuum solar collectors which are
rather versatile awl efficient devices fo con"Tting so lv energy into thermal energy [1]. In the
following section, a general description of "s .icnnological features of these collectors points out the
considerable potential of a new design "K r development at ENEL SpA (DSR-CRIS, Milano) in
collaboration with WED (Abu Dhabi) fc.- achieving a simple and economic manufacturing technology
with acceptable maintenance requirements.

The third section concern*, a solar sea-water, desalination plant, utilizing vacuum solar
collectors of advanced design (Sanyo), which has been operated by WED (Abu Dhabi) for the past
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ten years. The analysis of the main technico-opcrationai-economic features of this plant suggests
sizable economic improvements through the use of the new types of simplified vacuum solar
collectors now under development.

The fourth section concerns solar thermo-electric-power generation via vacuum solar
collectors. The discussion takes into account a general layout and singles out key technological issues
which ought to be addressed in an overall feasibility study. The last section summarizes some
conclusive comments and ideas for future work.

2. VACUUM SOLAR COLLECTORS

Several types of vacuum solar collectors have been developed for heating water (or other
suitable fluid) to temperatures up to around 200 °C [1]. An efficient absorption of solar radiation
can be achieved with the help of vacuum technology since removing the air between the absorber
section and the glazing of a solar collector eliminates loss ot heat from the absorber itself by
conduction and convection.

The technological problems involved in the manufacture of vacuum solar collectors can be
gathered from the illustrative sketch of Fig. 1. In a basic design, a single tube made of transparent
glass contains a selectively coated absorber plate which is placed axialry and is attached to a central
copper tube through which flows the heat collecting fluid (generally water plus a suitable antifreeze
agent). Since a high vacuum must exist inside the glass tube, adequate manufacturing and vacuum
technologies must be applied. Different technological solutions have been devised [1,2]. The one
adopted for the Sanyo vacuum solar collectors utilized in the Abu Dhabi solar sea water desalination
plant described in section 3 is rather successful as confirmed by field tests made during more than ten
years.

The Sanyo key vacuum technological solutions consist in utilizing end caps made in a special
metal alloy having the same thermal expansion coefficient as glass, in sealing these caps to the glass
tube through a ceramic glass sealant, and in connecting one end of the central copper collector tube to
its relative end cap through expansion bellows so as to take care of the different thermal expansions
of glass and copper.

The various known designs of vacuum solar collectors encompass rather complex and
expensive technologies which tend to limit any large scale application of these devices despite the fact
that solar radiation would be, per se, a free source.

A collaboration between ENEL SpA (DSR-CRIS, Milano) and WED (Abu Dhabi) is under
way for developing a simple manufacturing technology for vacuum solar collectors. In a novel design
under investigation, the basic tools for obtaining both mechanical simplicity and a good vacuum are
represented by elastomer-based o-ring seals applied in specially designed caps at the ends of the solar
collector glass tube.
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3. THE ABU DHABI SOLAR SEA WATER DESALINATION PLANT

Description of Plant

The large solar radiation flux available in the Arab Gulf Region suggests that solar energy may
be usefully utilized as a renewable energy source for the desalination of sea water. For testing the
technical and economical feasibility of this idea, a demonstration plant was built at
Unun Al Nar, about 20 km from Abu Dhabi, within a joint research project between WED (Abu
Dhabi) and NEDO (Japan). A picture of this solar desalination plant is shown in Fig. 2. The Abu
Dhabi desalination plant was designed for an expected yearly average fresh water production of 80
nvVday; it was commissioned in September 1984 and has been in operation since then.

A bank of evacuated tube collectors [2], whose orientation with respect to the sun has been
optimised to collect the maximum amount of solar energy, is used to heat the collector fluid (water) to
a maximum temperature of about 99 °C. The effective collector area of the bank is 1862 m2.

The heat collecting water leaving the collector bank flows onto the top of a heat accumulator
which is of the stratified liquid type and has a total capacity of 300 m3 . The heat collecting water is
drawn from the top of the accumulator tank by the heating water circulating pump and is forced to
flow into the tube bundle of the first evaporator effect

The evaporator is of the horizontal tube, falling film, multiple-effect stack type (MES) and
consists of 18 effects stacked vertically into two tiers (double stack). This double stack arrangement is
incorporated into one evaporator vessel. The evaporator also has 17 prcheatcrs to heat up the
feedwater before entering into the first effect, and a final condenser designed to condense the vapor
generated in the last (18th) effect. The evaporator has a rated capacity of 120 m'/day. A water seal
vacuum pump is used to create the vacuum inside the evaporator shell which is necessary for
operation. Electrical power required by this vacuum pump, the feedwater pump, the brine blowdown
pump, the product water pump, and the chemical dosing pumps is provided by the main electrical
grid.

Performance of the Collectors

The solar collector field consists of 1064 panels of Sanyo (model STC-BH25O R/L B)
evacuated tube collectors. The specifications of a single panel are given in Table 1 [2]. The efficiency
rip of a typical panel (measured under ideal conditions in the manufacturer's laboratory) is given by
the following equation:

11P = 0.913 - 2.46 x -1 .92 x2 with x = 1 1 [°C m2 hr/kcal]

I,

Tm , Toui, Tm*>, and I, being, respectively, the panel inlet and outlet water temperatures, the ambient
temperature (all measured in °C), and the solar radiation flux on the absorber plate measured in
kcal/hr m2.

Fourteen different collector panels are connected in series by coupling the different header
tubes to form one collector array. Each array is provided by an inlet, outlet, and drain valves as well
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,i> an air vent. Two such panels are grouped together to form a single array pair with its own support
•.iracture as shown in lig. 3. I him eight array pairs are arranged together in a I '-shape to lorm the
whole collector tield. .Ml the array pairs are connected in parallel.

Die whole collector tield is divided into six blocks connected in parallel and designated by the
letters A.B.C.D.E. and F. Each block has either 12 or 13 arrays. All the blocks are connected
together vvith a piping system which is weil insulated with polyurethane loam in order to reduce heat
loss Irom the exterior surface of the pipes.

The dairy heat collection efficiency fluctuates due to variations in climatic conditions, heat
collecting water temperature, and the frequency of cleaning of the collectors | 3 | . Figure 4 shows the
daily heat collection efficiencies of Block F and for all blocks (the whole field) for the month ol
September 1985 Around the sixth of this month, all the blocks were cleaned with a jet oi water and
the result was an appreciable increase in the dairy efficiency. The larger daily efficiency ol Block F
can be attributed to the higher frequency of cleaning of this block (once or twice per week) as
compared with the other blocks which were cleaned only once per month. The aim was to keep
Block F always clean as a standard reference for all the other blocks. Recent experimental data ( taken
in 1995) show that a drop in efficiency around 15% has taken place during the 10 years of operation
of Block 1-'. Similar results obtain for the other blocks.

The vacuum inside the glass tubes is expected to worsen as years go by due to two effects
l) leakage at brazed sections where the glass tube and end caps are sealed with ceramic glass,
ti) outgas generation by the absorber plate when its temperature becomes rather high as during a
sunny day when the collectors are drained and there is no water flowing through the copper tube.

In order to limit the rate of vacuum drop, a device, called "getter", is used to absorb any
outgas liberated by conversion into a white powdery oxide. The getter used by Sanyo consists of an
allov ot barium and aluminum which was heated to about 1,000 ~ 1,200 °C using a high frequency
source which causes part of the metal to flash into vapor and subsequently deposit onto the inside of
the glass tube forming a black or silvery patch or Hash mark. The getter remains effective as long as
the color of the flash mark has not changed from black or silver into white. In the course of time, the
original flash mark is replaced by a smaller black or silver mark in the center surrounded by a white
cloudy patch. The vacuum starts to drop as soon as the original patch is completely oxidized. The
condition of the getter is therefore indicative of the slate of the vacuum inside the glass tube.

Table 2 gives the results of observations made on the getters of Block F during 1984, 1986,
and 1995. The symbol "A" indicates that the flash mark is starting to decrease while the symbol "A"
indicates that the getter area has mostly diminished. In these vacuum tubes, the fact that the getter is
still there indicates that the initial degree of vacuum has been maintained. The symbol "X" indicates
that the flash mark has turned completely white suggesting that the degree ot vacuum has
deteriorated.

Die experimental observations suggest that slow leakage at brazed sections is mostly to blame
for the deterioration in the getter. Fhe process of slow leakage is such that once it has started, it will
not stop. As a consequence, in all vacuum tubes in which the getter area has begun to diminish
through slow leakage, the getter will eventually turn white, diminishing the degree of vacuum.

Economic Aspects of a 1.200 m'/dav Solar Sea Water Desalination Plant

< )n the basis of the operative experience of the Abu Dhabi plant, it is possible to make cost
projections for a plant ten times larger, i.e. having a rated capacity oi 1.200 m' day. The
specifications for this plant are given in Table 3 [4],
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The plant construction cost (based on the 1985 capital costs figures escalated at the rate of
4% per year) is detailed in Table 4 [5]. The cost ol a single collector panel was estimated
at 512 S m" and the cost of the structural support, piping, etc. was taken as 279 S/W. As can be
seen from this table, the cost of the collector field (colkctors.support, piping, etc.) represents about
75% of the total manufacturirg cost of the plant. Theretore. a substantial saving in fabrication cost of
the plant if the vacuum solar collectors could be produced at a lower cost by changing or modifying
their design and manufacturing procedure.

4 SOLAR THERMO-ELECTRIC- POWER PLANTS

Various tvpes of solar thermo-electric-power plants have been designed in view of achieving
a large-scale tapping ol solar radiation . We mention in particular those based on the nonconvecting
•LJ/( \zr_uj,eni sniur pnnd [6,7], the centralized mirror field [8], the ocean thermal energy converter
|9, ui|. and the Lu: parabolic trough collector field [8]. We note that all these solar power systems
have proven technological feasibility and that even relatively small working temperature differences
have been exploited (e g. - 2* ' in an ocean thermal energy converter and - 55 °C in a solar pond
<vstem I

In a most sunplilictl description, we may assume that in a thermo-electric-power plant, electric
power is generated by convening the mechanical power produced by a suitable working fluid which is
made to How in a closed cycle absorbing heat (vaporization stage) from a heat source at a high
temperature Fn and releasing heat (condensation stage) to a heat sink at a low temperature Tj.

The ideal (Camot) efficiency for thermal to mechanical energy conversion,

"'•: < rh ' T"i)' Tj , , with temperatures measured in degrees Kelvin, may be utilized in a preliminary

technical evaluation of any novel conceptual thermo-electric-power scheme.
Hearty, the temperature difference AT = T n - Tj, between heat source and heat sink, can

only be as large as the structural integrity and operability of all plant components make possible.
Since vacuum solar collectors can be designed for reaching temperatures over 150 °C in their

heat collecting fluid, they might be utilized in a solar-thermo-electric-power plant for the generation
ol electric power with a fair thermodynamic efficiency (-15-20 %).

A general simplified layout of a solar thermo-electric-power plant utilizing vacuum solar
collectors is presented in Pig. 5. The operation of this solar power plant is immediately apparent The
energy input required for driving a conventional vapor power cycle is furnished by solar radiation
which heats a body of water circulating in a closed pressurized loop (p ~ 5 bar) consisting of three
main components connected through thermally insulated conduits :

i) the solar collector units where the flowing water absorbs solar radiation and is healed to a
temperature T n ~ 150 °C,

ii) the pressurized vessels, with thermally insulated walls, for the storage of hot pressurized water,
iii) the heat exchanger section for heating and vaporizing the working fluid of the vapor power cycle.

Leaving aside the well established technology of vapor power cycles, it is clear that the
potential for development of the present solar-thermo-electric-power plant depends, essentially, on
two key components : the vacuum solar collector units for efficient absorption of solar radiation,
and the pressurized vessels containing hot pressurized water for efficient heat storage.
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Vacuum Solar Collector Units

The technology for manufacturing efficient vacuum solar collectors is available; however, it
appears necessary to reduce manufacturing and maintenance costs hence the collaborative research
project, mentioned in section 2, for the development of simplified vacuum solar collectors. Apart
from the technological problems inherent in the manufacturing of single collectors, quite important is
also the general assemblage , with proper thermal insulation, of the various connecting manifolds of
the many vacuum solar collector units for an adequate fluid flow distribution in the required series or
parallel patterns.

Pressurized Vessels for the Storage of Hot Pressurized Water

Since the solar radiation reaching a given site does not have a constant and continuous flux,
any solar thermo-electric-power plant must have a sizable thermal storage for an adequate and
continuous operation.

In the present solar power scheme, heat storage is provided by thermally-insulated

pressurized vessels filled with hot pressurized water (temperature Tj, ~ 1 SO °C, pressure

Ph ~ 5 atm) . A very efficient thermal insulation from the environment is required so that a rather

thick lining of insulating material is to be applied on the outer wall-surface. In view of reaching an
efficient thermal insulation, also double-wailed pressurized storage vessels, incorporating a good
vacuum in the space between inner and outer wall after the Dewar bottle principle, may be analysed.

While the technological feasibility for constructing pressurized vessels is granted, economical
feasibility for large-scale heat-storage must be proven. Since the pressure and temperature ranges are
not prohibitive, a specific goal-oriented research will certainly clarify this important point

We assume steel as basic construction material in view of its outstanding performance records
and use versatility. Preliminary evaluations for large spherical and cylindrical pressurized steel vessels
for the storage of hot pressurized water (temperature Tj, ~ 1 SO °C, pressure pj, ~ 5 atm) provide
acceptable values for critical physical parameters.

Preliminary Evaluations for a 100 kw Solar Thermo-Electric-Power Generating Plant

Assumptions :
-.continuous (24 hr/day) generation of electric power : W ~ 100 kw
- power cycle operating temperatures : T W 5 0 °C, Ti ~ 40 °C
- power cycle efficiency : t | ~ 0 . 1 5 (ideal efficiency r | c~ 0 .26)

- power cycle heat source thermal power : Wa, ~ W/0.15 ~ 666 kw
- solar radiation power flux : I ,~0 .8kw/m 2

- 6 hour daily collection of solar radiation with efficiency f ~ 0.3

- temperature drop of sun-heated water (temperature Tj, ~ 1 SO r~C, pressure pj, ~5 atm) through the

boiler heat exchanger : AT ~ 10°C.

The required hot water flow rate Q [m'/s] is found from the thermal balance equation :
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where Cp ~ 4.18 kj/kg is the specific heat of water and p ~ 0.92.10J kgm3 its density. With the
assumed values of W», and AT, we find y ~ 0.0173 nvVs .

The volume of hot pressurized water required daily is

V ~ Q . 8.64 1 0 ' s ~ 1500 m \

The required overall surface Sc of the solar collector units is found from the energy balance :

f I, A t Sc ~ W* 8.64 104s

With the assumed values : f ~ 0.3,1, ~ 0.8 kw/m2, At ~ 2.16 104 s, and
Wa,- 6.66 102 kw, we find Sc ~ 1.11 104 m2 .

We notice that under the present assumptions the electric power generated per unit collection
surface is W / S c ~ ( l O V l . l l 104)kw/mz ~ 10w/m2.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Vacuum solar collectors are versatile and efficient devices which m.-y find useful applications
in various solar energy systems, for providing domestic heat, for sea water desalination, and for
electric power generation.

A research collaboration between ENEL Spa (DSR-CRIS, Milano) and WED (Abu Dhabi) is
under way for the development of mechanically simple vacuum solar collectors since present
manufacturer* technologies are rather complex and costly and also generally exclude substitution and
repair of defective components. The proposed manufacturing technology, based on the use of
elastomer o-ring vacuum seals, is expected to have an important economy-saving potential per se in
all basic manufacture, repair, and substitution operations all of which could be made by the actual
operators without any need of external assistance. The novel simplified vacuum solar collectors would
be expected to significantly improve the performance of the solar sea water desalination plant in Abu
Dhabi.

As for the envisaged solar thermo-electric-power plant utilizing vacuum solar collectors, fairly
promising preliminary technical evaluations suggest the usefulness of a full range feasibility study.
Acknowledgement • The third author would like to express his gratitude to Dr. Darwish M.K. Al
Qubaisi of the Water and Electricity Department, Abu Dhabi, for his help and support.
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TABLES

TABLE 1 SPECIFICATIONS OF SANYO MODEL STC-BH250 R/L B COLLECTOR PANEL.

Absorber plate

Absorber plate area per panel
Absorber plate
Absorber tube

Glazing
Number of glass tubes per panel

Insulation
Circulation flow rate

Maximum operating pressure

selectively coated stainless steel
absorptivity a i 0.91
emissivity s <0.12

1.75 m2

stainless steel, selective coating
copper, 12.7 mm O.D.
glass tube, 80 mm O.D.

10
glass wool 20 mm thick.

700-1,800 Mir
6 bar

TABLE 2 GETTER CHECK RECORD FOR BLOCK F SHOWING NUMBER OF GLASS
TUBES AFFECTED.

' Getter condition =>

Sept 1984
Feb. 1986
Feb. 1996

Flash mark started to
decrease "A"

0
6
10

Flash mark mostly
disappeared "A"

0
0
1

Deterioration in
vacuum "X"

0
3
3

TABLE 3 SPECIFICATIONS FOR A 1,200 mJ/day SOLAR SEA WATER DESALINATION
PLANT.

Plant component
Collector

Heat accumulator

Item
Type

Number of panels
Total absorber area

Specifications
Evacuated glass tube, type STC-BH2

10,640
18,620 m1

Type Thermally stratified
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Seawater evaporator

Power consumption

Capacity
Type

Capacity
Heat consumption

No. of effects
Collector pump

Evaporator pumps
Total

i 3,000 m1

\IES
1.200 m'/dav

29.2 kcal/kg dist.
30

54 kW
155 kW
209 kW

TABLE 4 ESTIMATED FABRICATION COST FOR A 1.200 m' day SOLAR SEAWATER
DESALINATION PLANT.

FIGURES

Plant component |
1

Collector panels i
Collector supports, piping, etc. j

Heat accumulator !
Evaporator i

Diesel generators (300 kV A)
For normal service i

For emergency
Total fabrication cost

Fabrication cost
(1,000 USS)

9,541.3
5,204.3
543.17
4,130

171.20 '_
97.83 i

19,687.85 |

Percent of total
%

48.46
26.43
2.76

20.97

0.87
0.50
100

Fig. 1. Illustrative sketch pointing out technological manufacturing problems of vacuum solar
collectors.
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Fig. 2. Picture of the solar sea water desalination plant in Abu Dhabi.

D1m*niJoni In

Fig 3. Isometric view of a collector array pair.
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Fig. 4. Daily efficiencies of Block F and of whole collector field in September 1985.
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high ttmptroturt
tolor collectors

Fig. 5 Simplified diagrammatic representation of a solar thermo-electric-power plant exploiting
vacuum solar collector units. The high temperature heat source is provided by sun-heated water
(temperature ~150 °C, pressure - 5 atm) stored in pressurized vessels with thermally insulated walis.
The heat sink is provided by deep sea water (or by any suitably available fluid body in the
environment).
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ABSTRACT

The objective of tiie present analysis is to predict the unsteady-state no-load
thermal performance of parabolic trough solar collectors The present study is carried
out on systems each composed of a parabolic concentrator and an adiabatic storage
tank. Three types of receivers of different solar absorption mechanisms are considered.
The first type of receivers is the conventional black-painted copper-tube. The second
type is the recently introduced glass-lube with a flowing black-liquid The third one is a
copper black-painted tube shielded with a coaxial glass-tube as an envelope.

The governing energv equations are numerically solved using Runge-Kutta
method of fourth order and a computer code is constructed to simulate the present
system The time depended! temperature distribution along the receiver tube for both the
working fluid and the tubes wall aie predicted Also, the stored-fluid temperature, the
collector thermal efficiency and the overall system thermal efficiency are predicted at'
different operating conditions.

The stability and convergence of the present numerical results are investigated.
The results show that, two dillerent stability parameters must be satisfied to ensure
reliability of the solutions. These two parameters are (vAt/Ax^) and (m At/pVst) and
they are found to be (vAt/Ax2<3xlfH) and (m At/pVst<4,5x1(T4).

The effect of the different pertinent parameters upon the system performance are
investigated within the present work These parameters are, the working-fluid flow
intensity, storage tank capacity, collector aperture area, and the direct normal solar
radiation. Also, new correlations for the system thermal efficiency for the three different
receivers are obtained utilizing the present numerical results as a function of the
different operating parameters

/- INTRODUCTION

Utilization of solar energy on a large scale in Egypt climates demands systems
that provide heat at a desirable temperature Analysis of the thermal energy shows that
about 68% of the total industrial energy in Egypt is used in heating processes [ 1 ] Most
of this energy is needed in a temperature range of 100-400 °C [2] Also, 53% of the
industrial consumption of thermal energy (process heating ) is utilized at temperatures
below 250 °C [3]. Hence solar energy could replace a substantial part of the
conventional fuels . Most of the previous researches on the different types of solar
collectors have been concluded that, a parabolic trough collector (PTC) seems to be the
most appropriate type for an operating temperature range from 100 °C up to 400 °C [4]
It has been shown that the use of PTC for hot water production can be more viable than
the flat-plate type owing to its higher operating efficiency [5]. Experiments which have
been carried out by Ramsey et al [6] established the technical feasibility of using PTCs
for applications requiring thermal energy of temperature up to 300 °C The peak
efficiency for the conventional black painted copper tube PTC was found between 50%
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For selectively coated and 30% for black receivers at relatively elevated temperature (300
°C)

In conventional black painted copper tube parabolic collectors, solar energy is
absorbed by the tube outer surface where as the maximum temperature exists on the
tube outer surface which is subjected to the wind and surroundings. This leads to higher
convection and radiation heat losses. The utilization of the concept of black fluid with a
transparent tube receiver reduces the external heat loss by both convection and radiation
[7,8] The maximum temperature becomes inside the fluid. Therefore, the transparent
tube outer surface temperature becomes minimum with minimum heat losses. Hassab,
M.A. et al [2] developed an energy balance model to predict the thermal performance of
a PTC The system of nonlinear simultaneous energy equations for the working fluid,
absorber tube, envelope (shield) tube and the storage tank was numerically solved by
employing several iterative schemes. The effect of different parameters on the collector
efficiency and the storage tank temperature were analyzed. Assassa, G.R. [3] carried out
a new approach of modeling to predict the thermal performance of PTCs Two types of
receivers of different mechanisms of solar energy absorption were considered (copper
black painted tube and black liquid with transparent glass tube receivers). The energy
equations for the receiver tube, working fluid and storage tank were formulated as a
system of coupled partial differential equations Numerical solution of the system of
equations was developed based on a finite difference approximation. Garld, E.W. and
Kuehn, T.I I. [9] carried out an analysis to predict the performance of a PTC with porous
absorber receiver The steadv state fluid velocity and the transient temperature
distribution along the line of vertical symmetry near the midpoint of the collector were
predicted via a one dimensional finite difference algorithm. Also, a parametric study was
performed to predict the effects of mass flow rate, acceptance angle, receiver
dimensions, and material properties on the collector efficiency. Edenburn, M. W. [ 10]
conducted an analysis tor cylindrical parabolic collectors using heat transfer analytical
method. The effects of geometrical dimensions, radiative surface properties and radiative
transmittance properties have been studied. Hassan, K.E. and EI-Refaie, M.F. [ I I ]
carried out a theoretical study to predict the optical performance of cylindrical parabolic
solar collectors The energy available at the focal plane and the distribution of its
intensity were determined at a range of rim angles from 0° up to 180° and at different
width ratios 0 < B < 25. It was found that the concentration efficiency remains constant
at about 100% for the range of width ratio over 5 and rim angles from 60° up to 90°.
Claudio, A E and Jaime, G.C. [12] performed a parametric study to simulate the thermal
performance of a disk-tvpe receiver of a concentrated radiative flux measuring system
under various conditions Temperature distributions for both the disk and the working
fluid, as functions of the space coordinates, were obtained at different flow conditions
and at different solar concentrations

The objective ot the present analysis is to formulate a theoretical model for
predicting the no-load unsteady state thermal performance of parabolic trough solar
collectors at different mechanisms of solar absorption. The proposed system is shown in

2- MATHEMATICAL MODELING AND METHOD OF SOLUTION

Generally the goveminu equations for most of the solar systems are dynamic
equations that can be modeled in different ways [7] In the present analysis, the problem
is formulated such that both the temperature of the fluid and the receiver-tube wall are
functions of two independent parameters. The fluid flow direction (the receiver tube axis)
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is considered the space coordinate while the time (measured from sun rise) is the second
independent parameter.

The governing equations are simplified in such a way that the receiver tube is
divided into axial elements and a linear variation of the temperature of both the fluid and
the tube wall along the element is assumed. This simplification keeps only a single
independent variable (time) for each axial element and the lumped model is used, lumped
models are common for solar systems and are often applied for the purpose of analysis,
[8,9,10&11] Also, the application of the lumped equations for each element leads to a
coupled system of differential equations

Therefore, the resulting systems of differential equations for each type of the
present three receivers are solved simultaneously by using Runge-kutta method of the
4 ^ order. The temperatures of both the fluid and tube wall elements as functions of the
axial direction and time arc predicted. Also, the system performance is evaluated by
calculating both the collector thermal efficiency r|c and the system overall thermal
efficiency r\s.

2-1- Governing Equations
In the present work the basic energy conservation equation is applied

simultaneously on both the fluid and receiver tube elements. This procedure is applied to
the three different types of receivers which are considered in the present paper Figure
(2) shows the three different receiver-elements of different solar absorption mechanisms.
The energy equations is also applied on the storage tank which is assumed well insulated
Also it is assumed that the pipes connecting the receiver to the storage tank are well
insulated and the pumping work is neglected

2-1-1 Black-painted copper tube receiver
The receiver is computationaily devided into a number of elements along the

axial direction. Also, each element is decomposed into two parts (the tube wall and the
fluid elements) as shown in Fig (2,a). The energy-equation is applied on each of the two
elements as follows:

2-1-1-1 Copper-tube element
The present copper-tube surface is assumed black painted and the collector is

oriented north-south such that the optical efficiency r|opt is assumed independent of the
apparent solar time throughout the entire day, [6, 11] The energy equation for the
copper tube element is

dEc
, r (i)

W&Rad u t

where, q, = a c n o p t Aa I(t) (2)

Zqioss = U. As 0 (Tc(x.t)-!•,„) (3)
W&Rad.

, F = hi As,i (T
c(x,t) - Tj(x,t)> (4)

dEc dTc(x,t)

— - p c C p i C V c - ^ - (5>

In the present analysis the time dependent solar insolation I(t) is approximated by,
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7 t t
I(t)=l"sin( — )

where, I" is the maximum solar intensity, W/m2 and t is the time measured from sunrise
in hours, (t = 0 at sunrise & t = 12 at sunset)

By substituting Eqs.(3) and (4) into F.q(l) and rewriting, the following
differential equation is obtained for the temperature of the copper-tube receiver element:

5 " = n v [0tc n°P' A* I(t)- U As-o (J^T^' hi ^ (Tc" Tf)1 (6)

dt PcC
r.c

Vc

where, Tc=Tc(x,t), T ^ T H x . t ) , Aa = B.L, As j = n dj Ax,
As 0 = Jt d0 Ax, Vc= 7i/4 (do

2-dj2) Ax and U = hw + hR a d

The correlations used to calculate hj and hw and the equation of hRa(j are given
in Appendix (A).

2-1-2- Fluid element

The energy equation for the flowing fluid element is

(7)

where, T, = TjCx.t) , T2 = T2(x,t) & Tf= Tj<x,t)

According to the assumption of lumped model, the following assumptions are
also reasonable:

Tf(x,t)=l/2(T1(x,t) +T2(x,t)) ' (9)
dTf(x,t) dT2(x,t)

Also, can be replaced bv

at at
Therefore, the differential equation for the temperature of the fluid element is

(10)

where, Vf = it dj2 Ax

2-1-2- Glass - Tube Receiver with Black Liquid Flow:
The glass-tube receiver is devided into number of elements (Nj) and each element

is decomposed into two parts in a similar way to that followed above for the copper tube
receiver. The governing equations for each of the glass-tube and the fluid element are as
follows:

2-1-2-1- Glass-tube element
In this case, since the glass is transparent and the flowing fluid is black, the

absorption mechanism is different from the conventional one. The solar insolation is
transmitted from the glass tube and absorbed by the flowing black liquid internally.
Therefore the following energy balance is adopted for the glass-tube element:
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dEg
s+-7- < u >

w.&Rad. d t

In terms of the temperature of the glass tube element, Tg, Eq.( 11) may be written as

^ k - ' [a8Tio p tI(t)Aa+h iA s > i(T rT8).UA5 | O(T8-T0 O)] (12)

a t Pg^p,gvg

where, Tg = Tg(x,t) and Vg= Jt/4 (do
2-dj2)

2-1-2-2- Fluid "Black - liquid" element

The following heat balance is proposed for the present non-conventional fluid

element.
Z q i = S q ° +

In terms of the temperature of tlte fluid, Tr, Eq.(13) becomes
r) Tf

PfCp.f Vf-^~ = af<Tlopt.TgI(t)Aa) - hiAs i(T rTg) - mC p f (T2-T,) (14)

Rewriting and applying the assumptions

1 3Tr(x,t) 9T2(x,t)
M)= - [(T1(x,t)+T2(x,t)]& ' v ' '

1
[(T1(x,t)T2(x,t)]&

1 dt at

therefore,

^ l
 p (<T,-T2)+a r 1 op t . tgI( t)A a+hiA s > i(Tg-I /2(T, +T2))J (15)

2-1-3- Copper-Tube, Glass-Shielded Receiver
In this case, the receiver element is decomposed into the following four parts:

1- The glass shield element
2- The air-gap element
3- The copper-tube element
4- The flowing fluid element.

In the present analysis, the air-gap is assumed thin such that heat can be
transferred through it by both conduction (with an effective thermal conductivity of kejf)
and radiation (between the shield and copper-tube surfaces). Therefore, the energy
equation of the air-gap is'eliminated and there is no need to calculate the air-gap
temperature distribution.

The appropriate forms of the governing equations for the glass-shield, copper-
tube and the fluid elements are written as follows:

2-1-3-1- (ilass- shield element
The energy equation for a glass-shield element is

(IE
<«g + PR,C V nOpt.K0 Aa+qcomLefr+ qRad= Eqioss+—f- (16)
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where ,
<_7l Kgff AX v v ( \ 7 \

(lcond., elY. " [ > — ( ' c " V (U)

' " (—L)
do

and

q K 3 d i = p c o A S 0 ( T 4 - T g ) (18)

I5v substituting Eqs.(17) and (18) into Eq (16), the following dilYcrential equation is
valid for the temperature of the glass-shield tube, TgiSh,:

r li. sh 1 2n kcrr Ax

+ s c5A s > o(T c
4-T g

4*)-UJiD oAx(T g ( S h-T 0 O)] (19)

where, V- _ = ^ (D2
0 - D?) A * (20)

t» 4

2-1-3-2- Copper-tube element
The energy equation for a copper-tube element is given by

d £ cd £ c
c Tg n o p t Ht)Aa = Zq,,. + q c o n V if + — (21)«c T

where, Sq - 2 " ^ ^ (Tc - Tg sh) + s c 5 As 0(Tc
4 - T g

4 ^ (22)

d0
Dy substituting Eq (22) into Eq (21) therefore,

dTr 1 271 kerr Ax

T r =
 ( U T A T

 [((Vg n ° p t 1(t) Aa" {n Di (Tc'T&

d0

-e c 6 As 0 (T4
c-T4

gsh) - h; A s i (Tc-Tf)] (23)

The correlations used to calculate keflp is given in Appendix (A).

2-1-4- Storage Tank
In the present analysis it is assumed that, the walls of the storage tank are well

insulated and it have a negligible thermal capacity compared with that of the stored fluid.
Also, a complete mixing between the incoming hot fluid from the receiver and the fluid
inside the storage tank is assumed. Therefore, the lumped model is applied on the storage
tank (stored fluid inside the tank) and a non-stratified time dependent temperature
distribution is assumed and the energy equation of the stored fluid is

where,— -=p£ p f V r t —
i , Tf 0 (t)= Tst.(t) and Tf j (t) = T2(L,t) "receiver outlet",

at K> at
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Rewriting JZq.(24) yields

dTs,(t) 1

dt
m c P, f ( T f , iW-T s t (t)] (25)

2-2- Boundary and Initial Conditions
In the present analysis the temperatures of both the receiver tube and the working

fluid are functions of two independent parameters (the flow axial direction ,x, and the
time, t). Therefore, boundary and initial conditions are required to solve for Tg(x,t),
Tc(x,t) , Tj (x,t), T2(x,t) and Tf(x,t) for 0< x < L throughout the period from sunrise
(t=0) to sunset (t = 12 hr.). Since, the stored fluid within the storage tank is modeled as
a lumped system i.e. Ts t = Tst (t) only, therefore an initial condition is required to solve
for Tst(t) throughout the period (0<t<I2hr . )

The present systems of equations are subjected to the following initial and
boundary conditions:
/- Initial Conditions:
a) For receiver tube walls; Tc(x,O)=Tg(x,O)=T,.lh(x,O) = T^, forx=0 toL
b) For fluid; T,(x,0)=T2(x,0) = Tf(x,0) = Tao, for x = 0 toL
c) For the storage tank; Tst.(O) = Too
//. Boundary Conditions:
1)-For receiver tube walls; Tc(0,t) = TR (0,t) = Tg s h (0,t) = T^ (t), for t = 0 to 12 hr.
2)- For fluid , Tl (0 ,t) = Tst (t), 'for t =0 to 12 hr.

2-3- System Performance Characteristics
The system performance is evaluated by calculating both the collector efficiency

T|c and the system overall efficiency TIS as,

mCpf[T2(L,t)-T1(0)t)]
1c(t)= " • „ ' . ' (26)

and

Pf

J(I(t).Aanop,)dt
(27)

2-4- Method of Solution
The governing equations describing each of the present three receivers are

numerically solved by using a modified Runge-Kutta method of 4th order. As a sample
of calculations, the copper-itube receiver is considered as follows:

1-For the tube-wall element, the time-dependent temperature distribution along the
tube is obtained from the numerical solution of Eq.(6) according to Runge-Kutta
method as follows:

Tc(U+l) = Tc(i , j)+-^[Kl,c+2K2,c +2K3,c+K4,c] (28)
o

where, Kl,c = <j> [ t ( j ) , T c(i , j)]
Tc(i, j ) + Kl , cAt/2]

, Tc(i, j)+K2,cAt/2 ]
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Tc(i, j ) + K3,c At
nd

= iAx. t;j)=jAt, (i=l,2,3,...Nj&j= 1,2,3, Nj)
and <[> ( t , Tc) j : = The right hand side of Eq.(6),

2-For (he flowing fluid element, the fluid outlet temperature is calculated by solving
Eq (10) using Runge-Kutta method as follows:

T 2 ( i , j *- l) = T 2 ( i , j ) + — [Kl f + 2 K 2 f * 2 K 3 f + K 4 f ] (29)

Where, Kl f = \\< [ t ( j ) , T2 (i, j)]
K2 f = \\i [ t ( j ) + At/2, T2 (i, j) + Kl f At/2)]
K3'f = \\i [ t ( j ) + At/2. T2 (i, j) + K2' f At/2)]
K4 f = V [ t ( j ) + At, T 2 (i, j) + K3 f At)]

and \ | / ( t ,T 2)j: is the right hand side of Eq. (10).

3-For the stored fluid in the storage tank, the temperature of the stored fluid is
calculated at each time step from the numerical solution of Eq. (25) as follows :

TstO+D = T s t ( j ) + — [Kl.s t H2K2,st +2K3,st 4K4,st] (30)
6

where, Kl, s t = C t ( t ( j ) , Ts t (j)]
K2,st = C, [(t ( j ) + At/2, T s t ( j ) + Kl, s t At/2)}
K3.8t = C K t ( j ) + At/2, Ts t (j ) + K2,st At/2)]
K4,st = C K t ( j ) + At, T s t ( j ) + K3.st.At)]

and C(t.Tst.)j is the right hand side of Eq (25) . AJso, Ts t (l)=Too (initial condition).
In a similar way to that followed for the copper-tube receiver Runge-Kutta

representations are accomplished for both the glass-tube with black fluid and copper-tube
glass shielded receivers.

2-5- Numerical Procedure
In the present analysis, the variations of the fluid thermophysical properties with

ature are considered. These variations are found to be very effective on the
flow regime inside the receiver tube. In fact, the inner heat transfer coefficient (hi)

is very sensitive to that variations. Therefore, the present computational procedure is an
iterative one in the unknown (variable) inner heat transfer coefficient. The present
iterative computational procedure is based on th« following steps:

1- Set the initial conditions at time t=0
2- Calculate both h{ and U based on the initial temperature distribution.
3- Increment time by a time step At.
4- Solve Eq. (28) and Eq.(29) for both the tube and fluid elements to get Tc(x,t+At)

and T2 (x,t+At) respectively for x = 0 to L.
5- Calculate the fluid mean temperature at each element from the assumed linear

variation, Ti (x, t+At) = l/2[Ti (x, t+At) + T2(x, t+At)]
where, T, (x, t+At) = T2 (x -Ax, t+At)

6- Based on the new temperature distribution (Tr (x, t+At), recalculate the local inner
heat transfer coefficient h,(x) and the corresponding overall outer heat transfer
coefficient U(x).

7- Repeat step 4 and find a modified temperature distribution based on the new values
of both hi(x) and U(x).

8- Check for the receiver exit temperature T2(L,t+At) (as a reference). If the difference
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between the new value calculated from step 7 and the old value obtained from step 4
is within a certain accuracy then go to step 9 else go to step 6

9- Solve Eq. (30) get the new temperature of the stored fluid T,, (t+At)
10- Print out the results of the current time.
11- If the final time is reached then stop else go to 12
12- Set the inlet temperature of the receiver according the assumption of no heat loss or

gain by the piping as follows
(Ti(O,t+At) = T,,(t) and Te (0, t+At) =Tg(0, t+At) = TE,,h (0, t+At) =T,,(t)
and then go to step 3

3. RESULTS AM) DISCUSSION

In the present work, the effect of different parameters on the thermal
performance of the three different receivers at no-load condition was investigated. These
parameters are the fluid mass flow rate (m), the collector aperture area (Aa), the
maximum solar insolation ( I ) and the volume of the storage tank (V,,) Also, both the
fluid mass flow rate and the collector aperture area are combined in a single parameter
which is called the fluid flow intensity, (p = m/A. pr , ( mVh.m2).

Figure (3) shows the thermal performance of a copper-tube receiver at different
fluid flow intensities and at 1 =510 W/m2, Aa=3 m2, V,,.=180 lit. The results show that,
generally with increasing the fluid flow intensity the system efficiency increases. Also, the
flow regime changes from laminar to turbulent as a result of the change in the fluid
properties due to temperature elevation, as shown in Fig. (3,c&d). The overall system
performance is affected by this change in the flow regime. This effect can not be detected
if constant fluid properties are considered Also, Fig. (3) shows that, at a certain time,
depends on the fluid flow intensity, the collector heat gain is balanced with its loss (i.e.
r|c=0). After, this time the circulating pump must be shutdown to save the stored energy.

Figure (4) shows the results for a glass-tube receiver with black liquid flow at
1=510 W/m2, Aa =3 m2, V,, = 180 lit and at different fluid flow intensities The results
show an enhancement in the system overall efficiency compared with that for copper-
tube receiver. This enhancement in the system efficiency may be attributed to the efficient
glass-tube- black fluid solar absorption mechanism

Figure (5) shows the results for a copper-tube glass-shielded receiver at I =510
W/m2, Aa= 3 m2, Vu.= 180 lit and at different fluid flow intensities. The results show an
additional enhancement in the system overall efficiency compared with that for glass-tube
receiver

A comparison between the unsteady state thermal performance of (PTCs) with
the three different absorption mechanisms is carried out and the results are shown in Fig
(6). The effect of the maximum solar insolation 1 on the thermal performance of a PTC
at the three different receivers is shown in Fig (7) For the black-painted copper tube
receiver, the system efficiency decreases with increasing the maximum solar insolation In
contrast, the increase in the solar insolation enhances the thermal performance for both
the glass tube-black liquid receiver and the copper tube-glass shielded receiver This can
be attributed to the difference in the solar absorption mechanisms associated with the
different receivers

The efficiency enhancement ratio r|,/r|,c (system efficiency/system efficiency for
copper-tube receiver) reaches a maximum value ot" about 1 50 at fluid flow intensity of
2 01x10 ' m'/h.nr for a giass-shiekled receivers at maximum solar flux. 1 , of 700 W/m2

Also, this enhancement in the system efficiency decreases with the increase in working
fluid flow intensity till it reaches i 13 at a How intensity of 20 1x10"' mVh.m' as shown
in Fig (8)
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4- CONCLUSIONS

The present analysis was carried out for predicting the unsteady state thermal
performance of PTCs for three different receivers with different solar-absorption
mechanisms (black-painted copper-tube receiver, glass-tube receiver with black fluid and
black-painted copper-tube receiver shielded with glass tube) The different modes of heat
transfer for the three different types of receivers were modeled and numerical solutions
for the time-dependent governing equations were performed using Runge-Kutta method
of 4"1 order Also, a computer code was developed to simulate the system and the
stability, and convergence of the present numerical solutions were investigated.

The present results lead to the following conclusions:
1) The temperature-dependence of the fluid properties has a sensitive effect on the

thermal performance of the PTCs.
2) Two different stability parameters must be satisfied to ensure the reliability of the

results of the present numerical method of solution. These two parameters are (y
At/Ax2) and (m At/ pfVtl.) and they are found to be 3x10° and 4.5xlO'3 respectively.

3) The black-painted copper tube with glass shield receiver was found to be the most
efficient receiver specially at lower range of the fluid flow intensity£O 01 m-Vh.m^
and at higher solar insolation. The results show that about 150% enhancement in the
system efficiency at flow intensity of 2.01x10"•* rrrlh.xrr was obtained at maximum
solar intensity of 700 W/m2.

4) The glass-tube with black working fluid receiver is more efficient compared with the
conventional black painted copper tube receiver throughout the whole ranges of the
investigated parameters.

5) The flow turbulence, resulting from the variation of the fluid properties with
temperature, increases the system overall efficiency at fixed flow velocity. This in
fact is considered the main advances of the present model

6) New correlations for the overall system efficiency for the three different receivers
were obtained from the present numerical data. These correlations are:

a) For a PTC with conventional black-painted copper-tube receiver;

ns= ,.939 oc f ^ y p l ) W (31)
s c v i "Ld; VA.d; y.uJ '

b) For a PTC with glass-tube receiver and black-fluid;

ns = 2.912 xB ac i^h) (y±) f JL (32)
IS fa c I I"Ld ) KA.dJ V u J

c) For a PTC with black-painted copper-tube receiver shielded with glass-tube,

0 0 1 2 6 / , , x ( J 2

"Ld J KA,d
—

KA,
(33)

These correlations are valid within the ranges of 0 l<m<1.0 kg/min.,
60<V,t-.160 lit., KAa<3 in2, 410<I<700 \V/m2. and 20<T<40 "C with a maximum
deviation of 10.6%
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5. NOMENCLATURE

Unless otherwise mentioned SI units are used

A
B
C
D
d
E

g
h

Kt)
I"
Kl.
k
L
1
in

Ni

Nj
q
T
t
V
V
X

Area
Concentrator width
Specific heat
Shield tube diameter
Receiver tube diameter
Energy
Gravitational acceleration
Heat transfer coefficient

Time dependent solar insolation
Maximum normal solar insolation

, K2, K3, K4 Runge-Kutta factors
Thermal conductivity
Receiver tube length
Characteristic length
Fluid mass flow rate
Total number of eIements(Ni=L/Ax)
Number of time steps
Heat
Temperature
Time
Overall heat transfer coefficient
Volume
Axial distance measured from
receiver inlet

b'reek Letters:
a
Ax
e

n
0

(P
H
V

7t =

Absorpitivity
Element length
Emissivity
Efficiency

Function of (x,t)

Flow intensity m/pfAa (inJ/h.m~)
Fluid dynamic viscosity
Fluid kinematic viscosity
3 14

P
PR
V
I
a
T

;

Density
Reflectivity
Function of (\,t)
Summation
Stefan-Boitzman constant
Transmissivitv
Function of (x,t)

Subscripts:
I
1
a
c
Conv.
Cond.
elT.
f

g
I
i
Loss
0

opt.
Rad.
S
Sh

vv

element inlet condition
element exit condition
aperture
copper, collector efficiency
heat transfer by convection
heat transfer hv conduction
effective
fluid, final
glass
input
inlet, inner diameter
heat losses
outlet, outer diameter, initial
optical
heat loss by radiation
surface, system elTiciencv
shield (envelop)
wind

ambient condition

Dimensionless Terms:
Gr
Gz
Nu
Pr
Ra
Re

Grasliof number
Graetz number
Nusselt number
Prandtl number
Rayleigh number
Reynolds number
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APPENDIX (A)
HEA T TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS

The different Heat transfer coefficients for each element of fluid (tube parts) are
evaluated as follows.

A. 1. Inner Surface Heat Transfer Coefficients
The convective heat transfer coefficient is modeled according to the

flow regime,- laminar, transitional, or turbulent. It is assumed that the flow is
hydrodynamically fully developed at the receiver entrance.

In the present work, the local Nusselt number is obtained according to the flow
regime by the following correlations, from [13]:

Nu = 2.747 (Gz)0-26 for 10 <Gz< 100 (A-l)
and Nu = 1.948 (Gz) ° 3 3 for 100 <Gz<10 4 (A-2)
where, Gz = Re. Pr d/x and hi = Nu k/di

Also, for fully developed laminar flows Re < 2100, the convective heat transfer
coefficient is calculated from; Nu=4.36, [14].

It should be noted that for very small Reynolds number, mixed (natural and
forced) convection may take place. For mixed convection in laminar flow, the convective
heat transfer coefficient is given'by, [14].
Nu=1.75(u/u s)

0 1 4[Gz+0.12(GzGr1 / 3)4 / 3]1 / 3 forGr/Re2~l (A-3)
Also, for fully developed turbulent flows, the following correlation is adopted, [14-15]:

Nu = 0.027 R e 0 8 Pr1/3
 (M/US)°

 M (A-4)
In the above correlations, all the physical properties are evaluated at the fluid

element mean-temperature except those with subscript (s) that are estimated at the
surface temperature.

A. 2. Outer Surface Heat Transfer Coefficients
Two modes of heat transfer take place at the outer surface of the tube, radiation

and convection. Regarding radiative heat transfer coefficient from the outer surface of
the tube to the atmosphere, it is taken as,

hR = eo(T,2 + T^XT.+T,,) (A-5)
Also, the convective heat transfer coefficient due to wind (hw) is obtained

according to the wind velocity from the following correlations, [ 16,17]:
Nu = 0.32 + 0 43 Re» 0 5 2 for 0.1 <Re»< 1000 (A-6)

and Nu = 0.24Rew
06 for 1000 < Re«< 50,000 (A-7)

where Re» = Uwdo/v &hw = Nu.k/do

The fluid properties which are used in correlations (A-6) and (A-7) are to be evaluated at
the ambient temperature Tw.

A. 3. The Effective Thermal Conductivity
Free convection in the annular space between the receiver tube and the glass

shield (two concentric cylinders) has been considered by [18,19]. The effective thermal
conductivity kefr. is the thermal conductivity that a stationary fluid should have to transfer
the same amount of heat as the moving fluid. The suggested correlation for keir is,
ke,r/k =0.386[Pr.Rac"/(0.86l+Pr)]02S (A-8)
where, Rac'= Ra.fln D,yD,y7[i (Df"6 - DO""6)5] and i=X(D0-D,)

In the present work, correlation (A-8) was used for the range
102<Rat < 107 and for Rai <l00. kcir was replaced by k, [14].
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ABSTRACT
The results of the simulations for a conventional heat pump, a conventional solar air

heater and two serial solar assisted heat pump (SAHP) systems are presented in this
paper. The thermodynamic properties of R22, R404a and R134a are given in the form of
correlations with correlation factors higher than 0.99. The performance characteristics of
the heat pump are investigated using these working refrigerants, for wide ranges of
evaporator temperature (0-45°C), condenser temperature (50-70°C) and air mass flow
rates (500-2000 kg/hr). The comparison of the heat pump performance for the considered
working refrigerants proved that, R134a is the most promised alternative to R22 for low
temperature applications. This is confirmed by 22% increase in the coefficient of
performance for R134a over R404a.

The operating conditions and the performance of both the conventional solar air heater
and SAHP systems have been evaluated round the year using the meteorological data of
Cairo (latitude of 30°N). Comparison between performance of the SAHP systems,
conventional heat pump or conventional solar air heater, shows that the SAHP systems
provide better characteristics over the conventional systems. Moreover, the SAHP system
in which heated air flows from the collector to the evaporator, then through the condenser
is preferable. This system using R134a gives an increase of more than 50% in the
coefficient of performance of the heat pump and saving of 21% in the collector area.

1. INTRODUCTION
In view of the growing global energy needs and concern for environmental degradation,

clean energy sources such as solar energy is receiving greater attention for various
applications using different techniques. SAHP principle is one of the most promising
techniques as it boosts the thermal load of solar heat collected at low temperatures. Thus,
considerable interest has been focused on SAHP systems [1-6], particularly when
application temperatures lie between 40°C and 70°C. Heat at these temperature levels is
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required for comfort heating, service water heating and drying of perishable foodstuffs.
Solar assisted heat pump systems can be classified according to heat sources as either

parallel, series or dual. In parallel system, the heat pump receives energy from the
ambient and the collected solar energy is supplied directly to the considered application.
In series combination, solar energy is supplied to the evaporator of the heat pump while in
the dual system, the evaporator is designed so that it can receive energy from either
atmosphere or from solar collectors or energy stores. Among the above systems, a series
SAHP has the highest coefficient of performance [7]. Therefore, this type of SAHP is
considered in the present work.

R12 and R22 have been popular candidates as working fluids of heat pumps (6). RI2
has phased out as a consequence of Montreal Protocol held in 1987. R22 continues lo be
in use for some time because of Copenhagen Meeting held in 1992 [8. 9]. ITii» leads to a
need for immediate and long term searches for alternatives to existing working fluids of
compression vapor heat pumps. Replacement of R12 by Rl 34a for refrigeration has been
widely accepted and this is very close to commercial status. Thus, the present
investigation evaluates the possibilities of using either R134a or R404a as a working fluid
to replace R22 for SAHP systems. Thermophysical properties of these refrigerants are
listed in Table 1. Moreover, the performance characteristics of conventional heat pump,
solar air heater and series SAHP systems are compared at various operating parameters.

2. SIMULATION OF THE SYSTEM

2.1. Description of The System
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a solar collector linked to a heat pump. It

consists of solar air heater, evaporator, compressor, condenser, expansion device, three
way valves and air damper. The three way valves and the air damper are used to direct the
air in the desired direction. Two fluid circuits namely, refrigerant and air circuits are
existing for SAHP or the conventional heat pump system. The refrigerant circuit consists
of the evaporator, compressor, condenser and expansion device whereas the air circuit
comprises solar air heater, evaporator, condenser and load space.

The following assumptions are made for the thermal analysis:
i. Steady state operation of the system.
ii. The pressure drops in heat exchangers, piping.. ..etc. are neglected.
iii.The heat losses between the system components and the surrounding are negligible.
iv.The conditions of the refrigerant at the exit of the condenser and the evaporator are

saturated.
v Thermal effectiveness of both evaporator and condenser is 0.8

2.2 Analysis Procedure
Figure 2 shows the basis for estimating the performance of main components in the

considered systems. The governing equations describing the system components are
formed in the following section.
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2.2.1. Heat pump:
It consists of a compressor, an evaporator, a condenser and an expansion device. The

governing equations that describe these components are given herein. The main quantities
of the compressor are: volumetric efficiency (r|v0|), refrigerant mass flow rates (mr) and
compression power. These are presented as follows:

n V o i = l - C [ ( P c o n , T e ) 1 / n - l ] = l - C [ ( C R ) i n - 1] (1)

m r =V s t Ni( l /v , ) r ivo , (2)
Wc = m r ( h 2 - h , ) (3)

Heat load and thermal effectiveness of the evaporator (ee) are computed by:

Q « = m r ( h l - h 4 ) = m 1 C p , ( T i f . I - T i e , ) (4)

ee = (Tae,-Tae.0)/(Tae. i-Te) (5)

In the case of the condenser, the heat rejection takes place in two stages. First,
desuperheating during which the refrigerant is cooled from discharge temperature to
saturated temperature followed by condensation at constant temperature. Thus,
i- During desuperheating stage,

Tb) (6)
Qdes = mr (h2-h2s) = ma Cpa (Tac.0-Tb) (7)

ii-During condensation stage,
econd = (Tb-Tac.,)/(Tcon-Tac.,) (8)

Qcond = mr (rbs-h3) = ma Cpa (Tb-Tacj) (9)

In the above equation, Tb is the air temperature corresponds to end of the
desuperheating stage. The performance characteristics of the heat pump are compression
ratio (CR) and coefficient of performance (COP). These are:

P,on/P< (10)
COP = Qcon/Wc (U)

where
Qcon = Qcond + Qdes

2.2.2 Solar air heater:
Several designs of solar air heaters are available in the literature [10-13]. Among these,

a plastic bag solar air collector (PBSAC) is a simple, cheap and efficient one. Therefore,
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PBSAC with a polyester fiber porous absorber and a plastic cover (absorbitiviry (a) of 0.9
& transmissivity (t) of 0.89) is considered in the present work. The efficiency of such
solar air collectors can be written as:

I c , =Qu/ (A c o l l G) (12)

Where the rate of useful heat transfer from the collector absorber to the air is given by:

Qu = ma Cpa (To - TMb) - (13-a)
or

Qu = Fo [t a G - UL (To - T ^ ) ] (13-b)

Where Fo is the modified heat removal factor based on the term (To - T ^ ) given by
Duffie and Beckman (1991) as:

FB-(FRAsoll)/{l-[(FRUL)/(M.Cpi

In the above equation, the heat removal factor (FR) for porous absorber of a solar air
collector can be estimated according to Bansal and Singh (1985):

F R = ( M a C P a ) / ( M a C P a + U L ) (15)

2.2.3 Computation procedure:
The systems under consideration are simulated. A FORTRAN-77 program is written and

developed to estimate the performance of the considered systems. The input data for
simulation are the meteorological climate data of Cairo, the evaporator and condenser
temperatures, specification of the compressor (Vs,=34.45 cm3, N=3000 rpm), air mass
flow rates and the thermal effectiveness of both evaporator and condenser. The program
evaluates the performance characteristics and the heat loads of the systems. Also, the state
point data such as pressure, specific enthalpy, specific entropy, specific volume and the
mass flow rate are computed by the program. The influences of the operating parameters
on the systems performance are discussed in the next section.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Using the system described in Fig. 1, heat can be supplied to the load by four different

operating modes. These modes are given below:

Mode 1 : The conventional heat pump (the solar air heater is omitted).
Mode 2 : Series SAHP in which heated air flows from the solar collector to the

evaporator then goes to the condenser.
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Mode 3 : Series SAHP in which heated air flows from the solar air heater to the
evaporator then goes to ambient. Air is circulated or bypassed between the
condenser and the space load.

Mode 4 : The conventional solar air heater (the heat pump is omitted).

In order to obtain the performance of the conventional heat pump or SAHP working
with R22. R404a or R134a as working fluids, knowledge of the thermodynamic
properties is required. Such properties are published in tabular form for R22 [14]. R134a
[15] and R404a [16]. Using these data, a regression analysis has been carried out to
correlate their thermodynamic properties from - 50°C to near the critical point The
following correlations are obtained:

ln(Ps) = An +A, T ^ A : T 2 -A , T 3 (16)

ln(vsv) = Bo+B| T + B 2 T 2 - B 3 T ' (17)

h ^ C ^ C i T + C.T2 (18)

hsv = D0 + D, T + D 2 T 2 (19)

SSV = EO + E , / T - E 2 / T 2 (20)

n = 2 n = 5
h = Y F T n + P- I F T n " J <21)

sup — n , n
n = 0 n = 3
n = 2 n = 5 -,

S = I G T n + P Y G T n " 3 • - )
sup A n ~ n

n = 0 n = 3

The numerical constants of the above correlations are given in Table 2.
Influence of various operating parameters on the performance characteristics of the

conventional heat pump. SAHP systems and the conventional solar air heater are
presented in the forgoing sections.

3.1. The Conventional Heat Pump (Mode-1):
The ptvformance characteristics of the heat pump are obtained for the following data:

* Working refrigerants are R22. R134a and R404a.
* Evaporator temperatures between 0 and 45 °C that adopt wide range of heat source air

temperatures such as ambient air. solar air heaters, etc.
* Condenser temperature ranges from 50 to 70 °C which cover various low temperature

heating applications.
Effects of operating conditions on the conventional heat pump performance are

discussed here concerning the results for R134a. The other two refrigerants: R22 and
R404a follow the same trend.
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3.1.1 Effect of Evaporator Temperature (T,):
The effect of T. on the performance of the heat pump while the other operating

parameters are kept constant is depicted in Figs. 3. 4 and 5. As I, increases, me
evaporator pressure increases, thus the compression ratio decreases I'he km \a iueso i
CR reduce the term ( C R l n - l ) of Eq. (1) that causes the volumetric etiieiene\ I I I , . , I W
increase with Tc as shown in Fig. 3.

For a given condenser temperature, h-. prevails constant, h? and \ . decrease while hi
increases as Te increases. Thus, (hi-hi) and (h; -hi) decrease.

The refrigerant mass flow rate increases with T,. as shown in Fig 4 I his is due to the
increase in volumetric efficiency and the decrease in V| as mentioned earlier When the
influence of refrigerant mass flow rate is more pronounced than that of the i hi -hi i. \\
increases with Te and vice versa. This explains the behavior of the compression work as
illustrated in Fig. 4.

Figure 5 shows the variation of the condenser heat load (Q ion) and the coefficient ot
performance (COP) against Te. It is observed that Qcon increases with Te. This is because
of the large rate of the increase in refrigerant mass flow rates that overwhelms the rate ot
decrease in the enthalpy difference (hi -h3) of equations (7 and 9). Due to the increase in
Qcon, the COP rises with Te.

3.1.2. Effect of Condenser Temperature (T^J:
At particular Te. when Tcon increases, the condenser pressure increases, thus the CR goes

up. This leads to a reduction in the volumetric efficiency as Tcon increases. This trend of
CR and ruoi is illustrated in Fig. 3.

As the condenser temperature is increased, V| and h| remain unchanged but hi and hi
increase. Thus. (h| -h.) decreases while (hi -h|) increases. Since, the increase in h, is
larger than that in hi. (h2 -h3) decreases as Tcon rises.

The effect of condenser temperature on the refrigerant mass flow rate is insignificant as
indicated in Fig. 4. It is also shown in the figure that, the compressor work increases with
Tcon. This is attributed to large (h2 - h| ) corresponds to high Tcon.

Variations of the condenser heat load and the COP are shown in Fig. 5. Qcon decreases as
Tcon increases. This is due to the decrease in both (h2 -hi) and mr. Clearly, as Tton

increases the COP decreases. Because the reduction in condenser heat load and the
increase in Wc. both contribute to the decrease in COP.

3.1.3. Comparison Between Refrigerants:
It is well known that the slope of the line representing the relation between lnP and I T

of a refrigerant is a function of its boiling point. The higher the boiling points, the steeper
the slope of the line. Thus, according to the boiling point data listed in Table 1. Rl34a has
the highest slope followed by R22 and R404a. Consequently. R 134a yields the highest
CR. However, the difference in CR between the considered refrigerants decreases as Te

increases. This behavior,- of CR is displayed in Fig. 6. This suggests that at high
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evaporator temperature, as in SAHP. R22 can be replaced by either Rl 34a or R404a from
view point of the compression ratio. However, the operating pressure levels of Rl 34a are
lower than those of R404a (refer to Eq. (161 and Table 2). This makes a strong argument
for R134ato replace R22 as a working fluid of SAHP.

It should be noted that no considerable variations in r̂ m between the refrigerants are
observed as shown in Fig. 6. Thus, according to Eq. (2). the mass flow rate of refrigerants
is mainly depending on their specific volumes. Since, the specific volumes of R 134a. R22
and R404a at evaporator temperature of 20°C are 0.035. 0.026 and 0.018 kg,m\
respectively as listed in Table 1. R134a requires the lowest refrigerant mass flow rate
while R404a needs the highest amounts. Moreover, the quantity (h2 - h,) is large for
R404a followed by R22 and R134a. Thus, the combined effects of both refrigerant mass
flow rate and (h2 - hi) necessitate that R134a needs the lowest Wc whereas R404a requires
the highest Wc among the refrigerants as illustrated in Fig. 7.

Variations of the condenser heat loads and COP with evaporator temperature are shown
in Fig. 8. Clearly high condenser heat loads can be achieved by R22 followed by R404a
and R134a because the influence of (h2 - h3) is more pronounced than that of mr. It is also
shown that R134a yields higher COP than R404a. These trends are a result of the effect
of the compressor work.

The above discussion suggests that R134a provides lower operating pressure levels,
lower refrigerant mass flow rates, lower compression work and higher COP than R404a
over the complete range of operating conditions. Thus, R134a is recommended to replace
R22 for low temperature applications.

3.2. Solar Assisted Heat Pump Systems (Modes 2 and 3):
The analysis of the conventional heat pump, in preceding section, indicated that R404a

requires the highest refrigerant mass flow rates and Wc among the investigated
refrigerants. Therefore, this refrigerant is eliminated and R22 and R 134a are considered
in the analysis of SAHP systems. The ranges of operating conditions for conventional
heat pumps are used with air flow rate ranging from 500 to 2000 kg/hr.

Figure 9 summarizes the variations of air temperature at the terminals of both the
evaporator and the condenser working with R134a for different air flow rates. The
operating conditions of Mode 2 or Mode 3 can be found from this figure. For Mode 2.
heated air flows from the solar collector through the evaporator then through the
condenser as stated before. This leads to that the inlet condenser air temperature should
be equal to that at the evaporator outlet. Thus, the intersection points I. II and III represent
the operating conditions for this mode at air flow rates of 1000. 1500 and 2000 kg*hr
respectively. For Mode 3, since the air may be circulated or bypassed between the
condenser and the load, the air temperature at the condenser inlet is assumed to be 35°C.
At this temperature, a horizontal line can be ploned to get point IV from which a vertical
line can be drawn to find out the terminal temperatures at both the evaporator and the
condenser for various air flow rates. Clearly, no intersection points occurred at air flow
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rates of 1500 or 2000 kg/hr for the condenser inlet air temperature of 35°C. Thus Mode 3
is only limited to air flow rates lower than these values. On contrast. Mode 2 can be used
over wide range of air mass flow rates. It is important to note that similar conclusion is
reached for R22.

3.3 Conventional Solar Air Heater (Mode 4):
Here, the solar air heater (Mode 4) is simulated over a wide range of operating

parameters such as air mass flow rate ranging from 500 to 2000 kg/hr and outlet collector
air temperature between 28 and 60°C. The results are obtained for the following monthly
average solar radiation (on tilted surface of 30°) and ambient temperatures of Cairo [17].

Month
G (W/nr
t (°Cl

)
1
422
17,8

2
433
18.8

3
585
19.9

4
660
27.8

5
597
29.5

6
715
31.1

7
622
32.5

8
617
32.2

9
557
31.5

10
528
29 6

11
457
20.5

12
395
16.6

The efficiency and the required area of the solar air collector, at the air mass flow rate of
1000 kg/hr and load temperature of 60°C are shown in Fig. 10 (Mode 4). The decrease in
the collector efficiency is clearly accompanied by a sharp increase in the collector area
required to achieve the desired load. This is typical behavior during the months of low
solar radiation. Thus, the use of SAHP systems may be a useful way to design a
conventional solar air heater based on the summer conditions and the heat pump can
compensate for the reduction in the system output during the periods of low solar
radiation. However, the use of SAHP (Mode 2 or Mode 3) is beneficial whenever the
outlet air temperature from the solar air heater is lower than that required by the load.

3.4 Comparison Between Various Modes:
The different operating modes (Mode 1. Mode 2 and Mode 3) are compared, at the air

mass flow rate of 1000 kg/hr and load temperature of 60°C, in Table 3. This table reveals
that the conventional heat pump (Mode 1) is performed poorly compared with the SAHP
systems ( Mode 2 or Mode 3).

For SAHP operating with R22 or R134a. while Wc is almost the same for Mode 2 and
Mode 3, Mode 2 is preferable based on Q con, and COP. Since lower outlet collector
temperature (TMJ) leads to low collector area and high collector efficiency. Mode 3
stands out when the criteria of collector efficiency and area are considered. Therefore,
the COP of SAHP system should be considered in the comparison. Kaygusuz et al. [3]
have defined the COP of series SAHP system (COPsys) as:

COPsys = Q c o n / (W c + Wf) (23)

Where. Wf is the fan power needed to pump the air through the air ducts and the solar
collector. For the same air ducts with the same flow rate, the pressure drop through the
ducts of both Mode 2 and Mode 3 is equal. Therefore, the pressure drop through the air
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ducts is excluded from the comparison. However, only the pressure drops through the
solar air collector are considered. Manipulating the data of Bansal et al. [ 18] for the same
type of collector, the pressure drop at 1000 kg/hr is 12.3 N/m2 per unit length of the
collector. Thus, COPSyS is computed for fan efficiency of 0.75.

Variations of COPsys for Mode 2 and Mode 3. operating with R22 orR134a,
throughout the year are illustrated in Fig. 11. COPsy5 of R 134a is higher than that of R22
in SAHP systems. This is mainly due to the high compressor work required for R22.
However, because of high condenser heat load. Mode 2 yields higher COPS>S than
Mode3.

A comparison between the conventional solar air collector (Mode 4) and Mode 2 is
presented in Fig. 10. It can be concluded that using Mode 2 with RI34a yields an increase
in Tkoii by 4% and saving in collector area by 21%. This suggests that for SAHP. the air
duct arrangement in which heated air flows from the evaporator then to the condenser is
preferable to achieve high thermal performance characteristics.

CONCLUSIONS
A computer program has been developed to simulate the performance of the

conventional heat pump, two serial solar assisted heat pump systems and the conventional
solar air heater. The thermal analysis of the conventional heat pump working with R22,
R134a or R404a indicated that R134a is better than R404a to replace R22 for low
temperature applications such as space heating, drying process, . . etc. However, the
comparison of the conventional heat pump, SAHP systems and conventional solar air
collector showed that:
- The Conventional heat pump or solar air heater is performed poorly compared with
serial SAHP system,
- Mode 2 can be used over wide range of air mass flow rates while Mode 3 is only limited
to low air mass flow rates.
- At low air mass flow rate, the COPsys of Mode 2 is higher than that of Mode 3 when
either R22 or R134a is used as a working fluid.
- The coefficient of performance of the system of both Mode 2 and Mode 3 for R134a is
higher than R22.
- Using Mode 2 operating with R134a increases the COP of the heat pump and r|coU by
50% and 4% respectively and saving in collector area by 21%.
This proves that the use of R 134a as an alternative to R22 for SAHP in which air enters

first to the evaporator then goes to the condenser is recommended to achieve better
performance.
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NOMENCLATURE:
A
C
COP
Cp.
l/R

F,,
K«
Ci
h
i
rh
M
n
N
P
Q
s
t
T
U
V

V
W
£

1

Surface area
Clearance percentage
Coefficient of performance
Specific heat at constant pressure
Compression ratio
Heat removal factor referenced to the
Heat removal factor referenced to the
Solar radiation
Specific enthalpy
Number of cylinders.
Mass flow rate
Mass flow rate per unit area
Ratio of specific heats
Number of revolutions per minute
Pressure
Rate of heat transfer
Specific entropy
Temperature
Temperature
Overall heat transfer coefficient
Specific volume
Displacement volume
Work
Heat transfer effectiveness (CW Qmax

Efficiency

Subscript
1-4
a
act
ac.i
ac.o
ae.i
ae.o
amb
c

coll
con
cond
des
e

Referred to Fig. 2
Air
Actual
Air inlet condenser
Air outlet condenser
Air inlet evaporator
Air outlet evaporator
Ambient air
Compressor
Collector
Condenser
Condensation
Desuperheating
Evaporator

term (To -
terra ( Fm -

)

f
in
L
0

r
s
si
st
sup
sv
sys
u
vol

lamb)

* amo)

Fan
Inlet
Losses
Outlet
Refrigerant
Saturated

m"

Wkg K.

k\Vm ;

kJ/"kg

kg/sec
kg/m" sec

(r.p.ml
MPa
kW
kJ/kg.K
°C
K
kW/ m:.K
mVkg
m!

kW

Saturation liquid
Stroke
super heating
Saturation vapor
System
Useful
Volumetric
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TABLE 1 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CONSIDERED REFRIGERANTS
REFRIGERANT

Molar mass (kg/kmol)
Boiling point at 1 atm. (°C)
Freezing point (°C)
Critical temp. (° C)
Critical pressure (abs.)
Critical density (kg/m3)
Latent heat of vaporization (kJ/kg)
Sat. vapor sp. volume at 20 °C

R22
86.48
-40.8
-160
96.2
4.99
513

234.7
0.02604

R404a
97.6
-46.4
-118
72.07
3.732
485

208.9
0.01809

R134a
102.03
-26.2
-101

101.15
4.064
508

215.5
0.035

TABLE 2 NUMERICAL COEFFICIENTS FOR EQUATIONS (16-22)
COEFFICIENT

P

v5v

hsi

h,v

Ssv

nsup

Ao
A,
A2

A,
Bo
Bi
B2

B3

Co

c,
c.
Do
D,
D-.
Eo
E,
E,

Fo
F,
F,
F3

F4

F«
Go
G,
G2

G3

G4

G<

R134a
-35.94481
0.265213

-0.6782399E-3
0.6323821E-6
0.1221149E2

-0.7384953E-1
0.7117396E-4

0
-6.702179
0.1675422

0.2154294E-2
83.23572
1.742258

-0.2140479E-2
1.69001

-27.95583
10543.32
155.1313

0.8471667
0.209139E-3

34.7401
-0.3860322

0.672008E-3
1.100179

0.297224E-2
-0.166979E-5

-1.479631
0.67361E-2
-0.79838E-5

R404a
-18.64993
0.1003131

-0.1239283E-3
0

29.09704
-0.2725075

0.8050092E-3
-0.8895644E-6

-44.88042
0.2586444

0.2334219E-2
7.468933
2.155101

-0.3016672E-2
1.394441
88.65609
-7009.401
-171.7682
2.771787

-0.281546E-2
235.5954
-1.63803

0.2648004E-2
0.5393066

0.5765001E-2
-0.562788E-5

-0.4013565
0.1113335E-2
-0.491053E-6

R22
-30.47938
0.2246619

-0.566184E-3
0.5234305E-6

28.70382
-0.2571637

0.7199527E-3
-0.7478266E-6

19.76056
0.1260932
0.19074E-2

113.0569
1.803855

-0.268273
1.1609

202.9646
-11380.03
206.9959

0.7536418
0.324801E-5

-30.38014
0.2181878E-1
0.6704004E-4

1.532719
0.104856E-2
0.2421992E-6

-1.118764
0.5077712E-2
-0.604711E-5
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TABLE 3 COMPARISON BETWEEN OPERATING CONDITIONS OF
ASSISTED R22 AND R134a HEAT PUMPS AT 1000 kg/hr AND Tfnn =

Variable

r.
T- !
r., , |
r.,..
r.«,
r«.
0«.
wc
CR
COP

Mode 1 I
3.5

89.9
;5
8.7

35.2 :
58 i
6.3
1.3
4.3
4.67

R22
Mode 2

18 8
75.06
54.5
26
26
60
9.5
1.42
2.5

6.67

Mode 3
4.7

83.52
27 2

9
35
58
6.4
1.35
4
5

Model
9.8

65.23
25
12
43

59.8
4

091
4.4
5

R134a
Mode 2

26
63.15

55
31.5
31.5
60.5

8
1.05
2.8 i

7.67

SOLAR
60 °C

Mode 3
22.5 i

63.57

50 !
28
35 1
59 '
7
1

6.67

C : Compressor |
Con . Candtnstr j
E : Evaporator

TWV1(Thret Way Valve)

-e

Air Damper

V

Load

1
To ambient From ambient To ambient

or coll or load

P'

Figure 1. Solar Assisted Heat Pump System

solar radiation (G)

air.
flow

Plastic bag solar air collector

ae.o laco

Figure 2. Basis for Estimating the Performance of Main Components
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Abstract:

Heat pipe is one of the most effective way of transmitting heat from a

higher temperature source to a lower one, especially in case of low temperature

differences. In the present study a heat pipe is used in conjunction with a solar

concentrator as an attempt to transfer heat from the focus of a parabolic

concentrator. The performance of the system has been investigated theoretically. A

Mathematical model is constructed to predict the system performance and the

results from the theoretical model are presented and discussed.

1-INTRODUCTION

The heat pipe is a device which has a high effective thermal conductivity

than any known homogenous material. It is a simple two-phase device which can

transport large rates of heat while exhibiting relatively small temperature drop

between its ends. This device consists of a pipe, containing the working fluid,

closed at both ends forming the container which has an adiabatic section separates

the evaporator and condenser sections. The transmission of heat by heat pipe is

due to the latent heat of vaporization of the working fluid which is absorbed by the

evaporator. At the condenser, latent heat of condensation of vapor is rejected

maintaining the tube at nearly constant temperature. As a result, condensate is

returned back to the evaporator to complete the cycle. The return of the

condensate to the evaporator can be carried out by either the gravity action or by

the capillary force through a wick material lines the pipe internal surface,

investigation of the performance of heat pipe indicated that both the pipe material,

wick material and the working fluid are the major factors that playing the major

role in the heat pipe operation. Also, the heat pipe output is restricted by several

operating (imitations due to viscous, sonic entrapment, capillary and boiling effect

11.2,3].
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In the ear / 1980s, a remarkable effort on heat pipe researches was carried

out and serious development work took place. At present, the hear pipe is poised

on the threshold of a new era of utilization as an economic cycle heat recovery

device [4],

Due to the great performance of heat pipes, they were considered a good

solar energy superconductor. The application of a heat pipe solar collector has

been investigated experimentally and presented in [4], The system proved to be

more effective in transmitting solar heat for many applications.

In a 100 kW methane reforming plant described in [5], a solar chemical heat

pipe was mounted on a large parabolic dish. The results showed that the used pipe

can provide high temperature heat for small applications. The use of sodium heat

pipe solar receiver for investigating the effect of wick options has presented in [6]

A sodium heat pipe was also used to operate a solar dish/Stirling engine A hybrid

receiver was designed to achieve an overall thermal efficiency of 80% [7],

In an investigation presented in [8], another solar application of a wickless

heat pipe was studied. Several working fluids (R-11, Acetone and water) have

been tested A comparison investigation between the performance of these fluids

show that the results of R-ll as a working fluid predicted their theoretical

analyses.

Solar concentration by parabolic reflectors has been under intensive

investigation for many years [9]. In a study presented in [10], a new technique of

measuring a receiver fluid temperature as function of solar concentration was

investigated. An ultra high concentration solar collector has been developed tested

and a concentration ratio of 37600 was reached in such system.

This paper presents a theoretical analysis of a heat pipe when used for solar

energy applications. The model used predicts solar intensity and the performance

of either wick or wickless heat pipe in a vertical position and assumes that solar

energy is directed to the pipe end by the concentrator while the pipe always in the

vertical position. The results obtained will be presented and discussed.

2-THEORETICAL MODEL ANALYSIS

The model constructed for the present investigations covers the following

stages.

2-1 Solar Intensity Calculation

The intensity of the solar radiation on the earth's surface depends on the

path length of the solar ray in the atmosphere, which in turn, depends on the angles

of solar rays. The path length effect on the solar rays is due to the effects of the

absorption and scattering the rays during their passage through the atmosphere.



The solar intensity received by a horizontal surface I. is calculated here by using

ASHRAE model (1081). f I 11. based on clear sky conditions as follows:

1 = Itvn cos 0 , + ld (1)

where

Ita = A exp (-B/cos 0 , ) (2)

Id = C Ita (3)

The values of A, B, and C vary with seasons and atmospheric conditions

07 The angle between the solar ray and the vertical axis and is given by the

following relation [5].

cos 0 , = sin <J> sin d •+ cos <(> cos d cos to (4)

where;

d =23.45 sin | — (284 + n) 1 (5)
365 J

W = - — ( t - 12) (6)

2-2 Concentrator Performance

A parabolic reflector analysis presented in [9], is applied in this study for a

typical parabolic reflector having the following specifications:

Rim diameter = 700 mm

Focal length = 870 mm

Surface reflection coeflicient = 0 8

Actual concentration ratio =10

The focal temperature is calculated from the following Eq

where

and

T

c3

c

a

= FC
4sin : i|/

(8)

(9)

2-3 Mathematical Model of the Heat Pine

The problem considered here is a wickless heat pipe with inner radius R,,

outer radius Ro The lower part of the heat pipe is considered to have a fixed

quantity of a liquid working fluid and has no motion The lqpgth of the pool has a

value of H The pipe is placed at the focus of a parabolic concentrator in vertical

position as depicted schematically in Fig (1)
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Heat pipe overall heat transfer coefficient

As stated by [ 12 ], the U-value for a heat pipe can be calculated as:

Rt is defined as the source-evaporator external surface resistance that can be

expressed as -

R

R2 is defined as the transverse resistance (evaporator wall) and can be expressed

as:-

R3 is defined as the evaporator wick resistance and can be expressed as:-

R-4 is defined as the liquid-vapor interlace at the evaporator and is defined as:-

L'l,.R,p.
R5 is defined as the vapor duct resistance and v.\in be written as -

R = L r ^ L

LQp,

R<s is defined as the vapor-liquid interface at the condenser and is expressed as:

(.5)

R7 is defined as the condenser wick resistance and can be expressed as-

Rs is defined as the condenser pipe resistance and can be written as:

R, = " * D - / D ' > , ,7)

R9 is defined as the condenser external surface sink resistance and is expressed
as:- -54-



Rio is defined as the wall and wick axial resistance and can be written as>

RIO =
 1~ + l - ' ' 1 ' (19)

Apkp + A,virkkwlclt

Then the overall heat transfer is given by -

U = — (20)
IR

Heat balance equation to the case under investigation is given by:

T e =T f - -9- (21)
f UA

where;

(22)

3- RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Fig (2) shows the results obtained from running of the program to estimate

the intensity of solar radiation all over the year The data is used to estimate the

corresponding focus temperature at different concentration ratio

Fig. (3-a.b), (4-a.b) show ihe variation of solar intensity, focus

temperature, heat pipe condenser temperature during winter lime (day 21 _st of

Dec and Jan.) The pipe ovei.ill heat transfer coefficient (U) and rate of heat ilow

are also calculated by the model The results indicate that for the wickless heat pipe

considered the sink temperature is nearly constant and is independent on heat flow

rate due to the constant overall heat transfefcoelYicient of the pipe used

The calculated value for heal transfer coefficient is nearly constant with the

variation of heat flow rate As a result the calculated sink temperature is almost

constant and independent on heat rate

In Figs. (5-a,b), (6-a,b) similar results are obtained with higher rates for

summer season, (June, July) The results show that average sink temperature is

around same value all over the year.

Figures (7-a, b), (8-a, b), the model is used to study the effect of using

wick for the heat pipe. A porous copper wick with different thickness (2.8 - 4.4

mms) is tested. The results indicate that there is a very limited effect on the heat

pipe overall heat transfer coefficient leading to negligible variation on sink

temperature
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Figures (9-a, b), (10-a. b). the concentration ratio effect on heat pipe

performance is also investigated The results presented show that heat transfer

coefficient remains constant while the sink temperature and the source temperature

increase considerably with the concentration ratio

4- CONCLUSIONS

1- Heat pipes offer a cheap, highly efficient device for heat transmission and

speciallv for solar energy applications.

2- For the heat pipe investigated, the sink temperature produced is almost

constant ( = 400 K) around the year for the solar concentrator used

3- At all operating conditions the pipe overall heat transfer coefficient

remains constant

4- As the concentration ratio increases the sink temperature will be improved

which will oiler a wide range of heat pipe/concentrator application
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NOMENCLATURE

A

B
C

('.,

I)

d

F

h

I,,,

I,,

k

1

L
n

P

Q

R 8

Ri, R

S

apparent solar irradiance at air mass zero

area, nr
the atmosphere extinction coefficient

diffuse radiation factor

theoretical concentration ratio

actual concentration ratio

pipe diameter, m

solar declination angle, deg

constant

film heat transfer coefficient, W/m' K

direct normal irradiance, W/m2

diffuse irradiance, W/m2

thermal conductivity, W/m K

length, m

latent heat. J kg

number of the dav in the year C n = I at 1st Januarv

pressure, N/m'

heat flow rate. W

gas constant. J/ku K

.2, thermal resistance, m K/W

surface area, m
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Abstract
In this work attempt has been made to study a water flat plate solar collector with a serpentine

tube.
A mathematical model has been developed to study the thermal performance of this collector.

In parallel to the theoretical study, a prototype made of three collectors each having a 0.6 m1 glazing
surface, connected in series has been built Then, an experimentation has been carried out by
connecting the prototype to an insulated storage tank getting a solar water heater of 110 litre capacity.

Results of 24/10/1995 for the site of Blida (North of Algeria) are presented. Comparison of
theoretical and experimental results shows that the mathematical model is quite representative of the
testing bench. Using the developed mathematical model and a simulation program developed at the
C D E R [1 ], results show that the 22/24 tube diameter collector gives closer storage temperature and
efficiency to those of the parallel riser tubes collector.

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, solar water heaters constitute a privileged area for the domestic use of solar

energy. The basic elements in solar water heaters are:
- collector
-tank
-pipes
In a passive water heater, the tank is located above the collector, and water circulates by

natural convection whenever solar energy in the collector adds energy to the water in the collector leg
and so establishes a density difference.

The flat plate collector already developed by the Centre de Developpement des Energies
Renouvelables (C.D.E.R) is a classical one with parallel riser tubes (radiator) covered by an
aluminium plate. Its thermal performances are acceptable compared with those of similar collectors
developed in other countries such as France, Greece and Italy [1]. However, this collector has some
disadvantages such as:

- considerable weight (~ 80 kg empty)
- considerable overall dimensions
- considerable cost price.
In order to get over those disadvantages, a new flat plate collector with a serpentine tube has

been developed. It is made of three modules of 0.6 m2 area each, connected together in series. And to
study its thermal performance, it has been connected to an insulated tank by using insulated pipes,
getting a solar water heater.

In addition, a theoretical study of a solar water heater with a serpentine tube has been
conducted in parallel with the experimental study, in order to get a mathematical model of our
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prototype. Then, comparison of experimental and theoretical results has been made.

2 THEORETICAL MODEL
The geometry of the model used in this study consists of a serpentine copper tube as shown in

figure 1 The actual energy gain is given by [2]:

Where the collector heat removal factor FK , relates the actual useful energy gain of a collector to the
useful gain if the whole collector surface were at the fluid inlet temperature. For a serpentine tube,
this factor has been evaluated by Zhang and Lavan [3], and is given by:

y- = HF1,Fi) (2)

factors Fl, F2 and F3 are defined as a function of the geometrical parameters (w, t, L, di, do, N),
thermal parameters (k, UL. Cp, k#) and the mass flow rate m, of the collector.

At a fixed distance y along a segment I, the temperature distribution of the absorber plate
(fig.2) has been derived by Abdel-Khalik [4] as a nondimensional differential equation given by:

~77T~nl[f,=Q 0<i<N - (3)

with the following boundary counditions:

£ = 0 ^, = 1 l S i s J V - 1

4=1 ¥, = 6-f lS/Stf-1 (4)

where:
(T{-T1)-Gt(ra).jriUl

' • w-d,

(5)
2 UL(w-J )l

= k.t "

1 v <" " UL

The resolution of equation 3 yields the following simplified equation:
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,cosh(n£) (6)
where Q and C2 are integration constants determined from the boundary counditions (4).

The fluid inlet temperature is given by the following differential equation:

" dy
where:

where R is the thermal resistance through which the absorber exchange the heat with the fluid.
For a nonstratified tank, an energy balance on the tank yields:

j QL(UAUT,-Ta) (9)

where subscript s designates the term storage. Using simple Euler integration, we get:

With this approximation, the loss term is assumed to be constant throughout the time period.

3 CARRYING OUT THE PROTOTYPE
The prototype is made of three modules each having the caractenstics shown in table I. The

modulus are mounted in series and connected to each other with adapters placed outside the collector.
The bended parts of the serpentine are not re-covered by the absorber plate, because it is very difficult
to impress them on the plate. The tube segments are lightly inclined (slope ~7%) in order to reduce the
load losses.

4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Having carried out the prototype, it has been placed on the roof of the mechanical engineering

department building. For the record of the different measurements, a « Philips C.M.8238 » data
recorder has been used.

Temperature Measurements
All the temperatures were measured with the use of thermocouples K-type (chromel-alumel)

calibrated in laboratory.
For the collector, the thermocouples were placed at the entrance and the exit of each modulus.

They were inserted inside the tube directly in contact with the fluid. Three other thermocouples were
directly stuck on the upper face of the absorber plate.

Inside the tank, a cross shaped stick holds seven thermocouples for the water storage
temperature measurements.

Mass Flow Rate Measurement
An artisanal method as described by K.S.Ong [S] was used to measure the mass flow rate. It

consists of measuring the time made by a front of a stream line to cover a distance of 25 cm inside a
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transparent pipe (Pyrex). A colouring matter, with a viscosity aproaching that of the water, was
injected inside the transparent pipe near the entrance, making the visualization of the flow possible.

Solar Radiation Measurements
A pyranometer Kypp and Zonen was used to measure the horizontal global solar radiation,

and a solanmeter Kypp and Eppley was used to measure the global solar radiation on the inclined
plane of the collector.

5. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
The results presented are those taken on the 24/10/1995. The experimental site is located

inside the University de Blida campus, with the following caractenstics:
- latitude = 36° 28 N
- longitude = 2° 54 W
- altitude = 190 m
First, mathematical and experimental results were compared. Figure 3 shows a good agreement

between computed and measured global solar radiation. However, it shows little difference between
the two curves essentially due to the crossing of some clouds. It should also be noted that the readings
given by the solaruneter are less precise then those given by the pyranometer, thus involving reading
errors. Figure 4 shows that the curve of the simukated temperature inside the storage tank is quite
similar in its evolution than that of the curve of the measured one. The difference between these two
curves is quite sensible (~10°C) between 12:30 and 14:00, and this fact is due to the crossing of
clouds during this time period. Figure 5 shows also a good agreement between computed and
measured mass flow rate, except for the time period between 11:30 and 14:00 where the deviation
between the two curves is probably due to a combination of cloudy passages and reading errors.

The second step in this work was a theoretical simulation. By using our developed
mathematical model for the collector with serpentine tube and a model developed by the C.D.E.R [1]
for the collector with parallel riser tubes (radiator), comparison of performances such as storage
temperature and collector efficiency was performed. Figure 6 shows that when increasing the
serpentine tube diameter (22/24 instead of 16/18), the cumulative storage temperature increases and
becomes nearer to that obtained by a parallel riser tubes collector. Figure 7 shows the increasing of
the collector efficiency when the tube diameter is increased. And when compared to the parallel riser
tubes collector, it appears that the 22/24 tube diameter collector gives almost similar efficiency than
the parallel riser tubes collector.

6 CONCLUSION
The results obtained by this study are encouraging and let us think that our collector can

compete with the parallel riser tubes collector. However, in order to validate our mathematical model,
we should test our prototype on several days and different seasons troughout the year. Parallely to
that, we should make a techmco-economic study to choose the best tube diameter.

7. NOMENCLATURE
A, = collector area
Cp = specific heat of the fluid
dj - inside tube diameter
d, = outside tube diameter
FR = collector heat removal factor
G, = incident global solar radiation on the collector plane
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k = thermal conductivity of the absorber plate
kfi = fluid-tube heat transfer coefficient
L = length of a tube segment
L, = rate of removal of energy to the load
m = mass of water in the tank
m = mass flow rate of the collector
N = number of segments
Qu = actual energy gain
R = thermal resistance
T, = ambiant temperature
Tw = base tube temperature of segment 1
Ti = fluid inlet temperature
T, = storage temperature
t = thickness of the absorber plate
(ta),ff = effective transmittance- absorptance product
UL = collector overall heat loss coefficient
W = distance between tubes
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TABLES
TABLE I: TECHNICAL CARACTERISTICS OF THE COLLECTOR

Element*:*

Box

Cover

Absorber

Insulation

Tube

L-900
w-645
t = 70
L-900
W-645
t - 3

L-820
w-565
t-O.G
1 = 40

d . - 18
d i - 1 6

L-3880

GafHCliiifiiiiliitKiSJii

1 = 0.8
c-0.88
n-1.52
k.-lGcm-l
c - 0.95
a - 0.94
k - 200 W/m.K
k = 0.041
W/m.K

k - 372.16

W/m.K

03

03

03

03
*

CJolvnnized steel
sheet of 5/10 mm
thickness

White gless

Aluminium

Glass wool

Copper

* L •" long; w - width; t - thickness

FIGURES

Fig . 1 : Scheme of the Absorber with
Serpentine Tube

Fig. I: Temperature Distribution on
the Absorber Plate
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Abstract
This paper presents the results of the experimental investigation and performance

analysis of an advanced corrugated duct solar collector. The collector (air heater is
constructed of corrugated surfaces similar to those used for compact heat exchangers,
with the air flowing normal to the corrugations The collector is compared with other five
conventional designs constructed and tested during the course of this work. The collectors
are compared under the climatic conditions of Cairo (30°N). for flow rate range of 0.01 to
0.1 ka'snv and insolation of 650 to 950W m". The comparison revealed that the
efficiency of the corrugated duct collector increases by a ratio of 15-43% over that of the
next best conventional design (flow below flat absorber) and double the efficiency of the
base collector.

Then, the corrugated duct collector vvas subjected to further investigation to evaluate
the effects of the duct aspect ratio (duct depth to corrugation cycle length) on its
performance. For the optimum duct aspect ratio of 0.61. the use of transparent rectangular
slats, in the air gap. with aspect ratio of 2.0, enhances the efficiency by 34% compared
with that of the same collector without slats. However, the pressure drop is within 20-
80Pa for the 5m length of the collector. The new design is economically encouraging as
the cost is almost the same whereas the efficiency is enhanced by about 75% compared
with the collector of flow below flat absorber. The performance characteristics of the
corrugated duct collectors are given in the form of correlations with the reduced
temperature, corrugation aspect ratio and mass flow rates.

1. INTRODUCTION
Solar collectors have wide range of applications in drying of agricultural products,

space heating and air conditioning, industrial process heating (textile, paper,...) and green
house heating. Improving the collectors performance is essential for commercial
acceptance of their use in such applications.

It is important to note that the most crucial parameter of the solar air collector design
is the forced convective heat transfer coefficient between the absorber and the flowing
air, as the collector efficiency is strongly affected by this parameter which is dependent
on the collector type and the operating conditions. Thus, in order to improve the heat
transfer coefficient between air and absorber, several proposals have been reported in the
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literature including non-porous [1-8] or porous absorbers [9-11]. For the first type the air
may flows above and/or below the absorber, whereas in the second type the air flows
through the absorber plate. The various designs of the collectors, in the literature, are
reviewed and listed. These include the following: flat plate absorbers with the air flowing
above, below or both sides of the absorber [1-3]; V-folded absorbers in which the air
flows parallel to the V-channels [4, 5]; finned absorbers [6, 7] and integrated collector/
storage system in which the heat storage tubes are transversely arranged inside the
collector and air flows across these tubes [8]; flat and cylindrical metallic porous
absorbers with plastic covers [9, 10]; a fabric polyester porous absorber with plastic cover
[11]. Another design termed the Jet plate solar collector [12] in which multiple jets from
the air stream below the absorber are mixed with the streams flowing above the absorber.

The above review revealed that, most of these collectors have the dimensions of 5 to
10 m lengths, 0.6 to 1.3 m widths and 3 to 13 cm heights. The pressure drops across these
collectors are ranging from 30 to 180 Pa for flow rate around 0.025 kg/sm2. Few
collectors were tested for higher flow rates of 0.04 to 0;07kg/sm2. The flow rate is usually
related to the unit aperture (transparent cover) area of the collector.

For compact heat exchangers, the corrugated surfaces, in which the air flows
perpendicular to the corrugation and moves along undulating paths as it encounters
successive peaks and valleys, enhance the convective heat transfer coefficient
considerably [13-19]. Augmentation by a factor of 4 to 10 in the convective heat transfer
coefficient was reported [16].

The aim of the present work is to develop a reliable solar collector of high
performance that can be used in commercial applications. Therefore, an advanced and
enhanced design, based on the use of corrugated duct with vertical polyethylene (PE) slats
as convection suppressors, is proposed in this paper. Both the corrugated surfaces and the
slats are available in the local market at acceptable price. This collector has been
designed, tested and thermally analyzed for different depths of the corrugated duct (2.5 to
10cm) and various slats aspect ratios (0.5 to 2). The performance of the collector is
compared with other five conventional designs under the same operating conditions. The
six collectors have dimensions of 5 x 1x0.12 m and tilted 30° on the horizontal plane.
They are tested for flow rate range of 0.01 to 0.1 kg/sm2 and solar insolation of 650 to
950W/m\

2. ANALYSIS OF THERMAL PERFORMANCE
The steady state thermal performance of a solar collector may be evaluated by either

of the following efficiency (r)) equations:

n t h=xa-UL (T p -TJ/I (1)

nih=F'[Ta-UL(T f-Ta)/I] (2)

nth=FR [ia-UL(T,-T,)/I] (3)

nih=F0 [ T O - U L ( T 0 - T . ) / I ] (4)
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F' is the collector efficiency factor defined as the ratio of energy collection to the
collection rate if the absorber plate was at the local fluid temperature (Tf). The heat
removal factors F,, and FRcan be expressed as follows 120]:

FR = (mc r A.UL)[l-e'P A c U l" i" : r | (5)

F, = FR [ l - ( A c U L / m c p ) F R ] (6)

The data from collector tests are usually used to estimate the efficiency by equation
(7) which is derived from the heat balance between the fluid and collector.

Tlth = mcp(T l )-T1)/AcI (7)

The plotting of x]A vs(T, - T J / I ' s common practice to determine UL and xa by
knowing the slope and the intercept of the efficiency curve. For the present work, the
efficiency is plotted against (T - T ) / I - because the variation of T, was very limited.
The collector efficiency factor. F , is defined according to equation (2) as follows:

thremal resistancebetweenabsorberplateandambient 1/UL

thermal resistance between fluid and ambient 1 / Uo '

where, v is the total loss coefficient based on the average absorber plate temperature.

which equals to ( u + u b ) , and as the bottom heat loss coefficient ( j b can be neglected for

good insulated base, then y = u • The overall heat loss coefficient (Uo) is calculated from

the following equation:

U o U L
 l A , " , J j - + J-)J (9 )

where, the radiation heat transfer coefficient. hr. between the base plate and the absorber
plate, is presented by equation (10).

, a(T2
+T2

a)(Tp +Tb a)

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND INSTRUMENTATION
The experimental setup consists of six collector units, each of 5m long, lm wide and

12cm height (from glass plate to insulation). Two plenum chambers, each of O.35mJ are
used, upstream and downstream, to stabilize the flow at the collector inlet and exit. The
collector units are tilted 30° on the horizontal plane. Every collector has a separate blower
of 350-W power for forcing the air through the collector. The collectors are back
insulated by 3 cm polyurethane. All the collector units have 3 mm glass cover
(transmissivity of 0.85) and black painted mild steel absorber plates of 0.8mm thick
(absorptivity of 0.9 for flat absorbers). Various configurations of the absorber plates and
flow arrangements lead to the following designs as illustrated in Fig. (1):
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a) A flat plate absorber with the air firm ing above the absorber which is in contact with
the insulation i Fig. 1 ai. This is termed "the base collector".

b) A Hat plate absorber with the air flowing below the absorber (Fig. l.b). The flow
passage between the absorber and the base plate is 7.5 cm. This arrangement is similar
to the How in a smooth duct.

c) A Hat plate absorber is suspended between the glass cover and the base plate with the
air flowing above and below the absorber (Fig. l.c). The gap between the absorber and
the base plates is 7.5 cm and between the absorber and the glass cover is 4.5cm.

d)The absorber consists of 50 rows of V-folded strips (absorptivity of 0.95). iiaeh strip
is 10cm wide. 1 lem height and 75° angle with a pitch of 17cm. The rows are arranged
in a staegered pattern with half pitch shifts between them (Fig. l.d). The air flows on
both sides of the absorber.

e) A porous absorber comprises three overlapped layers of metallic mesh screens fixed
diagonally along the length of the collector (Fig. l.e). The absorber, which is 3mm
thick, has a porosity of about 0.85 with an absorptivity of 0.93. The air. from inlet to
outlet, flows through the matrix from above to below.

0 A corrugated duct comprised two blackened galvanized corrugated steel sheets
(absorptivity of 0.93) with the air flowing normal to the corrugation waves, i.e.. across
the peaks and valleys (Fig. l.f). The characteristic dimensions of the corrugation shape
are shown in Fig. (2). The corrugation pitch is 8.2cm whereas the actual length for the
30° corrugation angle is 9cm. Duct heights of the flow passages (H) of 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and
10cm have been tested. These heights are corresponding to duct corrugation aspect
ratios of 0.3. 0.61. 0.92 and 1.22. respectively. The corrugation aspect ratio is defined
as:

c o r r u g a t e d d u c t h e i g h t ( H )
ARC = — - / i i \

corrugation cycle length i L.) v ' U

Various investigations indicated that the corrugation inclination angle, p. is a major
parameter influencing the collector performance. This is because the pressure drop and
the heat transfer are fully dependent on the flow structure that is largely affected by the
inclination angle (p). Focke et al. [16] recommended the use of (3 between 30° and 60°
for acceptable compromise between enhancement of the heat transfer coefficient and
the accompanied increase in the pressure drop. Based on this finding, corrugated sheets
of P=30°. were selected from the available corrugated sheets in the local market.
Moreover, to reduce the top losses and improve the performance of this collector.
0.5mm polyethylene plastic parallel slats (transmissivity of 0.91) are used as
convection suppressors. The slats are installed at right angles to the absorber and glass
cover. It is stretched between two east-west rows of vertical rods. The distance
between the slats (D) is varied from 3-12cm to provide Ls/D ratios of 2 to 0.5,
respectively. The characteristic dimensions of the slats are shown in Fig (3). It should
be noted that few millimeters of air gap are left above and below the slats, to reduce
the combined conduction/ radiation heat loss from the absorber to the slats [21, 22].
The slats aspect ratio is defined as;

slat height ( L . )
A R , = = :

slat spacing (D)
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The piate and the air temperature distribution along the collector are measured usins
6 and 12 thermocouples, respectively. The thermocouples are distributed along the
collector length and width. Three thermocouples are used for the base plate, three for the
glass cover and one for the ambient air temperatures. All the thermocouples are made of
type-T (copper- constantan). The data are collected and recorded using Kaye-Digistrip II-
data logger (48 channels). The limited number of channels of the data logger required the
glass cover and the base plate temperatures to be recorded manually as two collectors
were tested in parallel.

The intensity of the global solar radiation on a 3O°-tilt angle of the clear sky is
measured by high precision Epply Pyranometer and a signal conditioner connected to the
data logger. The plate absorptivity and the glass transmissivity are measured using
portable Alphatometer (Device and Service, type RD1). The air velocity is measured
using portable digital Vane Anemometer (Testo - 9045). The pressure drop is measured
by means of a portable digital micro-manometer (Yokogawa type 266 i).

4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The collectors were warmed up for over an hour before the test procedure or the data

collections were started. This duration ensures that quasi steady state condition has been
almost established. The data logger averaged the collected data every 15 minutes and
recorded it with the standard deviation of each record. The other data, which are collected
manually, are recorded for the same time interval.

The required mass flow rate was established by varying the input power to the blower
through a Variac. The volt and current were measured using a digital multimeter (4 1/2
digits).

The experiments were carried out for global solar radiation between 650 and 950
W/m2 on a 30°-tilted collector (the incidence angle of solar beams lie between 10-30°)
with average ambient air temperature of 25°C. These conditions were encountered in
Cairo around the solar noon (4 hours), during the autumn season.

The experimental program includes the comparison between the six collector designs
to evaluate their performance under the same operating conditions. As the corrugated duct
is the new design proposed here, thus it was subjected to further experimental
investigation and thermal analysis. Effects of both the corrugated duct aspect ratio and the
slat aspect ratio (height to spacing) have been considered.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results presented here include the performance characteristics of the six solar air

collectors (a-f). described before, for mass flow rates per unit area of 0.01 to 0.1 kg/sm2,
average ambient air temperature of 25°C and solar insolation on 30°-tilted collectors of
650 to 950 W/m-.

5.1 Characteristics of the Six Tested Collectors
Figures 4 (a-f) present the longitudinal temperature distribution for the air and the

absorber plate at solar insolation of 950 W/m2 and flow rates of 0.011 and 0.027 kg/s m2.
Generally, both the air and plate temperatures increase along the collector length from
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inlet to exit with higher temperature levels for the low flow rate. It should be noted that
only the corrugated duct is characterized by small variations of the plate temperature
along the length of the collector. High plate temperatures are encountered for the base
(type a) and for the corrugated duct (type f) collectors. However, the highest air
temperature is achieved by the corrugated collector and the lowest by the base collector.
This is mainly attributed to the combined effects of the forced convective heat transfer
coefficients and the top losses in both cases.

As the air ilows through the mesh screen porous absorber, the difference between the
air and the plate temperatures is very small (1 to 4°C as shown in Fig. 4.e). Although, the
collector provides the lowest plate temperature level, it produces relatively higher air
temperatures than many of the other investigated collectors.

The temperature difference between the absorber plate and the air represents the
driving force for the heat exchanging process between them. Some collectors have almost
constant longitudinal temperature difference between the plate and air (types a. c. d and
e). but others have this difference decreasing with the collector length (types b and f). The
average plate to air temperature difference decreases from 37 to 20°C (54%) from inlet to
exit of the corrugated collector for the considered flow rate range. The air temperature
rises for collectors b and fare higher than that of the others. Thus, collectors b and f can
achieve certain gain by shorter lengths than that required by the other collectors. Thus, the
corrugated collector is preferable from thermal characteristics and economical points of
view.

5.2 Comparison between the Six Tested Collectors
The performance, of the six tested solar collectors (a-f)> is compared for flow rate

range of 0.01 to 0.1 kg/s m2 and insolation of 950 W/m2 in Fig. 5 and for the same flow
rate range with solar insolation on 30°-tilted collectors of 650 to 950 W/m2 in Fig. 6.

Both the air temperature rise and the thermal efficiency should be considered to obtain
the practical range of operating conditions for the collectors. Figure (5.A) defines the
range of the air temperature rise which can be achieved by the various tested collectors,
whereas Fig. (5.B) describes the thermal efficiencies correspond to such air temperature
rises. As the flow rate increases, the thermal efficiency increases and the air temperature
rise, declines sharply up to a flow rate of 0.045 kg/sm2. after which the change in the air
temperature is relatively small. A practical air temperature rise of 15°C is considered in
the comparison between the collectors. This limits the flow rate range to approximately
0.025 kg/sm2 or less. The corresponding efficiencies to an air temperature rise of 15°C
are 15% and 42%, for the base (worst) and the corrugated duct (best) collectors,
respectively.

The highest thermal efficiency and air temperature rise are achieved by the corrugated
duct, whereas the lowest values are obtained for the base collector. The corrugated
collector provides higher efficiencies than the base collector by 17-25% (ratio of 113-
100%) for flow rate range between 0.05 and 0.01 kg/sm2. respectively. Also, the
efficiency of the corrugated duct is higher than that of the next best collector (type b) by
6-10% (ratio of 15-43%) for the same flow rate range. Clearly, the corrugated duct
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collector improves the efficiency, particularly at low flow rates and large air temperature
rises, where the other collectors give unsatisfactory efficiencies.

The comparison between the collectors is completed for the full range of solar
insolation, using the efficiency defined by equation (4). All the data are fitted by linear
regression as shown in Fig. (6) where the intercept represents Foxa and the slope of the
line depicts the F0UL. Obviously, the corrugated duct collector overcomes all the other
types as it improves the performance and widens the range of usability. The efficiency of
this collector is expressed by equation (13) with Fn of 0.86 which is enhanced by an
average ratio of 59% over the other tested collectors. Thus, Fo approaches that values
encountered of liquid solar collector.

n,h = 0.62 - 6.33 (To - Ta)/I (13)

Therefore, this collector was subjected to further investigation and analysis of its
performance as the effects of corrugated duct depth and slat convection suppression are
considered.

5.3 Effect of the Corrugated Duct Aspect Ratio
The longitudinal temperature distributions for the plate and the air along the collector

length is depicted in Fig. (7) for duct depths of 2.5, 5 and 7.5cm, which corresponds to
duct aspect ratios of 0.3, 0.61 and 0.92, respectively. This assigns corresponding air gaps
of 9.5, 7 and 4.5cm. The highest plate and air temperatures are obtained for the aspect
ratio of 0.61, whereas the other aspect ratios provide lower values. Similar trends of
results are observed for different flow rates. The results can be explained in the light of
the combined effects of the convective heat transfer coefficient inside the corrugated duct
and the top losses. Both of which are decreased for large aspect ratios, which also
corresponds to small air gaps. However, for the large aspect ratio (0.92), the decrease in
the convective coefficient overwhelms the reduction in the top losses, whereas for the
small aspect ratio (0.3), the increase in the top losses overcomes the increase in hf. Thus,
for both aspect ratios, the air temperature rise is lower than that of the intermediate aspect
ratio of 0.61.

The glass temperature gives an indication of the quantitative top losses. The measured
average glass temperature for the aspect ratios of 0.3, 0.61 and 0.92 are 41, 35 and 31 °C,
respectively. Although, the heat loss for the aspect ratio of 0.3 is higher than that for the
aspect ratio of 0.92. the efficiency of the former is higher than that of the latter. This
confirms the importance of the augmentation of the internal convective heat transfer
coefficient on the collector performance.

The effect of the corrugated duct aspect ratio on the air temperature rise and the
efficiency is illustrated in Fig. (8). For the full flow rate range, the aspect ratio of 0.61
provides the highest efficiency and air temperature rise. The efficiency for AR^ of 0.6! is
increased by an average ratio of 22% and 50% when related to those of AR^ of 0.3 and
0.92, respectively. Figure 8. shows that for flow rates greater than 0.03 kg/sm2, the air
temperature rise is lower than 15°C for AR,. of 0.92.

Figure (9) presents the efficiency curves as a function of the reduced temperature (To-
Ta)/I, for the three corrugated aspect ratios with full solar insolation range (650-
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950W m:l. The comparison revealed that the smallest overall heat loss coefficient is
occurring at the duct aspect ratio of 0.61. Values of F0UL of 6.33. 14 and 9.1 are deduced,
from the slope of these curves, for aspect ratios of 0.61. 0.3 and 0.92, respectively.

The optimum duct aspect ratio can be evaluated by plotting the duct aspect ratio
against the collector thermal efficiency, as shown in Fig. (10). It is clear that the optimum
aspect ratio occurs between 0.5 and 0.6 for flow rate range of 0.011 to 0.045 kg/sm:. The
efficiency and both of the aspect ratio and flow rate. G are fitted with a correlation factor
of 0.98 and percentage error of 0.6% by the following correlation:

r),h = 0.13 + 7.05 G + 0.39 (ARJ - 0.35 (AR,.)2 (14)

5.4. Augmentation of Internal Convection Coefficient
The convective heat transfer coefficients inside the duct are evaluated by obtaining the

efficiency slope (F0UL) and the intercept (Fota) from Fig. (9). Thus, knowing the
measured values of xa. both of the Fo and UL can be determined. Then, FR, F ' , Uo, and hr

are obtained using equations 6, 5, 8 and 10, respectively. Consequently, hf can be
computed from equation 9. The deduced values of hf are averaged and presented in Fig.
(11) for various aspect ratios and flow rates. The figure shows that a convective heat
transfer coefficient up to 140 W/m2K can be achieved for small aspect ratios (AR^O.3)
and high flow rates. Clearly, for small duct aspect ratios (ARt<0.5), considerable
enhancement in the internal convection heat transfer coefficient and the efficiency can be
obtained, whereas for large aspect ratios (ARc> 1) the improvements are limited. The
internal heat transfer coefficient, hf (W/m2K) can be expressed by the following
correlation which is dependent on both G and

hf = 303.2 (Gf^/CARJ0986 (15)
with a correlation factor of 0.97 and percentage error of 0.5%. The correlation is plotted
as dashed lines in Fig. (11).

Comparison between the convective heat transfer coefficient of corrugated and
smooth ducts are presented in the form of Nusselt number in Fig. (12). The figure shows
that an augmentation of 4 to 5 times can be achieved for the corrugated duct.
Consequently, the heat removal factor and the efficiency of the corrugated solar air heater
are considerably improved.

The friction factor (0, is determined for both smooth and corrugated rectangular ducts
from the measured pressure gradient across the collector length (Ap/L) and air velocity
(V), using the relation:

f _ ap Qh (16)
~ L +PV2

Figure (13) illustrates the friction factors for both corrugated (f* 0.25 to 0.45) and
smooth (fa 0.015 to 0.02) ducts. Although the friction factor for corrugated ducts is about
17-23 times that for smooth, the measured pressure drops lie in the range of 20 to 80 Pa
for the full range of the investigated parameters. This range is within the values reported
in the literature (30-180 Pa).
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5.5 Effect of Slats Convection Suppressors
To further improve the characteristics of the corrugated duct solar collector, the top

losses should be reduced. Vertical slats, in the air gap between the absorber plate and the
glass cover, are a simple, and efficient technique to suppress convection losses.
However, if the slats are in contact with the absorber and glass, combined
conduction/radiation losses take place [22]. Thus, small clearances between the slats and
both absorber and glass tolerate this problem without significant change of the slat
function [21 ]. Therefore, transparent rectangular slats made of lolyethylene, with height
(L5) of 6cm and thickness of 0.5mm, are used. The spacing between two successive rows
of slats (D), is varied as 3, 6 and 12cm to produce slats aspect ratio (L/D) of 2, 1 and 0.5,
respectively.

Figure (14) shows the effect of the slats on the longitudinal distribution of the air and
plate temperatures along the length of the corrugated duct collector of ARC= 0.61, at solar
insolation of 950W/m2 and flow rate of 0.011kg/sm2. The highest plate and air
temperatures and the lowest glass temperature are obtained for slats aspect ratio of 2,
whereas the smallest air and the highest glass temperatures are observed for the case
without slats. It is also noted that, the slats reduce the difference between the absorber and
the flowing air temperature at the collector outlet from 20°C, for the case without slats,
to 13°C for slats with Ls/D= 2.

The effect of the slat aspect ratio on the air temperatur- rise and the thermal
efficiency, for various flow rates, are depicted in Fig. (15). The slats aspect ratio of 2,
affords an average increase of the air temperature rise and the thermal efficiency of about
8°C and 34% when related to the case without slats.

The effect of the slats on the thermal efficiency of the corrugated duct collector is
illustrated, for the full range of solar insolation and flow rates, in Fig. (16). The slats
reduce the overall heat loss coefficient from 7.35 (for the case without slats) to values of
7.0, 5.25 and 3.15 (W/m2K) for aspect ratios of 0.5, 1 and 2, respectively. Also the heat
removal factor Fo is increased from 0.86 (without slats) to 0.92 (slats aspect ratio of 2).
Therefore, the corrugated duct collector with the slats aspect ratio of 2 reduces the top
loss by about 57% and also increases the heat removal factor by 7%. The efficiency of
this collector can be expressed by the following correlation:

r|u, = 0.55 - 2.9 (To - Ta)/I (17)

Therefore, the corrugated duct collector can achieve certain gain by less surface area
than that required by the other collectors. This leads to considerable saving of the material
and space required for such collectors. Therefore, this saving overcomes the small
increase of the price which is added for the use of corrugated sheets (instead of flat) and
slats. '

6. CONCLUSIONS
The comparison between the corrugated duct solar air collector and other five

conventional designs confirms the outstanding performance of this collector. The
enhancement of the convective heat transfer coefficient inside the corrugated duct by a
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factor of 4 to 5 is achieved. This improves the heat removal factor of the corrugated duct
collector by an average value of 59% over the other conventional collectors.
Consequently, its efficiency is enhanced by 15-43% over that collector of flow below a
flat absorber, for flow rate range of 0.01-0. lkg/sm: and solar insolation of 950W/m:,

An optimum corrugation aspect ratio of 0.61 has been obtained, for which the
efficiency was improved by 22% and 50% over the values for aspect ratios of 0.3 and
0.92. respectively.

The corrugated duct collector was further improved using vertical transparent slats for
convection suppression. The slats, with the aspect ratio of 2. provide 34% improvement
in the efficiency, as the overall heat loss coefficient was reduced by 57% over the case
without slats.

The performances of the corrugated duct solar air collector, with and without slats, are
correlated as a function of the reduced temperature, the flow rate and the corrugation
aspect ratios.

Finally, the corrugated duct enhances the heat removal factor considerably, whereas
the slats reduce the overall heat loss coefficient remarkably. These combined effects
produce an advanced design of the corrugated duct solar air collector at almost the same
price of the conventional designs.

7. NOMENCLATURE
Ac

Ap

AR,
AR,
CP

D

Dh

f

Fo

FR

F '
G

h
H
I

k

L

U
L,
m
Nu

p
Re

collector aperture surface area (m~).
heat transfer surface area of absorber plate (m~)
corrugated duct aspect ratio, height to width
slat aspect ratio, slat height to spacing

specific heat of air (J/kg K)

distance between successive slat rows (m)

hydraulic diameter. =2 duct depth (m)

friction factor

heat removal factor referred to outlet temp.

heat removal factor referred to inlet temp.
collector efficiency factor

mass flow rate/unit aperture area (kg/sm:)

heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K)
corrugated duct height (m)

global solar radiation on collector (W/m2)

mean air thermal conductivity (W/m K)

collector length (m)

cycl: length of the corrugated duct (m)

slat height (m)
the air mass flow rate (kg/sec)
Nusselt number. = IvDh/k

pressure drop (Pa)

Reynolds number, =V Dh/v

T
U
V

vw

a

P
E

1th
V

a
X

a
b
ba
c
i
f
L
0

P
r
t

temperature (K)
heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K)
air velocity in duct (m/s)
wind velocity (m/s)

Greek Letters
absorptivity of the absorber plate

corrugation inclination angle

emissivity

thermal efficiency

kinematic viscosity, (nr/s)
Stefan-Boltzman constant =5.67xlO*(w7m2 K')
transmissivity of glass cover

Subscripts
ambient

bottom

base

corrugated

inlet
average air
loss
outlet, overall

absorber plate

radiation
top
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ABSTRACT

The thermal behavior of solar healing of swimming pooh in different locations in Egypt
is carried out . These locations are selected such that they covers areas oj Afferent dunatic
conduions . A computer program is devised and used in the thermodynamic analysis of this
process at different dunatic and operation condUons.

Design charts are constructed by which the area of the solar collectors , required for
solar healing of the swimming pools , can be determined lime and effort of the designers can
be greatly saved using these charts which can be also used for other locations of similar climatic
conduions.

As a subsidiary results of this study, it can be concluded that tow -temperature collectors
may be more cost effective than high-temperature ones when used in healing of swimming pools
It can be also concluded mat the use of a plastic thin film cover results in eliminating the
evaporation loss which is the nugor component of the thermal losses. The elimination of this
component results in a sharp decrease of the required area of the collectors.

1 - INTRODUCTION

Solar heating of swimming pools is one of the most important practical application of solar
healing . A swimming pool requires heat at low-temperature to maintain the water temperature at
29S -300 K. Supplying the required heat with fossil fuels is prohibitively expensive specially when
its price is not govemmentaUy supported.

In the frame work of the development of the tourism activities in Egypt, many tourism
villages and hotels , equipped with swimming pools, are constructed. Heating of these swimming
pools is required . Despite the high industrial activities in the field of solar heaters in Egypt, there is
little available information on the application of solar heating of the swimming pools in these villages

and hotels. Solar heating of swimming pools has been previously studied
In this paper , design charts of solar heating of the swimming pools are constructed .These

charts are helpful tools for the designers to select the suitable solar healing system of swimming pools
located in different sites in Egypt . These sites are selected such that they cover areas of different
climatic conditions . Cairo , Sidi-Barani , Herghada and Abu-Rudies are good examples of sites in
which solar heating of swimming pools is needed.

Many factors affect the design, sizing, and performance of swimming pool heating systems .
Most of these factors are related to engineering or natural phenomena. There are at least two
factors that have to be specified before designing or sizing a system. The first is the required pool
temperature whicflf varies according to the nature and the time of the swimming. The second is the
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climatic conditions of the pool site. The climatic conditions of the selected sites are represented in

table (1) which is obtained from The Egyptian Solar Radiation Atlas

2-GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Before designing a solar heating system for a swimming pool the following technical
principals should be taken into consideration ;
1 - The suitable water temperature for swimming is only few degrees above the ambient temperature.
2 - The desire to swim is normally phased with a wanner trend in the weather.
3 - The outdoor pool itself acts as a solar collector .
4- The amount of water in the swimming pool is relatively large and its temperature is slightly

affected by transient changes in atmospheric conditions.
5 -The flow rate of water in the solar heating system is high . .
6 - There is no need of a storage tank , since the pool itself serves as the storage .

The following principal data should be considered when a solar heating system of swimming

pools is designed :
1 - Suitable water temperature for swimming ranges from 295 to 300 K .
2 - The recommended flow rate of the pool's water in the solar system is that which permits the

circulation of the entire pool's water once every 8 to 12 hours .
3 - Water can absorb about 75 % of the incident solar radiation on its surface.

3-THERMAL CONSIDERATION

The pool receives energy directly from the sun (Qs). Some of this energy is lost via radiation

exchange with the sky ( Q ^ , radiation exchange with the surroundings (Q^), convection

exchange with the surroundings (Qcon ) and water evaporation from the pool surface <Qeva) •
At stagnation conditions , the energy balance is written in the following form :

Q s = Q n k + Qrsr + QCOII + Q «v« ( 0

At this condition the pool's water temperature reaches a value known as the natural
temperature (Tn ) of the pool . It is defined as the temperature of the pool's water which can be
reached due to the direct exposure of the pool to the solar radiation without using any healing devices.
Some times this temperature is equal to or higher than the required swimming temperature and no
heating of the pool is needed . During some seasons this temperature is lower than the required
temperature which is known as the target temperature ( T , ) . In this case heating of the swimming
pool is required .

The different dairy values of energy components , at stagnation conditions. included in

equation (1), can be calculated using the following equations ' ' :

Qs = » qni A P (2)

Q n k = 24 6 a ( T n
4 - T,4 ) A P . (3)
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Qrn- = 24 hr ( Tn - Ta ) AP (4)

Qcon = 24 Iv ( Tn - Ta ) AP (5)

Q e v , = 24 ( 0.0229 h* ) ( P w - P , ) AP (6)

where hr , hw . Pw , Pa are calculated using the following relations

hr = 5 . 6 8 W/ m2 K (7)

hw = 5. 68 + 3.78 Vw (8)

Pw = 217.15" 10* Exp[ -4157 / ( Tn - 3 4 ) ] (9)

P , = 217.15 " 108 Exp[-4157 / ( T a - 3 4 ) ] ( R / 100 ) (10)

4 - SIZING OF SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM OF THE SWIMMING POOLS

When the natural temperature is lower than the target temperature . solar heating system is
required to raise the pool temperature to the target value. The solar collectors can be sized by

calculating the dairy required energy (Q R ) to be added to the pool from the following equation :

OR= Q n k + Qr*r + Qcon + Q « n • Q s ( " )

The values o f the different energy components can be calculated from equations ( 2 - 1 0 )

by substituting ( T , ) instead o f ( T n ) .

The last relations are used in devising a computer program in basic by which all o f the
required data can be calculated. The required input data to this program are the climatic condition
parameters of the site and the physical properties of water in addition to the performance data of the
selected solar collectors .

The average values of the different energy components , for the selected locations. are
monthly calculated .The values. which are corresponding to the maximum heating demand ( winter
season ), are presented in Fig. (1). From this figure it can be noticed that the major component of the
thermal losses is the evaporation loss . This means that if this component can be minimized . then the
required area of the solar collector can be reduced . The best method by which the evaporation losses
can be reduced is the use of a transparent plastic thin film cover . The saved collectors area depend
on the length of the covering period of the pool . During this period the evaporation losses are
eliminated and 10% of the convection losses are saved . The following deduced equations are used
in calculating the required area of the collector as a function of the pool surface area in both cases of
the uncovered pools and when it is covered for a certain period (N hours) respectively:
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/A P = { 2 4 { B a (T t
4 - T,4 )+ »v ( T, - T, )+ h, (T t - T , )

+ 0.0229 h w ( P w - P , ) ] - a q T h } ' ( ^ q T t ) (12)

{[24 e a ( Tt* - T,* >+(24 - 0.1 N) I * ( ( T, - T, )
+ 24 hr (T, - T , ). +0.0229(24- N ) h w ( P w - Pa ))

5 - SUITABLE TYPES OF SOLAR COLLECTORS

The calculated area of the required solar collectors for heating of the swimming pools is
considerably large . For the economic consideration it must be of low cost. It is well known that the
over all efficiency of the solar collectors is inversely proportional to its cost. The contradiction
between these factors is of small effect on the choice of the required collectors . This is due to that
the selected collectors are used at very low difference between water and ambient temperatures .
Under this condition the collectors are operated at its high efficiency range .which can be shown
from the following performance equation of the instantaneous performance of the flat-plate solar

collector[6]:

t | = F R { T a - U L l ( T w - T , ) / I T t ] } <M)

Figure (2) shows the performance curves of cheap and expensive typical collectors .

6 - DESIGN CHARTS OF THE SOLAR COLLECTORS

From the output of the computer program the values of ( A c > Ap ) and ( A c ' Ap )c are

obtained for different values of (T t ) and (r\). Design charts , for the selected site. are constructed
as shown in Figs ( 3 - 6 ) . These charts represent the case of the maximum heat demand of the
pools during winter season .

It must be noticed that these charts include a line for the uncovered pool and other lines for
covering periods of 4 , 8 , 1 2 and 16 hours . The covering periods don't include effective sunshine
hours . If they include sunshine hours during which solar radiation is valuable . it must be taken into
consideration that the use of the cover reduces the input energy during this period. The reduction in
the input energy depends on the transmissivity of the transparent cover which ranges from 0.7 to 0.8 .

6 - 1 . Method of Calculating the Collector Area From the Design Charts

The required data for the use of these charts are the target temperature, the number of hours
during which the pool is covered , if it is used , and the efficiency of the selected collectors . The
output from these chart is the ratio between the collectors and the pool area from which the collector
area can be calculated.
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The ratio between the collector and the pool area can be found from these charts as follows :

1- From the value of the target temperature on the upper sector of the Y - axis, a horizontal
line is drawn to intersect the uncovered pool line or that of the covering period in a point

2 - From this point a vertical line is drawn to intersect the collector efficiency line in a point.
3 - From this point a horizontal line is drawn to intersect the lower sector of the Y- axis in the

point of Ae required area ratio

Figure (7) shows examples of the use of these charts..

7 - CONCLUSIONS

From the last discussion and analysis it can be concluded that:

1 - The design charts constructed through this work are helpful tools to be usedinfinding out
the required collector area for solar heating of swimming pools in the selected locations.

2 - The use ofthese charts saves time and effort of the designers.
3- To use these charts for other locations, the chart of the ate of similar climatic comiaons can

be used The most important parameters which must be similar are the daily average values
of the following variables:

* - Solar nutation on the horizontal plane and the plane of the collectors.
* - Ambient temperature
• - Wind speed
*-Relative humuSty

4 - The use of the pool cover is an effective method by which the collector area can be reduced
The economic feasibility of this method depends on the choice of the covering system. Its cost
must be lower than the cost of the saved collector area.

3- Since the required area of the collectors is relatively large, and they are seasonally used, then
cheap collectors may be used . The cost effectiveness of the used system must be carefully
investigated

NOTATIONS

Ac Collector area m

Ap Pool area m

hf Coefficient of radiation losses to the surrounding W/m K

hw Coefficient of convection losses W/m K

1-rt Hourly solar intensity on the collector plane W/ m

N Number of covering hours of the pool hours

Pa Ambient Vapour pressure Pa

P w Water Vapour pressure Pa

Qcon Convection losses MJ/day

Qeva Evaporation losses MJ/day

Radiation losses to the sky MJ/day
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Radiation losses to the surroundings

Required energy

Direct energy received from the s.tn

Average daily solar energy per unit area of a horizontal plane

Average dairy solar radiation per unit area of the collector plane

Ambient relative humidity

Ambient temperature

Natural temperature of the pool's water

Sky temperature = T a - 6

Wind speed

Water absorptivity
Water emmissivity

Stefan-Boltzmann constant

Solar Collector efficiency

MJ/day

MJ/day

MJ/day

MJ/nT .day

MJ/m" day

%
K

K

K

m/s

W/m2 K4

%
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Tabled)

CLIMATIC CONDITIONS OF THE SELECTED SITES #

CAIRO Latitude 30.00 dea. N. HERGHADA Latitude 27.47 dea. N.

Month

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Ta
2S7.3

2*8.5

291.2

294.7

297.9

300.*

301.4

301.4

299.9

297.4

292.8

288.7

V

2.00

3.00

2.60

2.70

2.60

2.50

2.30

2.00

2.30

2.20

1.90

2.10

R

59.00

54.00

49.00

44.00

44.00

46.00

56.00

59.00

58.00

58.00

63.00

60.00

qTh
10.90

13.30

18.10

21.80

25.10

26.80

26.10

23.90

20.60

16.20

11.80

10.30

qjt
16.30

19.70

21.70

23.50

24.10

24.10

24.00

24.40

24.20

22.20

18.20

16.70

Month

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Ta
288.4

288.9

291.4

294.6

298.3

301.0

302.0

302.3

300.2

297.5

293.8

290.1

V

5.80

6.30

6.50

6.40

6.80

7J0

6.60

6.60

7.00

5.80

5.30

5.50

R

51.00

49.00

49.00

47.00

44.00

43.00

47.00

47.00

51.00

55.00

54.00

54.00

qTh
15.30

19.30

23.50

26.70

28.40

29.80

29.50

27.90

25.10

20.00

16.10

14.10

<lTt

21.30

24.20

26.40

26.50

25.80

25.70

26.00

26.60

26.90

24.20

21.90

20.30

ABU-RUDIESS Latitude 28.90 dea. N. SIDI - BARABI Latitude 31.63 dea. N

Month

i

2

3

4

S

0

7

8

9

10

11

12

Ta
288.9

288.7

2922

285.3

297.3

300.3

301.0

301.3

300.9

298 8

295.0

290.7

V

2.70

3.90

4.00

4.00

6.40

6.30

6.80

6.40

5.90

4.80

2.30

3.70

R

57.00

55.00

53.00

53.00

55.00

55.00

59.00

59.00

62.00

61.00

58.00
58.00

<JTfl
14.04

17.89

22.61

26.17

28.84

29.34

29.20

27.86

24.37

18.58

15.23
12.89

<m
19.70

22.50

25.20

26.10

26.20

25.30

25.14

26.60

26.40

22.60

21.00

18.70

Month

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Ta
286.2

286.3

288.3

290.5

292.9

296.3

297.9

298.6

297.2

294.1

291.4

287.7

V

5.60

5.70

5.90

5.60

4.70

4.60

5.10

4.50

4.00

4.20

4.60

5.60

R

66.00

61.00

63.00

62.00

69.00

70.00

75.00

74.00

69.00

68.00

66.00

65.00

qTh
11.20

13.57

18.94

23.94

25.45

28.62

28.73

25.96

22.21

16.74

12.17

10.04

9Tt
15.50

18.80

20.30

22.80

22.68

22.90

23.10

23.10

22.40

19.00

16.10

14.30

# See the nomenclature for the dimensions
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H Cairo

HSidr-Baram
BAbu-Rudias
OHerghada

( Q ) s (Q)rsk (Q)rsr (Q)con (Q)eva

Oiltaranl Energy Componants

(Q)R

Fig . 1 : Different Energy components of Swimming Pools in the Selected Locations

LTC = Low -Temperature Collector HTC - High -Temperature Collector

Fig . 2 . Typical Performance of Low-Temperature and High-Temperature Collectors ( !'
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Fig . 3 : Design Charts of Splar Heating
Systems for Swimming Pools
in Cairo

Fig . 4 : Design Charts of Solar Heatine
Systems for Swimming Pools
in Sidi-Barani
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Fig . 5 : Design Charts of Solar Heating
Systems for Swimming Pool',
in Herghada

Fig . 6 . Design Charts of Solar Heating
Systems for Swimming Pools
in Abu-Rudies
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EXAMPLE S ON THE USE OF

THE DESIGN CHARTS :

LOCATION : Hergada

COLLECTOR EFFICIENCY : 0.60

TARGET TEMPERATURE 300 K

CASE ( A ) : Uncovered Pool

CASE ( B ) : Covering Period = 12 hours

CASE ( A 1 is represented hv the line a-h-c-d

( A« / Ap ) = 4.65

CASE ( B 1 is represented hv the line a-e-f-e

( A c / Ap ) C = 2.60

Fig . 7 : Examples (in the Use of the Design Chart of Solar Heating System of Swimming Pools
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DRYING OF FOOD PRODUCTS BY SOLAR ENERGY

KARAM M. El-Shady
Ass. Prof., Faculty ofEngg., Shoubra, Zagazig University

Abstract
A nonmechanical solar dryer based on convective heat and mass transfer has been

constructed to investigate the drying characteristics of various products such as
grapes, onion and okra. using a simple solar dryer with forced ventilation for the case
of onion and grapes solar drying or natural ventilation for the case of okra solar
drying where solar heating is achieved by radiation and convection heat transfer. The
dryer is constructed from materials available locally and operates on solar energy
Different tests were conducted for loading and unloading. The configuration is
modeled and the simulation results are obtained. The model is verified by comparing
the simulation results with the experimental data. The moisture loss during the drying
process can be described by a general equation of the form dM/dt = - cM. The drying
constants Ci and c2 for the constant and falling rate periods are calculated. Grapes
and onion have constant and falling rate periods, while okra has only falling rate
period.

1. INTRODUCTION

Solar energy is plentiful during the harvest season in EGYPT and there is
urgent need for better utilization of solar energy to hasten agricultural drying to
reduce spoilage and to improve the quality of the products. A typical locality in
EGYPT may have a maximum solar intensity of about 950 W/m2 and a total incident
energy per day of about 30 MJ/m2 [1]. Since the crops dried are usually used for food
and seed, the drying process could be done at the temperatures above the ambient
temperature and the simple techniques could be adopted to collect the solar energy.
There is sufficient information available that can be used to design workable solar
dryers for various crops [2]. Several models have been proposed [3] for analyzing
the drying phenomena of the agricultural products in thin layers.

Garge, H. P. et al [4] studied the effect of some parameters like air
temperature, humidity and air flow rate on the drying of timber.

Alkathiri and Gentechev [5] conducted an experiment on solar drying of
apricot. The aim of experiment is to investigate the possibility of using low cost
dryer with product having good chemical and microbiological characteristics.

Hegazy and Mousa [6] conducted the performance of improved-design
cabinet-type solar dryers with parallel and horizontal absorber plates. For each
orientation, parametric variations of the minimum spacing between the absorber plate
and the glass cover were made. The performance enhancement was accentuated at
smaller values of gap minimum spacing and incorporating an absorber plate parallel to



the glass cover. The average gap spacing should be in the range of 65-70 mm for
optimum performance.

Shomo S. Ah [7] conducted the drying of okra at humid conditions in thin
layers and being evaluated at different air flow rates. The solar drying analysis is
generally complicated not only due to fluctuation of the different drying parameters
but also to the interaction between them. The most important parameters affecting the
drying rate are the external factors such as the moisture content and the nature of the
material physical structure and chemical composition and the way in which the
material is prepared- shape, size and loading.

A simple low cost and nonmechanical solar dryer has been designed,
constructed and tested. Simulation model is developed for a simple dryer
configuration and the performance is evaluated. The validity of the model is tested
and the temperature rise can be predicted for different collector areas and flow rates.
The drying constants for the constant and falling periods are determined.

2. PSYCHROMETRICS AND DRYING PROCESS

A psychrometric chart is used to determine moist-air drying properties. There
are relationships existing between the relative humidity («j>), product moisture content
M and drying air temperature. A volume of air is heated in the solar collector having
porous medium and passed through a fixed bed of a thin layer of the sample which is
dry chamber by forced or natural convection to accomplish dehydration by
evaporation. In the case of drying by natural convection the difference in density
between heated and unheated air creates the pressure gradient required to cause the
heated air flowing without any external power source. The dryer is intended to dry
SKg of any crop as a sample from an initial moisture content M, (wet basis) to an
equilibrium moisture content MeOf 15% or less.

From psychrometric chart as shown in Figure (1), if ambient air temperature is
equal to 32 °C and relative humidity equal to 80% is heated to 50°C, then relative
humidity is reduced to 30%. If this heated air is used to remove moisture from a thin
layer of sample, the adiabatic evaporation continues along a line of constant wet bulb
temperature (B,C,32.5°C) until an intersection with the saturation curve of <j>c =90%
is reached, and drying air temperature is reduced to Tc =34°C. The fall in temperature
from B to C represents the maximum amount of heat available for evaporation of
water per Kg of dry air circulated. The humidity ratio W changes from 0.024 to 0.031
and AW=0.007 means that the drying capability of heated air is 7 times greater than
for unheated air (path AD).

3. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

From Figure (1) the mass of water evaporated mw and absorbed by a mass
of drying air ma is related by

mw L = m.C.(TB - TC) (1)
where L is the latent heat, C, is the specific heat of air.
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If mf is the final mass of sample when a quantity of water mw has been
removed, mi is the initial mass of wet sample and md is the mass of the completely
dried sample, then, on wet basis, the initial moisture content is

M J m . - ^ X 1 0 0 ) ( 2 )

m,
and the final moisture content

(m f - m < X 100) ( 3 )

mf

Since m* = (nvmf), then

m a
m ' ( M | - M , ) ( 4 )( )

(100- M f )
The basic energy equations for the plate and glass cover of the collector are as

follo\vs[8]

Energy equation for the plate (no wire netting)
[(Ap)qs](l-fdl>(l-fsh)=qc,[,g+qr,p.g+ql " (5)

Energy equation for the glass cover:
<l'.P-g+Clr.p-g+qa b = qc,g-w+qr,g-* (6)

The energy equation for the air at a distance X from entrance to collector is

^ . ) - h c W i ( T . - T ( ) (7)

It should be noted that qs is the total radiation as measured by a solar
pyranometer. For clear days as it is the case in Egypt, the scattering of solar radiation
is mostly forward scattering with most of the radiation coming from the direction of
the sun. Then the angular correction factor to be applied to the diffuse radiation is
therefore the same as that for beam radiation [9]

The first and the second terms on the R.H.S. of Eq (5) are the convective and
radiative heat transfer between plate and cover respectively. The first and second
terms on the R.H.S. of Eq.(6) are the convective heat transfer between cover and
wind and radiative heat transfer between cover and sky respectively.

The values of radiative heat transfer coefficients between plate and cover and
between cover and sky respectively are:

EP e .

f+T.lXTB+T.kXTg-Tv)
'*~* (T - T )

V *g ' i n ) /
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The sky tempeiature is a function of ambient temperature. The basic equations
for determining the coin ective heat transfer coefficients from plate to air and from air
to cover are [10]:

Heat transfer coefficient between plate and air
Nu=0.54 ( Ra)u : ? Laminar flow
Nu= 0.14(Ra)033 Turbulent flow
Heat transfer coefficient between air and glass cover

0 25

-i0 25

Cos<f»
Nu = 0.8(Ra)

From equations (1),(5),(6) &(7), one can obtain the values of plate
temperature, air temperature at outlet of the collector, air temperature at outlet of the
dryer and cover temperature. Using Basic Language for written the solution program
of the governing equations on the electronic computer, one can obtain the simulation
results
4.CONSTRUCTION OF DRYER AND MONITORING

A major design consideration was to select and use expensive and locally
available materials to build the dryer. The dryer is shown in Fig. (2).

A single layer of glass was used as glazing cover for the solar collector its area
is 2m:. it was tilted at 30°C and was supported to protect against wind fatigue with a
10 cm air channel between glazing and absorber. The air channel is filled with porous
medium (wire netting) to enhance the heat transfer due to increase the heat transfer
coefficient in the case of using porous medium than that of excluding porous medium.

Trays were used for easy loading and unloading the materials to be dried. Five
food trays were incorporated into the chamber, each made of a layer of wire mesh to
pass hot air through agricultural crops and the area of each is 0.5m2. Three sides of
the drying chamber are thermally insulated, one of them has two back doors which are
use to load the solar dryer, while the fourth side is glass. The peel of onions is
removed and sliced manually. Grapes were immersed in the olive oil and water before
spreading on the drying trays to increase die water permeability of the waxen coat.
Okra is sliced when its size is large.

One kitchen fan of 100 Watt is used in the dryer. It is mounted at the outlet of
the drying chamber and the inlet of the chimney.

Copper-constantan thermocouples connected with amplifier were used to
measure dry and wet bulb temperatures at inlet and outlet of the air collector and
outlet of the chimney.

Solar meter is Used to measure intensity of solar radiation and calibrated fan is
used to measure the air velocity at the outlet of the chimney.
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5. MODEL VERIFICATION.

The simulation results which obtained on the electronic computer are
compared with the actual experimental measurements to verify the validity of the
present model. The experiments were taken on the dryer. The plate area of the dryer
is 2m2 .

Table (I) gives a comparison at different time of day between simulation
results and experimental data for air temperatures at outlet of the coUector(TZ) and
outlet of the dryer(T3) at mass flow rate 0.04Kg/s. The predicted values of air
calculated at absorpitivity of plate equals 0.9. Comparing the simulation and
measured results of (TZ) and (T3), it will be seen that the agreement is good. The
discrepancy which exists between them can be attributed to:
(a) Solar collector with wire netting for experiments , while that without wire netting
for model.
(b) The inherent errors in measuring temperatures.
(c) The discrepancy which might exist between the assumed and actual values of the
optical characteristics of the plate and glass cover of the collector
However, the closeness of the agreement gives confidence in the model.

6. RESULTS
In general the drying rate is a function of many parameters such as relative

humidity , air flow rate, the material moisture content, the temperature and the
effective solar drying period. Most of these parameters are related and interact to each
other.

Figure (3) shows the variation with time each of solar intensity, dry bulb
temperatures at the inlet and outlet of the collector and outlet of the dryer for two
cases which are loading and unloading. The flow of air through the dryer is forced and
the material which dried is onion. This figure shows the difference in temperature
between inlet and outlet of the dryer (t;-t3) is smaller for the case of unloading than
the case of loading (T2 • T3). This is due to the fact that the heat is transferred from
heated air to the agricultural crops.

A typical diurnal variation of temperatures in the dryer with loading by onion
is recorded on September. At mid day, the maximum temperature at the outlet of the
collector is 60°C.

Figure (4) shows the variation with time each of solar intensity, dry bulb
temperatures at the inlet and outlet of the collector and outlet of the dryer for two
cases which are loading and unloading. The flow of air through the dryer is natural
and the material which dried is okra. A typical diurnal variation of temperatures in the
dryer with loading by okra is recorded on September. At mid day, the maximum
temperature at the outlet of the collector is 85"C. The maximum temperature in the

case of natural convection though the collector is greater than that for the case of
forced convection. This is due to the fact that the rate of mass flow in the case of
natural convection is smaller than that for the case of forced convection. When the
mass flow rate of air decreases, the outlet temperature of the collector increases and
the drying time decreases. Porous medium enhances the coefficient of heat transfer
specially for small density which is 4 Kg/m\ As the density is small, the porosity is
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large. This tends to increase the heat transfer coefficient when the flow of air follows
Darcian natural convection.

Figure(5) shows the variation of simulation results at different mas-s flow rates.
As mass flow rate increases, the air temperature at outlet of the collector decreases.
This is expected for increasing the velocity of air through the collector.

Figure(6) shows the variation of simulation results with collector area for a
typical day in September at noon time. Simulation results have been obtained for
different mass flow rates. As collector area increases, air temperature at the collector
outlet increases.

Figure (7) shows the moisture content variation with drying time. As drying
time increases, the moisture content decreases. This is due to the fact that the weight
of the specimen decreases with increasing drying time. These curves for drying
process can be represented two straight lines with a short curved transition. The short
period AB is the constant rate period where moisture is removed at a uniform rate
until the critical moisture content is reached. During this period the wet surface of the
product behaves as a free water surface and the period continues as long as water is
supplied to the surface as rapidly as evaporation takes place. This period is
encountered in the case of drying onion and grapes. The period BC for onion and
grapes is the falling rate period where the rate of moisture removal decreases and is
characterized by subsurface evaporation. Most of the drying actually takes place in
the falling rate period and involves the movement of moisture within the material to
the surface and removal of the moisture from the surface. The drying of okra
encountered no constant rate drying period. This was to be ascribed to the colloidal
and hydrophilic nature of the okra which causes the water molecules to be held more
tightly and to the surface deformation caused by shrinkage.

For the thin layer drying investigation, the graph of figure (8) shows that the
drying process can be represented by an equation of the form dM/dt = -cM, where c is
the drying constant which can be evaluated for constant rate period (as Ci) and the
falling rate period (as c2). Table (2) gives the drying parameters for the various
samples with higher c values would be dehydrated in a shorter period under identical
conditions.

For the constant rate period, the drying rate is proportional to the free
moisture content i.e

^ = -cl(M - Mc)
and dt

i (M-Mc)
or

(M(t) - Me) . .
(Mx - Me)

Similarly, the drying equation for the falling rate period is
(M(t) - Me) . .

= E x p ( - c t
(Me - M.) ^ * •
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The total drying time = (tc-te). The moisture loss can therefore be considered
mathematically as an exponential decay, even though the physical mechanism of mass
transfer consists of free water evaporation and bound water diffusion. The
dehydration consists of two different mechanisms, the removal of free water in the cell
cavities and of water films trapped within capillaries, adsorbed membranes in solution
within cells or chemical bound with solids as water of crystallization.

7.CONCLUSIONS

Solar dryer is designed and constructed from locally available materials. In the
light of the predicted performance of the dryer configuration, the use of solar energy
for small scale drying in rural areas is feasible. The drying time for solar drying of a
sample is about half time taken in open-air (sun) drying. The drying process is
controlled by initial removal of free water followed by removal of bound water.
Grapes and onion have constant and falling periods, while okra has falling period. An
equilibrium moisture content of 15% is achieved naturally faster than forced
convection in the case of using porous medium having density 4Kg/m3 at the passage
of air through collector. Food products were dried to a prescribed value of moisture
content to preserve them for storage without the need for refrigeration.
NOMENCLATURE

A
c,c,,c
C
f
h
m
M
Nu
Pr
q
Ra
w
0
t

a

Effective absorptance of the plate
;2 Constants

Specific heat J/kg °C
Factor
Heat transfer coefficient W/m2 °
Mass Kg
Moisture content
Nusselt number
Prandtl number
heat flux W/m2

Rayleigh number
Width
Angle of inclination of glass cover
Emissivity
Stefan-Boltzmann Constant

Subscripts
a
am
r
1
P
sk
sh
f
d

air, ab absorbed.
ambient, c convective
radiative s solar
losses g glass
plate w wind
sky dl dust
shading i initial
final e equilibrium
completely dried
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TABLES

Table( 1) Measured and calculated values for air temperatures at outlet of the
collector(T2) and outlet of the dryer(T3).

Time

11 Am
11.5 Am
12 noon
12.5 pm

1 pm
1.5 pm
2 pm

2.5 pm
3 pm

Experimental Results

12
47.5
53

57.5
60
60
60

57.5
55.5
54

T3
42.5
36

42.5.
42.5
45

42.5
42.5
42.5
41.5

Simulation Results

12
46.5
47.7
49.5
50.5
51.6
52.4
51.5
51.2
49.7

T3
40.5
41.8
43.7
44.6
45.8
46.5
45.7
45.3
43.9

Table 2. Drying characteristics of agricultural crops
(t,=time to attain M,, t«=time to attain Me)

Sample dried

Grapes
Onion
Okra

Moisture Content
%

Mi
81

79.8
80

Me
57
55
—

M«
15
15
15

Drying time
h

U
20.5
15

11.5

tc
4.5
3.5
—

Drying constants
(1/h)

C|
0.078
0.106

—

0.067
0.090
0.146
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Abstract

Agricultural dryers are usually of multi-tray types, with equal loading of trays
Although these types are simple and of low costs, yet a non homogeneous drying of
the products may result due to non homogeneitv of the drvinu air inside them This
will degrade the quality of the dried product as some of it will be either over or under
dried To obtain homogeneous drying, the loading patten of travs and maximum
number of trays must depend on the condition of the inlet air to each tray An
analytical method for obtaining best loading pattern in multi-tray dryers, that
guarantees a homogeneous and efficient drying of the product was developed
Towards that a mathematical model describes mass and heat transfer inside the drver
is solved The homogeneous drying is achieved by solving that model under constrains
imposed by some proposed control functions, giving as a result the loading of
different trays and maximum dryer loading. The final result is to obtain necessary
conditions that give a product of good quality dried by the most efficient way

INTRODUCTION

Drying of agricultural products is widely used method to conserve food out of
the harvest period This method consists of reducing the water activitv of the product
to such values that the development of all microorganisms would be inhibited and
storage therefore become possible. The drying of such products are usually done in
multi-tray dryers, where products are spread in thin layers on trays and are exposed
to continuous stream of hot air flowing through these trays to evaporate moisture
These types of dryers are characterized by their simpiicitv in design, built, operation
and also by their low maintanence cost. So they are widely used in small and medium
scale farms for drying agricultural fruits and vegetables

One of the difficulties in the use of these dryers is that drying air U
continuously changing its temperature and humidity as it passes through the travs
carrying vapor from the product which result in 1-Saturation condition of this air
may be reached before entering the upper sets of trays This will cause products in
these trays to be attacked by bacteria and fungi and so spoilt before it starts to dry 2-
These changes may greatly affect drying rate of the product in travs at different levels
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As a result, non uniform moisture content will be found in the finished product taken
from the various travs. consequently the dried product is of bad quality To avoid
these difficulties, maximum load of the dryer corresponding to the inlet air conditions
as well as the loading pattern of subsequent trays must be carefully chosen This could
be done, by distributing the product over the different trays in a way so as to have
equal drving rates This can be done by reducing the load gradually on the subsequent
trays by a ratio that permits the condition of the inlet air to each tray, to give the same
drying effect as lower trays The maximum loading of the dryer is determined by
increasing the loaded trays in steps and checking the conditions of the inlet air for
each tray until saturation conditions are reached which means stop adding more trays
Designing a dryer fulfilling the above requirements needs studying the dryer
performance under wide range of operating conditions Experimental work is costly
and sometimes not possible, so mathematical model is a valuable tool to predict and
optimize the dryer performance

A literature survey reveal that mathematical models of multi-tray dryers had
been studied by Steinfeld and Segal [1], Guzman et al [2], Elsayd [3], Garg and
Sharma [4] Ben Mabrouk el al. [5] and Belahmidi el al [6] Sharma and Colangelo
[7] and Diamante and Vlounro [8] Most of them had given care to study the drying
rates of agricultural products under different operating conditions without much
attention to the product quality

The aim of this work is to determine the most suitable trays loading pattern and
maximum load for efficient and homogeneous drying at different operating conditions
The work may be subdivided into the following:
1 Simulating drying process with a mathematical model describing heat and mass

transfer inside the dryer
2 Realizing the above mentioned requirement of homogeneity by intro-ducing control

functions in the mathematical model which determine the loading of each tray in
accordance with the inlet air condition to that tray and the maximum number of trays

3 Obtaining the optimum performance of the dryer under different operating conditions
that ensure both good quality of the dried product and maximum productivity

Governing Equations

A mathematical model describing heat and mass transfer inside the batch dryer
shown in Fig (1) may be obtained with the following assumptions: (1) One
dimensional forced flow (2) Constant properties of air with temperature (3) Spherical
shaped product particles (4) Well insulated dryer The energy and mass balance in
Cartesian co-ordinates for air and product per unit volume is given by:

Air temperature

(pcVa)a dta

'a
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where C = Ca ->- W aCw . [Ca. C w are specific heats of air and water respectively]

Air humidity

oT +£{ pVa)acWa/0Z=S (fill a)^ Wa ,'t?Zi+ £ pC>M I C T (2)

Tvi
Product temperature

(Pp(Cp + MCw )) dts I r r= h Ap (ta - tp)/ep - [pp LdM c rj (3)

Where ta and tn are the air and product temperatures respectively Wa is the air
humidity ratio Each unit volume is occupied by air to product ratio

e Ep where Ep = 1 - e

The moisture content of the product M is obtained from the thin layer model
for drying process (ASHRAE [9]) as

C M / C T = - K ( M - M e q ) (4)

Where K is product-dependent drying constant, M e a is the equilibrium moisture
content
initial and Boundary conditions:
At i < = O, Z = O ta = tin and Wa = Wambient
At T < = O, Z > O ta = tn = tambient. Wa = Wambient and M = MjnPart (a) and
(b) in Equations (1) and (2) and also equation (3) vanish except at tray's levels

Control Functions

The first control function that governs the drying rate may be taken as the
factor k in equation (4), where the value of k for any product depends upon drying air
temperature, humidity, velocity and air void. It can be put in the form :

K = a . ta + b Wa + d. V a . e (5)

The constants a. b and d are specified for any product and could be determined
experimentally Drying of Apricot as a sort of fruit is chosen to be dried to
demonstrate the previous method, where its value of k is obtained experimentally

k = 0 049 - 0 002t a + 1 172 Wa - 0.402 . Va . e

The proposed method to obtain constant drying rate is summarized as follows
a) The inlet condition of the dryer (ta, Wa, Va) were specified.
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b) The first tray loading en was chosen and hence e = I - En.
c.) The value of k from equation (5) is calculated for the first tray
d) The exit condition from the first tray and consequently inlet air condition (ta and

Wa) to the second tray was calculated from equations (1-4)
e) The obtained values of ta and Wa from step 4 is substituted in equation (5) to

obtain the new value of E that gives same value of k of the first tray and so new e
D = I - e
The second control function is introduced to compare the condition of inlet air to
each tray with the saturation condition corresponding to the air temperature
Psychrometric subroutine is introduced in the model for air temperature range (10
to 60 C)

f) Repeat steps d and e until saturation is reached, then no more trays are added and
the number of trays and loading are deter-mined for that inlet air condition

The program structure describing this method is shown in Fig (2)

Numerical Solution

Finite difference technique developed by Patankar [10] is used to solve the
previous equations

Model Parameters

The following parameters and constants are used in this prediction are as
follows:
1 The dryer to be simulated of 1 m2 base area which is the tray area too Distance

between tray's, levels was chosen to be 0 2 m for all operating conditions
2 The performance of the dryer was studied for wide range of air velocity (0 125-

0 5 m.S"') and inlet air temperature between (40-70°C) which is the normal range
usually used for drying fruits and vegetables

3. It is recommended for rapid drying that, fruits of spherical shape arranged in one
layer on the trays with equal distribution with air void i e . e = en The effect of
reducing En of the first lower tray was also studied (en = 0 3, 0 4)

4 Ambient air temperature and inlet humidity are taken (25°C. 0 009) respectively
and were fixed for all computer runs

5 Apricot properties were determined experimentally and were found to be
(DP = 0 02 m, Pp= 830 kg. m\ 2900 J (kg. °C)->, M e o = 0 3 at storage
temperature

6 Heat transfer coefficient between air and product is obtained by using the
correlation given by Lof and Hawley [11] for a rock bed

hAn = 650(G D n - ' ) 0 7 (8)

Where G = (Pa e Va), Dn is the product particle diameter and An is the volumetric
surface area For spherical shape An is calculated

as Peary and Chilton [12] Ap = 6(1 - E) D p - '
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Results and Discussion

1 Controlled by the previously mentioned functions, the number of trays, tray's
loading and total dryer loading are obtained for different conditions of inlet air
(temperature and velocity) The obtained results are shown in Tables (I to JV) for
air temperatures (40, 50, 60, 70°C) and air velocity between (0 125 and 0 5 m S - !)
These tables were constructed with a fixed value of e = 6n = 0 5 for the lower
tray

2 By using these control functions, the difference in the final moisture content in the
dried product does not exceed 4% 3 From these tables, it is found that :
a) For each inlet temperature the number of trays and tray's loading increase as

flow rate increases
b) For each flow rate, maximum loading of the dryer occurs at certain inlet air

temperature This means that for such an inlet air temperature specific inlet air
velocity is required to obtain maxi-mum dryer loading For example for air
temperature ta = 40°C the air velocity equal 0 125 m S"' gives maximum dryer
loading while at ta = 70°C air velocity which gives maximum dryer loading is
0 3125 m s - 1

3 The loading ratio R which is defined as
R = (en for any tray / en of the lower tray ), is calculated for different trays, at
*a = 4 0 - 7 0 ° c a n d drawn in Figs (3 & 4) From these figures the value of R
increases as flow rate increases and may reach unity specially at low temperature
ta = 40°C This means that high flow rates help to obtain the trays equal tray's
loading and consequently total dryer loading is increased

4 To obtain the most efficient drying at each inlet condition, the productivity P is
calculated as
P = total dryer loading / drying time, drying time is the time at which the product
at the lower tray reaches its equilibrium moisture content
The productivity calculated for different inlet air conditions are drawn in Fig (5)
It is found that, maximum productivity occurs for each flow rate at a certain inlet
air temperature
This peaks occur at the same points or maximum dryer loading appear in Tables (I
to IV) These points determine both homogeneous and efficient drying obtained
under the range studied of air temperatures and velocities

5 The effect of reducing lower tray 's loading en to values less than 0 5 on the dryer
performance was also studied The productivity obtained for en = 0 4 and 0 3 is
drawn in Fig (6) From this figure, no improvement was obtained, on the contrary,
productivity decreases as en decreases This means that reducing loading of the
lower tray does not increase the ability of the air to carry more vapor from the
next travs

CONCLUSION

Towards homogeneous and efficient drying, an analytical method employing
special control function is proposed Knowing the drying characteristics under
different operating conditions of any agricultural product the necessary conditions that
give a product of good quality and dried by the most efficient way could be obtained
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iNOMENCLATURE

A .Dryer area, m*
Ap : Volumetric surface area of product, m2 .nr3

C a : Specific heat of air , kj.(kg.°k)->
C<j : Specific heat of dryer material, kj .(kg. *k)-'
C p : Specific heat of product, kj.(kg.°k)-'
C w : Specific heat of water, kj.(kg.°k)-'
Dp : Product Diameter, m
G : Mass flow rate, k g . r 1

h : Heat transfer coefficient between air and product, W m - J . V
H : Dryer height, m
ka : Thermal conductivity of air, W. n r ' . ' V 1

L : Latent heat of evaporation, kj.kg'1

M : Average moisture content (d.b), (kg watcr).(kg dry matter)*1

P : Productivity, kg.hr 1

t a : Air temperature, °C
tp : Product temperature, °C
V a : Velocity of during air, m.s*1

W a : Specific humidity of air, (kg of water).(kg of dry air)*1

Greek Letters

c : Void fraction of air
ep Volume ratio of product
pa Air density, kg.nrJ

pd : Dryer material density, kg.nr3

pp Product density, kg.ra'3

o Schmidit number
H : Air viscosity, kg.(m.s)"1
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TABLE (I) TRAY'S LOADING AND TOTAL DRYER LOADING.

t9 = 40°C.

Air velocity

mS"1

Travs

Va = O 125

1 5 Va

2. Va

2 5 Va

3 Va

3 5 Va

4 Va

Tray's loading, kg

1

8 3

8 3

8 3

8 3

8 3

8.3

8 3

2

5.30

653

7.24

7 60

7 82

798

805

3

3 90

607

6.74

7.28

7 63

782

8 09

4

3.32

Total loading

20 82

21.00

22.44

23 18

23 75

24.10

24 44

TABLE (II) TRAY'S LOADING AND TOTAL DRYER LOADING

ta = 50°C.

Air velocity

mS"1

Travs

Va = 0 125

1 5 Va

2. Va

2.5. Va

3 Va

3 5 Va

4 Va

Tray's loading, kg

1

8 3

8 3

8 3

8 3

8 3

8 3

8 3

2

3 04

5 25

6 28

6 87

7 24

7 50

7 63

3

0 433

3 640

5 200

6 100

6 680

7080

7 38

4

2.89

4 69

5 74

643

6 92

7 28

5

2.64

Total loading

11.77

22.72

24.47

2701

2865

29 80

3064
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TABLE (III) TRAY'S LOADING AND TOTAL DRYER LOADING

tfl = 60°C.

Air velocity

mS"1

Travs

Va = 0 125

15. Va

2. Va

2.5 Va

3 Va

3.5 Va

4 Va

Tray's loading, kg

I

8 3

8.3

8 3

8 3

83

8.3

8 3

2

0 783

3.875

5.320

6 140

6.660

7.020

7280

3

1.477

3.650

4 290

5.730

6290

6.700

4

0293

2.800

4040

5 260

5.930

6430

5

2.46

5 08

5.82

6

2.4

3

2767

Total loading

9083

13 94

24.96

27.67

30.67

33.36

28.70

TABLE (IV) TRAY'S LOADING AND TOTAL DRYER LOADING

tB = 70°C.

Air

Va =

1.5

2.

2.5.

3.

3 5

4

velocity

= 0 125

Va

Va

Va

Va

Va

Va

Trays

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

1

3

3

.3

3

.3

3

3

2

4

5

6

6

6

2

-

.50

36

41

.08

.54

87

3

-

-

2.11

3.73

4J8

5.50

6 0 4

Tray's loading, kg

4

-

-

0928

2.830

4080

4950

5 590

5

-

-

0409

2.430

3.770

4 700

5 410

1

3

4

6

-

-

-

75

17

19

-

Total

8

10

16

24

30

34

32

loading

300

800

.102

.450

180

180

210
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ABSTRACT

A solar system comprising the possibility of food cooking and drying
of agricultural products is theoretically studied . designed , constructed and
tested. The system consists of two chambers connected to each other. The
First one functions as a solar collector , while the second one functions as a
drying room. For cooking purposes, the first chamber is used sgparately as a
solar cooker of cabinet type. For drying purposes, the first chamber is used
as a solar air heater which supplies the drying room (second chamber) with
hot air .

The system performance as a cooker or a dryer is theoretically
analyzed. The experimental evaluation showed that, when the system is
operated as a solar cooker, a maximum stagnant air temperature of 130°C is
reached inside the cooker under no-load condition. Two different dishes , of
total weight of 2.25 Kg , were totally cooked within 135 to 180 minutes.
When the system is operated as a solar dryer the efficiency of the air heater
with its porous absorber, under no-load condition, is in the range of 60% -
70%. The drying test results showed that 4.0 kgs of wet saw dust of
moisture content of 165% was dried to 12% , which is equal to its
equilibrium moisture content , in about 6.0 hrs which represents an
adequate rate of moisture extraction. The system can be simply constructed
from low cost materials , and can be easily operated .

/ - INTRODUCTION

One of the most interesting recent application in our life is the use of
solar energy in cooking of food and drying of agricultural products. These
activities arc of great importance for the people who are living in villages.

The proposed system in this study is basically a dual purpose solar
system which can be used as a solar cooker or as a solar dryer. It is a
helpful tool for the farmers for food cooking during farming , in addition to
the possibility of drying some of agricultural products. The system in
general is composed of two chambers connected to each other through a
common gate. For food cooking the first chamber is used as a solar cooker
of cabinet type. For drying purposes, the system assembly shown in Fig. 1,
is used. In this case the first chamber is used as a solar air heater by
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inserting a tilted porous absorber parallel to its glass cover . while the
second chamber functions as the drying room. A small power fan may be
used for assisting the air circulation through the system.

In this study, the design details and operation procedures are
described. the system performance is theoretically analyzed and
experimentally evaluated . The system arrangement is graphically
represented in Figs. (l&2).It can be simply constructed and easily assembled
and operated.

2 • THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION

The total energy input to the system as well as its performance are
theoretically analyzed , when it is operated as a cooker or a dryer , in the
following articles.

2-1-Energy Input to the System

A plane reflector is attached to the first chamber to increase the
energy input to the system. The rate of energy input is the sum of that
received directly from the sun (1S) and that reflected from the reflector (<lr).
The general equation of the rate of energy received directly (4S) by any
plane is given by the following equation HI :

qs = Ibh • Rb + Idh • Rd + (*bh + ldh) P Rr (1)

Cos8;Rb "

Rd - ̂ f ^
1 CosP

Rr = j-Z (4)

For the case of using the system as a cooker, the absorber is in a
horizontal position and the affecting parameters will have the following
values :

0j=Gjc = 9 z , P = 0 , Rb - Rd = 1 and Rr = 0.

The rate of the energy received directly by a plane parallel to the
cooker absorber , ( horizontal plane ) ,from the sun will be given in the
following form

qsc = t *bh + Idh ] (5)

From the geometry of the incident and reflected sun rays on the
horizontal cooker absorber , shown in Fig. (3) , the rate of energy reflected
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2-2-1- No-load condition

The rate of energy input to the cooker is the sum of the rate of the
energy absorbed by the absorber and that lost from the cooker. The energy
balance equation under no-load condition is given by[2,3]

1 t c .(T a )e = UT (T, - Ta ) (16)

The analysis for the estimation of the effective absorptance and
emmittance product (x a )e is similar to that in the case of flat plate solar
collectors!1]. It is found that this product is in the range of ( 0.74 ) for two
glass cover and black painted absorber. The overall heat transfer coefficient
(Uj) can be determined using the conventional methods'1'.

2-2-2- Load condition (cooking process)

The useful energy gain (4U) for the cooker under no-load condition is
admitted only to raise the cooker interior air temperature (Ts). Under load
condition part of this energy is admitted into the cooker utensils as useful
energy (4U), part is lost due to thermal losses while the rest is utilized to
increase the internal energy of the cooker components (4Com) • The
energy balance equation is given in the following form [*1:

qtc = qu + qloss + qcom (17)

The useful energy admitted to the food is a function of time and is
given by the following formula :

n d T f

d t

The term (^loss) 's equal to zero at the start of cooking run. Thus the
available energy will be used to heat the cooker components and the food.
The term (3Com) decreases with time, while the temperature dependent
terms start gaining significant. Once the cooker warms up enough to create a
high temperature gradient between the cooker and the food, the useful heat
rate to the food (<lu) reaches its maximum value. At this time the cooker
efficiency reaches a maximum value. As the food temperature rises with
time, losses associated with the utensils itself start becoming significant,
while the cooker temperature also rises with the consequent increase in
cooker related losses. Hence the cooker efficiency falls gradually as the time
passes. The over all utilization efficiency over a cooking time (At) is given
in the following form [*]:

mf . Cf . AT
nu = - J 1 (19)

qtC-Ac.At
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from the reflector and received by a unit area of a plane parallel to the
cooker absorber at noon is given by,

- •** p" W^
where, 9 r c = 270 - a s n - 2\\i (7)

9Z = 90 - a s n (8)

4/ = 120 +(1/3) p - (2/3) a8 n (9)

a s n = 90 - 4> + 6 (10)

These relations satisfy the condition of the complete exposure of the
absorber to the reflected rays at noon time.The total energy received by a
plane parallel to the cooker absorber (^tc) >s t n e n given by :

Cos 9 r r

7 ^ " ^ ( ID
Cos Hz

For the case of using the system as a dryer, the porous absorber is
tilted with an angle p which is equal to the tilt angle of the glass cover the
incidence angle is given by :

9j = 9 i d = 90 - p - a s n (12)

The energy reflected and received by a plane parallel to the dryer
absorber is given by,

« , „ = M * . p - | ^ i ( 13 ,
Cos y z

where, 8r{j = iy + a s n - 90 (14)

The total energy received by a plane parallel to the system absorber .
when used as a solar dryer , at noon time (^td) l s given by the following
formula :

qtd = Ibh • Rb + Idh • Rd + (Ibh + !dh) . P • Rr

2-2- System Performance as a Solar Cooker

The energy balance for the cooker under no-load and load condition is
presented in the following paragraphs :.
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2-3- System Performance as a Solar Dryer

In this case, the first chamber is used as a solar air heater with tilted
porous absorber. The second chamber is used as a drying room . The system
is evaluated under no-load and load condition in the following articles .

2-3-1- No-load condition ( air heating process )

The useful energy transferred to the air is given by the following
equation^],

= ma Cp . ( Tc0 - Ta ) (20)

This equation is similar to the familiar form of the Hottel ,Whillier &
Bliss equation[6] with the effective transmittance absorptance product and
the heat removal factor given by the following relations

(i a ) e = T ( 1 - e ' a d ) (21)

maCP

FR = 2_£ . (22)
ma CP + U L

From Equation (22), the efficiency of the air heater *!<} is given by :

IJ —
a •

ma • c p

(23)

In this study, the dryer system is an open cycle, i .e. Tj = T a , and the
air heater eff iciency is then given by,

ma .

ma- C p + U L
(24)

A d
From this equation it is noticed that the efficiency of the solar air

heater can be increased , for a given (1td)> by increase (rha), t (l-e"a<*) and
reducing (U^). The last two terms are related to the characteristics of the
porous absorber and the transparent glass cover. As a comparison between
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the porous and non porous air heater. Lansing! '1. has found that the thermal
performance of this type of air heater is much better than that of air heater
with non porous type of absorbers.

2-3-2- Load condition (drying process)

The performance of the drying process can be determined by the
following parameters:

Air mass flow rate. Inlet and outlet air temperature. Inlet and outlet
material moisture content, quantity of wet material to be dried in a day and
drying rate and time. These parameters indicate the system efficiency

The moisture content (MC) is measured as the percentage of water
content to the dry weight of the product and is given by[8,9]

MC =
md

x 100% (25)

where (mj) and (moi are the mass of the dry and moist products
respectively.

3 - SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Figure (1) represents schematically the system assembly. It consists
mainly of two chambers. The walls and the bottom of first one is
constructed from double layers of plywood spaced at 5 cm . This space is
filled with saw dust as an insulation material. The inside surfaces of the
chamber walls are covered with aluminum foil.The chamber is of cabinet
form and covered with a double glass sheets (75 x 80 x 0.4 cm each) and
spaced 2.5 cm apart The base of the chamber is constructed in stair fashion
and covered with a sheet of G.I and painted blacks to provide the chamber
with two different cooking temperature leveis. The cooking chamber has a
maximum capacity of about 4.5 Kgs of food to be cooked simultaneously It
has a side handling door for cooker loading and unloading. It has aiso other
two gates for the air circulation for drying purposes. A porous black
absorber of multi layers aluminum wire mesh Of total thickness of 1.5 cm
can be inserted inside the chamber so that it can be used as an air heater A
reflector of plywood (90 x 90 cm) covered with highly reflecting aluminum
foil is attached to the hood ov the chamber to increase the input energy. The

second chamber is the drying room of a volume of 0 15 m3. The
construction of its walls and bottom is similar to that of the cooker cabinet.
It is attached to the first chamber through a common gate as shown in
Fig. (2). A small power suction fan ( 10 watt ) is placed at the top of the
drying chamber chimney which may be use when the system is used for
drying.

During the experimental 'est 'her j^couples are attached to measure
different temperatures. Solar intensity is measured by means of a
pyranometer. Air velocity is measured using a hot wire anemometer.
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4 - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure (4) represents the optimum values of the reflector tilt angle
which satisfy the condition of a complete exposure of the absorber to the
reflected rays at noon time of the 15th day of each month. The calculated
values of the rate of energy received from the sun . from the reflector and
the total energy incident on the cooker absorber and that of the solar air
heater are represented in Fig. (5). These values are calculated at noon
time for different sun's declination (5) corresponding to the 15 th of
each month . From this figure it is noticed that the energy directly received
by the solar air 'neater absorber (qs(j) ' s lower than that received by the
cooker horizontal absorber (q s c ) during the period from May to July. During

the rest of the year (qsd) is higher than (q5C) This is due to the effect of
the incidence angle on the tilted air heater absorber. The total energy
received by the system as a drier (or by the solar air heater) (qtd) ' s higher
than that received by it as cooker in winter time up to February. From

February to November . (qtc) becomes higher than (q td ) • This is due to
that the rate of energy reflected and received by the cooker absorber (q r c) is
significantly higher than that received by the air heater tilted absorber (qr(j)
all over the year. It is found that the average value of the increase of the
input energy due to the use of the reflector is about 37% of that directly
received from the sun.

4-1- Solar Cooker

For the case of using the system as a solar cooker, the first chamber
was experimentally tested when its two gates are closed. The stagnant air
temperature at the upper and lower horizontal absorber are hourly recorded
and presented in Fig. (6). The experimental no-load test showed that a
maximum stagnant air temperature of 130°C is reached at the upper absorber
and 120°C at the lower one at 13.00 p.m. These temperature ranges are
quite enough for cooking purposes!^0]. The temperature response curves
shown in this figure show that two different cooking temperature levels are
possibly obtained.

Another experimental test is conducted to find the cooker performance
under load condition. Two different dishes, (Rice dish 750 gm) and
(Potatoes and Chicken dish 1500 gm total) are placed on the lower and
upper cooker absorber respectively. Figure (7) represents the temperature
response curves of the two food dishes. It is noticed that the rice dish is
totally cooked within 135 minutes. The potatoes and chicken dish is totally
cooked within 180 minutes.

4-2- Solar Drying

In this case the system is converted to be used as a solar dryer. The
dryer system is tested experimentally under no-load condition. Figure (8)
shows the air temperature rise along the air heater ( t c 0 - ta) and that at the
empty drying chamber ( t a v - ta). The variation of the air heater efficiency is
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calculated during the day for air flow rate of 185 kg/hr and represented in
Fig. (9). From this figure, it is noticed that the efficiency of the air heater
with porous absorber is about 70% at ^arly morning and about 60% at late
afternoon. These values represent high efficiency at compared to that with
non porous absorbert^].

It is important to check the capacity potential cf the system as a dryer.
The dryer was loaded with 4.0 kgs of wet saw dust of 165% moisture
content that was dried at a flow rate of 185 kg/hr. The loss of weight of the
dried saw dust was obtained every one hour and the moisture content was
determined. Figure (10) represents th^ variation of moisture content in the
sample with the drying time. It is found that the amount of moisture content
was decreased to 12%, ( the equilibrium moisture content) in about 6.0 hrs.

This drying rate is an adequate rate of moisture extraction .

5- CONCLUSION

A simple solar system of dual purpose which can be used as a cooker
or as a dryer is feasibly used. The performance of the system for the two
cases of operation showed a satisfactory results in cooking and drying. The
system is simply constructed from available cheap materials and can be
easily operated. The performance of the system showed high food cooking
capacity

During drying operation . the solar air heater efficiency with its
porous absorber is considerably high as compared with other conventional
solar air heaters.

NOMENCLATURE

Ac Cooker absorber area, m2

Ad Air heater porous absorber area. m2

a Porous absorber extinction coefficient

Cp Specific heat at constant pressure, KJ/Kg3C

Cf Specific heat of the food , KJ/Kg°C

d Thickness of porous absorber, m

Beam component of solar radiation on horizontal, W/m2

Diffuse component of solar radiation on horizontal, W/mz

ma Air mass flow rate, Kg/hr

trif Mass of food. Kg

Ta Ambient air temperature. °C

T c o Air heater outlet air temperature, °C

Tj Inlet air temperature to the air heater, °C

Ts Stagnant air temperature inside the cooker. °C

t Time Sec
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a s n Sun's altitude angle at noon. deg.

P The tilt angle of the air heater porous absorber, deg.

vy Reflector tilt angle, deg.
T Glass transmissivity

<t> Latitude angle. deg.

9 r c Angle of incidence of the reflected beam radiation

on the cooker horizontal absorber, deg.

6rd Angle of incidence of the reflected beam radiation

on the air heater porous absorber, dcg.

9Z Sun's zenith angle at noon. deg.

p Ground reflection coefficient.

p' Reflector reflectivity
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EFFECTIVENESS OF RADIATION CONTROL COATINGS FOR
THE REDUCTION OF BUILDING SOLAR GAIN AND

EXTERIOR SURFACE TEMPERATURES

David W. Yarbrough Tennessee Technological University
Cookeville, Tennessee 38505, USA

INTRODUCTION

The usefulness of radiation control coatings (RCCs) for reducing the surface

temperatures of roofs in the cooling season has been discussed b • ^derson et al1 and

Griggs et al2. RCCs are identified3 as coatings widi solar reflectances and infra-red

emittances greater than 0.80. The assessment by Anderson et al1 published in 1991

reported RCCs with solar reflectances in the range 0.72 to 0.83. Currently manufactured

RCCs have solar reflectances approaching 0.90.

Clean white paints typically have solar reflectances in the range 0.70 to 0.75.

White Hypalon*. a roofing membrane, is reported to have a solar reflectance of 0.78

while other roofing materials have much lower solar reflectances. Table 1 contains a few

reflectance values for materials used as roofing.2

The measured solar reflectances of a coating are dependent on the thickness of

the coating. The data in Table 2 illustrate the thickness effect for a commercial product

manufactured in 1990. These data show that a maximum solar reflectance of 0.8

achieved for coating thicknesses of 15 to 20 mils (one mil = 0.001 inch). More recent

data for a commercially available RCC listed in Table 3 show maximum reflectances in

the range 0.85-0.87 achieved at thickness greater than 16 mils.
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Table 1. Solar Reflectances for Selected Rootlne Materials

Material Solar Reflectance

Clean White Paint 0.70-0.75

Dark Grey Paint 0.15

Galvanized Steel 0.10

Concrete Tile 0.35

White Gravel 0.50

White Hypaion® 0.78

Black EPDM 0.10

Table 2. Solar Reflectances for a RCC Produced in 1990

Thickness (mils) 3.1 5.1 5.9 7.5 14.2 20.1 26.0 35.0 44.9

Reflectance 0.59 0.68 0.68 0.72 0.77 0.80 0.79 0.80 0.80

Table 3. Solar Reflectances for a RCC Produced in 1994

Thickness (mils) 16.0 22.0 24.0 26.0 34.0 38.0

Reflectance 0.85 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.87 0.87
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ROOF TEMPERATURE CALCULATIONS

Figure 1 illustrates an energy balance that can be used to model steady-state roof

surface temperatures under a variety of conditions. The energy balance is described by

the following two equations.

Q, = Q, • r + QR + Qcc + Qc (1)

(1-r) Q, = oeJT,* - TA
4) + h(TR - T J + (T, - TJ/R (2)

(7 = 0.1713x10* Btu/ft2»hr»°R4

£r = 0.85 (example)

h =C(T R -T A ) 0 2 5 C = 0.25 to 0.38

r = 0.75 - 0.90

R = 4 to 20 ft2»hr«DF/Btu

T, = 75°For535°R

The elementary roof model represented by the above equations can be used to calculate

roof temperatures (TR) for specified roof reflectances, solar flux, air temperature, and

thermal resistance below the roof. The last term in Equation 2 is the heat flux into the

building. The heat flux into the building is proportional to the temperature difference

across the roof assemble (TR - TJ. Reducing this -difference reduces the building air-

conditioning load or if the space below the roof is not conditioned, the interior

temperature will be lowered.

The roof model can be used to study the sensitivity of calculated roof

temperatures to input quantities. Figure 3 shows that there is a very small increase in

the roof surface temperature as the roof assemble thermal resistance is increased.
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Equation (2) can be used to predict the reduction in thermal energy entering the

building due to increased solar reflectance. The numbers in Table 4 were calculated with

a solar flux of 200 Btu/ft2«hr, TA of 80°F, T, of 75°F, solar reflectances of 0 or 0.85

and roof assemble R-values ranging from 4 to 20 ft2»hr«°F/Btu. The heat load

reductions due to changing the roof from absorbing to reflecting become smaller as the

roof assemble R-value is increased. The biggest benefit occurs when there is not much

thermal resistance between the surface of the roof and the building interior.

Table 4. Heat Load Reductions Due to Increased Solar Reflectance

Roof Assemble
R-Value

(ft2»hr»°F/Btu)

4

8

12

20

Calc. Roof Temperatures

r = 0.0 r = 0.85

158.4

162.4

163.6

164.3

94.8

96.0

96.4

96.6

Heat Load Reduction

(Btu/hr for 100 ft2)

1600

830

560

339

EFFECTIVENESS OF RCCs

Equation (3) defines an effectiveness parameter, E, that can be used to compare

roof surfaces. E is a measure of the effectiveness of a coating in reducing the roof

surface temperature from a high value that will occur if the roof is absorbing (black) to

temperatures near the surrounding air temperature.

E = 100 »(1 - (TR - TA)/(TB - TJ ) (3)

TA is the air temperature
TB is a black-roof temperature
TR is a reflective-roof temperature
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The effectiveness parameter is expected to vary from 0 to 100%. Equation (2) can be

used to calculate TB and TR and illustrate how E varies. The E values in Tables S and

6 were calculated with TA = 80°F, T, = 75°F, solar flux of 200 Btu/ft2»hr, reflectance

of black surface = 0, and reflectance of reflective roof = 0.85. The E-value is

relatively insensitive to roof R-value or solar flux.

Table 5. Variation of E with Roof Assemble R-Value when
Solar Flux is 200 Btu/ft2«hr

Roof R-Value

4

8

12

16

20

00

E(9

81.2

80.6

80.4

80.3

80.2

79.9

Table 6. Variation of E with Solar Flux When
Roof R-Value is 4 ft2»hr»°F/Btu

Solar Flux (Btu/ft2»hr) E(%)

150 81.9

200 81.2

250 80.2
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EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF E

Figure 4 is a schematic of an apparatus for dir3ct measurement of the

effectiveness parameter, E. A small specimen of the roofing surface to be tested is

mounted on a flat surface that is separated from a temperature controlled region by a

thermal resistance of about 8 ft2«hr»°F/Btu. Thus, T, is controlled, TA and TR are

measured, and E can be calculated from Equation (3). The roof temperature, TR,

increases from a low value early in the morning to a maximum value during mid-day.

The roof specimen size was either 4x4 inches or 12x12 inches and up to five surfaces

could be tested simultaneously with the apparatus that was constructed. The apparatus

was constructed so that it could be tilted to make the surface normal to the incoming

radiation at noon. TR, Tr, and TA were obtained with Type-T thermocouples attached to

a data-acquisition system. Table 7 contains E values obtained for seven materials at noon

in September, 1994 in Cookeville, Tennessee. These data illustrate the effectiveness of

an RCC in reducing roof surface temperatures. The significance of the data in Table 7

is that the roof surface temperatures were reduced to temperatures near the surrounding

air temperature by the application of a high solar reflectance RCC.
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Table 7. Measured E Values for Seven Surfaces Exposed to the Sun
in Cookeville. Tennessee in September 1994

Surface Material Date TA(°F) T,(°F) E(%)

Old Concrete Tile 9/3/94 84.8 68.0 51.3
New Concrete Tile 72.3
RCC (r = 0.85) 96.5

Old Concrete Tile 9/8/94 86.6 64.0 41.4
New Concrete Tile 67.9
RCC (r = 0.85) 95.4

Clean Galvanized 9/14/94 93.0 68.0 69.3
Gal. with Red Primer 13.3
RCC (r = 0.85) 99.2

Brown Asphalt Shingle 9/25/94 74.2 66.0 26.6
Black Asphalt " 26.2
RCC (r = 0.85) 99.1

Clean Galvanized 9/26/94 71.8 64.0 80.1
Gal. with Red Primer 34.2
RCC (r = 0.85) 102.9
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CONCLUSIONS

The effectiveness of coatings having high solar reflectance values in reducing roof

surface temperatures has been shown by mathematical analysis and experiment. An

effectiveness parameter has been defined for comparing the performance of roof surfaces.

This parameter is not sensitive to solar flux or roof thermal resistance and can be

evaluated mathematically or experimentally. The measured effectiveness of commercially

available RCCs were above 95% while other surfaces were significantly lower in E-

value.

An apparatus for measuring E has been described. The apparatus was used to

measure E-values during the Fall of 1994. The apparatus and supporting instrumentation

is used to measure roof surface temperatures from which E is calculated. The definition

of E given in the paper and its measurement represent a first step in comparing radiation

control coatings and other surfaces. The results clearly show that air-conditioning loads

can be reduced by the use of RCCs.
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Figure 1. Steady-state energy balance used to calculate roof surface
temperatures.
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Figure 2. Calculated steady-state roof temperatures for an absorbing roof and a
reflective roof. Solar flux is varied from 150 to 250 Btu/ft2«hr.
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Figure 4. Diagram of apparatus for determination of RCC effectiveness.
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Abstract- Different types of transparent insulation materials were integrated
with the collector covers for improving its performance through reducing the
thermal losses from its top. The materials used are window tint (0122 Bronze),
solar window film and glass tubes (fixed adjacent to each other under the glass
cover). The performance of solar water heaters having these materials on its
cover was compared with a standard heater with a 3 mm thick glass cover.
Results showed that a marked increase in efficiency is noticed for the solar
water heater with glass tubes followed by that one with solar window film and
lastly by the collector with window tint. Experimental results are plotted and
discussed in the text.

Key words: Solar water heater (SWH) Transparent Insulation Material
(TDM) window tint solar window film (SWF)

1-INTRODUCTION

Improving solar systems performance depends primarily on the development
of techniques for improving system components. The solar collector is an
extremely important component of any solar system. Therefore, most
investigations have been concentrated on the solar collector.

The utilization of solar energy in the area of active and passive thermal
systems needs cover or glazing system, which have both high total energy
transmittance and good thermal insulation qualities. The recent development of
transparent insulation materisals (TIMs) allows to design optimized
transparent insulation systems for application fields that range from flat-plate
collector technology to day lighting systems. When TEVTs are combined with
selective coatings, low pressure or special gas fillings, heat resistances from
the absorber to the ambient of more than 1.5 m2K/W may be achieved, where
the total energy transmittance (equivalent to the effective transmittance-
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absorptanee -product) still is around 85 percent ol vertical and around 70
percent tot diffuse irradiation [ 1 j Application of TIM* always aims to a
reduction of from heat losses accompanied by oniv small solar transmission
losses The radiation suppression being provided mamiv b\ a selective
absorber coatinu

2-THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Transparent insulation materials are characterized bv physical properties
which place them in a different class to both opaque insulation materials and
conventional transparent systems

Types ofTIM's and its physical and optical properties:
From the geometrical point of view, tour different tvpes of material can be

distinguished [2]:
- structure parallel to the absorber ( multiple glazings)
- Structure perpendicular to the absorber I hone\comb. capillary)
- scattering structures )( foam, bubble*, fibers)
- homogeneous material ( aerogel)

Most of these structures can be made from different materials such as glass
or plastics, and can be filled with different passes or evacuated Transparent
evacuated insulation utilize the same operating principles as the Dewar Flask
Gas conduction and convection are essentialK eliminated by the evacuated
space and radiation heat transport is small because of internal low emittance
coatings

.4. The use of glass sheets as TIM:
The insulating structure consists of two plate sheets of glass, with a hermetic
edge seal. It appears likely that transparent evacuated insulation may achieve
thermal insulation values of 0.6 W/m:K and possibly lower
The only suitable material for construction is glass It is necessary to make a
hermetic (leak free) seal around the perimeter of the two glass sheets. A stable
vacuum must be produced w ithin the device and it is necessary to incorporate
into the structure a relatively transparent low emittance coating on the inner
surface of one or both glass sheets.

Flat evacuated insulation must, however, satisfy at least two additional
constraints. The first is the necessity for the flat plates to withstand the effcts
of atmospheric pressure and the other requirement related to differential
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thermal expansion between the two glass sheets and the effect of the
difference in thennal expansion between the hot and cold sides of the
structure

Two approaches have been developed to address this problem In the first a
flexible seai is made between the two glass sheets. In another proposal for
evacuated glazing the edges are rigidly fused together and the glass sheets
must withstand the full effects of differential expansion. Another proposal
describes corrugated glass sheets containing separated evacuated volumes.
Another approach describes a structure consisting of an array of evacuated
sealed glass tubes arranged adjacent to each other The internal surface of the
tubes containing low emittance coating

B. Honeycombs:
The two mam different versions of honevcomh tvpe plastic structures are a
capillan structure from hollow cylinder with diameters ranging from I mm to
3 mm. and an extruded multiple channel structure with nearly square cross
section of the honeycomb cells Both materials may be fabricated in
thicknesses more than I 5 cm, which seems to be the upper practical limit [1].
Capillaries are poduced from polycarbonate (PC) and polvmethylmethacrylate
(PMMA) or glass However, due to the higher thennal conductivity of glass
the wall conduction is not negligible any more The total heat transport within
the honeycomb type structures consists mainly of radiation and conduction
heat transport as convection is usually suppressed The thennal resistance
between absorber and honeycomb is increased with the air gap The gap
decouples the processes of first conduction of heat to the honeycomb and then
radiation- as a result of the ability ot the honeycomb to emit and transport
radiant energy

C. Silica Aerogel:
Silica aerogel is a microporous open-celled material with pore sizes in the
order of 100 nm Therefore the gas conductivity within the material is
restncted and the material looks clear apart from some scattering Depending
on the production technique the material can be produced in monolithic blocks
up to 60cmX60cmX2cm or in a cheaper granular form ( granules up to 10 mm
diameter) with lower quality Problems of the aerogel are the fragility and the
hydrophilic tendency: the latter causes destruction of the gel [1 ]

D. Xew thermal regulation systems:
New thermal mateialas were introduced as TIM'S The new materials are
characterised by changing its light transmission properties by changing
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clouding depending on its temperature. As a self- regulating solar screen, these
materials can be applied to components used in passive solar engineering. Its
clouding point may be regulated with an accuracy of 1.5 K within a
temperature range of 9 to 90 °C. In its clouded state, a layer of less than 1
mm thickness is sufficient to reduce solar transmision to less than 40%, the
transmitted light being highly diffused. The clouding effect is achieved by way
of a reversible thermochemical dissolutions of the organic polymer material.
When applied in thin layers between glazing elements, this new material acts
as a temperature dependent, self regulating screen.

E. Micro-encapsulated liquid crystal films:
Micro encapsulated liquid crystal films switch the amount of transmitted
diffuse light by values approaching 34%, depending on the film thickness and
applied voltage. Such switchable films can be considered for non-mechanical
variable shading elements to prevent overheating in TIM system.

The more common form of switchable liquid crystal film, as found in
displays, consists of a liquid crystal layer of well-defined thickness
sandwiched between crossed polarisers. Instead, in micro-encapsulated or
polymer dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC) films, the liquid crystal is present in
the form of droplets encapsulated in a polymer matrix. The (PDLC) film is
sandwiched between two glass or polymer sheets which are coated with
indium tin oxide (ITO) or another transparent conductor, so that an electric
field can be applied . On application of a voltage, the liquid crystal molecules
are oriented in the field direction, resulting in index matching between the
droplets and the matrix and thus high transmission for light propagating
parallel to the applied field. When the field is switched off, the liquid crysrtal
molecules reorientate randomly causing scattering at the droplet surfaces; the
film appears milky [3].

Application of TIM"s:
When absorber (or equivalently glazing) systems with TIM'S as a whole are
optimised, different options exist to improve the performance. Selective
coatings may be used to reduce the thermal radiation transport. For a selective
surface absorber large temperature gradients exist in the air and the
honeycomb structure wall near the absorber. This induced large conductive
heat transfer. Application of a gap decreases coupling the heat transfer
mechansisms locally and reduce overall heat transfer. Moreover, the gap
introduces an air layer which has a smaller thermal conductivity than the
thermal conductivity of honeycomb structure wall.
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When TIM's are combiened with selective coatings . low pressure or special
uas fillings, heat resistances from the absorber to the ambient of more than
1.15 nrK. W may be achieved, where the total energy transmittance
(equivalent to the effective transmittance-absorptaiice product) still is around
85% for vertical and around 70% for diffuse radiation

Tilting honeycomb structure in principle provides a cheap way of improving
as well heat resistance as solar transmittance of collector covers [4]. Tilting
leads to an increased IR- radiation barrier, which in turn reduces the heat
conductance more than 20% for 45° tilt angle.

3-MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS

The mechanical stored energy due to the presence of the vacuum in the
structure of the collector is equal to: E= pAg where p= atmoshpheric
pressure. A- the area of the structure, g= the width of the vacuum gap.

The thermal characteristics of TIM's are dependent on many variables:
= ( mat, geo, d, AT, Tm, gas, ) where mat are the material characteristics,

geo is the spatial distribution of the material, d is the thickness, AT, Tm are the
temperature difference and the mean temperature, gas is the influence of the
gas filling and are the emissivities of the limiting surface.

The average temperature dependent U-value was determined as [5]: U=
(O.949+0.0076 AT/K) W/m: K. Chatthe [6] used this model to develop an
equation for the estimatuion of the angle-dependent transmittance of
transparent honeycombs by curve fittings of the experimental data of 10 Cm
thick Arel honeycomb with glass pane. The equation is given by:

0= 0.852 (0.988)Attn0,

where A = aspect ratio (L/D) of the material[7].

The efficiency curve of this collector was determined under a solar simulatof
according to standard CEC procedure. To study the effect of angle dependent
transmission loss, measurements were done for two incidence angles: 0° and
15°. The measured collector efficiency equations based on the collector
aperture area were[8]:
incident angle 0°: =0.688 - 1.37 Tm* - 0.0076 Gm *(Tm*)2

incident angle 15°: =0.677 - 1.14 T * - 0.0109 G *(Tm*)2
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where Tm* = (Tm - TJ/Gm , with Tm = mean temperature of the collector fluid
(°C),T, = ambient temperature (°C)
Gm = mean irradiance (W/m2) during the test.

4-EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Four solar water heaters were designed with different collector cover materials
for the object of examining different types of transparent insulation. These
types of covers are:
1. Normal glass ( 3 mm thiclfp, used as a reference.
2. Normal glass with window tint.
3. Normal glass with solar window film (SWF).
4. Normal glass with a layer of adjacent horizontal tubes,3mm ID, set under

the normal glass cover.
Covers 2,3 and 4 are used as TIM's and compared with the standard cover

No. 1. ;

The performance of these four collectors was tested under the same
operating conditions and its efficiency curves were plotted.

Temperatures of inlet and outlet water streams, inside and outside cover
surfaces, plate surface and ambient air temperatures were recorded using a
multipoint digital thermometer and the solar intensity is measured using
Eppley Black and White solarimeter with a constant of 9.75X10 v/Wm2. The
collectors were placed facing south at an angle of 28° with the horizontal
( Latitude of Miru'a city).

Results and discussion:
Results will be presented for the four collectors with different covers as
mentioned before.

Experiments run on the four solar water heaters with different top covers
showed that at any specified solar intensity, collector 4 has the highest inside
glass temperature followed by No. 3 then No. 2 (in the afternoon period) and
the lowest temperature was that of the reference collector (No. 1). These
rsults are presented in Fig. 1.

A higher inside glass temperature indicates a higher ability of the "coated"
cover to trap the heat radiated from the absorber plate and reflectirig the short
waves back to the plate resulting in raising its temperature as shown in Fig. 2.
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A transparent collector cover which shows a lower inside temperature for a
specified plate temperature will be die preferable one because this means
lower heat losses through tibe cover by conduction and from the cover by
radiation and convection. TMs is investigated by plotting plate temperature
versus inside glass temperafare as given in Figs. 3 and 4 which show that,
compared to collector No. 1, collector 4 is the best one followed by 3 then 2.

The observations made from figures 1-4 are confirmed by the experimental
results presented in Fig. 5 where the outlet water temperature from SWH are
plotted against local time and it is clear that collector 4 gave the highest water
temperature in the morning period followed by collector 3 along the day and
then by collector 2 ( clearly in the morning period). Combining these
observations with the fact that the transmissivity of the collector cover is a
function of angle of incidence of the solar beam, it can be concluded that the
transmittance of different TIMs is affected differently with the slope of solar
radiation i.e., with the time of the day.

On the other hand, if we are concerned with the amount of energy extracted
from the collector, i.e., when using the collectors for energy storage purposes,
collector 2 will be the most recommended one followed by collector 3 and
lastly by collector 4. This is explained in Fig. 6 where the amount of energy
extracted in periods of 30 minutes by a water stream of flow rate 200 ml/min.
is plotted against incident solar radiation 1̂  where 1̂ = H,,, * collecor area *
period (sec), and H,,, is the average solar intensity per period .

A higher outlet water temperature and a higher amount of energy extracted
reflects a higher efficiency for the collector. This is indicated by plotting the
collector efficiency against Tm* where Tm* = Uo

 AT/Im, and Uo is a normalizing
factor taken equal to 10 W/m2, AT is the difference between outlet and inlet
water streams. The plot is shown in Fig. 7 and it is clear that colector 2 has
higher efficiencies at different values of Tm\ compared to collector 1.

Investigation of collectors with different cover materials; nonnal glass with
a layer of glass tubes beneath it (No. 4), normal glass with SWF ( No. 2), and
normal glass with window tint (No. 2), leads to the conclusion that no TIM of
those which have been tested can be recommended absolutely along the day.

Fig. 8, a plot of efficiency versus local time, shows that collector 4 is highly
recommended for the morning period because in the afternoon the action of
reflection scattering reduces the collector efficiency, collector 2 is highly
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recommended in the afternoon period and collector 3 is the next one to be
recommended for the morning period.

5-CONCLUSION:
One of the possible approaches to improve the cost-benefit, ratio of solar water
systems is the reduction of the collector top losses. This is tried in the present
work by the application of TIM'S in the cover. The materials used are: window
tint, solar window film and a layer of glass tubes (6 mm ID), all applied on the
lower surface of the normal glass cover. ReaaEts indicated that the SWH with
glass tubes on its cover gives the higfcest outlet water temperature in the
morning period followed by the healer with SWF, which performed well all
along the day, and lastly by the SWH with window tint. That same sequence is
noticed for the efficiency of the SWH"s, i.e., the highest efficiency for the
SWH with glass tubes and the lower efficiency for SWH with window tint, all
compared to the reference SWH with single glass cover. Integration of the
amount of energy extracted by each SWH along the day, e.g., i f is it is to be
used as part of an energy storage system, shows that the collector with
window tint gives the biggest amount of energy followed by t6c collector with
SWFand lastly by the collector with glass tubes.
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ABSTRACT
Iru water desahnation system the productivity rate is improved by

increasing the rate of water evaporation either by heating the water or by

forcing an* to carry more vapor before condensation.

This paper describe an experimental investigation into the effect of

forcing the air to flow through a hot water contained in a closed tank through a

perforated end of inlet tube. When the air bubbles pass through the water, it

increases the rate of vaporization. The effect of some operating parameters are

investigated and the results are presented and discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Solar energy utilization for water desalination has been under

investigation for many years. Many types of basin types solar still have been

developed, constructed and tested for their productivity rateref. [1,2]. The

results obtained from indoor and outdoor testing of the classical basin type

solar still (convection type) indicated that the maximum productivity achieved

is in the order of 3.5 to 4 h't/m2 day. Many modification have been developed
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to enhance the productivity of these types of stills bv improving the methods ot

solar energy utilization and reduces the energy loss within the still components

ref. [3,4]. Another approach employed to enhance the still production M H

use forced convection for increasing water evaporation. Ref. (5,6.71 proposed

a forced convection solar desalination plants where air enters the evaporator

and carries the water vapor over water surface to an external heat exchanger

In some of the plants described the productivity rate achieved was in the order

of 6.5 lit/m2. day at a solar radiation of 24 MJ/m-. and system efficiency of

62%.

The present work suggested a desalination plant which can be used for

solar energy application. In this system air is forced to flow through a

perforated end of a tube inside a water contained in a closed tank (evaporator).

When the air bubbles through the water it will carry more vapor and increase

the rate of productivity of the still.

The effect of water level inside the evaporator and water temperature on

the rate of evaporation are experimentally investigated

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

In order to carry out this experimental study, a test desalination plant is

constructed as shown in fig. (1). The plant consists of an evaporating tank

made of 6mm glass sheet of 80 x 80 x 30 Cm dimensions with metal top A

7 5 Cm (P.V.C) pipe with 50 Cm length closed at the end and 156 holes are

drilled in 6 rows each has 26 holes. The higher three rows, the diameter of the

hole is 6 mm while 8 mm diameter holes are used in the bottom three rows.

The pipe is immersed inside the water tank The outlet pipe is also made of
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PVC of 7.5 Cm diameter which takes the air water mixture from the

evaporator

Air flow can be measured by an standard orifice having 3.75 Cm

diameter with a water, manometers. A heat exchanger is added for vapor

condensation. An air blower is used to force the air to flow through the water

in the evaporator. The water in the evaporator is heated by two electric heaters

of, 1 KW heating Capacity. Water temperature and air temperature at the

points indicated in Figured) are measured by thermometer having! 0.1 °C

accuracy Details of the evaporator under test are shown in Figure! 2)

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this paper the results obtained from indoor tests of the evaporating

tank will be presented and discussed The effect of water level on the

evaporation at constant air flow rate and constant water temperature is shown

in FigureO). The results show that the rate of evaporation is increased with

the increase in the water level as the water covers all holes in the perforated

pipe. As the water level is increased over 18.6 Cm for the proposed

evaporator, the rate of evaporation is reduced again due tp the increase in the

pressure head of the water which reduce blower mass flow rate.

The variation of maximum rate of evaporation achieved from this

system with water temperature at the optimum operating conditions is shown

in Figure(4). The results indicate that the maximum rate of evaporation is

increased as the temperature of the water is increased up to 80°C which is the

maximum water temperature could be reached.
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Fig (5) shows, the variation of evaporation rate and water temperature

with time. The decrease in the evaporation rate and water temperature are due

to the drop in the water level during evaporation. The variation in dry bulb and

wet bulb temperature of the air evaporator outlet are also shown in fig.(6)

CONCLUSIONS
1- Passing air through heated water enhanced the rate of vaporization.

2- For evaporator dimensions used in this project the optimum level of water

is found to be 18.6 Cm.

3- The rate of evaporation is increased with the increase in water temperature.

4- The process used in this study can be applied to enhance the productivity

rate of solar stills.
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ABSTRACT

The present work is an experimental investigation to study the effect of the
presence of solid-particles on both heat transfer and pressure drop in a turbulent flow
of air in a pipe. Experiments were carried out in brass tube of 40 mm inner diameter,
3.5 mm thickness and 3 m long. The tube was heated with a uniform heat flux via
electric heaters. Sand particles of two different average-sizes of 200, 120 microns and
cement particles of 30 microns average-size were suspended into a stream of air flow
with different solids-loading ratios. Experiments were conducted within a range
of Reynolds numbers from 10000 up to 80000 and a range of solid-loading ratios
up to 0.45.

The results show that, at relatively low range of Reynolds numbers the
presence of solid particles enhances the heat transfer coefficient and increases the
pressure drop for the three different particle sizes. Also, at the higher range of
Reynolds numbers (over 65000) no significant enhancement in the heat transfer
coefficient was found while the pressure drop still increases for both 200 and 120
micron particle average sizes. Furthermore, for the fine particles (30 microns) no
significant effect was found for both the heat transfer and pressure drop at Reynolds
numbers (over 50000).

New correlations for Nusselt number were obtained for both clean-air flow and
air-solid flow as functions of Reynolds number, solids loading ratio and particle to
tube diameter ratio.

1. INTRODUCTION

In heat transfer and fluid flow applications, the existence of highly efficient
thermal systems presents an important aim of most designers and researches. This will
bring about some savings in volumes and reduces overall weights. Gas solids flow is
one of the techniques that achieved this goal.

Nowadays, systems employing gas solids suspension flows have been widely
used in engineering and industrial applications. These applications are for examples,
pneumatic conveyers, solid transport lines in material handling, transport reaction in
chemical processes, dust collection and coolant of gas cooled nuclear reactors,...etc.

Abdel-Moneim et al [1], carried an experimental study for heat transfer and
pressure drop in turbulent air-solids flow in a horizontal tube with different entrance
angles. The results showed that the presence of solids with 120 and 200um enhances
the heat transfer and increases the pressure drop for solids loading ratio up to 0.15.
Also, further addition of solids affects slightly the heat transfer coefficient.
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Abdel-Moneim et al [2], carried an experimental work to investigate the heat
transfer and pressure drop in a tangentially injected swirl flow with solid suspensions in
pipes. The results showed that an increase in the pressure drop with the addition of
both solid particles and the tangential to total momentum flux ratio. ,

In spite of the wide applications of the gas-solids flows in engineering and
industry, progress toward the experimental and analytical investigations has been slow.
In fact, this lack in the investigation is attributed to the complicated interaction
between the gas and solid particles. Therefore, there is a real need for more precise
experimental investigations for both flow and heat transfer characteristics.

Hasegawa et al.[3] performed an experimental work to study the heat transfer
to gas-solid suspension flow at high temperatures where, the thermal radiation effect is
siginificant. Experiments were carried out for two cases, a straight tube test-section
(without turbulence promoter ) and a pipe with twisted tape inserted into it to perform
a turbulence promoter. A suspended flow of helium-graphite with average particle size
of 18 \xm was the working fluid. The results showed that the increase in the surface
temperature, reduced the convective heat transfer coefficient for a single phase flow.
For suspended particles of small size up to 30 microns, the presence of the solid
particles reduces the fluid (gas) turbulent viscosity and consequently, reduces the skin-
friction coefficient and the pressure drop. This effect is called "Toms effect".which was
explained by Boyce and Blick [4]. Also, the results showed that, the presence of the
turbulence promoter (twisted tape) enhances the heat transfer to higher than that of the
straight tube at the same conditions. This is because the turbulence promoter recovers
particles turbulence utilizing the particles inertia forces.

Abou-Arab and Abou-Ellail [5] carried out a prediction procedure for heat and
momentum transfer in turbulent two-phase flows through a vertical tube. This
prediction was based on the solution of the finite difference form of the governing
mass, momentum and energy equations. The results for suspended flow with either
lead particles or glass beads showed that, the thermal entrance length was longer for
gas-solids flow than for corresponding single-phase gas flow. Also, lead particles result
in lower value of Nusselt number when compared with glass beads. This is due to the
large heat capacity of the lead particles compared with the glass beads.

Han et al. [6] performed an analysis of heat transfer in a pipe carrying two-
phase gas-solids suspensions. A "two-fluid model" using the thermal eddy difrusivity
concept was proposed to analyse heat transfer of the turbulent gas-solids flow in a
vertical pipe with constant heat flux. The results showed that, at low loading ratio, a
decrease in the suspension Nusselt number compared with that of single-phase gas
flow was predicted. This is due to the increase of the viscous sub-layer thickness
caused by the suppression of turbulence near the wall by the presence of solid particles.
Also, at high loading ratio, the effect of the heat capacity-ratio becomes more
important and augments the suspension heat transfer.

Mobarak et al.. [7] carried out an experimental study on the heat transfer and
pressure drop of a turbulent air-sand suspension flow in an electrically heated vertical
pipe with constant heat flux. They showed that the average Nusselt number increases
by increasing either the Reynolds number or the solids loading-ratio.

The purpose of the present work is to explore some aspects of clean-air and
air-solids heat transfer and pressure drop inside a horizontal heated tube with a
uniform heat flux.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARA TVS AND PROCEDURE.

The experimental set-up that was used to study the effect of Reynolds number
and solids loading ratio on heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics inside a
horizontal tube is shown schematically in Fig.(l).The setup consists mainly of an air
passage, solid particles feeding system, test-section, solid particles separation system
and different measuring instruments.

The gas-solids suspension is produced by adding solid powder, with three
different sizes (30,120,200 micron), to the flowing air. The solids feeder was a mass-
flow type which was designed to perform a uniform solids flow rate. The solids loading
ratio based on the mass ratio was calculated as,

M = (mp/mf) (I)
where m and m,. are the solids and air mass flow rates respectively.

The test-section is a horizontal brass tube having 40 mm inner diameter, 3.5 mm
thickness and 3 m long (length-to-diameter ratio of about 75.0).

A hydrodynamic entry length (calming section) of 60D was allowed upstream of
the test-section. The tube is connected to the solids feeding system through a flexible
connection at the tube inlet end. The exit end is connected to the cyclone separation.
All the connections are to avoid vibration effects. The test-section is heated by means
of an electric main heater. Also, a guard heat is used to prevent heat loss.

The wall temperatures were measured along the test-section length at 40
different test positions using thermocouples made of copper-constantan wires of 0.5
mm diameter with ± 0.25 °C accuracy. Generally, two diametrically opposed, top-
bottom, thermocouples were fixed on the test-section wall.

The local heat transfer coefficient from the tube inner surface to the suspension
flowing fluid for each segment of the test-section was calculated from Newton's low of
cooling as:

h = q"/(T,-Tm) (2)
the local Nusselt number and Reynolds number were obtained as;

Nu = h D / Kf (3)
and

Re - 4(1^ )/(7tDu) (4)
where, clean-air properties are evaluated at the flow mean (bulk) temperature.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the present work, the effect of Reynolds number, solid-loading ratio and
solid particles size on both the heat transfer and pressure drop along the horizontal
heated tube were experimentally investigated. The present results are classified into :

3.1. Clean-Air Flow Results
The local Nusselt number was calculated using the experimental data and was

plotted axially against the dimensionless axial location x/D, at different Reynolds
numbers as shown in Fig. (2). It is obvious that, the local Nusselt number takes a
relatively high value at the tube inlet. This value decreases with increasing the axial
distance until it reaches an asymptotic value at the end of the thermal entry length.

The pressure drop was measured along the test-section at different Reynolds
numbers. Fig. (3) shows that the pressure drop through the test-section is sharply
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increase with increasing Reynolds number. This behaviour is due to the high turbulence
levels encountered with increasing the Reynolds number.

The asymptotic Nusselt number for clean air flow ( N u ^ ) was correlated with
Reynolds number by using the least square method. The obtained correlation from the
experimental data is :

Nu roo = 0.02105 (Re)°8 (Pr)°4 (5)

This correlation is shown in Fig.(4). Also, the present correlation for the asymptotic
Nusselt number is compared with the available previous correlations as presented in
Table (1)

The comparison of the present correlation with previous ones shows a maximum
deviation of about 6.4%. Also the comparison shows that the present results are
considered to be substational verification of the apparatus design, instrumentations and
the method of calculation.

3.2 Air-Solids Flow Results
The local Nusselt numbers were calculated utilizing the present experimental

data at different Reynold numbers and at different solids-loading ratios. The results are
indicated in Figs. (5 to 7) for different particles sizes. From these figures it is evident
that, the presence of the solid particles with the three different sizes and within the
experimental whole range of the Reynolds number. At relatively low range of Reynolds
number, the Nusselt number is enhanced strongly with the increase of both the solids
loading ratio and the Reynolds numbers affects both the heat transfer coefficient and
pressure drop. However, at higher range of Reynolds numbers, no significant
enhancement in the Nusselt number was observed. This may be attributed to the
increasing of turbulence intensity with the addition of the solids particles and increasing
Reynolds numbers. The present results show that critical Renolds number R*e (the
value of Renolds number, at which the flow begins to damp down due to the presence
of solid particles) depends on the particle size. It was found that the critical Reynolds
numbers are about 50000, 60000 and 65000 for the particles with 30, 120 and 200
microns respectively.

Also, at the higher range of Reynolds number, the asymptotic Nusselt number
for the flow with gross particles of 200nm is greater than that for the case of small
particles as shown in Fig. (8).This result may be attributed to the following :
a- At high range of Reynolds numbers, the presence of the fine particles (30 microns)

in the flow stream may reduce the turbulence intensity. This turbulence damping
effect which is called "Tom's effect" reduces the flow turbulent diflusivity, this
leads to a reduction in the heat transfer coefficient,

b- However, in the case of gross particles (200 microns) and at high Reynolds numbers
the separation and wake flow over and behind the particles may balance the
turbulence damping effect.

The enhancement ratioO^Ua/NUao 0) was obtained at the different operating
conditions. The enhancement ratios approaches a maximum values of about 150% at
Reynolds numbers of 35000 and mass loading ratio of 40% for the flow with sand
particles of 200 microns average size.

According to the dimensional analysis which have been performed by Abdel-
Moneim et al [2], the asymptotic Nusselt number for air-solids flow was correlated as
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a function of Reynolds number, solids loading ratio and particle to tube diameter ratio
using the present experimental data. The obtained correlation is

NUoo= 0 02105 (Re)08 (Pr)°" (l+M)048
(l+d/Dr20 (6)

This correlation is valid within the range of Re of (10,000 S R e i 80,000), solids-

loading ratio of (0 < M <. 0.45) and ratio of particles to tube diameter ratio of (d/D =

0.75x10'3, 3x]0*3 and 5xl0"3). The comparison between the present correlation and
some of previous correlations is presented in Table (2).

Fig. (9) shows the comparison for the correlations of gas -solids flow The
comparison shows good agreement between the present and the previous correlations.

The pressure distribution was measured along the test -section at different
Reynolds numbers and at different solid -loading ratios. The pressure distribution along
the test -tube is shown in Fig.(lO). The results indicate a higher pressure drop for air-
solids flow compared with that for clean- air flow at the same Reynolds number.

Furthermore, at relatively low values of Reynolds numbers, depends on the
particle size, a significant increases in the pressure drop was noticed with the addition
of solid particles in the turbulent flow stream. However, at higher range of Reynolds
numbers (over 50,000), the addition of 200 or 120 microns solid-particles still
increases the pressure drop, while no significant increase was observed with the
addition of 30 microns particles.

The increase in the pressure drop may be attributed to the increase in the drag
due to the presence of the gross particles (200 and 120 microns) in the flow stream.
Also, the slightly increase in the pressure drop due to the addition of the fine particles
(30 microns) may attributed to the drag reduction effect which results from the
turbulence damping effect of the fine particles suspensions.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The results of the present work are summarized as follows :
1- For the investigated three particle sizes, the presence of the solid particles in the

turbulent air flow enhances the heat transfer coefficient and increases the pressure
drop along the test tube.

2- At relatively low range of Reynolds numbers (up to 50,000), both Nusselt number
and the pressure drop are strongly increased with increasing both solids-loading
ratio and the Reynolds number

3- At higher range of Reynolds numbers (over 65,000) no significant enhancement in
the heat transfer coefficient was observed.

4- At the high range of Reynolds numbers, the asymptotic Nusselt number for the flow
with gross particles (200 and 120 microns) is greater than that for the case of fine
particles (30 microns)

5- The asymptotic Nusselt number for air-solid flow was correlated within the range of
Reynolds number from 10,000 to 80,000, solids-loading ratio of (0.0 < M 20.45)
and particle to tube diameter ratio from 0.75x 10° to 5x 10"3 as:

Nuw= 0.02105 (Re)01i(Pr)04(l+M)M8(l+d/D)-0 '5
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6- At higher higher values of Reynolds numbers (over 50,000), the addition of gross
particles (200 and 120 microns) still increases the pressure drop, while no significant
increase was obtained with the addition of fine particles (30 microns).

5. NOMENCLATURE

D
d
h
L
m
P
q
T
X

the inner diameter of the test-section .
solid particles mean size.
convective heat transfer coefficient.
total length of the test-section tube.
mass flow rate.
Pressure.
heat flux.
temperature.
axial distance measured from tube inlet.

Greek letters:

A difference.

dynamic molecular viscosity.

Subscripts:
0

f
m
s
00

without solid particles (clean-air flow)
fluid (gas) phase.
mean value.
surface.
asymptotic value.

Dimensionless terms:
M
Nu
Pr
Re

solid-loading ratio, M=mp/mf
Nusselt number
Prandtl number
Reynolds number
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ABSTRACT
The turbulent convective heat transfer characteristics over a rough flat plate in

both zero and adverse pressure gradient flows were experimentally investigated A
brass Hat plate of 320 mm length and 120 mm width was taken as the heating surface
The roughness elements were taken as rectangular brass ridges Also, the ridges
were equally spaced along the heating surface to obtain uniformly distributed
roughness arrays The equivalent sandgrain roughness was calculated The freeslream
velocity was varied according to the relation U x \'"in to perform an equilibrium
adverse pressure gradient flow

Without heating of the plate, the drag coefficient for the turbulent boundary
layer flow over a single ridge as well as ridge arrays for both pressure gradients was
determined by the momentum defect method.

A series of experiments was carried out with heating of the rough sui face for
both pressure gradients at different roughness densities. The results show that, both
the local heat transfer coefficient and the local Stanton number increases with the
equivalent sandgrain roughness for both pressure gradients. The values of the local
heat transfer coefficient and the local Stanton number for the adverse pressure
gradient /low are less than the corresponding values for zero pressure gradient
flow This may be attributed to the increase in the viscous sublayer thickness for the
adverse pressure gradient flow

New correlations for the average Nusselt number enhancement ratio at both
zero and adverse pressure gradient were obtained utilizing the present measurements

as =^-=0.421 log,,, K; + 0.402.

I INTRODUCTION

Rough surfaces play an important role in many engineering heat transfer
problems because they can make a particular heat transfer device more efficient The
purpose of the present work is to find a method for evaluating the thermohydraulic
performance of rough surfaces The toughness of boundary surfaces influences the
rate of diffusion of properties through the adjacent fluid so that the degree of local
heat and momentum transfer to the fluid depends on the way in which the
roughened surface alTects boundary layer development.

Artificially roughened surfaces have been used to enhance the thermal
performance of fuel pins in nuclear reactors for many years. These roughened
surfaces lake the form of spaced ribs or studs which act as turbulence promoters,
breaking up the viscous sublayer near the roughened wall. Roughened surfaces
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increase the heat transfer performance, but also have the disadvantage of
increasing the friction factor and, hence, the required pumping power.

Liu, Kline and Johnson [I] studied three rough wall flow regimes, by considering
square shaped ribs and varying the spacing to roughness height ratio. Wieghardt
[2] determined the drag of a number of single excrescences of varying shape and size
by mounting them on to a steelyard balance attached to a test plate on which the
excrescences were mounted Tillmann [3] extended Wieghardt's work on
protuberances immersed in turbulent flow by considering further three-dimensional
geometry such as plates and Oars. Tani et al [4] measured pressure distributions,
mean velocities, turbulence intensities, and turbulence shear stresses for flows
with various step heights Plate [5] used the pressure distribution technique to
calculate the drag of two-dimensional sharp-edged fences immersed in turbulent
boundary layers and positioned on smooth Hat plates Nash and Uradshaw [(>J
presented a method for determining the drag of a single ridge from momentum
considerations By measuring the change in boundary layer momentum thickness far
downstream of the ridge, the ridge drag can be inferred. Lacey [7] started a
program for drag measurements for a single square ridge in a negligible
freestream pressure gradient. Abd-Rabbo [8] extended this work by measuring the
drag of uniformly-distributed small square-section ridges under the influence of
adverse equilibrium freestream pressure gradients. Nigim [9] established six
equilibrium turbulent boundary layer flows in different freestream pressure
gradients, with values of shape factor H varying from 1.3 to 2.3. Higazy[10]
conducted an investigation into the drag of isolated backward-facing steps immersed in
turbulent boundary layers having frcestream pressure gradients ranging from favorable
to adverse. Al Husein [II] studied, both experimentally and by means of an
appropriate boundary layer prediction model, the influence of the upstream presence of
small two-dimensional surface discontinuities on the downstream characteristics of the
separated turbulent boundary layer flow in which they are immersed. Pimenta [ 12]
studied the structure and behavior of a turbulent boundary layer developing over a
porous, deterministically rough, wall under a zero pressure gradient, with and
without uniform blowing. Dradshaw[13] investigated the structure of equilibrium
turbulent boundary layers by experimental measurements. The results indicated that
approximate similarity might be obtained if the freestream velocity U is allowed to
vary according to U « x

c<jmUnl

2. APPARATUS

The experimental set-up is composed mainly of air passage and heating unit
as shown in Fig (1)

2.1. Air Passage
The air supplied to the test section is sucked from the room through the air passage

which consists mainly of entrance section, honey-comb section, contraction section,
working section, diffuser section, fan section, and acoustic silencer as shown in Fig (1)

2.2. Working section
The wind tunnel, at the test section, has a square cross-section with inner

dimensions 305 x 305 mm The test section length is 1600 mm. The flow velocity is
infinitely variable in the range from 2 m/s to 55 m/s. In order to obtain the desired
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equilibrium adverse pressure gradient flow, the upper wall of the wind tunnel used in
the present investigation can be adjusted as shown in Fig (2) For the equilibrium
adverse pressure gradient flow, the freestream velocity was varied according to,
Uocx02l3,Bradshow[13]

2.3. The Heating Unit

The construction of the heating unit is shown in Fig. (3), and it consists of the
heating plate, the roughness elements, the main and guard heaters, asbestos between
the two heaters, heater insulation and wooden frame

The heating plate is a rectangular brass plate of thickness 4 mm, length 320
mm, and width 120 mm. Thirteen holes, 1 mm diameter were drilled in the plate in
the positions shown by the numbers from I to 13, as shown in Fig.(4). The plate was
heated via an electric heater, main heater, made of a nickel chromium wire with 0 15
mm diameter which was wound around a sheet of mica 320 mm x 120 mm x 0 5
mm, and placed between two mica sheets of equal dimensions. Also, a guard heater,
similar to the main heater, was used to establish thermal equilibrium in the asbestos
layer placed between the main and guard heaters. Asbestos sheets were used to
thermally insulate the heating unit and a wooden frame was also used to hold all
the heating elements with its asbestos insulation.

3. Experimental Procedure and Method of Calculations

3.1. Mean velocity measurements

Wall static pressures were obtained using 1 mm diameter wall pressure tapping
drilled through the centre-line of the working section floor at six measuring
stations The measuring stations were taken at a distance of 280, 480, 680, 880, 1180,
and 1380 mm from the beginning of the working section respectively, for surveying
the boundary layer on the smooth test surface. Total pressures wereTneasured by a
Pitot tube of 1 mm external diameter with a flattened mouth. The differential
pressure signals were measured by an inclined manometer (full scale 1600 Pascal,
divisions 10 Pascal). Mean velocity variations with the distance from the surface is
determined from the differential pressure | pu2. Also, the required boundary layer

integral parameters were deduced by integrating the velocity profile data.

3.2. Surf ace friction measurements

A computer program was designed based on the modified Coles' method [14] to
determine the surface friction. For the inner region of the turbulent boundary layer
the computer program was used to fit the experimental velocity profiles, when
IOO<y'<3OO, to the logarithmic relationship,

ul = In y* +5.0 (1)
041 *

For each experimental point within the logarithmic portion of the
boundary layer profile, a value of friction velocity u, was estimated such that
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Eq ( I ) must be satisfied 1 lie results for u, from each experimental point in the defined
raimc aie then averaued lo nive ilieir aiithmetic mean value, anil [he local surface
friction coefficient can he obtained

.?. J. lti<fj>es i/rtitf measurements

If a ndue is consiilciccl to give use to a local step-ehaniie. \(), in 0. then HI
some downstream datum point the Nash and Biadshaw |t>| lelanonship gives the
resulting increase in momentum thickness A0 as

i ,:,
A0, l 0 / 1

The ridge drag can be established by uaversing the bound.iu la\ei at the
downstream end of the working section so as to deteinime the momentum thickness
there and thus avoiding making measurements in highly disturbed How
immediately downstream of the ridge The corresponding houndaiy layer
momentum thickness at the ridge is then determined from that at the Uaversing
station by the upstream application of F.q (2) The ridge drag coefficient was
calculated by,

C,, = 2A0,/h (3)

This momentum deficit technique was used for one ridge as well as an anav of lidges

3.4. Heat transfer measurements

The electric power inputs to the main and guard heaters weie determined
separately by measuring both the voltage drop and the electric resistance lor each
healer The healing surface temperatures were measured ai the thirteen difleieni
positions as shown in Fig (4) Also, the wind tunnel tempeiature was nieasuied ai
the location of the woi king section The heat lost by conduction from the loin edges
of the heating plate was determined with the help of the readings of (bin
thermocouples embedded in the asbestos surrounding these edges

3.5. Method of calculation

The flow velocity was set at a desired value The main heater variac
transformer was fixed at a particular voltage and the guard heater input was icgulaied
to insure thermal equilibrium in the asbestos layer placed between the main and the
guard heaters. This was established when the temperature difference between the
asbestos-layer surfaces becomes less than 0 2 "C

After steady state was achieved the local heat transfer coelllcient was
calculated by,

h = - ( |c°"v (4)
* A(T,-TJ

where,
qCM1v is the net heat transferred by convection from the plate surface to the

air stream and i( was calculated as



qconv "" qr M l . . . < S )

\\ here.
q, is (lie total licit input to &.: plate 11< >111 the main hoatoi

V ( \ M >

The power factor, cos <|>, was taken as t> 4N loi ihe present resistive load (ln-.iteis)

q i . m is the total heat lost from the plate and it was estimated h\

qu«« = quad ' Sq,-,,,,j ( 7 )
where.
quad is the heat lost by initiation to the wind tunnel walls and it was calculated by,

qR|d 1-r.oAl I ' I'" ) (8)

!•' is a geomett ie factoi depends on the angle of attack and the wind tunnel wall

length I 01 ihe piesent woik the wind tunnel walls were considered very

long compa icd w i th the plate length, i hc i c f o i e . the lac io i !• w,is taken as

uni ty

Lqr,,na is the sum of heat lost by conduction through the asbestos strips atound the
four edges of the plate (q(-.ejBe») and by conduction through the asbestos
layer between the main and the guard heater due to the imperteu thermal
equilibimm (qr.badj

£q<mui T qc.edgci f qc.hack ( l J)

It was found that the value of Iq, ,,nJ is less than 2% of the total input power
within the present range of the plate temperatures Therefore, the term -( | ,,,,,i was
drooped out from the present calculations and its elfeet was considered in the present
uncertainty analysis

The local Nusselt number based on the plate sueamwise length was calculated

by, Nu. - Also, the Stanton nunibet was calculated by. Si - -N-
k ' pUC,

Tlie average heat transfer coeHlcient and the corresponding aveiage Nusselt
number were calculated at different flow velocities as

h ~ - I li dx and Nui - -—

4. RESVL TS A M) DISCUSSION

The results of the present work were divided into boundary layer and heat
transfer results

4.1 Boundary Layer Observations and Results

For the turbulent boundary layer over the test surface in zero pressuie gradient
flow, the constant freestream velocity was taken as 27 m/'s. The upper wall of the
wind tunnel used in the piesent investigation can be adjusted as shown in l:ig (2) to
give (he desired equilibrium adverse pressure gradient In the present work the upper
wall of the wind tunnel has been set for an equilibrium adverse pressuie gradient
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following the Townsend's [15] expression as Uax" where, x > 0 and a > -1/3 The
measured freestream velocity gave a value of the exponent a as -0.215 Therefore, for
the present equilibrium adverse pressure gradient, the freestream velocity was
varied as:

x " 2 "U a x " 2 " (10)

4.1.1. Flow over a smooth surface

The semi-logarithmic velocity profiles for the flow over the smooth plate
were plotted with the mean velocity non-dimensionalised by the local shear velocity,
(u/u,). against the local Reynolds number (yu,/v). For both pressure gradients as
shown in Figs.(5) and (0).

From the measured velocity profiles the boundary layer integral parameters
were calculated. The streamwise variation of displacement thickness 6*, momentum
thickness 0 and shape factor I \ for both pressure gradients are shown in Figs (7) and
(8). It is evident from these graphs that the shape factor is nearly constant and
that there is essentially a linear rate of growth of both displacement thickness and
momentum thickness over the regions in which equilibrium has. been established
The local surface coefficient of friction is plotted against the streamwise direction
for both pressure gradients as shown in Figs.(9) and (10).

4.1.2. Flow over ridge arrays

The drag coefficient for an array of ridges was determined by the momentum
defect method Different ridge arrays were studied with different spacing-to-height
ratios The momentum thickness obtained at the downstream traverse station for
different ridge arrays and for both pressure gradients is shown in Figs.(ll) and (12)
These, values of the momentum thickness were used to determine the drag coefficient
for the arrays The drag coefficient for the different ridge-arrays is shown in Figs (13)
and (14)

4.2. Heat Transfer Results

4.2.1. Heat transfer from smooth surface

To check the performance of the experimental set-up, a series of experimental
runs for the smooth surface in zero pressure gradient flow was conducted. The
freestream velocity ranged between 3 and 27 m/s The local heat transfer coefficients
and the local Stanton numbers were calculated using the present experimental data at
different flow velocities and the results are shown in Figs (15) and (16). Also, the
heat transfer data in terms of the average Nusselt number for zero pressure gradient
were correlated with Reynolds number as,

(11)

The present results of the smooth surface with zero pressure gradient flow
ensure the reliability and the vatidity of the present experimental set up and the method
of calculations
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4.2.2. Heat transfer from rough surface

A series of experiments for the rough heating surface in zero pressure
gradient flow with uniform heat flux was carried out at different roughness densities
The local heat transfer coefficients were calculated along the rough heating
surface utilizing the experimental data at the different roughness densities The
equivalent sandgrain roughness was calculated at different roughness densities
according to [16] as follows:

k. = h(X/3.17)SO3 for 1.0 < A. < 4.68 .(12)
and

k.= h(25A.)"7 2 for A. > 4.68 (13)

where, X is the roughness density parameter defined as the ratio of the total surface
area to the roughness area. The heat transfer coefficient and the local Stanton number
were plotted versus the axial distance at different sandgrain roughness as shown in
Figs (17) and (18). The heat transfer results for the rough heating surface in zero
pressure gradient flow indicate the following.
1- The value of both the local heat transfer coefficient and the local Stanton number

increases with the equivalent sandgrain roughness.
2- The local heat transfer coefficient is a decreasing function of the axial distance

in the flow direction. Then, it begins to increase slightly near the trailing
edge. This may be attributed to the end effects and it is observed for all
experiments. The local Stanton number shows the same trend as that of the local
heat transfer coefficient.

For the adverse pressure gradient flow, a series of experimental runs for the
rough heating surface was conducted at different roughness densities. The local
heat transfer coefficients and the local Stanton numbers were calculated along the
heating surface using the experimental data at different sandgrain roughness and the
results are shown in Figs.(19) and (20). It is evident from the results that the value
of both the local heat transfer coefficient and the local Stanton number increases
with the equivalent sandgrain roughness. AJso, it is shown that the values of the local
heat transfer coefficients and the local Stanton numbers are less than the corresponding
values in zero pressure gradient flow. This may be attributed to the increase of the
viscous sublayer thickness in adverse pressure gradient flow.

The average Nusselt numbers for the rough heating surface in both pressure
gradients were calculated and plotted against the sandgrain roughness Reynolds
number as shown in Fig.(21). Also, the average Nusselt number enhancement ratio

due to roughness Nu / Nuo was correlated as a function of the sandgrain roughness and
Reynolds number at the two different pressure gradients as :

Nu
« = - = 0.421 log10K; +0.402 (14)
Nuo

This correlation is shown in Fig.(22) It is evident that the average Nusselt number
enhancement ratio increases with the sandgrain roughness Reynolds number and
it is independent of the freestream pressure gradient
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The results of the present woik lead to the following conclusions
1- The drag coefficient for the single ridge in both pressure gradients was

calculated The results were expressed in terms of drag coefficient divided
hv the smooth surface skin fuclioii coefficient. ("p/ci. and also ol ridge Reynolds
number h I'he results showed that the logarithmic drag coefficient relationship
is independent of freest ream pressure gradient

2- The drag coefficient for an array of ridges consists of N identical ridges, equally
spaced a distance s apart. was determined Succeeding ridges contribute less
drag to the system than the first ridge

3- The local heat transfer coefficient is a decreasing function of the axial distance
in the llow direction

4- The values of the local skin friction coefficient and the local Stanton number are
increased with the equivalent sandurain roughness for both pressure gradients

5- The values of the local skin friction coefficient and the local Stanton number for
adverse pressure gradient llow are less than the corresponding values for zero
pressure gradient How

6- The average Nusselt number enhancement ratio increases with the equivalent
sandgrain roughness and it is independent of the freest ream pressure gradient

7- Both the local skin friction coefficient and the local Stanton number for the
rough flat plate in the fully rough regime are independent of the Reynolds
number, and they were dependent on the dimensionless scale x/K».

6. NOMENCLATURE

SI system of units was used for the whole parameters within the present work

Cu Excrescence drag coefficient
c, Skin friction coefficient
H Boundary layer shape factor
h Height of discrete excrescence or ridges

producing surface roughness

h Average heat transfer coefficient
li* Roughness Rev uolils number. lui,/v
K Mean roughness height
K' Non-dimensional roughness parameter.

Ku t /v
K, Sandgrain roughness height
K,° Roughness Reynolds number. K,u,/v
Nu Average Nussclt number. hL/k
Nu., Average Nussclt number for smooth

surface
qconv Rate of heat transfer by convection
q..»«i Rate of heat loss by conduction
qs«i Rate of lieat loss by radiation
qIn< Total heat input to the mam heater

Re Average Reynolds number. UL/v
St Stanton number. h/pUCP

U Free stream velocity
u Local mean velocity in the x direction
u' Non-dimensional velocity, u/u,

u, Shear velocity. y Tw / p

\ Distance measured in stieainuise direction
x,, The virtual origin of the rough heating

surface
y Distance measured normal to the

boundary surface
y Non-dimensional distance. yu</u
6 Boundary layer thickness at u/U=O 995
5* Boundary lavcr displacement thickness
9 Boundary layer momentum thickness
A6 Incremental increase of momentum

thickness due to roughness
TW Wall shear stress
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ABSTRACT

Experiments were carried out to investigate the heat transfer from an inclined
smooth flat plate to a turbulent flow of air with a range of Reynolds number from
0 9x 105 to 9 Ox 105 A brass plate with an aspect ratio (spanwise width to streamwise
length) of 0.4 was used as a heating surface. The heating surface was electrically
heated with a uniform heat flux and placed inside a horizontal wind tunnel. The test
plate was inclined on the flow direction with different angles of attack varied from
0 deg (horizontal position) to 35 deg.

The results of the present experiments, for the inclined plate showed that the
heat transfer coefficient decreases with increasing the inclination angle. Also, after a
certain inclination angle, depends on the flow velocity, the heat transfer coefficient
begins to increase with further inclination of the plate.

The present wind-tunnel-results were modified to compensate the effect of
wind tunnel blockage and to make a validity of the present results for the free stream
flow applications. This modification was accomplished by introducing an effective flow
velocity based on the actual flow-area over the inclined plate. The modified results
showed that the heat transfer coefficient almost decreases with the increase in the angle
of attack

Moreover, the average Nusselt number was correlated with both the modified
Reynolds number and the angle of attack within the present experimental ranges and
the following correlation was obtained: Nu* = 0.657 Re' °563 (1 - sin a)00>

/. INTRODUCTION

Recently, flat plate solar collectors play an important role in utilizing solar
energy for most of domestic and industrial applications. Therefore, progress toward
improvement and modifications of this type of solar collector is now urgent. One of the
most parameters that affects the performance of a flat plate solar collector is the
convective heat lost from the top glass cover to the wind. Also, precise determination
of the convective heat transfer coefficient from the inclined top glass cover of a flat
plate solar collector is more important.

Sparrow, [I] investigated the forced convection heat transfer at an inclined and
yawed square plate. Heat transfer coefficients measured in those experiments were
found to be insensitive to the angle of attack for a wide range of angles. Also, the
effect of finite width on heat transfer and fluid flow about an inclined rectangular plate
was investigated by Sparrow, [2]. Plates having aspect ratios of 0.4 and 2.5 were
used. The Reynolds Number was also varied from O.2xlO5 to 0.9xl03. Naphthalene
sublimation technique was used to determine the heat/mass transfer coefficient. These
experiments showed that the dimensionless heat transfer coefficient expressed in terms
of the Colburn j-factor, was varied with Reynolds number according to the following
correlations:
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For the wider plate, (Aspect ratio = 2.5); j = 0.939 Re^"2

For the narrow plate, (Aspect ratio = 0 4), j = 0.870 Re["2

where, j = StxPr13

Motwani, [3] carried out an experimental study to determine the average heat
transfer coefficient during forced convection air flow over inclined and yawed
rectangular plates The experiments were performed for a constant surface temperature
and covered two plates with two different aspect ratios of j and \ respectively. The
angle of attack was varied from 0 to 45 deg and the angle of yaw was varied from 0 to
30 deg Also, Reynolds number was varied from 0.2x105 to 3.5x 10s. The results
showed that the average heat transfer coefficient was a function of the Reynolds
number and the angle of attack but it was insensitive to both the aspect ratio and the
angle of yaw.

Shalaby, [4] conducted an experimental investigation to determine the heat
transfer coefficient by forced convection from a flat plate held in an air stream. The
plate was oriented at various angles of attack and yaw. The results of this work
showed that the angle of attack has a relatively small effect on the heat transfer
coefficient. However, the heat transfer coefficient was significantly affected by the
angle of yaw through the investigated ranges of Reynolds number (from O.67xlO5 to
2.5xlO$), the angle of attack (from 0 to 45 deg) and angle of yaw (from 0 to 45 deg).

Test and coworkers, [5,6,7/ carried out a series of experimental investigations
to determine the heat transfer behavior on the upper surface of a rectangular plate in a
two dimensional flow. A constant temperature copper plate of streamwise length of
1.22 m and spanwise width of 0.813 m (aspect ratio of- | ) wasused by Test, / 7 / a s a

test-section in the free stream wind flow with an angle of attack of 40 deg or greater.
Also special side attachments were made to maintain approximate two dimensional
flow over the plate when exposed to varying wind directions. The results showed that
the local values of St VRe were found to be 200 percent higher than the wind tunnel
values and 300 percent higher than analytical predictions

Reda, [HJ carried out an experimental work to investigate the heat transfer to
air flowing over an inclined flat plate. A flat plate of 320 mm length and 120 mm width
made of brass was taken as a heating surface. The experiments were performed at a
relatively low range of Reynolds number from O.3xlO5 to 2.5xlO5 and the angle of
attack was varied from 0 to 30 deg The results showed that the heat transfer
coefficient increases with the angle of attack and it reaches a maximum value at an
angle of 20 deg then it begins to decrease with further inclination of the plate

From the review of the previous investigations, the following conclusions were
observed:
1- The angle of yaw has no significant effect on the heat transfer coefficient, although

Shalaby, [4] found that the heat transfer coefficient was affected by the angle of
yaw.

2- The heat transfer coefficient decreases with increasing the angle of a attack,
although Reda, [8] found that the heat transfer coefficient was increased with the
increase in the angle of attack specially at the lower range of the angles of attack
(less than 20 deg.)

3- Further experiments are necessarily needed within a range of Reynolds number from
I05 to 10* and a range of the angle of attack from 0 to 35 deg to supply solar-
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collector's designers and engineers with the sufficient data that required for
calculating the heat-transfer coefficient for the inclined flat plates. This in fact is the
main objective of the present work.

2. APPARATUS

The present experiments were carried out in a relatively low turbulence, open-
circuit subsonic wind tunnel (turbulence level « 0.2 %) with square cross-section of
310x310 mm measured at the test-station. Figure (!) shows a layout of the
experimental set up.

The heating surface was made of a polished brass plate having dimensions of
340 mm length, 140 mm width and 4 mm thickness. The test plate was heated by an
electric heater (main heater) Also, a guard heater was used to prevent heat loss from
the bottom side by establishing thermal equilibrium in the asbestos layer placed
between the main and the guard heaters Each of the two heaters was made of nickel-
chromium wire of 0.15 mm diameter and 14 ohm/m electric resistance. The heater wire
was uniformly and closely wound on a mica sheet of 0.5 nun thickness and sandwiched
between two similar mica sheets. Asbestos sheets of 5 mm thickness were used for
thermal insulation and a backelite sheet was used to fix the test-plate and the heaters
with the asbestos layers Also, a wooden frame was used to give the rigidity to the
entire heating unit assembly as shown in Fig (2)

Initially calibrated thermocouples, made of 0.2 mm diameter copper-constantan
wires, were fixed at several positions on the test plate and between the insulating
layers to measure the local temperature at each position Figure (2,b) shows the
thermocouples distribution on the test plate and on the asbestos strips surrounding the
four edges of the plate. The plate-surface thermocouples were fixed in thin slots cut
on the back side of the test plate at about 3 5 mm depth. Therefore, the top surface
temperature were measured at a depth of about 0.5 mm. The measured values were
corrected to give the accurate surface temperature. It was found that the maximum
difference between the measured and the accurate top surface temperature is less than
2%. This error was considered when estimating the total experimental error existed in
the heat transfer coefficient The heating unit assembly was supported inside the wind
tunnel and adjusted to fix the angle of attack at the desired value via a special screw
mechanism as shown in Fig (I)

3. MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

In the present experiments, the flow velocity, the angle of attack, the
temperature distribution over the plate surface, and the heating power input were
measured at each experimental run by means of the following instruments

1 - A Phot tube was used to measure the flow velocity The tube was fixed at a
traverse mechanism and connected to a micromanometer with 5 different scales
and with a minimum reading of 10 Pa

2- Two digital voltmeters were used to measure the input voltage to the main and
the guard heaters with a minimum reading of 0 I V.

3- A digital multimeter was used to measure the electric resistance for each of the
main and the guard heater with a minimum reading of 0 I Ohm
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4- A digital thermometer connected with the thermocouples'leadings via selector
switches was used to measure the temperatures with a minimum reading of 0.1°C.

5- Wet and dry bulb thermometers were lsed to enable to know the ambient air
temperatures with a minimum reading of 12 "C.

6- Also, two variac transformers were used to adjust I he heating power for the main
and the guard heaters by varying the input voltages.

4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND THE METHOD OF CALCUIATIONS

The test-plate was adjusted and fixed at a particular angle of attack. The flow
velocity was set at a desired value. The main heater variac transformer was fixed at a
particular voltage and the guard heater input was regulated to insure thermal
equilibrium in the asbestos layer placed between the main and the guard heaters. This
was established when the temperature difference between the asbestos-layer surfaces
becomes less than 0.2 °C.

After steady state was achieved the local heat transfer coefficient was
calculated by,

hx = qcom— (1)
A(T X -TJ

where,
qc<mv. is the net heat transferred by convection from the plate surface to the

air stream and it was calculated as:

q. - qu» (2)
where,

q( is the total heat input to the plate from the main heater

V2 Cos <|>
q. = % (3)

The power factor, cos <(>, was taken as 0.98 for the present resistive load (heaters).
q Lo« is the total heat lost from the plate and it was estimated by,

+ Eqcomi. (4)
where,

is the heat lost by radiation to the wind tunnel walls and it was calculated by,

qiud = FeoA(T? - Ti) (5)

is a geometric factor depends on the angle of attack and the wind tunnel wall
length. For the present work the wind tunnel walls were considered very
long compared with the plate length, therefore, the factor F was taken as
unity.
is the sum of heat lost by conduction through the asbestos strips around the

four edges of the plate (qc, «iga) and by conduction through the asbestos
layer between the main and the guard heater due to the imperfect thermal
equilibrium (qc, back)

(6)
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Reda, [8] found that the value of IqCond is less than 2% of the total input power
within a range of the plate temperatures similar to the present experimental range.
Therefore, the term Sq, ^j was drooped out from the present calculations and its
effect was considered in the present uncertainty analysis.

The local Nussetl number based on the plate streamwise length was calculated

by, Nu, = —*— Also, the average heat transfer coefficient and the corresponding
k

average Nusselt number were calculated at different flow velocities and at different

angles of attack as h = — ("h dx and Nui. = —

5- UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

Generally, the accuracy of the experimental results is governed by the accuracy
of the individual measuring instruments. Also, the accuracy of an instrument is limited
by its minimum division (its sensitivity). In the present work, the uncertainties in both
the heat transfer coefficient (Nusselt number) and in the flow velocity (Reynolds
number) were estimated following the differential approximation method.

For a typical experiment the total uncertainty in measuring the main heater
input voltage, the main heater electric resistance, temperature difference (Tw-TV), the
net heat transfer rate (q(nnv) and the plate surface area (A) were 0.227%, 0.051%,
0.66%, 2.0% and 0.156% These were combined to give a maximum overall error of
3 33% in the reported heat transfer coefficient or Nusselt number. Also, uncertainty of
7.0% was found in measuring present the flow velocity or the reported Reynolds
number.

6- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the present work, two series of experiments were performed. A preliminary
series of 15 experiments was carried out with the plate in the horizontal position (at
zero angle of attack) at different flow velocities to validate the accuracy of the
experimental apparatus. The other series of experiments (main experiments) was
conducted to investigate the effect of the angle of attack on the heat transfer from the
inclined plate at different Reynolds numbers and at different angles of attack The
Reynolds number was varied from 0.9 x 105to9.0x 10s and the angle of attack was
also varied from 0 (horizontal position) to 35 deg

Figure (3) shows the local Nusselt number for the horizontal plate (angle of
attack oc=Q) at different Reynolds numbers Also, the average Nusselt number versus
the Reynolds number for a =0 is shown in Fig.(4). The average Nusselt numbers of
the horizontal plate were correlated as a function of Reynolds numbers by using the
least square method and the following correlation was obtained :

Nu.. = 0.657 Re?56' (7)
This correlation was valid within a range of Reynolds number from O.9xlO5 to

9.0.x 10* with a maximum deviation of + 2 4%. Also, in this correlation the fluid
properties were taken at the free stream flow temperature, T, The present results for
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the horizontal plate were compared with some of the previous correlations and good
agreement was found as shown in Fig. (4).

The effect of plate inclination on the heat transfer coefficient in terms of the
local Nusselt number at different Reynolds numbers and at different angles of attack is
shown in Fig (5) Also, a maximum of (10%) increase in the local Nusselt number was
found near the plate trailing edge as shown in Fig (5) This increase in the local Nusselt
numbers beyond to the thermal entrance length may be attributed to the increase in the
flow velocity near the plate trailing edge due to the wind tunnel blockage specially at
the higher angles of attack. Test, [6] found that the effect of 20% blockage on the heat
transfer is a maximum of 7%

Figure (6) shows the variation of the average Nusselt number with the
inclination angle at different Reynolds numbers Also, the average Nusselt numbers
ratio NR which is defined by the ratio of the average Nusselt number for the case of

inclined plate to that for the horizontal plate NR = — — was calculated at different

I NuL-J
Reynolds numbers. This ratio is in fact the measure of the effect of the plate inclination
on the heat transfer Figure (7) shows the variation of the ratio NR versus the angle
of attack at different Reynolds numbers. It is shown that the ratio NR decreases with
the increase in the angle of attack at the lower range of (a< 15) Also, at the higher
angles of attack (15 <a<35 deg) the ratio NR begins to increase with further increase
in the angle of attack. The decrease in the ratio NR with a may be attributed to the
generation of the stagnation zones over the inclined plate surface due to the flow
impact with the plate. The abnormal increase in the ratio NR with further inclination of
the plate may be attributed to the increase in the local flow velocity due to wind tunnel
blockage effect which takes place and becomes effective at the higher angles of attack

A special modification was carried out to compensate the effect of wind tunnel
blockage by considering the variation in the airflow area due to the inclination of the
heating unit inside the wind tunnel Since the flow area is varied linearly in the
streamwise direction from the leading edge to the trailing edge of the heating unite,
therefore, an effective flow velocity was taken as the average between the local
velocities at the leading and the trailing edges of the heating unit This effective
velocity U* was calculated by,

U' = FV x U«, (8)

where, FV is the flow velocity correction factor which was obtained by applying the
continuity equation for the variable cross-sectional area in the wind tunnel at the
location of the heating unit This factor FV is a function of the angle of attack and the
dimensions of both wind tunnel cross-section and the heating unit By a simple
calculations it was expressed as:

i l - i f sincj ~ 11-0726 sinoJ ( )

where, B is the heating unit overall length and b is the wind tunnel cross section
dimension (the present wind tunnel cross-section is a square of bxb) For the present
experiments the values of B and b were 450 and 310 mm respectively The velocity
correction factor FV was calculated at different angles of attack and the corresponding
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effective flow velocities were obtained from Eq.(8). The Reynolds number was also
U'L

modified by substituting the values of the effective flow velocity as, ReL =

Figure (8) shows the variation of the modified average Nusselt numbers ratio
NR* versus the angle of attack at different modified Reynolds numbers. The results
show an almost decreasing trend for the ratio NR with the increase in the angle of
attack. In fact the present modification is a good simulation for the case of free stream
two dimensional flow (an approximated model for the top glass cover of a flat plate
solar collector) Therefore, the present modification makes the present results available
for practical application Figure (9) shows the variation of the modified average
Nusselt number with the modified Reynolds number at different angles of attack.

The present modified results for the inclined plate were correlated and the
following correlation was obtained for the modified average Nusselt number as a
function of the modified Reynolds number and the angle of attack:

Nu* = 0 657 Re*"% ' f 1 -sin a)0 0 8 (10)

This correlation was valid within the present ranges of both Re and a with a
maximum deviation of I 5.8% as shown in Fig.(9) In this correlation the fluid
properties were taken at the free stream flow temperature, Tm The present correlation
was compared with the available previous correlations within the present experimental
ranges of Re and a and the comparison is shown in Fig (10)

7. CONCLUSIONS

The present experimental results lead to the following conclusions:
1- The angle of attack has a significant effect on the heat transfer coefficient from an

inclined flat plate to a turbulent stream of air
2- The wind tunnel-llow icsults show that:
i- At the lower angles of attack (a < 15 deg)the average Nusselt number decreases

with the increase in the angle of attack,
ii- At the higher angles of attack ( 15 < a < 35 deg) the average Nusselt number

increases with the increase in the angle of attack.
3- The modified results show an almost decreasing trend for the heat transfer

coefficient with the increase in the angle of attack for the whole ranges of both
the flow velocity and the angle of attack.

4- The present modification makes the present wind tunnel-results valid for the free
stream flow application

5- The following correlation was obtained and it can be used with a good accuracy
to estimate the average heat transfer coefficient from an inclined flat plate to a
turbulent free stream flow of air: Nu'L = 0.657 Re' "56J (I -sin a)"u1) UX

8. NOMENCIATURE

SI system of units was used for the whole parameters within the present paper
A Test-plate surface area S Surface
13 Heating unit overall length W Wall
b Wind tunnel cross-section width. x Local value
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cos<|> Power factor.
F Geometric factor.
FV Velocity correction factor,
h Heat transfer coefficient.
k air thermal conductivity
L Plate streamwise length,
q Rate of heat transfer.
T Temperature.
U Flow velocity.
V Electric voltage.
x distance measured from the plate

leading edge in the flow direction.

Subscripts:

Cond Conduction loss.
C,edg Conduction from plat edges.
C,back Conduction from plate back side.
L Based on plate streamwise length
Loss Heat loss.
m Main heater.
R Radiation loss

a

Case of horizontal plate, cc= 0.
Free stream value
Case of inclined plate with

Superscripts:

— Average value.
* Modified value.

Greek Letters:

a Angle of attack (deg.).
E Surface radiation emmisivity.
v Kinematic viscosity,
a Stefan-Blotzman constant.

Dimensionless Terms:

Nu
Pr
Re
St
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1- Entrance section 2-Honey comb. 3-Contraction section 4-Test section
5-Heating unit 6-Screw mechanism 7-Diffuser section 8-Steel frame
9-Fan section 10-Acoustic silencer

Fig.(l): Layout of The Apparatus
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2-Main heater
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4-Backelite sheet
5-Asbeslos sheets
6-wooden frame
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(B): Thermocouples Distribution

Fig.(2): The Heating Unit
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Abstract .

The natural convection heat transfer through an air layer between a corrugated

plate and a flat plate under steady isothermal conditions is studied experimentally The

effects of Rayleigh number, inclination angle and aspect ratio on the heal transfer have

been studied Experiments were performed for Rayleigh number range from 2 8x10l to

10* , aspect ratios of 0 015 to 0.3, and inclination angle of 0 (heated from below) to

180 (heated from above) The obtained experimental results are used for correlating

Nusselt number with Rayleigh number, aspect ratio and inclination angle The

enhancement of corrugation on the rate of heat transfer is also presented through the

comparison of the obtained results with those available in the literature

1. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of natural convection heat transfer inside enclosures has

attracted considerable research efforts for the past three decades These efforts include

mathematical modeling and calculation of the quantity of heat transfer rates inside

simple and complex geometrical configurations. The fact that an undisturbed air layer

is an effective barrier to heat transfer and the convection currents in the layer limit this

insulating effect. On the other hand, in some applications the tluid entrapped between

two surfaces may be required to enhance the heat transfer across the layer, in some

applications the temperature, motion and profile of the boundary of the air layer may

be of interest, e.g. energy stored in stratified fluid storage tanks, melting and

solidification process, design of vertical electronic circuit cards, design of rotating

machinery, cooling of radioactive waste containers, design of double pane windows,

energy conservation in buildings. The modeling and prediction of the natural

convection flow and heat loss from the hot absorber plate to the cooler glass cover

plate in solar collectors is of particular interest to researchers Since solar collectors

are not 100 percent efficient, a significant portion of unrecoverable heat losses from

the absorber plate to the glass plate is attributed to natural convection heat transfer

Many investigations have been performed for studying natural convection in

rectangular enclosures with flat sides [1,2,3,4] The effect of aspect ratio and the
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inclination angle on the heat transfer for laminar natural convection were studied

experimentally by [5,6], Hollands, et al. [7], carried out an experimental investigation

of natural convection heat transfer rate through an air layer of high aspect ratio at

different inclination angle heated from below. Al-Arabi et al [8], studied the natural

convection heat transfer from inclined isothermal plates, and also investigated the

effect of corrugation on the rate of heat transfer in [9]. Messiha, R, [10] studied

numerically the natural convection in an enclosure with concave and convex spherical

bottoms His analysis was limited to Rayleigh number value of 5x10s Natural

convection in enclosures with corrugated sides arc very little, Chinnappa [II], studied

the natural convection heat transfer from 60 Vee corrugated horizontal plate facing

upwards to a colder plate above it Precilla, GR. et al. [12], solved the problem of

three dimensional natural convection in an enclosure with a corrugated surface The

corrugated and top surfaces are heated and cooled isothermally respectively and the

side flat surfaces are maintained adiabaticaJly. The solution scheme employs an

algebraic transformation of the enclosure geometry which maps the physical domain

into a rectangular domain to avoid the task of numerically generating boundary-fitted

coordinates. This paper introduce an experimental study for natural convection heat

transfer in an enclosure with corrugated surface heated from below

2-EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Fig. (I) shows a schematic diagram for the main pans of the test rig used in

the present investigation. The apparatus was designed and constructed for

investigating the heat transfer by natural convection across an air layer from a

corrugated heating surface to a flat cooling surface forming a rectangular cavity

Provision was made to vary the distance between the two plates, angle of inclination,

and for variation of temperature difference between the two plates by means of a

variable electrical power input. The apparatus consists of hot plate assembly, cold

plate assembly, air layer thickness control fixtures, insulation and cover box and

measuring and control systems The hot plate assembly consists of nine corrugated

heated plates which made of a copper sheet of 1 mm thickness Six of them are square

shaped of (75x75 mm) and the other three plates are rectangular in shape of (230x75

mm) The corrugation of the p.at: has a 75 mm pitch and 20 mm deep The heated

plates arrangements and dimensions are illustrated in Fig (2). Each plate was

electroplates with thin nickel film for achieving a specular surtace to minimize the heat

loss by radiation The heating element was a wire whose material is nickel chromium of

0 75 mm diameter and 4 ohm/m, electric resistance, at the ambient temperature Nine

heating elements were made for each part of the heating plate. The heating wire is set

uniformly with the help of polyester putty between two mica sheets of 0 5 mm
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thickness which are glued to the corrugated copper plates A base nickel plated

copper plates along with the heating elements were glued to the corrugated plate

These plates improved the heat flux distribution over the heating surface The nine

heaters were connected in parallel across a 12 Volt DC supply The current through

each one of the nine individual main heaters was controlled separately by rheostats

connected in series with each heater. The maximum power supplied to the heaters is

35 Watts.

The cold plate is a copper plate of 380 mm length, 230 mm width and a

thickness of 3 mm electroplates with nickel was used as a cold surface cooled by

water. Six copper-constantan calibrated thermocouples were connected to the lower

face of the plate in small holes to measure its temperature The temperature of the

water supply was maintained constant by the use of a thermostat The distance

between the heated and cold plates was varied by means of the plexiglass strips The all

test rig was placed on a straight wooden board which is kept at any prescribed

inclination angle by the use of rotary angle spirit level indicator.

3- INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASURING DEVICES

Various measurements were made in this investigation which include the power

input, temperature, distance between the hot and cold plates and the water flow rate

The instrumentation used for these measurements are given in the following

subsections

3.1 Power Supply Measurement.
The amount of electric power supplied to the heating plate was obtained bv

measuring the electric current and the voltage drop across each heater ! o measure the

current, nine ameters, were used with accuracy of 3 % for a range of 0-! Amp A

similar multimeter was used for voltage measurement with accuracy of 2 °o and the

range of 0-10 Volts, The electric power through each heater is then calculated

3.2 Temperature Measurement

An electronic thermometer using a calibrated copper-constantan thermocouples

was used for temperature measurement and incorporates a 10 point selector switch

Nine positions of the selector switch were used for measuring the temperature of the

heated plate and one position was used to measure the cold plate temperature
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4- EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATION PROCEDURES

The temperature of each one of the heated corrugated plates was examined a

number of times by means of an electronic thi rmometer so that a uniform temperature

distribution over the nine plates was obtained by varying the current passing through

each heater and taking into account the temperature difference between the two plate.

A few tests were carried out in the beginning to establish the time required for the
^ o o

steady state conditions to be achieved For temperature differences of 11 C, 27 C
and 48 C between the hot and cold plate, steady state conditions were found to be

reached in approximately 5 to 8 hours. For the steady state conditions mentioned, the

temperature of each of the corrugated heating and cold flat plates, the cooling water

temperature, the ambient temperature, the distance between the heated and cooled

plates, the water flow rate, the current passing and the voltage drop for each heater

and the angle of inclination of the plate with the horizontal plane were recorded. The

middle section was selected for estimating the heat input which is free from end

conduction in the lateral direction of the plates The heat transfer calculations details

are given in Appendix (A)

5- RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The influence of various parameters, i.e. aspect ratio, distance between the two

plates, and the temperature difference on the heat transfer between the two plates have

been analyzed with the help of the dimensionless parameters

5.1 Effect of Angle of Inclination

The effect of inclination angle and temperature differences between the two

plates on Nusselt number at constant aspect ratio (0 15, 0 762 and 0 3) is shown in

Fig (3) It is noticed that in each case Nusselt number decreases as the angle of

inclination increases. The convection phenomenon is decreased and stops at 180°

where Nusselt number reaches unity. From 9 =90° up to 180°, a uniform decrease of

Nusselt number with the inclination is found for laminar flow which was indicated by

Hart [13] at which (Ra* < Ra< 47000) Results for this range have been compared

with those of Ozoe et a! [5] in Fig. (4) It is noted that Ozoe's results are for

constant heat flux condition while the present work was under isothermal conditions

Ozoe's Nusselt number values are somewhat lower than the present work. This can be

attributed to the fact that an increase in the surface temperature due to inclination

cause a decrease in heat transfer coefficient under constant heat flux condition. It is

also found that for even smallest aspect ratio 0.0158, Rayleigh number is always higher

than that expected critical value.
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5.2 F.fTect of Rayleigli Number

Fig (5) shows three distinct regions, laminar, transition and turbulent over the

Rayleiyh number range. All measurements fall on a straight line in Rayleigh number

range of 10 to 10 ^Nusselt number remains almost constant within Rayleigh number

range of 10 to 5x10 at a value of 5 62. This phenomenon has also been evidenced by

De-Graaf and Vander Held [14], where they found that the value of Nusselt number

remains constant at 3 8 The difference in the values is perhaps due to corrugation of

the. plate in the present work. In turbulent region beyond Rayleigh number values of

10 , the variation of Nusselt number with Rayleigh number seems to be linear. This is

agreed with Hart [15] In general the data obtained could be correlated either by a

single equation having maximum deviation of ±10% or by three correlations with

better accuracy as follows:

Single equation- Q ^ 3 g

N u = 0 1 6 1 1 ( R a ) , R a ( 2 . 8 x 1 0 - 1 0 ) ( ! )

Three reruns equations:

a" R c g i o n ' 0333 3 5

Nu = 0 l l 4 4 ( R a ) , Ra = (2.8x10 - 1 0 ) (2)

with maximum deviation of ±2 %

b- Region II » ,

Nu = 5 6 Ra = (10 -5x10 ) (3)

with maximum deviation of ±2 %

c : Region 111 j g
Nu = 0 035(Ra)ol7« R » - ( 5 x l 0 - 1 0 ) (4)

with maximum deviation of ±5 %

S.3 Effect of GrashoffS'umber and Aspect Ralio

The experimental values of Nu are plotted against Gr (H/L) for angles 0,

30, 60, 90, 120, and 150 along with the best fitting straight lines in Fig. (6) which

shows that the experimental points are clustered around the corresponding straight

lines. More scatter is found at low aspect ratio (H/L=24) and high aspect ratio

(H/L=l 25). This could be understood by the fact that at low aspect ratio, the

conduction region is approached and at high aspect ratio, the distance between the two

plates is large enough, so that there is no influence of (H/L) on the heat transfer

coefficient. From the data in the figure, Nusselt number, Grashof number and the

aspect ratio are correlated by:
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Nu = A (Gr)" (H/L)"1 (5)

The values of A, n, and m are given in Table (1)

Table 1: Values of the Constants in Eq. (5) for Different Inclination Angles

Angle

0

30

60

90

120

150

A
0.1603

1.511

0.621

0.1736

0.3865

0 0605

n

0284

0.1705

0.2143

0 2751

0.2207

0.2989

m

0.02159

0 4064

0.3002

0 1042

0 2129

-0 09926

5.4 Effect of the Distance Between the Two Plates

In view of its applications to solar energy collection the variation of heat

transfer coefficient represented by Nu/Ra°2i and the distance between the two plates

represented by aspect ratio for different inclination angles is shown in Fig. (7). From

the figure, it can be seen that for aspect ratios less than 0.1, (Rayleigh number ranges

from 2 75xlO3 to 104), the value ofNu/Ra02J increases with the increase of aspect

ratio. As aspect ratio increases upto 0.2,(Rayleigh number ranges from I04 to

2.75xlO5) the value of Nu/Rao a decreases because the rate of increase of Nusselt

number is less than the rate of increase of Rayleigh number This may correspond to

cellular flow pattern For aspect ratio greater than 0.2, (Rayleigh number >2.75xlO5),

the value of Nu/Ra°25 increases with the increase of the aspect ratio, which may

correspond to fully turbulent flow pattern. Also, it is indicted that the conduction mode

is not found in this range of aspect ratio in the experiments.

5.5 General Correlation for Nusselt Number as a function of Ravleieh number

Figs. (8) and (9) show the variation of Nusselt number with Rayleigh umber

and the inclination angle and the following correlations are obtained:

For 0° <6 < 60°

Nu = 0.153(Racos9)0 3

Fo- 90"<es ; l80 o

i Nu = 0 1193(Rasine)0 2 9 1
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the analysis of the results and their comparison with the previous
work the following conclusions could be obtained:

1-Three regions (laminar, transition and turbulent) correlation between Nu and Ra
number is obtained.

2- The effect of aspect ratio on conjunction with Grashof number on heat transfer can

be effectively represented with : Nu = A Gr" (H/L)m.

3- The experimental results could also be expressed by a general correlation including

the inclination angle as:

Nu = O 153(RacosG)03 0°<8<;60o

Nu = 0 1193(Rasin8)0M1 9 0 ° < e s l 8 0 o

4- In view of the application to solar collectors, the recommended value of aspect

ratio, (the best distance between the hot and cold plates) is 0.2, which corresponds

minimum heat loss by convection. This indicates that the distance between the

absorber and glass plate should not be more than 8 cm in the present work.

7. NOMENCLATURE

A ] surface area of the heated surface, (m2)

A2 surface area of the cold surface, (m2)

A c projected area of the heated corrugated plate, (m2)

A s area of the strips between the plates, (m2)

D height of the wall, (m)

b half heated length of the plate, (m)

bi ,b2 ,b_i, b4 thickness of plexiglass, glass wool, asbestos and wood respectively, (m)

H distance between the midpoint of the groove and the flat plate, (m)

g gravity acceleration, (m/s2)

h convective heat transfer coefficient, (W/m2 K)

hj inner heat transfer coefficient, (W/m2 K)

h 0 outer heat transfer coefficient, (W/m2 K)

I input current, (Amp).

k composite thermal conductivity of insulation, (W/mK)

k| ,k2 ,kj, k4 thermal conductivity of plexiglass, glass wool, asbestos and wood

respectively, (W/m K)

L length of the heating plate, (m)

q c heat loss by conduction, (W)

qr individual heat loss by radiation, (W)
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h e a t ' rans^e r by convection between the two plates, (W)
q|oss heat loss which is transferred by conduction, convection

and radiation, (W)

5 shape factor

Tc temperature of the cold plate, (°C)

T^ temperature of the hot plate , (°C)

Tm mean temperature of the two plates, (°C)

Tx Ambient temperature, (°C)

V electric voltage, (Volt)

U overall heat transfer coefficient, (W/m2 K)

x insulation thickness, (m)

Greek letters

P volumetric coefficient of expansion with temperature, (K"1)

6 inclination angle (deg.)

H dynamic viscosity (Ns/m2)

v kinematic viscosity (m2/s)

a .- Stefan-Boitezmann constant =5 76x10'*

ec emissivity of the corrugated plate

es emissivity of the of plexiglass

Dimensionless parameters:

Gr Grashof number (gP AT H3/ v)

Nu Nusselt number, (hH/k)

Pr Prandtl number, (

Ra Rayleigh number (Gr.Pr)

Rac Critical Rayleigh number

H/L Aspect ratio
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APPENDIX (A)

The heat transferred from the three plates of the middle groove takes place in the
following ways:
a- heat loss by radiation,
b- heat loss by conduction,
c- heat transferred by natural convection between the parallel plates.

A.I Heat lost bv radiation
The heat loss by radiation is estimated from the general equation of radiation

heat transfer given by [16,17] as follows:

A , o ( T 4 - T 4 )
q . = ', ' A ' , - (A.1)

e, A, e.

The radiation heat loss from the nickel plated section of the heated plate and the

plexiglass strips between the section was estimated by the following equation

<lr = £lrl +<lr2 <A2>
where
q r l = O 6 c A c ( T ; - T c

4 ) (A3)

q r l = O E s A s ( T h
4 - T ; ) (A.4)

A.2 Heat loss bv conduction
The estimated heat conduction loss is calculated assuming that:

I- The heat transferred to the surrounding was from two surfaces.

q c l = S k ( T h - T M ) (A.5) •

where S is shape factor,
and k for the composite wall was found form the expression, Jacob [1]:

x b, b, b, b. . . , .
_ = —L + _S. + —L + —!- (A.6)

2-The heat loss from the two side walls which varies with the distance between the

two plates and was evaluated from:

q c 2 = UA(T m -T 0 0 ) (A.7)
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where U is the overall heat transfer coefficient which given by:

I I b, b, b, b, 1
U h, k, k, k, k4 ho

3- The heat loss from the edge of the plexiglass strips to the air layer between the two
plates (by convection)

q c 3 = h As (Th - T x ) (A.9)

so, the total heat loss is calculated by:

°Ir +qC 1 + 1c2 +1c3 <A '°)

A.3 Heat transfer by natural convection between hot and cold plates

The net heat transfer by natural convection between the heated corrugated

plate and the cold flat plate is obtained from the following equation

A.4 Heat transfer coefficient
The convective heat transfer coefficient in the present work was calculated

using the projected area of the grooves and the temperature difference between the

heated and cold plates as follows:

q c o n v = h A ( T h - T x ) (A 12)

2
where; A is the projected area of the groove « 0.029 m
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Abstract

The problem of turbulent as well as laminar flow over blade riblet surfaces has been
investigated numerically The problem has been formulated using a finite analytic numerical
solution The predictions are obtained, using the nonlinear k-e model for turbulent flow The
paper presents a complete set of data inside the groove. The data includes mean velocity, drag
performance, turbulence intensities and Reynolds shear stress. The turbulent mean velocity
profiles based on virtual origins show upward and downward shifts in the log-law for drag
decreasing and drag increasing cases, respectively Under a drag reducing condition, all of the
turbulent velocity fluctuations and the Reynolds shear stress were decreased near the riblet
surface, although the flow characteristics in most of the flow-field were quite similar to those
above the flat plate Differences in the mean velocity profile and turbulence quantities are found
to be limited to the inner region of the boundary layer. In both the laminar and turbulent cases,
the computed results show that the local skin friction inside the groove is lower than the
corresponding flat plate value and that the local skin friction at the top of the riblet is higher
than the corresponding flat plate value. Also, the results suggest that in the laminar regime
there is approximately no drag reduction, while in the turbulent regime drag reduction exists
for the nblet surface in comparison with the flat plate.

I. INTRODUCTION

From 50 to 80 percent of the energy expended by marine vehicles (ships, submarines,
torpedoes, etc) is used solely to overcome turbulent skin drag. Also, the increasing cost of
aircraft fuel, and the escalating cost of aircraft development have led the major airframe
manufactures to seek an increase in the efficiency and performance of their existing products
Aircraft fuselage skin friction reductions as small as 10 percent provide the potential for a 350
million dollar per year fuel savings for the airlines as quoted by Walsh and Lindemann [ 1 ] It is
not surprising, therefore, that both government and industry have invested heavily in research
focused on the problem of skin friction

The mechanisms involved in such a drag reducing process are still under investigation in
some laboratories Indeed, one could think that those nblets might increase the span wise streak
spacing and then decrease the burst intensity [2], restrict the spanwise motion of the
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longitudinal vortices [3], the streamwise grooves act as a nucleation site causing a focusing of
low-speed streaks'over their peaks as quoted by Gad-el-Hak and Blackwelder [4]

Because of the micro-geometry of these grooves, measurements just above or inside the
riblets are very difficult To our knowledge, the only attempts to measure within triangular
grooves have been performed by Vukoslavcevic et al [5], while Hooshmand et al [6], looked
at the flow modification in the close vicinity above the crests plane. These investigations
revealed that the wall shear is increased near the peak of the nblet but substantially reduced
within the valley, so that a nett drag reduction ensues It has been surmised that the effect of
grooves is to retard the flow in the valley, thus creating a viscosity dominated region where the
local skin friction is greatly reduced. Thus, viscous effects might play the leading pan in this
near-wall flow manipulation and the resulting outcome on the Reynolds stress components be a
consequence.

Although there have been many detailed studies of the flow over riblets, further
parametric investigations are needed. Indeed, the shapes that the grooves can have are
unlimited and therefore it is impossible to carry out experiments for every conceivable
configuration One reason why numerical studies have been conducted is that these may
provide further understanding of the drag reduction mechanisms. An early computational
study - which seems to have been the first one on this topic - has been carried out by Khan [7]
Both laminar and turbulent regimes were simulated on V-gfooves. Although the drag
reduction observed for turbulent flow conditions agreed with experiments, it is fair to say this
study was incomplete. Khan has computed the boundary layer development over the usual
triangular-profile riblets and reported a marginal drag reduction in laminar flow of about 1%
Parallel numerical studies for internal laminar flows with L-grooves by Launder and Li [8]
have shown a drag increase. Djerudi et al. [9] studied numerically the effect of riblets shapes in
laminar and turbulent boundary layers. The numerical study was obtained, using the a mixing
length-eddy viscosity approach for turbulent flow.

The objective of this work is to perform numerical study of laminar and turbulent flows
over blade riblets, to educe the mechanism of drag reduction by riblets This choice, made in
the interests of computational expediency, differs from that of most earlier studies [7], [8], [9].
Such an understanding can potentially lead to the design of nblet configurations that give even
higher drag reduction. As well known feature of the turbulent flows near the nblets is the
presence of "turbulence-driven" secondary motion in the plane perpendicular to the streamwise
direction. These motions, which have no counterpart in laminar flows, significantly modify the
gross features of the main flow All two-equation models of turbulence currently used in
engineering practice are based on the assumptions of isotropic eddy viscosity hypothesis and
linear stress-strain relationship With these assumptions, such models cannot be used for
present prediction Previous attempts at predicting such flows had therefore to rely on
algebraic or differential stress models which are of limited practical value due to the high
demand they place on computer storage and time. The contribution of the present work is
enhancement of the standard two equation model (k - e) with the recently advanced nonlinear
stress strain relationships &nd to demonstrate that the enhanced model, while retaining the
economy and robustness of the two equation model The finite analytic numencal solutions are
obtained with the nonlinear k-e model
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2. RIBLETS GEOMETRY AND COMPUTATION DOMAIN

The flow geometry is shown in Fig. 1 The flow direction is perpendicular to y-z plane
illustrated. The rib spacing (s), the nb height (h), and the rib thickness (t) were 2 mm, 1 mm,
and 0 4 mm, respectively The region considered extends over the rectangle bounded on the
lower side by a wall of the plate (y = 0), on the upper by the boundary layer thickness i y = 6),
on the left by the line of symmetry mid-way between the left riblet and the next one to its nght
(z = 0), and on the nght by the vertical line passing through a nblet (z - s 2). as shown in
Fig 2

3. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM

The flow inside the longitudinal grooves is governed by the averaged-Revnolds-itress
Navier-Stokes equations

3.1. Governing Equations

The time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible tluid with constant
viscosity are '

^ = 0 (1)

L^a^jl^i-u^) .2)
p rx, , \

The terms u,uj appeanna in the time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations are known as

Revnoids stresses They represent the transfer of momentum by turbulent motion per unit mass
Exact equations for the Revnoids stresses can be denved. but requires a turbulent model to
close the mathematical problem Based on the turbulence model postulations sammanzed by
Chen (1*84) ^ee Sheikholeslami [10] a second order closure turbulence model for turbulent
kinetic energy (k I and dissipation rate (e ) equations can be modelled as

Dk r k2 ck fk . — a j ,
[ C ^ < )

Dk r k
— = -—[Ck

De d r_ k2 <\ <'z e -7-7 cUl e2

Dt c-xm s cxm , x m k J ^ m k

where Ck C,-, Cr[, and Cri are model constants which are determined from experiments
These constants are Ck = 0 09, Q. = 0 07, C e l = 1 45 and Ce2 = 1 92 [11]

Boussmesq noted that the viscous stress is proportional to velocity gradients in laminar
flow and proposed that the Reynolds stresses are also proportional to velocity gradients with
an eddy viscosity (v,) as the proportional constant The generalization of the Boussinesq's
eddy viscosity model is
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Based on dimensional analysis of k and e. vt is modeled as [12]

(6)
k2

k and e are governed by equations (3) and (4), respectively C^ = 0 09 is a constant

determined from experiments.

3.2. Nonlinear k-e Model

It is now well known that the standard k-e model, described above, and all the two-
equation model are based on the notation of isotropic eddy viscosity and Boussmesq's
hypothesis (equation (5)) With these assumptions applied to the flow considered here, that is a
flow above blade riblets, all of the three normal stress components turn out to be equal. Since
the failure of isotropic viscosity hypothesis to give correct prediction of the Reynolds stresses
is due to the linear stress-strain relationship given by equation (6), it is logical to consider as a
first alternative the next higher level of approximation. So, formulating a generalized
constitutive relation for Reynolds stresses is one of the objectives of this work This approach
adopted in this section is similar to that employed by Speziale [13]

' cxj CXJ

Dij = — ^ + UjVDij-^-Dkj +-r^Dki (8)
i?t cxk cx^

and the nonlinear representation for u,'u'. takes the form

-u iu^-^kSi j + k^Dij + y^DjmDmj-jDmnDmnO,J)-v2(D,j-iDmm0,J)

where r i = Y , ( k , O . i = 1.2 (10)

y\ = CDt2, Y 2 = C E ^ 2 ( 1 1 1
3

and ' ' = 2 C n — (12)

e

The empirical constants CQ and Cg evaluated by Speziale [13]

Cr, = CR = 1 68 ll"O
In equation (9) the linear term is
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- j k5 , j + k^Dij (14)

and the nonlinear contribution to the Reynolds stress equation is:

Yl(DjmDmj-JDmnDmn51J)+Y2(DiJ-JDmmS.j) (15)

Expansion of the nonlinear term leads to:

ex cy cz
.cUcV ,cUc\V /C

+(- — ) * ( - —) + ( - T-)

cy cx a a cz cy

.^SL^,*?+,%?.&.<**?.&?! „„
* cy cz ex cz. CK cy

Dmn = — Dmn-^ U —Dmn - V —Dmn +W —Dmn
ct ex. cy CL

-•^Dkn-^Dmk (17)
(?Xk CX m

a. 0 — $ _ £ _ 3 —
D m n = — Dmra •*• LI—Dmm •*• V-^-Dmm + W - — D m m

ct cx cy cz

- ^ D k n . - ^ D m k (18)
dxk cxm

For steady flow:

A O (19)

j —r + (—r -(-^-)
* tX r.y ct

cy ex r-z rx ("•z cy

. i , , ^ . , ^ ^ . , ^ ^ , ^ . , ^ . , ^ , ( 2 0 ,
1 cy cz CK cz cx cy

3.3. Solution Procedure

The problem has been tbrmulated using a finite analytic numerical solution The details
of the finite analytic method can be found in Chen and Chen [ 14]. The procedure for obtaining
the solution is similar to the SIMPLER (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equation
Revised) algorithm used bv Patanker [15] The sequence of numerical operation based on
Patankars[15] SIMPLER akonthm
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The very small dimensions of the riblet mean that the velocity profile exhibits negligible
variations in z over most of the boundary layer thickness This feature is exploited in the
interests of computational economy by adopting just a one-dimensional solution over this
region It was found by trial and error that a one-dimensional treatment could safely be applied
at heights greater than 2h above the rib (h being the riblet height) \ nonuruform gnd of 20x50
is used for this computation covenng the two-dimensional region More grid nodes are located
in the vicinirv of the wall region where the velocity gradients are higher The staggered gnd
system is adopted in the present investigation.

3.4. Boundary Conditions

On the wail the non slip conditions applied was U = V = 0, while at the upper
boundary (y = 6 ) the normal gradient of the velocity was zero (dU/cy = 0) [n order to
simulate svmmetncal conditions on both lateral sides the gradient in the span wise were
presumed zero ( r U / r z = 0) The wall function approach assumes that at a point with wall
distance v p just outside the viscous sublayer, the velocity component parallel to the wall follow

the logarithmic law of the wall [ I I ] and the turbulence is in local equilibrium so that the
production is equai to dissipation With these assumptions, the velocity parallel to the wall
(Up), the kinetic energy ( k p ) and the dissipation rate ( e p ) at point y p are related to the

friction velocity (UT) by the following relations:

where L'T = v xw ' p is the friction velocity, E and K are constants that are taken to be 9 0 and

0 41, respectively [ I I ] The above equations are valid for y p = y p U t / v > II 5 When

yp < 115 the first computational node is either in the laminar sublayer or in the buffer zone,

and the following expression should be used

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Laminar Flow Results

Laminar flow explorations have covered riblet heights (h) ranging from 0 03-0 2 of the
boundarv layer thickness (6) and. for aspect ratio (h/s) of riblet height (h), to spacing between
adjacent nblets (s) of 0 5

Figure 3a shows a tvpical velocity profile obtained for h / s = 0 5 at a flow rate for
which the dimenstoniess riblet height s* = sUT / v about 12, where s, UT and v denote the
nblet spacing, wall-shear 'velocity and kinematic viscosity, respectively These are conditions
for which, in turbulent flow, a drag reduction of 8 - 10% would be expected [16] The
detailed velocity profile near the wall is shown in Fig. 3b along a line at the mid-plane (vallev)
and alon« the peak (tip) or the nblet In this figure, the laminar velocity profiles above the
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riblet surface are similar to the parabolic profile of a plane Poiseuille flow except in the riblet
valley regions. Also, the figure 3b show that above y / h < 1 5, all profiles collapse to the
same result. Inside the riblet valleys, however, the streamwise velocity profiles are inflexional
in nature - in the laminar regime this is the main difference between the flow over the smooth
wall and the flow over the riblet wall The presence of an inflexion point in the velocity profile
suggests that the instability mechanism which initiates transition over the riblets may be
different from that of the smooth wall.

The inflexional velocity profiles inside the riblet valleys identify regions of slow-moving
fluid near the wall (compared to the regions near the riblet tips), and thus correspond to
regions of lower shear stress In Fig 4, the distribution of the local skin friction (Cf) inside a
typical riblet valley in the laminar regime is examined at s+ = 12, for the having a height of
1 0 mm and a total width of 2 0 mm Note that the region near the riblet tip has a higher shear
stress than the smooth wall, while the valley region has a decreased shear stress. While the
riblet wall has a lower average skin friction (2 017 x 10"3) than that of the smooth wall
(4 075 x 10"3), its drag (which depends on the wetted area) is reduced by 1% only The ratio
of riblet surface area to smooth surface area is Anbiet / A^^ifi = 2.0, this yields a drag
penalty for the riblet wall at this condition. The results presented in Fig. 5, are expressed in
terms of the ratio between the overall (average) riblet (C,j) and that of an equivalent smooth
flat plate (Cd0) versus h/8. As shown in the Fig. 5, the maximum drag reduction in laminar
flow, approximately 1% The reduction in the overall drag occurs solely due to the viscous
forces which help reduce the momentum of the fluid inside the riblets. In other words, in the
laminar flow cases, the drag reduction is not sided by the secondary flows in contrast with the
turbulent flow cases

4.2. Turbulent Flow Results

4.2.1. Mean streamwise velocity profile, origin of the wall and drag

Figure 6 shows the smooth plate mean velocity profile normalized with the riblet height
(h) and the freestream velocity (L'x) and compared to the two velocity profiles over the nblet

surface in the planes of symmetry above the peak or tip and valley When s* = 12, L7UX is
uniformly distributed in the spanwise direction above y / h = 1 5. In the vicinity of the nblet.
however, the velocity gradient above the peak is very large, whereas it almost vanishes above
the valley. For s+ = 38, \J/\JK is much larger in the valley, but the spanwise variation is also
confined to y / h < 1.5.

The mean velocity profiles, normalized by local wall shear velocities, above the flat
plate and nblet surface (tip and valley) for ŝ  = 12 and s* = 38, are shown in Fig 7,
respectively Significant downward shifts in the log-law are obtained near the riblet tip.
whereas significant upward shifts are obtained near the nblet valley Note that this plot is
normalized by the local wall shear velocity, not by average wall shear velocity

Similar to the flow over the rough surfaces, the turbulent boundarv layer over the
riblets does not have predefined ongin for height In most expenmental studies, the location of
the vinual ongin is taken to be the nblet tip. valley, or the midpoint between the tip and vallev
In the present study, the vinual ongin (yoj may be obtained from
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yo = h - h p (23)

where h and hp are the nblet height and protrusion height, respectively The protrusion height
is obtained by Bechert and Bartenwerter [ 17] for blade riblets

hD = -ln(l+tanch( —)) (24)
v rt s

The profiles of the streamwise mean velocity (U) nondimensionalized by the average
wall shear velocity (UT), are shown in Fig 8 The mean velocities above riblet surface were
plotted versus the distance from the virtual origin (y0). The slop of the log-law above the
riblets is little changed as compared with the flat plate profile. When s+ - 12. the spanwise
difference in mean velocities is confined to (y+ - y£) < 8 Thus, the riblet surface has a direct
influence on the mean velocity distribution only within the viscous sublayer Again, an upward
shirt in the log-law is evident This upward shift in the log-law has previously been observed in
drag reduced flow above riblets [3], [6] The upward shift in the log-law is closely related to
the balance between turbulent energy production and viscous dissipation When s* = 38,
however, the spanwise inhomogeneity extends to (y* - y^) < 30, so that even the mean

velocity distribution in the buffer layer is also affected. The logarithmic profile for s+ = 38 is
shifted somewhat downward from that on the flat plate. The upward and downward shifts in
the log-law are clearly seen for drag-decreasing and drag-increasing cases, respectively The
computed mean streamwise velocity profile above the flat plate is in excellent agreement with
the log-law for the flat plate as shown in Figs. 7 and 8 The log-law for flat plate is given by

u*=-J-lny* + B (25)

whereK = 0 41 and B = 5 5

A typical plot of the local skin friction (Cf) variation for a turbulent flow case for the
same riblet geometry as laminar flow is shown in Fig. 9a. Again the results show that skin
friction inside the groove is lower than the corresponding flat plate value, and the skin friction
at the tip of the riblet is higher than the corresponding flat plate value In this turbulent case
which is computed at s* = 12, the overall drag is found to be reduced by 9°n compared to
the corresponding flat plate value Another turbulent flow case at s* = 38 in which the
overall drag is found to increased by 1% compared to the corresponding flat plate value is
shown in Fig 9b In this case also, the local skin friction qualitatively behaves in the same way.
but the drag reductions are not large enough to overcome the increased effective area of the
riblet surface

4.2.2. Turbulence intensities and Reynolds shear stress

,t
The computed turbulence intensities ( u ^ , , v ^ a n d w ^ ) , (Um,, = v u " ) etc . are

shown in Figs 10. II, and 12. respectively, at various spanwise locations, vshere the three
components of the velocity fluctuations are normalized by the free streamwise velocity < L, )
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Reduction of all three components of turbulent intensity by the nblets is evident in a
drag-reducing configuration ( s ' = 12) Note that the streamwise root-mean-square velocity
fluctuation component (Uf^) is reduced by 11% above the riblet valley and reduced by 6%
above the riblet tip as compared to the flat plate case, as shown in Fig 1 Oa Also, figure 11 a
shows the maximum wall normal root-mean-square velocity fluctuation (vrms) is reduced by
12%, and there is negligible spanwise variation of the v ^ j near the riblets. while approximately
10% reduction in spanwise root-mean-square velocity fluctuation ( w j is obtained above the
valley of the riblets with only 6% decrease above the tip compared to w m s on the flat plate, as
shown in Fig. 12a. Turbulence intensities increase near the riblets in the case s" = 38 (a drag
increasing configuration I The maximum u ^ and w ^ components of the turbulence
intensities are increased by 5% above the riblet valley and increased by 12% above the riblet tip
as compared to the flat plate case, as shown in Figs. I Ob and 12b. However, the maximum
value of vTms component of turbulence intensity is increased by 4% above the valley of the
riblets and increased by 7% above the tip of the riblets, as shown Fig. lib In both cases

(s+ = 12 and s+ = 38), the spanwise variations of the turbulence intensities are confined in
the region close to the ribs, although the difference at the two spanwise locations is greater for
s+ = 38, as shown in Figs. 10, II and 12

The Reynolds shear stress ( - u V ) , normalized by the mean freestream velocity, is
shown in Fig 13 In the case s+ = 12, the maximum Reynolds shear stress above the riblets
is reduced by 13% as compared with that above the flat plate, and there is negligible spanwise
variation of Reynolds shear stress near the riblets In the case s* = 38. however, the
maximum Reynolds shear stress above the riblets is significantly increased by 25% above the
riblet tip and is nearly unaffected above the riblet valley as compared to the flat plate There is
also substantial spanwise variation of - u V near the riblets in this case.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the computations of both the laminar and turbulent flow over riblet
surfaces having rectangular shaped grooves, have been presented. The following conclusions
are derived:

1- The spanwise variation of the streamwise mean velocity and turbulence quantities are
confined in the region very close to the riblet surface, say y / h < 2. regardless of the
riblet spacing s+

2- In both the laminar and turbulent cases, the local skin friction is found to be smaller than
the corresponding flat plate value inside the groove whereas at the tip of the riblet it is
found to be larger

3- In the turbulent flow cases the overall drag reduction is found to be such laraer than those
in the laminar flow cases

4- In the turbulent flow regime, cases with s* = 12 show a 9% drag reduction, and cases

with s~ = 38 show a drag increase (approximately I%)
5- Velocity fluctuations as weil as the Revnolds shear stress above the nblets are reduced in

drag-reducing configurations
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6- In the case s = 12, the maximum Reynolds shear stress above the riblets is reduced bv
13% as compared with that above the flat plate, and there is negligible spanwise variation
of Reynolds shear stress near the nblets In the case s* = 38, however, the maximum
Reynolds shear stress above the nblets is significantly increased by 25o/o above the nbiet tip
and is nearly unaffected above the nblet valley as compared to the flat plate

Nomenclature

A Area
C d Drag coefficient above the riblet surface
C(j0 Drag coefficient above the smooth surface
Cf Local skin friction coefficient
E Empirical constant in logarithmic law of wall
h Height of riblets
hp Protrusion height
k Turbulent kinetic energy
p Static pressure
s Spacing of riblets
s+ Non-dimensional spacing of riblets in law of the wall variables, = sU r 'v
t Thickness of riblets
Ux, Freestream velocity
UT Friction velocity ^ T W / p
u+ Non-dimensional velocity in a turbulent shear layer
u ' , U Fluctuation and mean velocity in x direction
v ' , V Fluctuation and mean velocity in y direction
w ' , W Fluctuation and mean velocity in z direction
y0 Virtual origin
y r Non-dimensional distance from wall in a turbulent shear layer
x,y,z Cartesian coordinate set
5 Boundary layer thickness
e Rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy
K Von Karman constant
v Kinematic viscosity of fluid
v, Turbulent kinematic viscosity
p Density of fluid
t w Wall shear stress
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Flow

Fig. 1. Crou Section of The Riblet Surface.

Fig. 2. Computation Domain.
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Abstract

The performance of air-lift pumps in lifting water is
studied analytically. The flow is treated as one dimensional
two-phase flow. The mathematical model and the computer program
are constructed and tested. The air-lift pump which has two
meters riser length is tested and the results are analyzed. The
effect of changing the inner diameter of the riser from 13.3 to
53.2 mm on the discharge of the pump is investigated.

From the results obtained , it can be concluded that,
increase of air flow rate was accompanied by corresponding
increase in water flow rate, up to a condition where a maximum
water flow. Water flow rate increases when both submerged part
and inner diameter of the riser increases till a certain
diameter and after that decreases. The theoretical study
predicts the tendency of the performance of air-lift pump
successfully.

1. INTRODUCTION

Wind-powered pumping systems may be positive displacement
pumps or air-lift pumps. Air-lift pumps are inherently simple
particularly with regard to what must be installed in the well
itself. The location of the wind power unit is critical. So, a
wind turbine may be placed at the suitable site, where the pump
is to be installed near the water source away of the energy
source. Air-lift pump consists of a vertical riser tube
partially immersed in the fluid to be pumped and into which air
is injected at the base to produce an upward flow. The air-fluid
mixture, which is considered as two phase flow, rises to the
surface because it is lighter than the surrounding water in the
well as indicated by Parker, [1].

2. CALCULATION MODFL

The method described by Clark and Dabolt, [2] allows
explicit calculation of the lifted water. The calculation
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program constructed by Neil Stone,[3] is modified to be suitable
for the present analysis, [4]. The equation between water flow
rate and air flow rate according to Stenning and Martin's
mode1, [5] is

S/L = {l/[l+(Vw/Va)x(Qa/Qw)]} + (Qw2/2gLA2) x {[(4fL/ID)+l]

+ [(4fL/ID) + 2 ] x Qa/Qw },

where S=actual submergence depth (m), L=length of the riser (m),
Vw«water velocity im/s), Va=air velocity (m/s), Q «air flow

rate (1/min), Q = water flow rate (1/min), g = acceleration
2 w

gravity (m/s ), A = cross-sectional area of the riser (nO.f^pipe
roughness, and ID=inner diameter of the riser (mm).

The solution is achieved by iteration calculation. The
procedure used is to assume a liquid velocity, calculate the
lift based on this assumption, and then correct the liquid
velocity estimated according to whether the estimated lift is
greater or smaller than the actual lift. Reasonably fast
convergence is obtained in the program by initializing the
liquid velocity to half the air velocity, and correcting the
liquid velocity by the fourth power of the ratio of
actual/calculated lift after each iteration. The iteration
continues until two consecutive lift values agree to within a
fraction equals 0.001. The pump operates in slug flow and below
the maximum on the air/liquid flow curve, it means that, the
calculation will be stopped when increasing air flow is
not accompanied by corresponding increase in water flow, which
agree with assumptions mentioned in [5] and [6].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Four air-lift pumps each one has two meters riser length,
were analyzed as shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5. Figure 2 shows
water flow versus air flow of inner diameter 13.3 mm pump and
submergences were 0.8, 1.0, 1.2 and 1.4 m. Figures 3, 4 and 5
show water flow versus air flow of inner diameter 26.6, 39.9,
52.2 mm respectively. From these figures, it is clear that the
increase of air flow rates was accompanied by corresponding
increase in water flow rate, up to the condition of maximum
water flow. Also, at smaller values of submergence (S) there was
substantial reduction in the water flow rate.

The obtained results can be presented by using the
dimensionless parameters Qw/Qa as a horizontal axis and Vw/-J 2gL'
as a vertical axis as shown in Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9. This
dimensionless plot leads to the result that air flow rate
increases when submergence ratio (S/L) decreases.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Characteristics of air-lift pumj| for various inner
diameters and submergences were efficiently tested
mathematically. From this study the principal conclusions are
summarized as follows:
- Increase of air flow rates was accompanied by corresponding

increase in water flow rate, up to the condition of maximum
water flow.

- Lifted water increases when both submerged part and inner
diameter of the riser increases till a certain diameter and
after that lift decreases when inner diameter increases.
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Fig.l.- Schematic Diagram of the Air-Lift Pump.
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Abstract

The present report concerns a biogas production scheme for urban and agricultural organic
wastes which are differentially collected and stored in liquid water suspension in an underground
steel vessel where biogas is continuously produced by anaerobic fermentation. The biogas mixture
is collected on top in a suitable gasometer chamber and is subjected to specific physico-chemical
processes in order to achieve the required standards for any selected energetic application.The
heavy non fermentable components sink to the bottom and are pumped up out of the main storage
vessel to their final destination. Valuable fuel :s recovered by adopting a rational organic waste
disposal method
The proposed scheme presents the remarkable feature of an overall environment-friendly design
which makes it a promising alternative vis-a-vis present environment-uniriendly waste disposal
procedures The protection of the local water tacie is acnieved by having the underground storage
vessel separated from the ground by an air space tor easy inspections and routine maintenance
operations. Another useful feature of the present system is related to the fact that it utilizes in large
measure underground space so that it may be considered also for relatively densely populated
areas such as urban environments
A general feasibility study is requirea for clarifying aii recnnological and economical issues of
interest.

1. INTRODUCTION

The problems related to the disposal of -vastes deriving from various human activities
(industrial production of goods.power production, agricultural production, use and consumption
of goods and foods, etc.) pose considerable threats tc :• e welfare of industrialized societies so that
various govememental and private agencies are d-.rcctiv concerned with seeking suitable and
environment-friendly solutions.

As for the disposal of urban and agricultural rearuc wastes, an innovative environment-
friendly technology is proposed m the present report ;ts main engineering and physico-chemical
features consist in an underground storage system, m a biogas-producing anaerobic fermentation
process taking place under water, and in suitable separation stages for producing methane of
required purity The proposed technologies are anaivsed in some detail in the following two
sections m view of providing a basic standpoint for the definition of an overall feasibility study
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2. UNDERGROUND BIOGAS PRODUCTION SCHEME

Anaerobic Fermentation of Organic Waste?

Organic matter can be transformed into biogas and dense slurry through a fermentation
process made by anaerobic bacteria under suitable physico-chemical conditions While this
anaerobic fermentation process has been known and understood for decades, it has not been
applied to any large extent for a useftil exploitation of urban and agricultural organic wastes. The
main disposal methodology (via landfills) utilized for all sorts of urban wastes has at times
produced rather negative results for the nearby communities with even serious health threat
exposures.

The importance and necessity of rationalizing the overall waste disposal systems of the
various communities have finally brought in the useful and educational practice of recycling as
much as possible valuable constituents in wastes. Thus, if all the various types of common human-
life wastes are separated by the very people producing them into their main components ( metal,
paper, plastic, and organic wastes) before being discarded, it becomes possible, on the one hand,
to recycle valuable components, and on the other also to produce biogas, by anaerobic
fermentation/from the organic fraction of urban and agricultural wastes.

Lav-out and Operational Features

The present underground biogas production scheme, diagrammatically depicted in Fig 1, is
meant to provide an environment-friendly and economically viable solution, within an overall
waste disposal strategy, by focusing on the direct exploitation, for biogas production, of urban and
agricultural organic wastes through their differential selection, liquid storage, and anaerobic
fermentation.

Its main operative features are well apparent : the organic wastes are collected, grinded,
and immersed under water into an underground steel vessel where they are kept in rotatory
motion so as to facilitate the anaerobic fermentation process. The biogas produced is collected
inside a suitable gasometer chamber on top of the main storage vessel while heavy nonfermentable
components sink to the bottom and are pumped up to the surface to be delivered to their final
destination.

A well known critical issue related to any (even only potentially) toxic waste disposal
system, concerns the potential pollution of the local water table. Such an occurrence should never
take place due to its serious threat to human health. The present biogas scheme has been purposely
designed so as to make the local water table a safe one; indeed, the underground steel vessel in
which erganie w u t u art «elltetc.d and itrrmntii it separated from th« graund by & suit&bl*. air
space which allows routine inspections for checking and maintenance operations.

The biogas produced is subjected to sequential physico-chemical processes which punfy it
to the standards required for any chosen utilization.

3. PHYSICO-CHEMICAL PROCESSES FOR BIOGAS TREATMENT

Assumed Composition ( % volume)

Methane (CH4) - 60 % . Carbon dioxide (COj) - 40 % ;
Water vapor (H2O) ~ saturated ,
Hydrogen 3uitidc (H^S) and heavy hydrocarbons (aliphatic and hulogenoted) - 1 % .
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The biogas produced has to be purified in order to remove unwanted components such as
water vapor and hydrogen sulfide. The residual gaseous mixture can be usefully concentrated in its
methane fraction if a sufficiently high heat of combustion is required. For instance, up to the so-
called "pipeline quality" which requires a combustion power 2: 30 MJ/m5 .

I) Bergbau-Forschung process for methane concentration [ 1 ]

* First stage : the H2S component is eliminated at 40-50 °C through an Iodine-impregnated
active carbon catalyst which operates the conversion of hydrogen sulfide into elemental sulfur. The
latter remains adsorbed onto the activated carbon leaving the residual H2S in the effluent gas to be
less than - 1 mg/ m3

* Second stage : the HjS-depurated gaseous mixture is introduced into the purification
system which reduces the concentration of haiocarbons and heavy hydrocarbons to less than
~ 5 mg/ m3 This is attained by a Thermal Swing Adsorption (TSA) using activated carbon as

adsorbent material.
* Third stage : the purified biogas mixture is sent to the Vacuum Pressure Swing Adsorption
(VPS A) for the concentration of methane (see Fig.2). This system utilizes four columns filled with
Carbon Molecular Sieves (CMS) as adsorbent material and operates at ambient temperature
according to the following cycle :
i) feed pressurization up to ~ 6 atm; ii) adsorption at same pressure with production of
concentrated CH» ; iii) countercurrent blowdown at atmospheric pressure with recycle of the
exhausted gas to the feed compressor; iv) subatmospheric evacuation at absolute pressure
~ 0 1 atm for column regeneration and recovery of concentrated CQ>

The methane produced has a purity of ~ 87-89 % in weight with recovery - 60 %
Two biogas plants operating after the Bergbau-Forschung process are operative in Germany one
was built in 1989 and processes ~ 1000 N m'/h of raw biogas mixture, the other is more recent
and of larger capacity [1],

II) Air Products and Chemicals Process [2]

* The HjS component is not eliminated singly through a catalyst but is directly eliminated,
together with the other impurities, in a three-bed TSA system (Fig. 3 )..
* The purified biogas mixture is sent to a five-bed VPSA System for concentrating the CH*
component. This system (see Fig.4) operates according to the following cycle :
i) feed pressurization (to a few atm) to produce a top fraction of concentrated CK,; ii) adsorption
at same pressure to produce highly concentrated CrL ; iii) rinse with the concentrated and
compressed CO] coming from the column in the blowdown; the effluent gas is recycled into the
feed; iv) countercurrent blowdown; v) subatmospheric venting to recover concentrated CO2
This process produces highly concentrated CH4 and also CO2 of remarkable purity ( - 98 % in
weight)

In 1989 two plants were operating after this process, though not to full capacity, in
Greensboro and Cicinnati in the United States. They produced CHL concentrated to - 99 % in
weight with recovery factor - 98%, and concentrated CO? with recovery factor ~ 70 %.
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Ill) Alternative process

A number of alternative and simplified VPSA processes for the recovery of acceptable
quality CK, are under investigation. Specifically, for a biogas flowrate less than - 1000 N m'/h,
a simple VPSA using two zeolite beds without a rinse step appears to have considerable technico-
econorrucai potential for the recovery of concentrated CHi.

4. BIOGAS PRODUCTION

Preliminary evaluations of expected biogas production are necessary for directing the
overall design, in any specific situation, of the present underground biogas production scheme.
Assumptions [3]:
• city district of 10,000 people
• specific organic waste production - 154 kg/(tnhabitant year)
- total yearly production of organic waste - 1,54 10s kg
- average concentration of organic waste in liquid solution - 10 %
- reaction time for anaerobic fermentation - 10 days.

Under the assumed conditions, che volume of the required underground fermentation vessel
is found to be in the order of- 2500 m\ and the expected biogas production is ~ 0.6 10* m3/ year
which amounts to ~ 400 liters for 1 kg of dry organic matter.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The present underground biogas production system is an environment-friendly disposal
system, for urban and agricultural organic wastes, which does not require landfills and
incinerators.

Its noteworthy design features consist in an underground liquid storage with anaerobic
fermentation of the organic wastes, and in physico-chemical processes through which methane of
sufficiently good quality for all required energetic applications is produced.from the initial biogas
mixture.

While the technical feasibility of the proposed system can be taken for granted since the
technologies which have been analysed are established ones, its economic feasibility requires a
specific investigation. The remarkable features of the present system, specifically as regards the
protection of the environment and the concentrated purified methane produced, suggest the
usefulness of an overall feasibility study.
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FIGURES

3.U9I OSOWKf

Fig. I. Simplified diagrammatic sketch of an underground liquid storage plant for biogas
production by anaerobic fermentation of urban and agricultural organic wastes. (1) chamber for
collecting organic wastes, preselected and without any plastic or metallic pans; (2) continuously
operating grinder to reduce the organic wastes into a fine slush; (3) open/close gate to control the
one way flow of organic wastes; (4) anaerobic fermentation chamber made in steel in a form
suitable for the disengagement of the biogas produced and for the sinking of non digested slush to
its bottom; (S) bottom area for collecting non digested slush; (6) gasometric chamber filled by the
.biogas produced; (7) pump for pumping up to the surface non digested slush; (8) central stirrer to
recirculate the fermenting liquid solution thus avoiding the formation of solid crusts; (9) control
chamber with probes for colleaing the fermenting solution and with instrumentation for analysing
physico-chemical-biological parameters in view of effecting curing actions; (10) biogas purification
section with two molecular sieve columns working in alternate cycle; (11) section for the
conversion to sulfur of sulfuric compounds and for the separation of carbon dioxide
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Material, Biomass Cycles and Energy Flow

Biomass is considered a renewable natural resource. Man's own activities with regard to

biomass production are performed within the global natural material cycles. In order to

understand man's impact on his environment a much more thorough knowledge is required

of the eniire material cycles on which the continued existence of the biosphere depends.

Staple foods are among the most vitally important uses of biomass for man's existence. In

1990 world agriculture harvested a record cereal crop of 1758 Mt (USDA, 1990a & b; USDA.

1981) a figure that includes only the main products of the biomass, namely the seed fraction

of wheat, rite, corn etc, and is expressed on the basis of 14% moisture content by weight

(Table I - Hungary from USDA, 1981).

In order to compare with natural global material cycles the biomass production data presented

in this paper differ from the widely accepted presentations of commercial agriculture

and food production. The term biomass is defined as:

a) Primary biomass - plant production consisting of natural vegetation, meadows, pasture

etc. and nowadays mainly field crops. Field crop production can be further subdivided

into "main products" which generally appear in markets with economic values, and by-

products like straw, corn stalks, roots of plants usually without market values. But in

this paper we combine main and by-products. So, Hungary produced 34.3 million

tons of grain biomass in dry matter in 1980 of which the main product accounts for

12.7 million tons.

b) Secondary biomass - animal product comprising meat, milk, etc, and all waste or by-

products of animal farming excluding pet animals, but including CO3 which is now
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Table 1.-Commercial Agriculture and Food Production-HUNGARY from USDA, 1981

PRODUCTION BY COHMOOITY, V»LUE »N0 INDICES CF AGRICULTURE AND FOOD PRODUCTION. ANNUAL 1971 -8

to

C0HHO0ITY

MHEAT
RYE
« I C £ i PADDY
CORN
BARLEY
OATS
PULSES
DRY PEAS
POTATOES
ONIONS
SUGAR SECTS
TOBACCO
RAPESEEO
SUNFLOWER SEED
TOMATOES
APPLES
PLUHS
SHAPES
FLAX FIBER
HEHP FtBCR
BEEF UNO V E I L
MUTTON ANO LANS
PORK
POULTRY MEAT
COU'S " I L K
WOOLt CREASY BASIS
EGGS

AGGREGATES OF PRODUCTION
^ V V

r
* b V ^ • t • Vr r r» VU VU ( > U n

CROPS
LIVESTOCK
LIVESTOCK FEED OEOUCTION
TOTAL AGRICULTURE
TOTAL FOOD

INOICES OF PRODUCTION

CROPS
TOTAL AGRICULTURE
TOTAL FOOO

PER CAPITA AGRICULTURE
PER CAPITA FOOO

PRICE
HEIGHT

OOLLA R S

104
93

2 7 7
1 1 6
1 2 7
1 2 0
1 7 3
1 7 3

95
76
18

8 7 7
2 0 1
2 1 7

S3
1 * 5

77
2 3 *
4 9 8
3 4 0

1 , 9 9 1
1.699
1.792

993
M l

2.392
863

• 48

AVERAGE
1969-71

3.404
190

5 4
4.4H0

7 4 7
74

121
125

1.874
120

2.500
20
4 6

120
2 9 8
7 0 0
2 1 6
8 0 9

5
17

2 0 9
I B

6 3 1
2 1 7

1.851
10

1 7 5

1.663.9
2.131.5

- 1 . 0 2 3 . 1
2.772.3
2,724.8

1 0 0
1 0 0

toe
100
108

1
2

- 1
2
2

1971

3.115
180

6 7
4.674

792
85

1 2 7
150

1.797
120

2.023
16
71

149
323
6 2 0
1 9 1
7 4 5

5
15

2 0 3
18

753
2 3 7

1.803
9

1 9 3

,717.5
.365.4
.135.3
•947.6
.907.0

103
106
1ST

106
106

1972

4.089
1 7 1

6 1
5.537

8 0 2
60
83

147
1.310

138
2.909

17
5 2

132
3 1 7
7 0 9
2 5 1
8 4 4

4
14

199
16

84 7
233

1.810
8

1 7 9

1973

4,498
175

6 «
5.911

8 7 1
67
70

171
1.163

105
2.752

20
68

1 5 2
4 0 8
7 8 0
2 2 7

1.016
2

18
2 1 0

17
7 3 3
2 5 2

1,957
8

1 8 0

1974 1975

4,968
175

• t
6.1'>5

8 9 4
78

125
2 1 6

1,364
159

3.707
17
45

120
3 6 9
9 2 9
2 1 7
6 = 0

5
16

187
16

8 6 1
2 7 2

2 , 0 2 0
8

2 0 0

4.005
147

6 9
7.088

699
B7

116
160

1.26*
73

4.089
17
65

154
263
809
196
813

5
11

229
17

892
280

1,822
8

220

1976

5. I4J
156

32
5.098

7 4 7
86

125
1 8 5

1.087
82

3.942
19
66

185
3 4 8
9 7 4
152
7 4 2

6
11

2 0 0
14

7 9 9
3 0 8

1.873
9

2 2 0

i i tAii nni i isc I T fnucTtut at trr*_ _

1.829 .1 1 ,972 .3
2,493.3

-1.196.7
3.125.7
3.086.9

110
113
113

112
113

2,362.1
-1 ,133 .8

3.200.6
3.157.9

1 1 9
1 1 5
1 1 6

114
U S

2 . 0 2 7 . 8
2.600.9

-1.248.4
3.380.3
3,340.9

(1969-71

122
122
123

120
121

2,015.4
2.716.4

-1.903.8
3.428.0
3.390.3

= 100)

121
124
124

121
122

1
2

- 1

.907.0
,938.8
•218.6

3.227.2
3•IBS.3

1 1 5
1 1 6
1 1 7

114
114

1977

5.315
142

35
5,939

706
64
99

200
1.335

130
3.889

24
89

2 1 2
4 4 1

1.103
1 5 9
9 2 0

4
18

199
14

9 3 1
320

2.078
10

2 4 9

2,118.4
2,844.6

-1,369.4
3,597.6
3.546.6

127
1 3 0
130

126
126

2
2

- 1
3
3

1 97ft

?.673
136

23
6.5(1

760
77

124
229

1.515
148

4,192
21

107
2 2 3
327
779
226
7 8 6

•5
10

200
15

9 3 2
331

2.266
11

2 6 1

, 192 .2
,896 .9
,390 .5
.698 .6
.650 .5

132
133
134

129
130

197«

3. 703
92
4 1

7,307
707

87
63

147

1,092
96

3.92 7
24
65

4 1 7
4 5 1
96 4
116
9 3 9

5
12

2 0 9
15

9 6 3
3 3 1

2.383
11

2 4 5

2 . 0 6 6 . 7
2,969.3

-1 ,425.2
3.610.8
3,559.4

124
1 3 0
1 3 1

126
126

1980

6,000
130

30
6,3(0

eoo
80
60

190
1,000

125

5.930
22
90

425
340
95 0
200
850

5
12

200
15

970
345

2,430
11

200

2 ,207 .1
2 . 9 5 0 . 1

- 1 , 4 1 6 . 0
3 ,741 .2
1.691.5

133
1 3 9
1 3 9

130
130

INDEX OF POPULATION
1969-71 POPULATION* 10 ,338,000 100.0 1 0 0 . 3 1 0 3 . 0 1 0 3 . 4 103.6 103.9



recognized as a by-product of agriculture.

c) Tertiary hunnass including the by-products of food and related industries, and organic

communal waste.

All biomass production data used subsequently in this paper are expressed in terms of dry

matter (DM i content. This term often leads to significant deviations from what we are used

to in everyday life a- dry weight of meat as opposed to carcass weight, slaughter weight, etc

or dry wriglu of milk, eggs etc. To allow the different substances to be compared, all

biomass data are expressed in "energy value (EV)" on the basis of dry matter content of the

agricultural product (Cough. IQ75: Pimentel, 1980: Nagy. 1983; Lang et at, 1985).

Examination of output/input energy values reveals the efficiency of the given agricultural

biomass production Energy efficiency was important in the time of James Watt for steam

engines, and nowadays energy efficiency remains important for the entirely different field of

animal husbandry. In the present state of studies, not only the numerical values, but also the

methodology lor calculating energy efficiency is useful.

53.4

HUNGARY, 1980

34.3

25.7

coal production

grain

hay and fodder crops

industrial crops

timber and other forestry
products/year

i vegetables, fruit, grapes
and other

coal production renewable biomass production
(in dry matter!

Figure | Renewable primary biomass produciion and us composition. 1980 with Hungarian
coal production for comparison, (million tons of dry matter)
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lii Hungary the basis of this material cycle is, in principle, the 53.4 million tons of primary

biomass produced annually containing mainly carbon compounds (Figure I).

From the point of view of biomass cycles, the share of forests (I3"c) can be ignored because

a quarter of the yearly forestry products are utilized as fuel and the remaining three quarters

leave the cycle via industrial use. Without forestry, the total primary biotnass is 46.4 million

tons of which one half consists of main-products like food and fodder, and the other half

of by-producls like straw and corn-stalks. Of the total main-products only some 14% is

consumed directly by the population of Hungary, equivalent to below 8% of total primary

biomass production. However, nearly two-thirds of the main products, viz 38% of the total

primary biomass, is fed to animals, including 3.5% litter, and this portion constitutes the

input for the production of secondary biomass.

By comparing the input and output data of animal husbandry, it can be shown that the

efficiency of feed conversion is very low. In accordance with our classification of biomass

in dry matter, from 16.2 million tons of fodder not more than 5.4 million tons of total

secondary biomass are produced. Of course, the issue of animal husbandry cannot be

simplified to that of a dry matter transformer, but it is to be stressed that the maintenance of

animal husbandry as a biological motor requires a substantial input of energy. This is well

demonstrated by the energy content of the primary biomass produced in 1980 (Table 2 and

Table \)

Table 2. Inetgy content of primary biomass produced, 1980

Calorific values
PJ

Main products of plants 412.7

By-products of plants 369.3

Forestry 160.0

Total: 942.0
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The magnitudes of the renewable biomass production shown in Table 2 can be better

appreciated if we compare (hem with the source side of Hungary's national nonrenewable

energy system (domestic and imported energy carriers) that amounted to 1332 PJ of energy

in 1980. After necessary conversions to electricity, town-gas, petrol etc. this provided 874

PJ direct energy to consumers.

Table 3. Definitions of calorific and calculated energy values of biomass

DEFINITION

Energy Value of biomass (EV): The amount of heat released when the biomass is

completely oxidized in a bomb calorimeter containing excess oxygen

CALCULATION

Method of Oskar Kelner Institute. Germany

EV (MJ/kgDM) = O.O226CP + 0.0407EE + 0.0I92CF + 0.0177NFE (±0.2)

where:

EV Energy value of biomass

CP Crude protein (N x 6.25)

EE - Ether extract (Oil. Fats)

CF - Crude fibre

NFE - Nitrogen free extract

N - ' Nitrogen content determined by Kjeldahl

digestion method

TYPICAL VALUES:

Low Energy (C6H,A) 15.6 MJ/kg DM

High Energy (Oil seeds. Meals) 20-26 MJ/kg DM

Comment: sometimes biomass are raised for vitamins, minerals, flavour or aesthetic

caracteristics - not merely for energy.
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The bulk of Hungary's energy I(X) years ago. was derived from renewable resources,

mainly from biomass. Today, of course, biomass production cannot be considered as an

energy producing sector, shown by the fact that only some 4.5% of the energy content of

(he overall primary biomass was used in 1980 for energy purposes.

Table 2 shows that, in 1980. the output of the agricultural system was equivalent to 782

PJ energy. From this 782 PJ the animal stock consumed feed equalling 303 PJ of energy

(Figure 2). The energy content of the useful secondary biomass products suitable for

human consumption such as meat. milk, ctgs was not more than 30 PJ (i.e. 10%).

HUNGARY, 1980

CO. em ission': frnm

animal mctaholism

IRI PJ

. . l . l . - t i I t i i r r

1 0 1 I ' l

\

7

I n c i l u r k

in v c i u n i v

| I IHKI | | r ; | | H )

<: i i i l r I <) I R

I n . i " : S < 1 0

«iiccp i n q o

pi.iilliv 1271-1

OUTPUT
meal, milk, egg*

») PJ

in an ii re

92 PJ

\

Figure 2 F.nergy How in Hungarian animal husbandry. 1980 (PJ)

Animal husbandry is the greatest biomass transformer in Hungary and therefore, this sector

offers the gieaiest. possibilities for the improvement of the energy balance. Of the energy

(KV) fed to animals 60% or 181 PJ is lost through respiration related to the basal metabolic

energy (BMF| of the animal organism, including heat dissipation in the course of growth,

death and failures in reproduction. For comparison, the energy consumed in 1980 by the

chemical industry in Hungary was 50 PJ. and by the metallurgical industry 139 PJ.
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Figure 3 illustrates the energy partitioning by animals and we use the Kleiber formula for

computing the amount of CO2 exhaled by animals. (Gough, 1975; Pimentel. 1980)

BME = 70 BW"4

where BME - Basal Metabolic Energy (kcal/day»

BW - adult body weight (kg)

After conversion to elemental carbon we obtain 3.4 millions tons which corresponds fairly

closely with the balance of elemental carbon due to animal husbandry. The O/I ratio in

energy terms for animal husbandry is 10% relative to the main products in accordance with

the commodily prices in world markets where the unrt price of an animal product are usually

10 times higher than the unit price of a plant product.

ENERGY VALUE(EV)

FAECAL ENERGY DIGESTIBLE ENERGY (DE)

METABOLISABLE URINARY METHANE
ENERGY (ME) ENERGY ENERGY

HEAT INCREMENT NET ENERGY (NE)

i
r

i BASAL METABOLIC ENERGY FOR PRODUCTION:
ENERGY WORK, LIVEWEIGHT GAIN,

1 (BME) MILK PRODUCTION

. _ _ _ J

Figure 3. Partitioning of feed energy values (EV) within Ihe animal for the
calculation of Basal Metabolic Energy (BME). Oxygen reacts with the
carriers of BME to form CO2 emissions and water.
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Comparison with other CO2 emissions

In Hungary the overall CO, emissions are estimated to be 88.6 MtCO2 in 1985. From this,

agriculture altogether accounted for 4.2 MtCO2 (4.8%), residential sources 19.7 MtCO2,

industry 24.7 MtCO2, services 4.7 MtCO2, electricity production 24.9 MtCO2, heat-energy

supply 2.6 MlCO,. Based on 1987 data, the greenhouse gas emissions of transportation

are estimated to be: 7.8 MlCO:. 0.016 MtCH4, 0.47 MtCO.
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.ABSTRACT

The present study investigates the use of different fluids as a heat storage medium in
cavities with different aspect ratios. The effect of the fluids is made through the variation of
physical properties represented in the Prandtl number. The system consists of a cavity with fluid
injection at the top and fluid discharge at the bottom. Transient, two-dimensional, mixed
convection flows in a thermal storage tank have been studied using finite volume method. The
governing equations are the conservation equations tor laminar, natural convection flow based
on the Boussinesq approximation. Forced convection flow is superimposed through the use of
appropriate boundary conditions (inflow and outflow conditions). The study considers the
Torada oil, the elhylenc glycol and the water. It considers also cavities with aspect ratios varying
from 3 to 1/3. Typical transient temperature distributions for the three fluids are shown and
analyzed. The performances of thermal energy storage using these fluids arc presented and
analyzed through the transient thermal storage efficiency.

1. INTRODUCTION

A rational use of energy means a conception of a system with an efficiency as high as
possible. A properly designed thermal storage system may increase the overall system efficiency
significantly. Therefore, it is important for the designers to pay more attention to the thermal
performance of the storage device in system design.

Many studies about the performance of storage systems have been reported.
Experimentally, these studies [1.2] have been carried out in outdoor conditions and under
laboratory conditions. The performance of a thermal storage device is affected by a number of
factors. The main ones are a) its thermal capacitance b) temperature range over which it
operates: c) hot water inlet location on the tank, b) inlet port diameter, c) aspect ratio, d) inlet-
outlet temperature difference, e) temperature stratification in the tank and the functioning
parameters.
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Following previous works [3] in which we considered different fluids flowing in a fixed
device configuration, this study deals with different fluids flowing in cavities with aspect ratios
with different values.
The authors of this paper developed a 2-D model [4.5] in order to consider the effect of
certain physical and geometrical parameters (Richardson number, inlet and outlet positions, ...)
on the dynamic and thermal behaviors of the fluid in a cylindrical storage cavity with vertical
axis. In order to simulate the charging regime which consists ot injecting hot fluid in the tank,
we assume that the tank has one inlet port and one outlet port. The result shows that the storage
system is of a better pertormance when the inlet port is at the top of the tank and the outlet
port is at its bottom and the performance is improved with higher Richardson number. More
over the performance of the storage is sustained no matter the injection direction of the fluid in
the tank and no matter the exit direction as long as both phenomena take place at the top and at
the bottom respectively 16].

The previous work was done assuming water as working fluid. In the following, we study
the influence of the use of other fluids on the efficiency of the storage system. Precisely, we
compare the thermal behavior of the water, the ethylene grycol and the torada oil. The choice
for these fluids was made on the basis of their large use in solar systems. As far as the aspect
ratio is concerned, it will take values varying from one third to three.

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

The physical model which represents a cylindrical cavity with a ring-like inlet opening at
the top and a similar opening at the bottom is shown on figure 1. In formulating the governing
differential equations, we assume constant properties except in the formulation for the
buoyancy term in which Doussinesq approximations were made, negligible compressibility
effects and viscous dissipation. Newtonian fluid, and laminar and two-dimensional flow.

Then defining the following non dimensional variables.

x y t I. u v T-1 P
x = — , v = •— . / . ii - . v = — . T — . P - -

H H H r v, ^r pvr
l

the non dimensional general form ot the differential equation describing the flow is given by:

dt r e x < • • > • \r dx dx ay

This formulation is applicable for a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate flow when / - 0 and
for an axisymmetric flow when ; = 1 and x = r. where $ can be 1. «. v or T according to the
conservative governing equation considered and where Yt and St are the corresponding

diffusion coefficient and the corresponding source term respectively ( Table 1).
The solution to the generated set of equations must satisfy the conditions for mixed convection

d v
as shown on the scheme (l-'ig. 1) and for the axisymmetric conditions, we have u = 0 , = 0.

d r

— = 0 atr=O.
dr
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3. NUMERICAL SOLUTION AND VALIDATION

A finite volume method [7] is used to discretize the governing equations. The calculation
domain is uniformly divided into small non overlapping control volumes. A staggered grid is
used such as the velocities lie on the faces of the control volumes whereas the pressures and the
temperatures are located at the centers. A primitive variable formulation is used to solve the
equations and a fully implicit time is employed. The power law scheme is used to discretize the
convection and diffusion terms and the SIMPLE algorithm is used to solve the problem. The
computer program worked out is validated with respect to a benchmark solution (8| and others
[9,10]

4. RESULTS AND DISCI SSION

The mixed convection flow is characterized by a given Richardson number (Or/Re2)
equal to 300. based on the cavity height (H) and by a Reynolds number of 30. Since the
governing equations are written in non dimensional form, the influence of the fluid properties is
studied through the variation of the Prandtl number.
The considered fluids are the water (Pr=3.01), the ethylene glycol (Pr=51) and The Torada oil
(Pr=204).

First we notice on the isotherm graphs (Fig.2) that the ethylene glycol and the Torada
oil behave identically for the different values considered for the aspect ratio through the
transient. More over, we find that, when Pr>30, the fluids present the same behavior.
From the beginning of the transient, we notice that fluids with high Prandtl numbers (ethytene
glycol and Torada oil) present an extended stratification (Fig. 3). Later on the high Prandtl
number fluid settles in a wider stratification with extent temperature difference (Figs. 3)
compared to low Prandtl fluid as long as the aspect ratio is below 1. For values of the aspect
ratio above 1, the difference in the stratification among the considered fluids seems to diminish
gradually with the decreasing of the aspect ratio (Fig.3.) up to the point of being superimposed.
A transient thermal storage efficiency in term of the effective energy stored versus the total
energy inflow is defined as follows :

Te-T,

where O is the inflow volumetric rate and f+, the time elapsed.

In this expression the outlet temperature 71 is function of t+. consequently the efficiency is
represented with respect to the non dimensional time t* (=Q r*~/V) with Q is the inflow
volumetric rate and l+ , the elapsed time.

We see on figure 4 that at first, fluids with high Prandtl number give higher efficiency
when the aspect ratio is (ess than one and improves for a decreasing aspect ratio. Later on the
situation is reversed before they get the same behavior at the permanent stage. On the hand, for
an aspect ratio above one, all fluids behave identically and seem to give back the same
efficiency specially for a high aspect ratio.
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5. NOMENCLATURE

c.
g

Gr

k

P

Pr

Re

Ri

specific heat of fluid
(J/kgk)

gravitational acceleration
(nvs:)
Grashof number
{Gr = p *pg&TH i u ; )
thermal conductivity
coefficient (W/mk)
non dimensional pressure

Prandtl number
(/»/• = fjCp/k)

Reynolds number
(Re = pVrHJn)

Richardson number
(Ri=Gr,Rei)

r

T

f

t
t*

u

V

V

x.

non dimensional independent
variable

non dimensional temperature

average non dimensional
temperature

non dimensional time
time
non dimensional velocity
component in the r-direction

non dimensional velocity
component in the v-direcUon
tank volume

y independent non
dimensional variables

fi

A3

M
P

volumetric coefficient of
fluid expansion

r temperature difference

dynamic viscosity (kg m/s)
fluid density (kg/m')

Subscripts
e
i

n

r
s

at the entrance of the tank
for an initial value

nt pertaining to the inside
neighboring nodal point

for a reference value
at the outlet oi the tank

SuDerscriDt
+ dimensional value
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Table I: Expressions tor F' t and S4 in the case of mixed convection

Governing equation

-Mass conservation

-Momentum equation
in x-dircction

-Momentum equation
in ^-direction

-Energy equation

<t>
1

u

V

T

•%
.

0

1
Re
1

Re
1

Re Pr

Source term St

0

dP u _
dx r1 *
dP

+ TRi
dy

0

I

Adiabatic wail

ue = - 1 . Ve= 0

51 Adiabatic
wall

Ti = 0. ui = vi = 0

Ts= Diuu
u s= 1. vs= 0—— I h

H

Adiabatic wall R !

Fig. 1. Scheme of the configuration (H-R. h^ IL11)
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Fig. 2. Isotlierms for different Prandtl numbers and different aspect ratios
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Fig. 3. Isotherms for Pr=3. ( ). Pr=51. (_^_ ) and for different aspect ratios
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ABSTRACT

The thermal energy stored in aluminum and in cement coated aluminum wire mesh
(coated AL) as storing medium in thermal storage system is the subject of this present work
Experimental set-up is designed to investigate the performance of the bed thermal storage ot
aluminum and cement coated aluminum wire mesh The set-up is provided with electric heaier
inserted in a special heating chamber to simulate the heat source for the working fluid (air)
The bed is thermally charged with flowing hot air, then the heat exchange occurs between the
air and bed General equations which describe the performance and the behaviour of the bed
are presented The results show that the storing medium which has higher thermal properties
has an valuable effect on the charging rate and storage capacity The amount of energy stored
in aluminum bed is higher than that stored in cement coated aluminum bed. During discharging
the aluminum bed has higher rate of discharging while the cement coated aluminum bed has
lower rate The comparison between the amount of energy stored in aluminum, coated Al
glass and porcelain showed that superior performance of aluminum and cement coated
aluminum beds

1 INTRODUCTION

Energy is produced, supplied consumed and extracted at different times, in different
locations and in different ways Storage of energy provides a way of adjusting the variations in
the energy demand Stored energy can be made available when it is needed Among the
different methods of thermal energy storage systems, the packed bed is favored for many
applications such as solar thermal heating and cooling systems The modeling of the thermal
packed bed energy storage system has been subjected to many theoretical investigations [1-3]
Recently, subsequent efforts were made to provide numerical information from rather complex
available solutions [4.5] Many experimental investigations have been performed on the
thermal behaviour of the packed bed storage systems [6,7] On the other hand, heat transfer
and behaviour of packed beds with storing media effect were presented by Aly [8]
Experimental and theoretical studies of the transient two-dimensional packed bed thermal
energy storage system were presented by Zeinab [9] The present work is concerned with
providing a comprehensive stjdy of the thermal behaviour of the aluminum and the cement
coated aluminum wire mesh beds

Mechanical Engineering Dept.
" Solar Enrgy Dept
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The variation of the total amount of energy stored inside the bed is calculated from the
solid temperature field

2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The physical model ot the cylindrical bed thermal energy storage system is shown in
Fig (1) The following energy equations govern the air and solid phases. The air flows axially
The heat transferred bv conciuaion between air layers is neglected. Regarding the energy
equation of the solid phase, its t: insient temperature distribution is in two-dimensional form.

The air enerey equation is in the following form:

° Pa d t Pa rZ v s a

The solid energy equation is in the following form:

c = * l i + * ( £ i £ - l £ i L ] + hv(Ta-Ts) (2)

The initial and boundary conditions applicable to the air energy equation (1) are described
as follows

at t=0 T,=Th for Z-0 and T,=TO for Z*0 for ail r

Z=0 T.-T,, for all t and r (3)

The initial condition for the solid energy equation (2) is

it t=0 T,-T,, for all Z and r (4)

The boundary conditions for the solid equation along the axial direction are specified by
the temperature satisfying the solid energy equation of upstream and downstream boundaries

The boundary conditions tor the solid along the radial direction are:

at r=0 r = Tw for all t and Z

(5)

at r=R=D/2 ' — - = 0 for all t and Z
r r

The energy stored inside the bed can be calculated, once the solid temperature field is
obtained, through the following integral

L R

F.s = 2 n p , c r (I - t) J [( /;. - T o ) r dr dZ ( 6 )
i) i)
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3 EXPERIMENTAL WORK

An experimental set-up employed is shown in Fig. (2) The system is well thermally
insulated. The two test sections (bed) are of cylindrical shape and have diameter (D) of 0 4m
and height of 0 5m The first bed is constructed from rolled aluminum wire mesh The second
bed is similar to the first one but it is coated with cement layers, respectively Air is produced
using a blower during charging or discharging processes The blower is connected to the
piping system by flexible joints to reduce the vibrations which may be transported to the set-
up and measunng instruments An electnc heating element of a power of 3 2 kW is installed in
a special chamber to heat the flowing air before entering the bed The air temperature is
controlled by means of an adjustable thermostat located at the entrance of the bed The
accuracy of this thermostat is ± 0 1°C An orifice meter is used for measuring the air mass flow
rate which is located in the supply line. The pressure difference is measured by a U-tube
manometer The temperature distribution inside the bed for the air and the solid in axial and
radial directions are recorded during charging and discharging. The temperature field are
measured using type-K thermocouples coupled to a data logger which stores the measurements
on a magnetic tape recorder The solid temperature is measured by the type-K thermocouples
which are equally inserted in the axial and radial directions of the bed The characteristics of
the bed and the experimental data are shown in table (1)

The air flows from the blower, then is heated in the heating chamber by means of the
electric heater up to the required temperature, then it is introduced to the test section (bed)
The heat exchange occurs between the working fluid (air) and the solid The two-dimensional
temperature measurements for solid are recorded The vanation of energy stored with time can
be calculated using equation (6), once the solid temperature field is obtained

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The present section includes the discussion of the experimental results These results
illustrate the effect of storing media on the behaviour and thermal performance of the
cylindrical bed The behaviour is generally described by the temperature distribution of the
stonng medium during charging and discharging, in addition to the amount of the energy
stored in the bed

4 I Charging Mode

The comparison between the aluminum wire mesh and cement coated aluminum wire
mesh as storing medium during charging is given in Figs (3) and (4) These figures depict
the solid temperature distnbution at various axial locations, at the wall and at the center of the
bed. respectively These results are obtained at certain conditions (Th=253 K, To=290 45 K,
G=0 375kg/nrs. L-0 5m and D=0 4m) The above values are kept constant while the axial
locations are varied at Z/L=0 2, 0 4, 0 6, 0 8 and 10 The radial distances are selected at
rR=0 15 i wail) and r/R-0 98 (center) It is obvious from the results that the aluminum wire
mesh bed needs shorter time to be fullv charged than cement coated aluminum wire mesh bed.
This is due to that the aluminum thermal conductivity is higher than that of the cement coated
aluminum It is easilv seen from Fig (3 a), that the solid temperature at the inlet boundary
(entrance of the bed Z/L-0 2 and r/R=0 15) rises rapidly for the two storing media and its
distribution approaches its asymptotic value after 150 minutes Away from the center line
(r R -«i «->8> ,md near to the wall of the bed (r/R=0 15), the solid temperature at the inlet



boundary still increases almost as the bed center, but approaches a lower asymptotic value
after 180 minutes due to the wall effect. Thus there is a considerable difference in the
asymptotic temperature values at the bed center line and near the wall. At the far end of the
bed (exit), Z/L=l 0, the maximum solid temperature reached is slightly less than the inlet hot
air temperature This is expected due to the heat losses between the entrance and the exit
locations

4 2 Discharging Mode

To simulate the discharge process in the experiment, it is started with the storage bed full
of hot air at a uniform solid temperature. The cold air from the blower is then introduced to the
bed from the bottom (entrance) and the hot space is displaced and discharged from the outlet
(exit) of the bed Figures (5) and (6) illustrate the solid temperature variation with time during
discharging at different axial locations (Z/L=0 2, 0.4, 0.6, 0 8 and 10) and also at radial
distance (r/R=0 15 and 0 98) using the same conditions of the charging mode. These curves
are plotted for aluminum and cement coated aluminum wire mesh The bed temperature is
kept constant at 253 K while, the cold air is introduced at 290.45 K As time goes on. the cold
air fills the bed and the heat transfer occurs between the solid and the air phases as shown in
the figures With the continuation of discharge, the steady state is reached when the solid
temperature in the whole bed approaches the same lower value. It is noticed that the time
required to discharge the aluminum bed, fully charged at 253 K, is less than that in the cement
coated aluminum bed fully charged at the same temperature. At the inlet of the bed, Z/L=0 2,
the discharging rate is rapid. At the outlet of the bed, Z/L=l 0, the discharging rate is slightly
less than that at the inlet The figures show that the time required to fully discharged is more
than 180 minutes

4.3. Energy Stored

The variation of energy stored inside the bed after different periods, until fully charging, is
depicted in fig. (7) for different storing media such as glass and porcelain [9], in addition to
the aluminum and the cement coated aluminum wire mesh. The amount of energy stored in the
bed is much affected by the thermal properties of storing media. It is clear, for the case of
aluminum bed that the total amount of energy stored is (9826kJ) which is mush higher than
that in the case of the glass bed (5952kJ) On the other hand, the maximum value is reached
earlier in the case of aluminum due to the higher thermal properties This fact agrees with the
energy equation (6)

5 CONCLUSION

Based upon the results obtained in the previous section, the following conclusions can be
summarized.

1 The thermal properties, specially specific heat and density, of the solid material used as
storing media in the bed play a significant role in determining the rate of charging and
discharging of the bed and also determine the total amount of the thermal energy stored
inside the bed

2 The aluminum bed exhibits higher storage rate and capacity relative to the glass bed. Its
thermal storage performance is also much better than that of porcelain bed. On the other
hand, the aluminum bed shows a superior storage performance compared with that of
cement coated aluminum bed during whole the charging time
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3 For properly insulated bed used in this study, the variation of solid temperature at the wall
and at the center of the bed is small, while two-dimensional study able and powerful to
determine the behaviour and performance of the thermal energy storage in the cylindrical
bed.

NOMENCLATURE

D Diameter of the packed bed, m
c_ Specific heat of air at constant pressure, kJ/kgK

CP,
E
G
hv

k
L
r
R
T
t
Z

Specific heat of solid, kJ/kgK

Energy stored in packed bed, kJ
Mass flow rate of air per unit area, kg/m^s
Volumetric heat transfer coefficient, kJ/m3sK
Thermal conductivity, kJ/mks
Length of the packed bed, m
Radial coordinate
Radius of packed bed, m
Temperature, K
Tim« s
Distance in axial direction

Greek Letters :
£ Void fraction
p Density, kg/rn-̂

S u b s c r i p t s :
a Air
h Hot
o Ambient condition
s Solid
w Wall
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TABLE (1). THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BED AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Bed diameter, D
Bed length, L
Air mas; flow rate, G
Void fraction, E
Inlet hot air temperature, Th
ambient temperature, To

Wall temperature, Tw

Air density, p,
Air specific heat. Cp,
Storing medium
Density of AL and coated AL, p,
Specific heat of AL and coated AL, Cp,
Thermal conductivity of Al and coated AL, K,

0.4 m
0.5 m
0.375 kg/m2s
0 321(for AL) and 0.254 (for coated AL)
353 K
290.45 K
291 31 K
1 185kg/m3

1.005 kJ/kgK
aluminum and cement coated aluminum
2700 and 2470 kg/m3

0 896 and 0.908 kJ/kgK
0 205 and 0.102kJ/kgK
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Schematic Diagram
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Fig.(2): Experimental Set-up.
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Fig.(3): Aluminum and Cement Coated Aluminum Temperature
Distributions During Charging Mode At Various Axial Locations At

The Wall Of The Bed

Th=80°C, To = 17.45°C, G=.375kg/ms, L=.5m, r/R=15
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Fig.(4): Aluminum and Cement Coated Aluminum Temperature
Distributions During Charging Mode At Various Axial Locations At

The Center Of The Bed

Th=80°C, TO = 1 7 45°C. G = .375kg/rns, L= 5m, r/R=98
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Abstract- Solar energy is stored using different solid storage materials, both chemical and
metallic industrial wastes The materials tested in the prsent study are paraffin wax, copper slag,
aluminium slag, iron slag, cast iron slag and copper chips. Solar energy is stored in these materials
and the energy is then recovered with water stream at different flow rates and the storage capacity
and period for different materials were compared. The same set of experiments is run on solid
metallic materials mixed with wax. The results indicated that iron slag has the highest storage
capacity followed by cast iron slag then aluminium slag and copper chips and copper slag. It is
also noted that addition of paraffin wax to the solid metallic material imp oves its storage capacity
and duration greatly The storage efficiency of different units is calculated and compared

Energy Storage Solid storage materials (SSM) Mixed systems
Phase change material (PCM) Heat transfer fluid (HTF)

1. INTRODUCTION

The seasonal as well as diurnal changes in the amount of insolation received at a particular place
necessiate the use of storage techniques for the optimum use of solar energy . In other words, the
storage of solar energy is essential to match the gap between solar energy supply and its demands
because thermal storage permits the intermittent solar energy to be used later upon demand (1-2).
Besides, energy storage can reduce the primary thermal energy production thus reducing oil and
electricity consumption and contributing to a better environment (3).

Thermal energy storage in various materials can be categorized by systems which either depend
on sensible heat accumulation or materials which undergo a reversible chemical or physico-
chemical reaction accompanied by a change in phase within the temperature range of operation as
the dehydration of salt hydrates or the vaporization of water

Each energy storage technology has some advantages as well as some limitations. The task of
system designer is to select the appropriate storage system to meet a given situatuion and more
than one storage technology may make sense in a given situation (4).

For practical applications, only solid-liquid phase change materials are useful because they
store a relatively large quantity of heat over a narrow temperature range, without a large volume
change (5) The thermal conductivity values of solid PCMS are low. Thus, while the material
stores thermal energy well, it takes a long time and/or large temperature difference to get the heat
transfered through the PCM (6). Paraffin wax is in common use as an energgy storage PCM and it
has a melting point of 44°C, thermal conductivity of 0 16 W/m°C, specific heat 2.51 KJ/kg°C and
latent heat of fusion 226 KJ/kg (7). Thus, the primary efforts were directed to improving overall
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thermal storage characteristics of the solid-state PCMsby controlling thermal conductivity and
heat capacity. Therefore, the use of mixed systems represents not a pure latent heat but a
latent/sensible hybrid storage concept (8).

Most of the materuials proposed for high temperature (120-1400°C) energy storage are either
inorganic salts or metals. Among the metals,, aluminium, magnesium and zinc have been
mentioned as suitable examples. The use of metal media may be advantageous where high heat
conductivity is required and where cost is of secondary importance.

In a trial to reduce the environmental pollution problems, the new trend is now towards the
use of solar energy as a clean energy source. Being intermittent in nature, solar energy should be
stored some way to spread the time range of its use to satisfy the most important requirement of a
storage sytem for being inexpensive.Thus, in the present work trials are made to use solid
industrial wastes as energy storage materials. These materials are known to store energy through
increasing its sensible heat which is somewhat limited. On the other hand, phase change energy
storage materials ,like paraffin wax, store a bigger amount of energy as latent heat of
transformation but it has the problem of low thermal conductivity. Taking all these points into
consideration, the objectives of the present study were put such that it covers the following
aspects: storing solar energy in some solid industrial wastes like copper slag, iron slag, cast iron
slag, aluminium slag and copper chips. Secondary, storing solar energy in pareaffin wax as a
PCM and thirdly, storing solar energy in paraffin wax mixed with metallic industrial wastes as
matrices to improve the thermal conductivity of the system.

2. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Experiments were run on the solid materials selected for storing solar energy, namely on iron slag,
aluminium slag, copper slag, cast iron slag and copper chips (the remainings from the ternary
processes of copper). These slags are brought from the factory in the form of large lumbs and it is
crushed before use to improve its performance. Equal quantities of the materials (each 20kg) are
placed in solar collectors of the same area, each collector is laid on an iron support and connected
to an input tank and output tank for feeding the HTF and discharging it. The tanks are put such
that the input tank is higher than the collector while the output tank is lower than it The tanks are
thermally insulated to insure constant feed temperature and constant storage temperature, and the
collectors are insulated at the bottom and sides to reduce heat losses. Besides, the top of the
collectors is insulated with a 3 mm glass cover to reduce convection and radiation losses.
Thermocouple terminals are fixed on the input and output of HTF and on the energy storage
materials in the collector for determination of temperature. The collectors are subjected to the
solar insolation (charging period), while the valves between the feed tanks and the collectors are
kept closed, and when it reaches maximum temperature the valves are opened and energy is
withdrawn by a stream of water, of controlled flow rate, as a heat transfer fluid (HTF), passing
through copper pipes imbeded in the material (discharging period) The same tests were run on
commercial- grade paraffin wax and energy extraction begins when the wax reaches constant
temperature, i.e., complete melting of the wax. Another test was run on wax mixed with different
materials for the object of improving its thermal conductivity which is known to be low and which
delays the transfer of heat from wax to HTF and for having the combined action of latent heat
storage and sensible heat storage. The flow of HTF is continued till its outlet temperature is the
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same as its inlet temperature, a state which means that all the energy previously stored in the SSM
is extracted ( discharge period) Heat ransfer operating parameters such as atmospheric
temperature, material temperature, inlet and outlet temperature of the HTF, solar intensity and
HTF flow rate are recorded periodically The cycle is repeated by allowing collectors to be
charged again from solar energy The quantity of energy that could be extracted from each unit is
calculated from the simple relation, Q = mUJler* C r*

 AT, and the storage efficiency of each unit is
calculated from the relation Storage efficiency = Solar heat recovered/ Total solar heat received
during experiment

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The following parameters were studuied for the differenrt storage materials:

Storage Capacity of Different Metallic Materials:

The collectors containing the materials are exposed to sunrays and when the materials reach
maximum temperature (at 2pm.) valves are opened and HTF is allowed to pass thgrough the
materials bed to extract energy The energy stored by each material, Q, is calculated Results are
given in Fig. 1 ( Tfluld0lg versus time) and in Fig. 2 ( Q versus time). Fig. 1 shows that copper slag
gives the highest outlet fluid temperature at the begining of experiment which means bigger
amount of energy stored in the material but it cools rapidly. This may be due to its relatively high
specific heat and high thermal conductivity The same attitude of temperature declination is
followed by the quantity of energy extracted which shows a large amount of energy at the
begining followed by a rapid decrease ( Fig 2) The same trend is almost shown by copper chips
but to a less extent i.e. lower temperature at the begining followed by lower decrease for the rest
of the experiment. Examination of Fig 1 shows that iron slag cools less rapidly than copper slag
and copper chips and this is confirmed by Fig 2 Aluminium slag does not give high outlet HTF
temperature at the begining and meanwhile does not cool rapidly and this is due to its low specific
heat and low thermal conductivity, respectively Besides, it gives the longest time of energy
storage Lastely, cast iron slag gives the lowest temperature at the begining and the lowest
declination in temperature versus time This results in a less severe declination in energy versus
time curve as is given in Fig 2

The amount of energy stored by and extracted from each material in the period 2pm. till sunset
is calculated and was found to be iron slag 319, copper chips 272.5, cast iron slag 123.8, copper
slag 225 5 and aluminium slag 294 3 all in joules and the time of energy extraction ( half a cycle)
ranges between 3 25 hour for cast iron slag and 4 25 hour for copper chips and aluminium slag

Storing Energy in Paraffin Wax:

The results of experimental work on paraffin wax are presented in Fig. 3. Examination of the
results shows that the HTF outlet temperature never approaches the wax temperature ( at least six
degrees difference along the test) . This is due to the low thermal conductivity of wax which is
considered a characteristic property foi it Wax continued giving energy for 6.5 hours from the
time of complete melting at 3 45 p m to the state of nearly equal material and fluid temperature at
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10 15 p.m.. This is a relatively longer period than that recorded previously for metallic materials.
It is clear that energy extraction continued after sun set for about three hours. An amount of
energy equals to 921 joules is given by wax for a storage period of 6.5 hours. This amount seems
greatly higher than its corresponding for e.g. copper chips and cast iron slag ( 272.5 and 123 8
joules, respectively). This marked increase in energy given by wax is attributed to the type of
mechanism it gives energy through and which is known to be latent heat of transformation while
in metallic materials it is sensible heat, but that advantage for paraffin wax is faced by its
drawback of low thermal conductivity thus, longer cycle time

Studying Mixed Storage Materials:

To overcome the problem of low thermal conductivity of wax and in a trial to reduce the cycle
time of wax melting and solidification, it is mixed with metallic materials in the ratio of one part
wax to three parts material and tests were run as before. Sample results for copper chips and cast
iron slag mixed with wax are given. Fig. 4 gives the variation of TW<IIC versus time for: wax,
copper chips and cast iron slag, and for these last two materials when mixed with wax.
Examination of the results shows that a system composed of wax mixed with a solid metallic
material has a relatively shorter cycle time than a system composed of wax alone ( a decrease of
about two hours was recorded). Meanwhile, a system of mixed storage materials showed a great
improvement in performance regarding the amount of energy stored. Specifically speaking, a
system of cast iron stored jouleslory and when mixed with wax it stored 843 joules for the same
period, i.e an increase of 161.8%. As for the system of copper chips, it stored joules and when
mixed with wax it stored 638.8 joules, i.e. an increase of 108.4%. This is because the wax added
to the system participated with its latent heat of transformation with the sensible heat of the
metallic material and this led to a sensible/latent heat system.

Studying of the Effect of HTF Flow Rates on Energy Extraction:

Two test runs, with different HTF flow rates, were carried out simultaneously on a system of
copper chips and another of cast iron slag. The results are given in Table 1. Examination of the
results shows that, for a specified period of time, e.g. 2-6 p.m. on 21 June 1993, copper chips
gave 271.5 joules at a HTF flow rate of 2.75 kg/period and it gave 183 joules at HTF flow rate
of 2 5 kg/period, and the same trend is shown by cast iron slag. This means that increasing HTF
flow rate increases the amount of energy that could be extracted in a specified period of time.
Meanewhile, it decreases the cycle time as a whole.

Effect of Solar Intensity on Storage Efficiency of a "System:

The storage efficiency of a system is calculated from the relation :

7 = M . S A T / H S A N t
and sample results of two systems namely, copper chips system and cast iron slag system, are
represented in Fig 5. In the calculations the following parameters were used:
M = mass of water per reading period = 2.5 (kg), S = specific heat of water = 4.1868 (KJ/kgK),
A T = temperature difference in water stream (°C), HS = solar radiation ( W/nr), A = absorbing
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area of collector = 0.56 (nr), n = number of solar collectors = 1, t = charging period = 900
(seconds).
Fig. 5 shows that for cast iron slag system a higher storage efficiency is obtained at the vicinity of
solar noon As we move further along the day , till 4 p.m., the ambient temperature is reduced and
a driving force for thermal losses is developed. Because these thermal losses is not

Table 1: Effect of HTF flow rate (in kg/period) on energy extraction (Q)

Local time

2.00
2:15
2 :30
2.45
3:00
3:15
3.30
3:45
4:00
4 15
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45
6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15

M=2
To

51
45
40
38
37
36
36
35
34
34
33
33
32
32
31
31
31
30

75kg

Q

57.75
41.25
27.5
22
1925
165
16.5
13.75
11
11
8.25
8.25
5.5
55
2.75
2.75
2.75
0

Copper Chips
M=2.5 kg

To

48
44
41
38
37
37
37
37
37
36
36
36
35
35
35
34
34
34
34
33

Q

37.5
27.5
20
12.5
10
10
10
10
10
7.5
7.5
7,5
5
5
5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
0

To

40
36
35
35
34
34
33
32
32
31
31
31
31
30
30

M=2.75

Q

27.5
165
1375
1375
11
11
8.25
5.5
5.5
2.75
2.75
2.75
2,75
0
0

Cast
kg

To

50
45
43
41
41
40
40
39
39
39
38
38
38
37
37
37
36
36
36
36
35
35
34
34

Iron slag
M=2.5kg

Q

42.5
30
25
20
20
175
175
15
15
15
125
12.5
12 5
10
10
10
7 5
75
7.5
75
5
5

25
2.5
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compensated by enough solar energy received, the storage efficiency decreases A point is reached
after 4 p.m.) when the system cools and thermal losses is reduced thus, the storage efficiency
increases again till sunset.
For copper chips system, a higher solar intensity , at noon period, is associated with higher
efficiency because of higher ambient temperature and lower thermal losses. As the solar intensity
decreases and while the system is storing energy in it, the system temperature is much higher than
ambient temperature and the thermal losses increases and this is associated with a decrease in
storage efficiency This effect continues till the end of the experiment The high thermal
conductivity of copper chips led to a rapid decrease in its temperature thus the driving force for
thermal losses is not pronounced near the end of the experiment and the upward conversion of the
curve is not noticed here.
It could be concluded that maximum storage efficiency is obtained from a cast iron slag system in
the vicinity of solar noon and prior to sunset while for copper chips it is obtained only at the
vicinity of solar noon. So, it is suggested that the last period of very low efficiency is neglected
and instead the system is subjected for a charging period.

4. CONCLUSION

The following conclusions were obtained from experimental work on energy storage systems of
some industrial wastes:

1. Some industrial wastes ( or by- products) can be used efficiently for storing solar energy. For
the same charging period, iron slag stored 319 joules, copper chips 272.5, cast iron slag 123.8,
copper slag 225.5 and aluminium slag 294 3, all in joules and the time of energy extraction ranges
between 3:15 to 4:15 hours.

2. Paraffin wax stores energy for a longer period ( 6 5 hours) during which it stored 921 joules

3. Systems composed of paraffin wax mixed with solid metallic materials in the ratio 1 3 stored
much higher amounts of energy, e.g. 843 joules for wax-cast iron slag system and 306 5 joules for
wax-copper chips system with a corresponding increase of 161 8% and 108 4%, respectively

4. Increasing HTF flow rate increases the amount of energy that can be extracted in a specified
period of time, but it decreases the time of energy extraction ( half a cycle)

5 The maximum storage efficiency is obtained near solar noon and it decreases with the decrease
in solar intensity, and rises again slightly prior to sunset ( except for copper chips).
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Abstract
This paper presents the results of experimental investigation with the analytical

solution of heat transfer in rock beds. The experimental work is conducted on a
cylindrical bed randomly packed with irregular gravel particles using thermal oil as a heat
carrier. The heat transfer and pressure drop data cover the low Reynolds number ranee (1 -
25) with large Prandtl number variations (125-260). This range is of great importance in
so many applications, however, it is not yet settled in the literature. The obtained heat
transfer and pressure drop data are presented in graphical forms and also correlated in
dimensionless and dimensional forms. The correlations provide reliable design data for
thermal storage systems using solid particles. Moreover, the effects of Prandtl number
and Reynolds number on the dynamic response of rock beds are reported. Thermal
stratification of the rock bed during short and long storage periods is also investigated at
different Prandtl numbers.

1. INTRODUCTION
Energy storage can be used whenever a temporal mismatch between an energy supply

and a load demand exists. It provides a means to capture, store and reuse thermal energy
that would otherwise be wasted or inefficiently used. Therefore, energy storage is very
important in several domestic and industrial applications. Storage is also essential for
solar energy systems to provide continuous operation during periods of variable insolation
and to extend operation into nonsolar hours, thus ensuring system availability at all the
time.

l"he selection of a storage system technology depends on both cost and performance
considerations. The total cost of thermal energy storage subsystems is divided into two
parts; cost of the storage system itself and cost of the power required to transfer heat to or
from the storage. The cost of delivered energ> may be affected more by storage
performance than by storage cost. Obviously, it is very essential to obtain reliable heat
transfer and pressure drop design data for piedictina accurate storage performance.

The various storage technologies are assessed h\ Radosevich and Wyman [1 ]. Among
these, storage in rock beds is generally preferred \>r the air-based thermal energy storage
[2] and for high temperature storage such a- those used in power generation, e.g., Solar
One system [3]. Rock beds has a complex meiI:-jni>m of heat transfer, which may be
composed of forced convection between fluid ami solid parttcles. thermal dispersion
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through the matrix of solid and fluid both axially and radially [4, 5] and temperature
gradient within the solid particle. The radial dispersion can be neglected if D/dp >8 [5]
and the axial dispersion may be neglected for L/dp >12 [4]. Transient response of
randomly packed beds of uniform spheres, taking into account both axial and radial fluid
dispersion, was theoretically modeled [6, 7]. Choudhury et al. [2] through their analysis
of rock bed storage system, concluded that the bed porosity and rock size have an
insignificant influence on the performance during charging mode. Experimental
investigations of heat transfer in packed beds were achieved by measuring the average
outlet fluid temperature from the bed [8-13]. The work reported in references [14, 15]
was carried out with water as a heat carrier, the rest of the mentioned work was conducted
with gases (usually air). Tsotsas and Schlunder [16] showed that the thermal capacity,
longitudinal conduction and heat losses associated with the container wall can
significantly affect the dynamic response of the bed. Chandra and Willits [17] found that
the volumetric heat transfer coefficient is dependent upon the rock size and the flow rate
of the working fluid only. The transient stratification of thermocline during the storage
period has been described in references [18, 19]. The degradation of one and multi
dimensional time dependent thermocline, in packed bed thermal storage tanks, is also
studied [20, 21].

Although, considerable attention has been given to the study of heat transfer in packed
and rock beds, the majority of the previous work was directed to rock/air storage systems.
However, the heat transfer limitations of air raise serious doubts about the ability to
obtain low energy-related costs from such systems. Storage in water/rock system suffers
from critical problems of vaporization and bubbles formation even with temperatures less
than 60°C [15]. Oil/rock system is conceptually attractive because of good thermal
properties of oil. The oil/rock system is characterized by; high fluid to solid heat capacity
ratio relative to air/rock and large variations in Prandtl number, than those encountered
for air/rock systems. These characteristics influence the dynamic response and the
thermal behaviors of the system. Thus, the present work aimed at providing the design
data for this storage system, particularly at low Reynolds number range where the
literature data are controversial. The discrepancy in the literature data may be attributed to
the large heat loss associated with gas/solid system at low Reynolds number. However,
the present work (oil/solid system) should provide better data at this range. Also, the
effect of heat losses, during short and long storage periods, on the bed stratification is
investigated.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The problem of heat transfer in rock beds can be treated by considering a control

volume of a fluid-saturated, homogeneous and isotropic porous medium with finite heat
transfer. The following assumptions are used in the development of the mathematical
formulation: (1) The fluid is in plug flow: (2) The physical properties of fluid and solid
remain constant: (3) There is no axial conduction in either fluid or solid phases; (4) There
is no radial heat transfer; (5) There is no thermal gradient within the particles, and (6)
There is negligible radiation.
The initial and boundary conditions are as follows: (1) Both fluid and solid are initially at
a uniform temperature; (2) The bed boundaries are adiabatic, and (3) The entering fluid
temperature takes the exponential form. This was experienced in the experiment because
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of the mixing between the heated oil in the circuit and the cold oil in the tank when the
run starts. For detailed formulation of the problem refer to ref. [22].
The non dimensional governing equations are, the energy equations for both fluid and
solid phases:

and the system is completed by the following initial and boundary conditions:

ef(x,o)=es(x,o) = o (3)
9 f (0 ,Z )= l - e - ? / z ' ' (4)

The validity of this two-phase one-dimensional model is well established and will not be
discussed here. However, the transformation to the non-dimensional equations is made by
introducing the following dimensionless parameters:

X = hax/Gj-Cf (dimensionless length) (5)

N t u = h a L / G f c f (number of transfer units) (g)

Z = h a x/(l - e) ps cs (dimensionless time) (7)

<p = Ep f c f / ( l -e)p s c s (fluid-solid capacity ratio) (8)

6f = (Tf (x, t) - T, )/(Tmax - Tj) (dimensionless fluid temp.) (9)

e j = (T s (x , t ) -T i ) / (Tm i x -T i ) (dimensionless solid temp.) ( i0)

where, Tmix is the maximum inlet fluid temperature encountered in the experiment.
Since equations (1) and (2) are linear in 6f and Gs, the system of equations may be

solved using the Laplace transformation technique with respect to Z->p. This leads to the
following equation for the fluid temperature:

The inversion of the above equation results in the fluid temperature solution. Then, the
outlet fluid temperature is obtained by applying N^ in place of X at the bed exit as x ->L
(refer to Eqs. 5 and 6).

7
n-2 " i=n-l

where, Z^Z-^N,,, and Ij is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order i.
For gas/sohd system the ratio of fluid to solid capacity ratio, (p, is very small to be

considered. This leads to eliminating the first term of equation (1) and simplifying the
solution. However, for the present system, (p, is about 0.57 and cannot be neglected as the
dimensionless propagation velocity 1/cp, of the traveling waves is slowed. Using the
solution presented in equation (12), this effect is illustrated in Fig. (1) for Ntu=0.9 and Zo=
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0.18. It may be concluded that considerable error can result if the fluid to solid capacity
ratio is neglected for solid/ liquid systems.

Figure (2) shows a comparison between the experimental and theoretical outlet fluid
temperature response. There is excellent agreement between the shape of the curves
although they do not coincide at large time. This difference between the predicted and the
experimental curves is mainly due to heat capacity of the wall and heat loss effects. The
figure, also, shows the basis of the direct curve matching technique between the
experimental and theoretical responses that used to evaluate the heat transfer
characteristics. It should be noted that the dimensionless time constant of the inlet fluid
temperature, Zo, has to be determined from the inlet fluid temperature of the experiment.
However, it is found that if the abscissa Z/Nm of Fig. (1) is replaced by Zn/Nm both curves
at (p=0.0 and <p=0.57 are coincide. This presentation is used in Fig. (2) and throughout the
matching between theory and experiment.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental apparatus that designed and constructed to conduct this research is

shown schematically in Fig. (3). The apparatus consists of the storage tank, heating
section, heat exchanger, circulation pump, expansion vessel and pressure control section.
A data acquisition system is constructed and the necessary software is developed.

The storage tank is constructed from a steel cylinder of 40cm diameter, 40cm length
and 0.8cm thick. The tank is thermally insulated by glass wool insulation of 3cm thick.
The tank is randomly packed with gravel particles of irregular size between 2-3cm.
Gravel is sustained by steel perforated plate of 0.4cm thick. The void fraction and the
equivalent particle diameter are determined by measuring the volume of the packed
gravel and counting the panicles. The measurements are repeated three times and average
values of 0.381 and 2.34cm are obtained for void fraction and equivalent particle
diameter, respectively. This gives approximate value of 17 for either tank diameter to
panicle diameter ratio or tank length to panicle diameter ratio.

The heating section is used to heat the oil during the heating runs. It is consisted of 5
electric heaters each of 4kW power. Each heater is inserted inside a seamless steel pipe of
5cm diameter and 25cm long connected in series. Four heaters are connected to the main
supply and one to a variac to regulate its power. The heaters are provided with
thermostats and indicators.

The heat exchanger is used, during the discharging runs, to recover the stored energy.
Water-cooled counter flow heat exchanger is designed for this purpose. The double pipe
heat exchanger is constructed of four branches connected in series. Each branch is 190cm
long and 2.5/5cm inner pipe/outer pipe diameters.

Thermal oil (Shell Thermia Oil Bi is ^elected as a heat carrier. Thermal stability, low
saturation pressures at high temperatures and large heat capacity are the major parameters
for selection. A gear pump (2.2 kW. 10 bar, and 2370 liter/hr) is used for oil circulation
and an oil filter is installed at the suction side of the pump.

The safety considerations suggest the need for pressure control device and an
expansion vessel because the oil expands nearly 10% of its original volume for every
l00°C of temperature increase. The expansion vessel is equipped with a safety valve to
prevent over pressurization that may be encountered in the system. The vessel is
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precharged with nitrogen, as an inert gas, to form a protective gas cushion above the oil
and to prevent oil oxidation as it goes to atmosphere. The pressure control section is
constructed from a steel cylinder of 10cm diameter and 110cm long. The tank is provided
with pressure gage, safety valve and level indicator. It is installed to control the operating
pressure as the cycle may be pressurized or relieved via the valve V10. Nitrogen is
charged to the tank to be mixed with oil vapor before it vents to atmosphere.

The solid temperature distribution of the storage tank is monitored in both radial and
longitudinal directions using sixteen type-J thermocouples. These thermocouples are
fixed permanently to certain particles that arranged at specific locations during the
packing of the tank. The sixteen thermocouples are located at x/L= 0.2. 0.4, 0.6 & 0.8 and
at r/R= 0, 1/3, 2/3 &1. The inlet and outlet fluid temperatures are measured using two
type-J thermocouples. All the thermocouples are calibrated using a heated oil bath and an
accurate thermometer. The solid and fluid temperatures are recorded using the data
acquisition system developed during the course of this work.

The flow rate of oil is measured by an orifice plate manufactured according to the
British Standard (BS 1042) with D and D/2 pressure tapping. The pressure drop across
the orifice is measured using a Bourden pressure gage of 60 kPa full scale. However, the
pressure drop across the rock bed is measured using a digital differential manometer
(DIGITRON P200H) with two operating ranges of 0-20 kPa and 0-200 kPa.

4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The gravel is washed, dried and packed in the bed as described earlier. Then, the

system is filled with oil and the air in the system is vented. The experimental program
includes three types of experiment; heating runs (charging), cooling runs (recovery) and
thermal stratification during short and long storage durations. The experiments are carried
out so that; the charging mode is operated first, followed by the short storage duration and
then the recovery mode takes place.

During the heating and cooling runs, the oil flows upward through the storage tank.
The heat exchanger is closed offduring the heating runs whereas the heating section is
excluded during the cooling runs. At the start of either the heating or cooling runs, the
storage tank is isolated to heat or cool the oil circulated in the cycle. Then, the valves V4
& V5 on the storage tank are opened and the solid and fluid temperatures are recorded
using the data acquisition system. The run is finished when the bed becomes saturated
and the rate of temperature change becomes inactive.

The storage experiments are performed for long duration of 10 to 20 hours and short
duration for 1 to 1 1/2 hours. The experiments of long storage periods are started after
charging the tank at the required temperature whereas the others take place between
heating and cooling runs. Then the storage tank valves are closed off and the solid and
fluid temperatures are recorded using the data acquisition system.

The values of N^, obtained by the direct curve matching of the experimental outlet
fluid temperature with the theoretical curves, are used to evaluate the heat transfer
coefficient according to equation (6). Then, the Nusselt number and the volumetric heat
transfer coefficient are determined. The kinetic friction factor, f, is calculated from the
pressure drop experimental data using equation (13) which is given by Macdonald et al.
[23 j . The kinetic friction factor represents the ratio of the pressure drop to the kinetic
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energy term and is similar to the Fanning friction factor which is commonly used for flow
in pipes.

The error analysis of the experimental runs showed that the uncertainty of the
measured heat transfer characteristics: Nu and hv are 4.78% and 3.6%, respectively. For
pressure drop and flow values the uncertainty for f, AP/L. Re and G are 6.34%. 1 13%.
1.8% and 1.03%, respectively.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The results presented here include the dynamic response of rock bed storage system

under various operating conditions and the stratification of the storage. The design data of
heat transfer and pressure drop in the rock bed are also presented in dimensionless and
dimensional forms. The results are carried out for Re ranges from (1-25) and Pr between
125 and 260.

5.1 Dynamic Response of Rock Beds
The variations of fluid and solid temperatures during the different operating modes

represent the dynamic response of the storage for these modes. Figure (4) illustrates the
average solid temperature variations for storage temperature of about 100°C during
charging (heating periods), storage and recovery (cooling periods) modes of operation. It
can be seen that the average solid temperature in the bed rises with time from an initial
temperature of 34°C to the required storage temperature (about 100°C) during the
charging mode. Small reduction in the average solid temperature (about 4°C) is occurring
for approximately 90 minutes of storage. Heat is released from the bed during the
recovery mode, thus a significant decrease of the bed temperature takes place. The
temperature jumps at the starting of charging or recovery mode is experienced with all
runs. This is a typical behavior of rock bed at small number of transfer units. Similar bed
response is found when the fluid temperatures are used in the analysis as depicted in Fig.
(5). The inlet and outlet fluid temperature variations are plotted against Z^/N,,, during the
charging mode. It can be seen in the figure that the inlet temperature is a true exponential
function. This is caused by both the storage process and the mixing between the hot oil in
the circuit and the cold oil in the bed. It should be noted that the charging and recovery
times are varied from one experiment to another, according to the storage temperature and
the flow rate.

5.1.1 Temperature Distribution
The temperature distribution of the storage tank is monitored by measuring the solid

temperatures radially and longitudinally at different flow rates and storage temperatures.
For distinctness, only the temperatures at the center (r'=0), and at the wall (r'=l) are
plotted to describe the longitudinal distribution either for charging or recovery modes. A
sample of these results is shown in Fig. (6), for Re=4.7 and Pr=260, during the charging
mode.
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The results show that the solid temperatures at the wall are lower than those at the
center. This difference in the solid temperature is attributed to the wall heat capacity and
to the heat loss effects. However, as the time is increased toward saturation the solid
temperature difference between the tank center and the circumference is decreased This
is observed in Fig. (6) as the distance between the continuous and dashed lines is reduced
for time = 10 mins. than for 2 mins. Also, the slope of each line is declined at larger ume
intervals because the solid temperature is increased with time whereas the inlet oil
temperature remains approximately constant. Thus, the temperature difference between
oil and solid is reduced.

At any time during charging, the solid temperatures at the center and at the wall, arc
decreased as the longitudinal distance is increased. This is mainly attributed to the
decrease in the oil temperature as it flows through the tank because of the amount of heat
transferred to the solid particles.

Similar behaviors were observed during the recovery process except that the
temperatures at the tank circumference were higher than those at the tank center. This is
due to the wall heat capacity effect, as the wall continues to supply its stored thermal
energy to the solid particles during the recovery process. The difference in solid
temperature between the center and the circumference is decreased as the recovery
process continued. This is attributed to the large amounts of recovered energy. Thus, the
bed temperature becomes lower.

5.1.2 Effect of Prandtl Number on the Storage Response
The effect of Prandtl number on the storage response is evaluated at constant flow rate

with three different storage temperatures; 50, 75 and 100°C which correspond to Pro!
260, 210 and 125. respectively. The dimensionless average solid temperature. (8S), versus
Zn/Ntu for these values are shown in Fig. (7). The results showed that for smaller Prandtl
number; the initial temperature jump and the rate of temperature increases are lower than
those at larger Pr. This led to longer time required for the storage unit to reach its
saturation state at lower Pr. Therefore, the saturation time for Pr= 125 is about 2.5 times
the saturation time for Pr=210 and about 7.5 times the saturation time needed for Pr=260
at mass velocity of approximately 4.9 kg/m2 sec. At lower mass velocity, the same trend
was observed. This is mainly attributed to the increase in the convection heat transfer
coefficient as Pr increases.

5.1.3 Effect of Flow Rate on the Storage Response
The variations of the dimensionless average solid temperature with Zm.Nw at Pr= 125

for different flow rates are presented in Fig. (8). Both experiments are carried out at
constant input power to the heaters. Thus, at low flow rates, heating of the oil will be
faster than at high flow rates. This leads to larger time constants correspond to high flow
rates. Consequently, the average solid temperature curve for the high flow rate is pushed
to the right of the low flow rate curve as presented in Fig. (8). Although the increase in
flow rates causes an increase in the convective heat transfer coefficient. The lower mass
velocity. G. is associated with higher initial temperature jump and lower rate of
temperature increases.
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5.2 Stratification Experiments
Thermal storage systems may experience a continual drop in the storage temperature

with time. Thus, the stratification experiments are carried out to study the ability of the
storage unit to sustain the thermal energy for long durations. 10 to 20 hours, under
different storage temperatures. The stratification experiments are performed by heating
the storage tank to the required temperature. Then, the radial and axial storage
temperatures are monitored at 16 different locations and recorded using the data
acquisition system. Typical behavior of the local solid temperatures at the wall is
illustrated in Fig. (9) for storage temperature of 100°C. It can be seen that the solid
temperatures near the exit (x/L=0.8) are higher than those near the entrance (x/L =0.2).
The same trend of results, with slightly higher temperatures, was observed at the tank
center. This is mainly attributed to the free convection currents in the oil inside the closed
tank that causes the solid temperature to be higher at the tank exit due to the difference in
oil densities.

The time variations of the average solid temperatures for different storage
temperatures are shown in Fig. (10). The figure shows that the higher the storage
temperature, the larger the temperature decays during stratification. The average solid
temperature drops during 10 hours of storage were 7, 19, and 31°C for storage
temperatures of 50, 75, and 100°C respectively. This is attributed to the increase in the
heat loss as the operating temperature increases. Thus, the rate of temperature decrease
was of 0.7. 1.9. and 3.1 °C /hr for storage temperatures of 50, 75, and 100°C
respectively. It should be noted that by doubling the insulation thickness (becomes 6cm)
for the 100°C experiment, the rate of temperature drop reduced to 2.5°C/hr during the 10
hours of storage.

5.3 Heat Transfer Results
Wakao [24] stated that for Reynolds number greater than 50, the trend of Nusselt

number has been well established, however, at low particle Reynolds number
experimental results have been controversial. Thus, the aim of the heat transfer
experimental work of this research is to evaluate the average heat transfer coefficient of
rock-beds at low Reynolds numbers. The direct curve matching technique is used to
evaluate the number of transfer units by matching the normalized experimental outlet
fluid temperature graphically with the theoretical curves as illustrated in Fig. (2). Thus,
the average heat transfer coefficient and the Nusselt number can be obtained.

The heat transfer results, obtained for charging and discharging experiments, are
presented in Fig. (11). The results, for Reynolds number range of 1 to 25 and Prandtl
number from 125 to 260, are correlated by a correlation factor (C.F) of 0.98 in the
following form:

Nu = 0.9052 Re05356 Pr1'3 C.F =0.980 (14)

Figure (12) presents the comparison between the present work and some correlations
reported in the literature. The comparison showed reasonable agreement between the
present work and the results of Littman and Barile [10] and Wakao et al. [4]. It would
appear that the results of Gunn [11] should be viewed with caution since they lie
considerably above those of other workers.
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The volumetric heat transfer coefficient is calculated, from the heat transfer data, and
correlated in terms of the mass velocity by the following correlation:

hv= 1.386 G 0 6 2 6 V ' / 3 (kW/m3K) C.F.=0.976 (15)

Figure (13) illustrates the relationship between the volumetric heat transfer coefficient
and the mass velocity. This figure shows that the increase of the mass velocity causes an
increase in the volumetric heat transfer coefficient.

5.4 Pressure Drop Results
The pressure drop through a rock bed is due to a combination of viscous and inertial

effects. The kinetic friction factor, defined by equation (13), is calculated and presented
in Fig. (14) with the correlating equation (16).

f =1.75+158i8/Re f C.F.=0.960 (16)

The intercept of the above correlation was fixed at 1.75 and the slope was determined.
However, the high correlation factor (0.96) proves the quality of the correlation fitting.
The Ergun [25] type expression correlated the experimental data extremely well and the
generality of the Ergun constants 1.75 and 150 have been confirmed.

Figure (15) presents a comparison of the resulting correlation with some other
correlations reported in the literature. Ergun correlation provides excellent agreement
with the present correlation. The correlation of Macdonald et al. [23 ] provides the largest
prediction of the friction factor. This correlation, however, is recommended for predicting
the pressure drop through fixed beds of spherical packing.

The pressure drop measurements, for the rock bed, are plotted in Fig. (16) as a
function of the mass velocity. The data are. also, correlated by the following correlation:

Ap/L = 55.25 G l074 (Pa/m) C.F.=0.978 (16)

6. CONCLUSION
For the storage bed randomly packed with irregular gravel particles with oil as the
working fluid, several conclusions may be drawn:

0 Satisfactory agreement between the experimental and model curves was obtained,
with deviation at large time due to wall capacity and heat loss effects.

0 The rock bed has a satisfactory performance during charging and recovery modes.
The bed succeeds to sustain the heat firmly during the storage periods. Temperature
drops of 2-4°C were experienced during one and half hours of storage at various
storage temperature.

0 The heat loss during the storage interval is directly proportional to the storage
temperature. Temperature drops of 7. 19. and 31 °C are encountered during 10 hours
storage at 50, 75, and 100°C, i.e. 0.7, 1.9 and 3.1°C/hr. respectively.

0 During stratification of long durations; the upper section of the bed has higher
temperature tha> the lower section. This is assumed to be a result of the free
convection current occurred inside the tank by means of density variations.

0 For the Reynolds numbers range examined in this study (1 to 25), the Prandtl number
is found to have a significant effect on the heat transfer data and on the performance
of the storage bed. The time required for charging or recovery is strongly dependent
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on the Prandtl number. The saturation time at low Prandtl number (125) is about 7.5
times the time required for high Prandtl number (260).

0 The pressure drop measurements show linear increase of the pressure drop as the mass
velocity increases. This is because the viscous term of the pressure drop is dominant.
The pressure drop across the storage tank is correlated by a modified version of Ergun
equation with a correlation factor of 0.96. The pressure drop. also, correlated in terms
of G with a correlation coefficient of 0.978.

0 The heat transfer data are correlated in the form of Nusselt number with a correlation
factor of 0.98. Moreover, the volumetric heat transfer coefficient is found to be a
suitable form to correlate the heat transfer for rock beds of non uniformly sized and
shape particles. The pressure drop and the heat transfer results are in good agreement
with the literature data.

7. NOMENCLATURE

a
c
dp
D
f
G
h

hv

I
k
L
Nlu
Nu
P
P
Pr
r
r*
R
Re
Rer

surface area per unit volume,=6 (1 -e)/dp (1/m)
specific heat. (kJ/kg.K)
equivalent particle diameter, (m)
storage tank diameter, (m)
friction factor,=Ap dp E3/Lpu: (1-e)
superficial mass velocity,= pu (kg/m:.sec)
heat transfer coefficient, (W/m2.K)
volumetric heat transfer coeff. =ha (kW/m! K)
Bessel function
thermal conductivity, (W/m.K)
bed length, (m)
number of transfer units, = haL/GrCf
Nusselt number.= h dp/k
pressure. (N/m2)
Laplace transformation parameter
Prandtl number, = cp |i/k
radial distance from the bed center, (m)
dimensioniess radial distance, = r/R
radius of the bed
Reynolds number, = G dp /u
modified Reynolds number, = Re/(l-g)

r
T,
u
X

X
Z

zm
z0

A
E

<P
V-

e
p
T

To

f
fo
S

temperature. (K)

initial temperature. (K)
superficial velocity, (m/sec)
axial distance measured from bed inlet, (m)
dimensioniess length, = hax/GrCf
dimensioniess time, = haT/( 1 -e)p,c,
modified dimensioniess time, = Z - (plM*
normalized time constant of inlet temperature

Greek Letters
difference
bulk mean voidage
fluid-solid capacity ratio. =EP(Cf/( 1 -e)p,c,
dynamic viscosity, (kg/m.s)
normalised temperature. = ', T-T,)/(Tnu,-T1)
density, (kg/mJ)
time
time constant of inlet fluid temperature

Subscripts
fluid
outlet fluid
solid
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Fig. (1) Effect of Fluid to Solid Capacity
Ratio on Rock Bed Dynamic Response.
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Fig. (3) Schematic Diagram of the Experimental Apparatus.
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Fig. (8) Effect of Flow Rate on the Storage
Unit Behavior During Charging.
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Fig. (10) Variation of the Average Solid
Temperature During Stratification.
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Fig. (13) Variation of the Volumetric Heat
Traasfer Coefficient with Mass Velocity.
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Abstract
An experimental and theoretical study has been conducted on

an existing air cooled single stage mechanical vapour compression
refrigeration system used as a subsystem in an air-conditioning
system in order to achieve minimum exergy losses at given cooling
capacity and ambient conditions. This is done by a detailed
analysis of both condenser and evaporator coils in which the exergy
losses are divided into those due to finite temperature
differences and those caused by pressure drop. Increasing the air
face velocity for the evaporator, at a certain cooling capacity and
air inlet temperature, increases the evaporator pressure and hence
decreases the compressor power. Contrarily, increasing the air face
velocity for finned tube condenser decreases the condenser
pressure and improves the performance of the unit. At the same
time, the power required for both evaporator and condenser fans
increases as the air face velocity increases. Accordingly, the
optimal air face velocities for evaporator and condenser were
determined where the overall exergy losses of the system for the
same duty and air inlet temperature become a minimum. The results
of this research provide the designers with information about che
optimal air face velocities for finned-tube evaporators and
condensers that wilx support system-design decisions more
accurately.
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NOMENCLATURE
A
Cl
C2
cp
d
dh
E
h
H
1
m
n

NTU

p
P
Q

R.
S
SL
S^
t
T
tt

U

V
YF
YY
z

Surface area m2
Constant
Parameter defined in Eq.(28)
Specific heat J/kg K
Tube outside diameter m
Passage hydraulic diameter m
Exergy W
Fin height rn
Specific enthalpy J/kg
Tube length m
Mass flow rate kg/s
Number of fins per
meter length m-1
Number of transfer units

defined in Eqs. (5)&(18)
Pressure N/m2
Power w
Heating or cooling

capacity w
Reynolds number
Specific entropy J/kg K
Tube spacing between rows m
Tube spacing across face m
Temperature °C
Absolute temperature K
Fin spacing m
Overall heat transfer

coefficient W/m2 K
Velocity m/s
Constant
Parameter defined in Eq. (31)
Number of rows

GREEK SYMBOLS

Heat transfer film
coefficient W/m2 K

Ratio of the minimum area to
the total external area

A Difference
<5, i n Fin thickness m
r] Efficiency
X Thermal conductivity W/mK
v Kinematic Viscosity m2/s
p Density kg/m3
H Dynamic viscosity kg/ms

SUBSCRIPTS
a Air
c Condenser
cal Calculated
comp Compressor
e Evaporator
f Face
fin Fin
F Air fan
G Tube basic
g Gain
i Inlet
inp Input
is Isentropic
1 Loss
m Mean logarithmic
meas Measured
mech Mechanical
min Minimum
mot Compressor motor
0 Outlet
R Refrigerant
t Total
1 Air inlet
2 Air exit

SUPERSCRIPTS

* Ambient
1 Modified

1. INTRODUCTION
Conservation of our energy resources can be accomplished by

increasing the efficiency of the way we use the available resources
in a thermal system. To increase the efficiency of an existing
system, it is generally necessary to make some modifications. These
modifications.can range from changing the operating conditions, if
it is permissible, or replacing a component to the addition of a
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complete auxiliary system. To accomplish this, it is necessary to
determine the performance characteristics of the working fluids for
various components of the system. The losses involved in each
process are then ascertained and their relationship to the overall
system efficiency is also evaluated [1,2,3]. The decision to
implement a modification can be based on an energy optimization
where the modification changes only the system losses and
efficiency, but not the system skeleton or .end use [4].

The purpose of this work is to perform field tests on an
existing air- conditioning system using finned-tube surfaces for
condenser and evaporator, a hermetic compressor and an expansion
valve. These tests provide the necessary data which consist
generally of temperatures, pressures, flow rates, velocities and
electrical power input to different components of the system.
These data are used as the basis for making exergy analysis which
provide the modification of air face velocity on both evaporator
and condenser in order to reduce the magnitude of losses in work
throughout the system with neither replacement of a component
nor addition of any auxiliary system. It is also aimed to evaluate
theoretically the optimal operating conditions for the air face
velocities for condenser and evaporator and compare the results
with those determined from the experimental data.

2 . EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES
2.1 Experimental apparatus

The experimental apparatus considered in this study is a fully
operational air conditioning unit where all components - except
for the compressor - are mounted on a vertical panel [5] . The
outline of the apparatus is given in Fig.(1). It is a complete
closed vapour compression system, operating with refrigerant
R-12. The system is comparable to the most common commercial air
conditioning systems. As shown in Fig.(1), the unit consists of the
following main components:

Hermetically sealed compressor.
Two identical finned tube heat exchangers arranged in two
rows in line, one is used as condenser and the other is
used as evaporator. The dimensional data for the
evaporator and condenser are given in Appendix (A).
Thermostatic expansion valve,- its bulb is immersed in a
water bath at room temperature to insure the full opening
of the expansion valve and hence to make sure that the
evaporator is fully wetted by refrigerant.

The unit is also equipped with an electrical panel, receiver,
accumulator, oil separator, sight glass with moisture indicator,
filter and dryer, see Fig. (1).
The apparatus is also provided with an integral means for changing
velocity and/or temperature of inlet air passing through the
condenser and the evaporator. For this purpose, two air handling
units each contains a centrifugal fan for circulating the air are
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used. A regulated electrical heater which is used to assure
different inlet air temperature and a manual damper which is
provided to control air flow rate were specially added to the
system.

iT^Slt-

—X-^
V-.

Hi:

1 Condenser
2 Evaporator
3 Regulating electric heater
4 Damper
5 Evaporator centrifugal fan
6 Condenser centrifugal fan
7 Inclined U-tube manometer
8 Compressor

Pig.(1) Schematic representation of the experimental apparatus.

9 Receiver
10 Oil separator
11 Filter-Dryer
12 Flow-meter
13 Sight glass
14 Expansion valve
15 Taermostatic water bath
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All r.-.e necessary instruments for measuring pressure,
temperature and flow race ~: refrigerant and air are arranged.
Sets of paired bimetal *: emrrerature :::i- :ators and pressure gauges
are mounted, as shewn in ?::. 'I. , : ' '.:••• i;;ure the conditions cf the
refriaerant at the inlet cr eacn c: * ..- ~ain components .;i the
air-conditioning unit. . errperature ir.dn.." . r2 vnere their trcces
are immersed in the refrigerant stre;-.:".. .:•..:;•.; sens:" :•;•• m d
accurate readings. Also a rctameter, locates ::. the lieu: : ..::=,
is used for measuring refrigerant flow rate.

The velocities of air passing through r.n- ....aer.i--: ....: -
evaporator are measured using a vane-anemometer. : •
temperature at the inlet and outlet of the condenser ,;:J •..
evaporator are measured using shielded bimetal terr.p--: at .:
indicators. Two inclined manometers are used to measure m e ,-i: .-
pressure drop across the evaporator and the condenser. Th~
corresponding fan power, for each of the condenser and the
evaporator, is determined bv the measured air mass flow rate and
the pressure drop across the exchanger under test assuming a fan
efficiency or 0.6. A watt-meter is used to measure the compressor
power ( P. ,.,xp '.

2.2 Experimental Procedures
The experiments were carried out at three •-. ecif ied ambient

dry bulb temperatures cf 23,30 and 25 [ DC] . The air inlet
temperature to each of the condenser and evaporator was kept
constant using the regulating electrical heaters, at the above
mentioned ambient temperatures, during each test run. Tests were
performed in a range of air face velocities, to each of the
condenser and the evaporator, from 0.9 to 4.2 [m/sl.

For each specified constant ambient dry bulb temperature and
constant condenser air face velocity, the air face velocity of the
evaporator was changed manually in steps using the control
damper. When steady state conditions were reached all the data
of the system were recorded. The same procedures were repeated
for different ambient conditions and different condenser air
face velocities.

The measured exergy input (Elnp....) to the unit was obtained
from the following relation :

~:rjp, was L * z.comp F.e F.c J .veas

Sii.j tr.e exergy loss (E. „.,. ; was determined using the relation

^ 1, mejs ~ ^inp.meas g,e,nteas

where (Egi.m.,. ) is the measured exergy gained by the passing across
the evaporator (assuming the air-conditioning system is used for
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air cooling in summer)

3. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
The purpose of the following theoretical study is to determine

the characteristic performance of both condenser and evaporator at
different ambient dry bulb temperatures and cooling capacities and
to get the relation between air face velocities and temperature for
each of them. From these performances, the overall*exergy losses in
the system could be deduced and analyzed in order to specify the
optimal air face velocities on both of the finned tube evaporator
and condenser.

3.1 Evaporator
Assuming that the refrigerant pressure and temperature, inside

the evaporator, remain constant
during the evaporation process
(i.e. the state of refrigerant
leaving the evaporator is dry
and saturated). Also for
simplicity, it is assumed that
no condensation would occur on
the evaporator surface [6,7]
(i.e. the latent heat portion
of energy transferred from air
to the evaporator surface is
negligible with respect to
sensible heat portion). Thus
air enthalpy differences across
the evaporator, AH.. , may be
replaced by cp. AT,,.. As air
passes across the evaporator,
its temperature decreases from
(T..J to (T,o). The temperature

distribution along the
evaporator surface may be
represented as shown in Fig.(2)

Pig.(2) : Temperature variation
across the evaporator

The
as:

energy balance equation for the evaporator can be written

Atf. [l]

And from the heat transfer equation, we have :

[2]
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where

ATffl_e = (Arli,-Ar2i,)/ln(Arli,/Arlf,) [3]

From Egs. [1], [2] & [3] and by rearranging, we get :

AT1 # , = AT2<8 . e ™ ' [4]

where

NTUe = (Att. . U,) I {mii0 . cpj [5]

Substituting Eq.[4] in Eq.[1], we get:

*r 2 > . = Q. I [m,i9 . cpa {e™° - 1)] [6]

And from F ig . (2 ) we g e t :
T —T ,-A T

Thus from Eqs.[l] and [6],we deduce that :

And by replacing (T, x ) by the ambient temperature (T* )
assuming fresh air cooling only without air return, we get :

C8]

where

wa.. = Pd • At,e • vt.» tgl

At a certain value of ambient temperature (T* ) and given
cooling capacity (Q.) , the evaporator temperature (T.) may be
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exoressed as:

^(
[10]

The evaporator overall coefficient of heat transfer (U.) could
be exprsssed in terms of evaporator face velocity (V, . ) , using
Equation (B-6) in appendix B, as :

Ue = 432. d [ y/ 1 + 0.16 Vf% - 1 ] HI]

And since the mass rate of flow (m,,. ) is a linear function
in the evaporator face velocity {V£,. ) , then the evaporating
temperature (T. ) may be presented as a function of the evaporator
face velocity only assuming constant air density . Therefore;

T. = f{ V.. ) [12]

3.2. Condenser
The performance of the
finned-tube condenser could
be treated in the same
manner as the evaporator.
Since the sensible heat
portion of the total heat
rejected in the condenser is
negligibly small 'less than
5% especially in the air-
conditioning applications)
compared to the amount of the
latent heat rejected,
therefore, the state of the
refrigerant entering the
condenser, in this analysis,
is assumed to be saturated
vapour. Assuming a constant
refrigerant temperature
throughout the condenser
(i.e. no pressure drop
occurs inside the condenser
tubes), as shown in Fig(3),
equations may be expressed as

Fig.(3): Temperature variation
across the condenser

the energy and heat transfer

e.c ' A j V c [13]
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w h e r e

4 T , , C = ( A T l r C - A r 2 , c ) / l n ( A r 1 / C / AT, i C ) [14]

o r

A r , , c = HTC-Taii) - ( r c - r 4 / O ) ] / i n ( A r . , c , A - ,) u s :

From Eqs. [13] , [14] & [15] , t h e condenser capac i ty Q. may :
given a s :

Qc = m a c . cp a (Ar l # c - AT,iC) [161

And from Eqs. [13] and [16]

AT1<C = AT 2 c elnvc [17]

where

NTUc = [ ( A e # c . Uc) / {maiC cpa)} [18]

Rea r rang ing Eq. [16] , we g e t :

AT. . = AT2 c + 2s. [19]

Substituting Eq.[17] in Eq.[19],we get

a,c -'Pa
AT 2 c { e

yrvc - 1 ) = — [20]
* 'P

And from Fig. (3), since ATt c = AT, c + AT2 c thus,-

T = T . t A T tA'7' f 211

And from Eq.[20] and Eq.[21], we deduce that :

T< = T*-L + m QCcn t 1 * l ' {6™C ' 1 '] [22]

As it has been previously considered in the evaporator side,
(T, J is equated by the ambient temperature (T" ) , thus equation
[22] becomes :
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[23]

Assuming r,.3 = 0.8 in the compressor with no pressure drop
in the evaporator, condenser and piping system, the condenser
capacity (Qc) may be replaced by the cooling capacity (Q. ) plus
the power of the compressor (PCO.J . Thus, the different terms
m Eq.[23] can be expressed as follows :

Pa /.c • Vt.c

432.08 [ y/ 1 + 0.16V^I - 1 ]

[24]

[25]

Q. t f o.) [26]

Where /

Thus at a certain value of ambient temperature (T") and
cooling capacity (Q.) the condenser temperature (Te) may be given
as a function of the condenser air face velocity (Vf c) using
Egs.[23], [24], [25]and [26].

3.3. Power consumption
In the existing air-conditioning system under consideration,

power is consumed in the compressor, evaporator fan and condenser
fan.For air flow through finned tube heat exchanger, the pressure
drop may be expressed by the following equation [8] :

c2 . [ mj At I [27]

where

0.732 YY Z (V245

pi.7ss p . dfl.2«5 Pa

.57

[28]

YY [29]
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P ' Kin I At

A,in is the minimum passage area.
A* is the total external surface area.

± I A. . H * A.. I *«" \ C30]
Ac

Since the evaporator and the condenser of the existing
air-conditioning system are identical then from Appendix A .-

C2 = 0.262

Therefore Eq.(27) becomes :

= [ 0.057 ma I
1-755 [31]

Now, the fan power could be expressed by the following
equation ( assuming a fan efficiency r\,- = 0.6 ) :
for the evaporator

e / pJ#.) [32]

for the condenser

PF,c = K.c / 1r) 'APa,c / P..c) [33]

Total power consumed by the Compressor may be calculated from :

[ " i s 'imech Imot

where

m, is the refrigerant mass flow rate and equals Q. / ( &HR . )

It. = 0.8 , 7jMeh = 0.8 and ?jMt = 0.95

Thus the total power consumed in the system becomes :

135]
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3.4 Exergy losses
Exergy Ijsses i:-. a:, actual process are :^.^;i mainly by two

sourcss, first.lv due t '„ friction and secondly cue. r. ; heat transfer
with tetnperatuia gradient. These two sources ::;;. = e an entropy
creation through the process. Since the sys~- '•' c ~:r.Eidered in the
present work is an air - conditioning unit aj • .rr.ea to Le used for
cooling purposes only, thus no exergy gain will be ccr.air.ed from
the condenser and only the exergy gained in the system which takes
place due to the cooling effect of the sir passing across
the evaporator, will Le considered. Evaporator exergy giir.
may be calculated from the following ea;:a':;r :

-e, g, cil I A//.

where

(AH

(AS

is the calculated exergy gain
through the evaporator.

is the specific enthalpy change
through the evaporator.

cf air passing

of air passing

is the specific entropy change of air passing
through the evaporator. Thus, the calculated
exergy loss in the unit may be determined from :

[37]

where

E..

is the total calculated exergy losses in the unit.

is the calculated exergy input to the unit which is
equal to the total power consumption calculated
from Eq [35] .

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The results of the theoretical analysis and the experimental

tests and the comparison between them are presented in this
section. The performance of the finned tube evaporator and
condenser will be presented first and then the air velocity
effects on both exergy input and exergy loss will be followed.

4.1. Condenser and evaporator performance
Figures (4) and (5) show the theoretical results of the

variaticn of the condensing temperature (Tc) with the condenser
air face velocity (V.) using Eq.(24) at two different ambient
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temperatures of 25 and 35 [°C], respectively.The results
illustrate that the condensing temperature decreases exponentially
S3 cr.e condenser air face velocity increases at constant evaporator
temperature (T. ) and constant cooling capacity (Q. ) . For the same
condenser air face velocity (Vc) and constant cooling duty (Q. ) ,
as the evaporating temperature decreases the condensing
temperature increases.Also the calculated results indicate that,
tr.e" cooling capacity affects strongly the condensing temperature
when, the evaporating temperature was kept constant; as the cooling
capacity increases the condensing temperature increases too
specially at low condenser air face velocity range. Contrarily,
increasing the cooling duty may decrease the condensing
temperature at relatively high condenser air face velocity.

eo

o "~
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w 50
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M i
E 35,-

3CS3=

25 ' -

Tsmb= 25 C

Ca- 25*CW i "9-1.0 C

Ca-25iGVV 17a—!0 C

75

2 4 6 S 1C 12
CONDENSES rACS VELOCITY (m/»J

' . . . . • - .

A

r

-

/

y\

- Ca* JÊ
Ca>2S*

- Ca-;"S
/ - C»- • 76

b= 35 °C

jW4Ta- 1C C
:W4T6-J0-C

:w ira- ic *c
:W JTa-JO *C

0 2 4 6 6
CONDENSES FACE VH.CC

10 . 12
fm/s]

Fig.(4) Calculated condensing
tea^serature versus condenser air
face velocity for different
evaporator temperatures and
cooling capacities at ambient
temperature of 2 5 VC] .

Fig.(5) Calculated condensing
temperature versus condenser air
face velocity for different
evaporator temperatures and
cooling capacities at ambient
temperature of 35 [°C] .

The theoretical performance of the evaporator at two different
ambient temperatures of 25 & 35 [°C] is given in Fig. (6) and (7) ,

13
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respectively. The predicted results show that the evaporating
temperature increases exponentially with the increase of the
evaporator air face velocity. As the air face velocity (V.) tends
to infinity the evaporating temperature comes asymptotically close
to the ambient temperature (T") . This result is valid at any
cooling capacity. At the same evaporator air face velocity (V.) ,
increasing the cooling capacity decreases the evaporator
temperature (T. ) .

o

Tamb= 25°C

0 3 6 9 12
EVAPCFLATCR FACE VSLCCrY [m/sj

40

_ 3 5

•" 30

£ 20

15 . -./. VI \. \. Tames £5 C

P i o f - - : \ C 9 - 17C0W

ot- eec v/

< 0i—f-
S !• /

(10)
0 3 6 9 12
EVAPCRATCRFACEVELCCiTY [m/s]

Pig.(6) calculated evaporator
temperature versus evaporator
air face velocity for different
cooling capacities at ambient
temperature of 25 [°C] .

Fig.(7) calculated evaporator
temperature versus evaporator
air face velocity for different
cooling capacities at ambient
temperature of 3 5 [°C] .

4.1.1. Comparison of experimental results with those predicted
theoretically

Figure(8) compares the condensing temperature (Tc> calculated
theoretically from Eq. [23] with the experimental data at the same
operating conditions. The comparison shows that the
theoretical results give higher temperature for (Tc) than that
measured by about 6 K. Fig.(9) shows a relatively good agreement
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between {Tm,cml) and (T....,) . The deviation between theoretical
and experimental results may be referred due to the simplified
assumptions considered in the theoretical analysis viz, no
pressure drops occur across the suction and delivery valves of
the compressor, no pressure changes take place inside the
condenser and the evaporator, ...etc.

55

30

Tarnb= 25 C & Qe=2270 W

\ - - - - T8-"iC c Csionsiec •
\ - •••--- T 8 - ae c,

2 4 6
CCNCE.NSERrACE VELOCITY [m/s]

(10)

Tamb= 25 C & Qe=2270 W

'••-' Cals i tnd

Mea*..-ac

0 2 4 6 6 10
EVAPORATOR FACE VELOCITY [m/s]

Fig.(8) Comparison between the Pig.(9) Comparison between the
calculated and the measured calculated and the measured
condensing temperature versus evaporating temperature versus
condenser air face velocity. evaporator air face velocity .

4.2. Optimal measured air face velocity
Figure (10) illustrates the variation of the measured exergy

input consumption versus the evaporator air face velocity at
different condenser air face velocities where the ambient
temperature was kept constant at 30 [°C]. The results show that
for each condenser air face velocity (V£ c) there is a minimum
exergy input consumption at specific air face velocity on the
evaporator. The optimal evaporator air face velocity (V. „.„ opt)
under the given operating conditions in Fig.(10) is about 2.2
[m/s] which correspond to an optimal condenser air face
velocity (Vc,....,opc) of 3.5 [m/s].
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Fig(10) Variation of the
measured exergy input versus the
evaporator air face velocity
at different condenser air face
velocities for a cooling load
of 2.27 [kW] .

750

7C0

Cs= 227c W &Tamc= 3C C

5CC
C.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 *

EVArCfvlTCn r.ACc y£-CC!7Y [rn/s]

4 2.1. Comparison of the optimal air face velocities calculated
theoretically with that directly measured

Figures(11) and (12) compare the experimental results with the
theoretical predictions for the variation of the exergy input
consumption with evaporator air face velocity and condenser air
face velocity respectively at ambient temperature of 2 8 [ C] and
cooling capacity of 2.27 [kW]. The comparison shows that the
experimental exergy input consumption is always higher than
that calculated theoretically from Eq.(36) at the same operating
conditions and same cooling duty.

This result is expected because of using simple assumptions,
as mentioned previously in the analysis. However, the results show
that there is a locus for the minimum exergy input consumption .

At such optimal conditions, the results of Fig.(11) and
Fig.(12) indicate that the optimal air face velocity for the
evaporator is (V. eml opc = 4 [m/s] ) and the corresponding optimal air
face velocity for the condenser is (Vc,e.1-ope = 4.5 [m/s] ) .

On the other side the experimental results show that, the
optimum air face velocity of the evaporator is (V. „.,, opc = 1.8 [m/s]
and that of the condenser is (Vc,,...,c 3.5 [m/s]
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Fig.(H) Comparison between the
measured and calculated exergy
input against the evaporator
air face velocity.

Fig.(12) Comparison between the
measured and calculated exergy
input versus the condenser air
face velocity.

Comparing the results of the optimal air face velocities from
Doth analytical analysis and experimental data, we deduce that
the theoretical optimal values are always greater than those
aeauced from the experimental data, and the condenser air face
velocity is always greater than that of the evaporator for th»
same duty and ambient temperature. The optimization results show a
good agreement between the theoretical and the experimental air
tace velocity for the condenser,but for the evaporator the
deviation between the theoretical and the experimental face
velocity is quite different. This may be referred to considering
only sensible heat exchange between air and evaporator surface in
the theoretical analysis. Therefore, the theoretical enthalpy
difference of air is less than the actual one, hence for the same
cooling capacity, the theoretical optimum air face velocity would
be greater than the experimental one.

••v, fj-^u^3*1^'. and (14) compare also the experimental results
with those predicted theoretically for the relation between the
exergy loss consumption and both evaporator and condenser air face
velocity respectively. The results show that the optimal air face
velocity - calculated or measured - remain unchanged at the same
values deduced from Fig.(11) and (12) for minimum exergy input
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exergy loss versus the condenser
air face velocity.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduces a method which can be used to improve
the available energy use of any existing thermal unit using the
second law analysis without neither modifying the existed system
ncr its end use. For the existing air-conditioning unit under
consideration, it is concluded from the above theoretical and
experimental results and discussion that:

Increasing condenser air face velocity decreases the
condensing pressure and increasing evaporator air velocity
increases the evaporating temperature at the same cooling
duty and same air temperature.
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There is always an optimum air face velocity for both
evaporator and condenser at which both the exergy input
consumption and the exergy loss consumption become a minimum.

The optimal measured air face velocity of the condenser
is approximately twice as much as that measured for the
evaporator at the same operating conditions and cooling duty.

The absolute values of the measured exergy input and exergy
loss are always greater than that predicted theoretically due
to the simple assumptions used in the theoretical analysis.

The optimal values for both condenser and evaporator air
face velocities remain unchanged when the optimization was
changed from searching about the minimum exergy input to
looking for the minimum exergy loss.
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APPENDIX (A)
Dimensional data for finned tube heat exchanger
in-line arrangement for evaporator and condenser

of an air conditioning unit.

Part Name Symbol
Tube outside diameter d 9.3 8 rr.rn
Tube length 1 300.0 mm
Flow passage hydraulic diameter dh 23 .4 rr.m
Number of tube rows in line Z 2
Total number of tubes - 20
Fin thickness (Aluminium) 5 0.25 mm
Fin spacing t.;a 1.65 mm
Tube spacing across face Sq 25.0 mm
Tube spacing between rows Su 25.0 mm

Area Data
External surface area/unit face area (row) ... 6.736
Fin surface area/unit external surface area ... 0.964
External surface area/unit internal surface area 27.33
Face area / total external area 0.015
Minimum area / total external area /3 6.7e-3
Net flow area/unit face area 0.435
Total external surface area A, 4.5605 ttr

APPENDIX (B)
For air passing outside finned tubes in a staggered closed
pitch formation heat exchanger, VAMPGLA [3] established an
empirical equation for calculating the heat transfer coefficient
(a) taking into consideration the effect of geometry as follows •.

a - 0.251 (XJdh) {Re) •"" . YF iB-1;

where
R. is the Reynolds number calculated from :

R. = ( v,ln . dh ) / •».
V.ln is the air velocity at minimum area.
YF is a constant for the coil calculated from :

YF sq-d

- d

U2) ! 3 (B-2)
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Using the above equation, Salem et al.[9] deduced the
following equation for calculating the modified film coefficient :

Where
<*' is the modified film coefficient

a' = Ct . a
c-. is a constant depend on fin geometry;

ci ' 2 hfj ; {\ein . ttia)

Substituting the value of ( a' ) in equation (B-2), gives :

U2 . iCJl) + U - a = 0 (B-3)

Solution of the above equation for U , gives :

U - 2Z\ y-*i*>*)-\.a - 1] (B-4)

Using Appendix tAl which gives the dimensional data for
both the evaporator and condenser - as they are similar - a value
for the constant C. can be given as :

C. = 3.5 (10"' )
Thus, from Eq.(B-l), the outside heat transfer coefficient

can be expressed as :

a = 2C.23 [VVJ ••'

Substituting this value in Eq.(A-4) gives :

U = 4 3 2 . 0 8 I v' ; + : . C S 4 v ; ; n - i j ( B - 5 )

Substituting the face velocity instead of the velocity at
minimum area in Eq.(B-5), a final formula for the overall heat
transfer coefficient can be expressed as :

U = 432.08 [ y 1 - 0.16 Vf-~ -1 ] (B-6)

It must be noted that the above equation is valid only for the
finned tube heat exchanger specified "by Appendix (A) .

I NEXT PAQE(S)
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ABSTRACT

Airconditioning and refrigeration systems consume large

proportion of energy basically to drive the compressor. It is possible

to economize this power by replacing the compi^sor with an ejector.

The application is feasible if alternative lu-ai is used, such as heat

carried out with exhaust gases, or sohu energy (a parabolic

cylindrical concentrator).

The present work is focused on the gas dynamic analysis of

solar ejector system for cooling purposes. The best choice of nozzle

dimensions, at suitable pressure and mixing ratios, leads to an

optimum coefficient of performance (CO.P. « 0.25). The final

conclusions clear that, for any refrigeration cycle, some design

limitations, must be considered for optimum CO.P.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The improvement of using classical and new energs. is the main

aim in the world. The airconditioning and refrigeration s\ stems are

used, in the wide range, which consume more electric CIKMUV daily

Energy drives a compressor lor transforming refrigerant tsts to a

liquid. An ejector system has been used in the power stations and

chemical laboratories After some analysis and modifications the

ejector is used in airconditioning and refrigei.itinn systems, by usink.1.

solar energy.

The theoretical investigations on the performance of an ejector

system, at different cross sections, have been -.ludied [1], using water

as a fluid. Results showed that the two i.i^e mixing has better

performance than one stage ejector systen : he c\ cle analysis and

calculations have been studied [2], for an e i c t o r system Results are

suitable but only for limited cases.

Solar refrigeration machine, had been designed at heat capacity

4000 kg/hr and using Frion R(12) as a refrigerant liquid, (3-5), which

has CO.P . up to 0.2 Results showed tli.it C.o.P. is inversely

proportional with condenser pressure (Pc) ind proportional with

mixing ratio at suitable ejector dimensions.

The present work, based on previous analysis, [6-8J. aims to

utilize simple and complete analysis, depending on fluid dynamic
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equations, accompanies! with general numerical solution for cooling

cycle, whereby an optimum (' ^ P. is sauslied.

2. GAS DYN WtIC ANALYSIS

A proposed model is consists of solar collector, steam storage,

ejector, condenser, cvaporaloi. pump and some control valves and

systems as shown in l-'ig. (I). Solar collector and steam storage of

some pressure and liquid control systems are used as boiler, while

using water as a refrigerant liquid through evaporator. The ideal heat

cycle on T-S diagram is -.liown in Fig. (2).

The energy, refnuv ion and total thermal efficiencies are

given by:

1 e n = ( T b - T c ) / T b , r , r e = T e / ( T C - T e ) ,

'th = (T e n .T r e ) = (T e /T b ) (I,, - r c ) / ( T c - T e ) (1)

The aim of ejector system is creating minimum pressure at

mixing section (2-3m), (constani pressure), accompanied with normal

shock at mixing section (3m-3). (constani area), for increasing C O . P .

of cycle, as shown in A7#.N. f.f & 4). According to continuity,

momentum, energy, state, sound and thermodynamic equations, the

analysis were carried out. vvlu-uin the velocity V i b can be given as:
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v l b = [ m b ^ A l b - P)l =

where:

Ki = 2 / (K+l ) , K2 = (K + 1)/(K-1), H = Cp.T.

The enthalpy H2b can be found, from dryness ratio (XI and

entropy (Sj = S2) for fluid and gas as:

X = (S2b-Sf) / (Sg-Sf) (3)

The velocities V2b, V3m and mixing ratio (m = rh / r h , ) at

some assumptions are given by:

H2b + ( V 2 \ / 2 ) = H 3 m + (V3
2

m /2), (5)

The diffuser L'nthalpy (H4j) and velocity (V4J) are given by:

mr H3m = ( H 2 b + H 3m) " ( % + D H 4 d , (7)

H3m ( ^ m ' 2 ) = (H 4 d + V4
2

d/2) (8)
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The coefficient of performance ( C O P . ) of cycle is the relation

between extracted heat by evaporator (5-8-9) and added heat in boiler

(6-7-1) which is calculated as:

C.O.P.= m r ( H 5 c - H
9e

- H
5c (9)

By some mathematical der ivat ions, the cri t ical Mach numbers at

mixing and pressure P m are given by:

M = ( K 2 )
9e

0 5 (10)

*
M 2b (11)

* *
m r (T r )

u : • m r ) ( l + m r ( T r ) ] , ( 1 2 )

1)/K6]}1/K3 [K5.K7-(1/K2)](13)

where: Tr = Te/Tb (temperature ratio)

K3 = (K-l)/K, K4 = (K-1)2/4K,

2 2 2
K5 = M3m/(K2-M3m), K6 = M3

* • *
K7 = 4K/(K2-1), M = V/C, C = [H(K-1)]°-5
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The relations between cross sectional areas of primary and

secondary nozzles are given by:

(14)

( A 9 e / A 2 b ) =

Kg m r ( T r ) 0 5 / l K u ( P m / P 9 e ) l / K ] , (15)

(16)

where : Kg = [l-(P,n / P , b ) K 3 f \ K 9

K I 0 = ( 1 - K , ) O 5 , K , , - [ l - ( P m / P 9 e ) K 3 ] 0 5 ,

K|2 = [(l + tn r)(l + m r T r ) ] O 5 , K 1 3 = [ l - (P m ,' P 5 c ) K 3 ] 0 5 ,

3. THE CALCULATION PROCEDURE

The ratio A i b / A 3 m must be at a value which gives shock wave

at mixing section of constant area (3m-3), whereby the secondary

flow enters at suction pressure (9e-3m), without more energy losses

The iteration method was used depending on some suitable

assumptions, whereby the calculation method is as follows
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1 Some data must be known as, Po , To , AP, AT, K, R, I. J, K, L, M.

N, and assumptions for all cycle components.

2 Change P^ , , T |b as Fb(U,K) for Boiler.

3. Change P5C, Tsg as FC(I,J.K) for Condenser.

4. Change P<)e, T9 e as Fe(l,J,K) for Evaporator.

5. Calculate t l ^ . r\Te and n
t [ , from eq. (1).

6. Calculate V l b , Hit,, V2b, H2b, V 3 m , H 3 m , m r , H4d and V 4 d

from eqns 2 to 8

* * * *
7. Calculate Mge , M2b. VTbn- M3m- V3m. p m f r o m e 1 n s 1 0 t 0 13-

8. Report steps from 6 to 8 up to X < 0.001 (V2bn ' v 2b 1 ^)-

9. Calculate C O P . Ajb/Aob. A9e/A2b and Aib/A3 m from

eqns 9.14,15,16

10. Write all values as F(I,J,K).

1 1. Repeat steps from 4 to 1 1 upto K. - N.

12. Repeat steps from 3 to I 2 upto J = VI.

13 Repeat steps from 2 to 13 upto I I

14. Stop (end).

The flow chart of computer program is shown in Fig. (IN)
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The relations between Te/Tc and efficiency Hjh a t different

values of Ti,/Tc are shown in Fig. (5), whereby the suitable

efficiency can be limited. For active discussions, some ejector models

were chosen (from calculations), which have optimum performance as

shown in Table (1).

The relations between P\> and P m at different values of P c are

shown in Figs. (6-9) respectively for ejectors E\, Ej, E3 and E4. The

pressure P m is inversely proportional with Pfo at different values of

P c , and proportional with P c at constant PD. The relations between P5

and P e at different P c , for E[, Ej, E3 and E4 are shown in Figs.

(10-13) respectively. The pressure P e is inversely proportional with

P5 at different P c , and proportional with P c at constant P5 for all

ejector models.

The relations between pressure ratio (Pb/Pc) a n^ Pm> f° r a "

ejector models are shown in Fig. (14), and the relations between

CO.P., and Pb/Pc are shown in Fig. (15). It is clear that the value of

Pb^c> whereon the minimum Pm , is the best conditions for maximum

CO.P. In other words, the minimum value of Pm (0.2 bar), for all

ejectors, gives maximum C O P . at suitable value of

The mass ratio (rhr/mtj) is proportional with pressure difference

between condenser and mixing (Pe-Pm)> a s shown in Fig. (16),
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whereby C O P , increases. The relations between area ratios

A2b'Aibi A^m-Auj and P m are shown in Fig. (17) One can see that,

area ratios are inversely proportional with P m , but proportional with

C O P., at suitable values of Pfc/Pc As a i' n a I result the maximum

C O P oi' cycle can be satisfied at minimum P,n and suitable values of

a r c a

5. CONCLUSIONS

1. C O P of refi ii'ei anon cycle is proportional with ejector area

ratios, in primni\ i \2b Mb) and secondary (A3 m /Aib) nozzles

at suitable range oi \>)e/A2b< ^ c ^ b an(* (^e'^m)-

2. The ejector osteitis of small area ratios are suitable for low

pressure ratio (Pj, I'c1 a i u ' v ' c e versa.

3. CO.P. , is propoitional \\ 11h iate of mass ratio (rhe/rhb) an<^

inversely proportional with mixing pressure P m , at suitable

values of Pb/Pc and Pc

4. The arrangement of ejector models according to optimum values

of CO.P . , are E\, Ei . l£4 and i ;,. whereby C O . P . is 0.25, 0.23,

0.22 and 0.2 at Pb/Pc IS x 5- 6 °- 7 0 a n d 6 - 5 i n addition to P m

0.2 bar respectively.

5. Some design limitations must be considered as, the length of

constant area and constant pressure sections is about 7 diameter

of secondary throat, and coning angle is about 8°-10° for primary

and secondary nozzles.
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NOMENCLATURES

A : Cross sectional area of ejector (m2).

C : Critical velocity of sound (m/s)

Cp : Specific heat at constant pressure (K.J/Kg.K)

C v : Specific heat at constant volume (K.J/Rg K)

CO.P . : Coefficient of performance of cycle.

H : Specific enthalpy of fluid (K.J/kti)

K : Specific heat ratio (Cp/Cv)

m : Rate of mass of fluid (Kg's)

M : Critical Mach Number

P : Pressure of fluid < bar or (N ni-j

R : Gas constant (Cp- ( \ ) (KJ/Rg.K)

S : Specific entropy (K.J Kt: K)

T : Fluid temperature ( K)

V : Flow velocity (m/s)

X : Dryness ratio

r| : Cycle efficiency

p : Fluid density (K.g/111 )
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Subscripts

lb Primary nozzle at inlet from boiler

2b Primary nozzle at outlet (inlet to secondary)

5c ( oiulenser outlet conditions

4d : Secomlarv nozzle at diffuser outlet

9e : Secondary nozzle at inlet from evaporator

8e : Expansion valve

en : Energy cycle

f : Fluid of saturated vapour

g : Gas of vapour

m : Secondary nozzle at constant pressure

3m : Secondary nozzle at constant area

re : Refrigeration cycle

th : Total thermal cycle

w : Wall of mixing section (control volume)
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Tablet I):Dimensions of ejector models.
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Fig.( 16 >The relation between pressure diff .(Pe-Pm)and mass rate

ratio iie / civ.
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Abstract
The presence of ventilation air streams in a compartment, from an air

conditioning unit, may delay the response of fire detectors or automatic sprinklers
due to its cooling effect. To study this phenomenon, an experimental model room
80x100x80 cm has been constructed. Air was supplied to the model room in such
a way to simulate two types of air conditioning units, window unit and split unit
In the first part of this study, air velocity distribution is presented at three different
planes, right, left and central planes. In the second part, air temperature distribution
at a layer 3 cm below the ceiling, resulting from a concentrated heat source placed
on the floor of the compartment at different positions, is presented.

Results indicate that, for a window unit, it is recommended that the fire
detector should be located near the middle point of either the side wails. Care
should be taken because the response of the detector is highly affected with the
air stream velocity even for small values. For split units, it is recommended that the
fire detector is located slightly after the middle of the central plane. It should be
noted that the response of the detector is almost independent of the air stream
velocity.

For either window unit or split unit, if flammable materials are concentrated
at the side of the room, it is recommended to locate the detector just above these
materials.

NOMENCLATURE
L length of the model room, cm
T temperature, K
U horizontal air velocity, m/s
V vertical air velocity, m/s
Ve air velocity measured at the exit of the air conditioning unit, m/s
X distance measured from air inlet side, cm
Y distance measured from the floor of the model room, cm
6 dimensionless temperature
Subscripts
a ambient air h heater

1. INTRODUCTION
The effectiveness of automatic fire suppression systems depends on the

early detection of fires. Detection devices which operate the fire suppression
system upon reaching a certain temperature, e.g. heat detectors, bulb-operated
automatic sprinklers, are commonly used. These devices are normally positioned
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near the ceiling of compartments to be protected. The National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) standard [1 ] requires automatic sprinkler head to be located not
below 5.0 cm from plain ceilings. This practice is related to the fact that hot gases
generated in the early stages of a fire travel very fast upwards due to buoyancy
effects and reside near the ceiling until hotter gases are released. In ventilated
compartments, the operation of heat detectors, as well as sprinklers, may be
hampered by the ventilation air streams. If the ventilation system is not shut-off
upon detection of fire, this may lead to increasing the fire spread because fresh air
coming into the burning area from the ventilation duct supplies new oxygen, which
is required to sustain the fire, and removes exhaust gases from the fire area.
Provision of fire dampers inside the supply air ducts, which automatically close in
the event of fire detection, is crucial in limiting the fire spread [2]. Furthermore, the
presence of air streams inside the ventilated area may lead to a delayed response
of either a fire detector or an automatic sprinkler due to the cooling effect of fresh
air. This requires a careful positioning of the detector head in relation to ventilation
air inlets. Ryan et al [3] reported that the average response time of the sprinkler is
a strong function of air velocity. The measured response time at a ventilation
airflow of 0.76 m/s was three times the response time of the sprinkler at 0 m/s.

In residential areas, simple air conditioning units (window and split units) are
commonly used. Proper positioning of fire detectors with respect to the location of
these units is also important in determining the speed of response of the detector.
Little information is available in the literature concerning the best practice to follow
in such cases. Most research work have been directed towards studying the effects
of smoke vents on the operation of automatic sprinklers, [4-6].

In the present study, an experimental model room has been constructed in
order to simulate the effect of air streams characterising both types of air
conditioning units, window and split units, on ceiling heating due to a concentrated
heat source located on the room floor. Temperature distributions along the ceiling
were measured for different air velocities as well as heater positions. Also, some
measurements of the air velocity distribution inside the model room, without any
heat source, have been performed.

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
Figure (1) shows a schematic diagram of the compartment used in this

study. The model room was made from 2 mm thick galvanized sheet steel with two
wooden sides, 15 mm thick. The dimensions of the model room are 80x100x80
cm. The metallic sides of the room were insulated by 5 cm thick foam sheets . The
air supply duct simulating the window unit was positioned 5 cm below the room
ceiling in the central plane of the room. Air was admitted horizontally through a 3
cm high, 20 cm wide grill with straight guide vanes. Air exhaust was allowed
through an outlet grill, 5 cm high and 20 cm wide, which was placed 3 cm below
the inlet grill, figure (2-a). The split air conditioning unit was simulated using a
vertical inlet grill placed near the room floor with the outlet also being directly
below the inlet, figure (2-b).

Air was supplied to the model room by a 1 kW blower via a 5 cm diameter
pipe. Flow control was achieved by operating two gate valves in a by-pass
arrangement. The air speed at different positions inside the room was measured
using a 1 cm diameter vane anemometer with a resolution of 0.1 m/s. A small 2kW
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electric heater coil was wound around a 4 cm diameter, 15 cm high, porcelain
cylinder which was used to simulate the heat source. Voltage supply to the heater
was controlled via a 5 kVA voltage regulator. The heater was placed at selected
positions on the model room floor with the axis of the heater cylinder being
vertical. The temperature distribution in a plane 3 cm under the ceiling of the model
room was measured using twenty three pre-calibrated, copper-constantan
thermocouples, figure(1). Two other thermocouples were used to measure the air
temperature just above the heater as well as the ambient air temperature.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Velocity Measurements

Air velocity measurements inside the model room were taken without using
the heater in order to study the flow pattern corresponding to each case of
ventilation air flow. The horizontal velocity component was measured across three
vertical planes in the model room; the central plane, the right side plane located at
20 cm from the right side wall and the left side plane located 20 cm from the left
side wall, figure (1). For each plane, the horizontal velocity component was
measured at four positions, 1, 2, 3 and 4. The vertical velocity component was
also measured along the three vertical planes, left, central and right planes. At both
left and right planes, the vertical velocity was measured at four positions. A, B,
C and D. At the central plane, however, this velocity component was measured at
three positions only, A, B and C. These positions are also shown in figure (1). The
measurements presented here correspond to an average velocity of 6 m/s at the
air outlet port. This velocity is equivalent to an air discharge of 0.1 8 m3/s or at an
air change rate of 16 min"1.

Split Unit
Figures (3), (4) and (5) show the measured profiles of the horizontal velocity

component, U,obtained with the air inlet grill simulating the split unit. It is to be
noted that position 1 in these figures is the closest to the location of the inlet grill
while position 4 is the farthest, and the distance Y is measured from the floor of
the model, see figure (1). The measurements show that the maximum value of the
horizontal velocity component decays gradually from about 2 m/s at position 1 to
a value of about 0.8 m/s at position 4. The profiles show that the central portion
of the model room is nearly stagnant. The measured profiles at the two side planes
are similar to the central plane profile. However, the measured velocities in the
lower part of the room are lower along both side planes than those measured along
the central plane. This reflects the three dimensionality of this flow.

The vertical velocity component, V, measurements are shown in figures (6)-
(8) in which the distance X is measured from the air inlet side, see figure (1). In the
central plane, figure (7), position C is the closest to the air inlet grill while position
A is the farthest. The air comes out of the inlet grill in the vertical direction so the
highest upward velocities can be seen at plane C just above the grill. In the central
part of the model room, the vertical velocity component along the three planes is
negligible. The present measurements, for the horizontal and vertical velocity
components, suggest that the flow pattern inside the model room may be viewed
as a jet air stream coming upward from the inlet grill and forming a circulatory flow
inside the room. The central part of the room is nearly stagnant.
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Window unit
Figures (9) and (10) show a sample of the measured profiles of the horizontal

and vertical velocity components in the central plane obtained with the air inlet grill
simulating the window unit. Again, position 1 is the closest to the inlet grill which
in this case admits air in the horizontal direction. As can be seen from figure (9) the
horizontal velocity distribution at the upper portion of the room is very similar to a
decaying jet. The flow reverses its direction in the lower portion of the room. The
central portion of the room is also stagnant in this case. The vertical velocity
distribution, figure (10), shows upward velocities near the air inlet/exit side of the
room. This is expected since measurement planes B and C were located below the
outlet air grill through which air leaves the model room. However, position A is
located just above the outlet grill and the upward velocity measured at this position
along the central plane is possibly due to entrainment into the incoming air jet. The
profiles also indicate a circulatory flow pattern similar to that obtained with the split
unit. However, with the window unit, the highest velocities are in the horizontal
directions near the room ceiling while in the split unit the vertical velocities close
to the inlet grill side are the highest. .
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3.2. Temperature Measurements
3.2.1 Effect of heater position

Experiments were conducted for three heater positions on the centre line of
the room floor, P1, P2& P3, and two positions at the middle point of planes
located 20 cm from the left and right side walls, 4R and 5L. Figure (11) shows
these five positions.
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The first set of experiments were performed without any ventilation air

V n ? rc6 r t 0 ?,"•?* th
o
e C e i l i n 9 h e a t i n g o n l y d u e t 0 buoyancy effects (natural

). F.gure (12a,b&c) shows the isothermal contour lines on the ceiling for
three heater positions. P1. P2 and P3 respectively. It is to be noted that the heater

K I T IK"? °K ^ l * m a f k e d On t h e f i 9u res w i t n a •o l ld circle- T h e results clearly
nd.cate that the h.ghest temperatures are to be found just above the heater in the
tnree cases. Steep gradients of the contour lines are found near this region The
isotherms above the heater are nearly concentric while becoming parallel lines far
from the heater location. This is in good agreement with the work of Ghaddar [7]

The second set of experiments were performed with three different values
o f ventilation air velocity of 1, 2 and 3 m/s. measured at model room exit port, for
both wndow and split units. These velocities correspond to an air change rate
4R !nn,?£Om t0 , T"1".' T h 6 m e a s u r e d temperature contours for heater positions
h?nr« n t T f !. V S ' m a n d t h e r e f o r e on|V t h o s e obtained for the former will
value of 1 kW t 6 S t C3SeS t h e P ° W e r l n P U t W t h e e 'e C t r i C h e a t e r w a s s e t a t a

Window Unit

mPA*,.™?11'6 ( J 3 a ' b ' c & d ) s h o w s a s a mP'e of the isothermal contour lines
measured on the room ceiling with air flowing into the model room from the
window unit with an average velocity of 1 m/s at the unit exit port. In this case air

show , r « f O O m w l 2 0 n t a " Y ' P a r a " e l t 0 t h e c e i l i n g - T h e measured contour lines
show steep grad.ents in the direction of air flow near the air inlet side. The air
ZZTT6 ! n c r e a s e s Pr°9ressively away from that side. However, the maximum
temperature is attamed near the middle points of the side walls for heater positions
»1'A D , temperatures measured at the ceiling for heater positions P2
fnrfirL ^K g e " e r a l l y h i 9 h e r t h a n those measured for heater position P i . This
md.cates that the cooling effect of the ventilation air stream is affected by the
pos,t.on of the heat source. For heater position 4R, the maximum temperature is
nearly above the heater, figure (13.d).

The above results suggest that if a window unit is installed in a
compartment, it is better to locate the fire detector near the middle point of either
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side wall to achieve the best response. This also necessitates the use of a side
wall sprinkler as a fire protection device at the same location.

Split Unit
Figure (14a,b,c&d) shows a sample of the measured isothermal contours

with ventilation air coming vertically upwards, thus simulating the split unit, for
different heater positions and an average air velocity of 1 m/s at the unit exit port.
For heater position P1, figure (14a) shows that the lowest temperatures were
measured in the region above air inlet . Away from this region, temperature
increases until it reaches a maximum close to the far wall. For heater positions P2,
figure (14b), the temperature variation is negligible in the far side of the ceiling,
away from the air inlet side. Foe heater position P3, figure (14c), steep variations
in the contour lines can be observed in the region above the heater. Furthermore,
the maximum temperature is found near the central point of the ceiling. For position
4R, the maximum temperature is located above the heater.

The split unit results suggest that the normal practice of positioning the fire
detector near the central point of the ceiling is also suitable in the presence of the
ventilation air stream coming from the unit. For both window unit or split unit, it
should be noted that if flammable materials are concentrated at the side of ihe
room, it is recommended to locate the detector just above these materials.

3.2.2. Effect of air stream velocity
In order to quantify the effects of air stream velocity on the temperature

distribution, the measured temperatures are normalized using the following form :

T - T

e - 1 '

where T is the air temperature at any point below the ceiling
T, ambient temperature
Th heater temperature

The use of the dimensionless temperature & is useful for comparison because it
cancels the effect of the variation of heating rate from the heater on the value of
the temperature.

Figure (15) shows the dimensionless temperature distribution in the centre
line of the compartment ceiling for heater positions P1, P2 and P3 without
ventilation air (free convection). As can be seen, the peak values of 0 in the three
cases are nearly equal and take a value of 0.16. This value depends on the height
of the room since hot air adjacent to the heat source gets cooler as it travels higher
distances until it settles near the ceiling. It can also be noted that for the three
heater positions the highest value of 8 was measured above the heater. This
suggests that the buoyant plume from the heater hits the ceiling and then splits
towards the sides and cools by mixing with surrounding air [7,8].
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Figures (16)-(18) show the dimensionless temperature distribution, 8, along
the centre line of the model room ceiling with ventilation air coming through the
window unit grill for different heater positions. In each figure the results are shown
for different air velocities measured at unit exit. The free convection case results
(V = 0) are also included in each figure for comparison. It is to be noted that heater
position P1 is the closest to the inlet air side (X/L = 0.25) while position P3 is near
the end of the room {X/L = 0.75). Position P2 is at the centre of the room floor
(X/L = 0.5), where X is a distance along the centre line of the model room measured
from the air inlet side and L is the length of the model room.

For heater position P1, figure (16), with air flow, the measurements show
that 8 attains a highest value of 0.12 at X/L = 0.8. The level of 8 increases with
increasing the air speed (measured at the unit exit). This trend is reversed for
heater position P3 where increasing air speed reduces the level of 8 along the
centre line of the room ceiling, figure (18). For heater position P2, however, the
dimensionless temperature distribution (8) along the centre line is nearly
independent of the air speed, figure (17). In all three cases, the peak value of 8 is
significantly lower than that measured without any ventilation air streams. The
location of this peak value of 8 is found away from the inlet air side regardless of
the heater position.

The observed trends of ceiling temperature variations with air velocity at inlet
to the room discussed above can be explained if one considers the flow pattern
inside the model room. Figure (19) shows a schematic diagram of this pattern. The
flow due to incoming air stream is shown as solid lines while that due to buoyancy
is shown as dotted lines.

For heater position P1, figure (19a), the heater is near to the air inlet and exit
ports. Part of the hot plume which rises from the heater is thus expected to be
entrained into the inlet jet while the rest will go directly with the outlet flow. As the
air velocity at inlet is increased more hot air is entrained into the inlet jet thus
causing higher temperature at the ceiling as shown in figure (16). The increased
outlet flow does not entrain as much of the hot plume as does the incoming jet.
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Fig.(19): Flow pattern inside the compartment for window unit
incoming air flow
buovancv air flow

For heater position P3, the flow pattern shown in figure (19c) shows that
part of the hot plume tends to circulate towards the near wall while the rest is
entrained with the circulating main flow. Increasing the inlet air velocity will
suppress the upward motion of the plume and leads to lower temperatures at the
ceiling. This is confirmed by the measurements shown in figure (18).

For heater position P2, at the middle of centre line of the floor, a small part
of the hot plume mixes with the air jet coming into the room while the major part
is swept outside, figure (19b). This flow pattern is similar for all air velocities so
that the variation of 6 is nearly independent on the magnitude of air velocity.

It should be noted that for all heater positions, the dimensionless
temperature is significantly lower than that measured with no air stream. This
suggests that heat detectors or sprinklers used in ventilated rooms must have a
lower temperature rating than those normally used.

Split Unit
Figures (2O)-{22) show the dimensionless temperature distribution, 6, along

the central plane of the room ceiling with ventilation air coming through the split
unit grill. The effects of ventilation air velocity variation (from 1 to 3 m/s) for heater
position P1, figure (20), are almost negligible. The maximum level of 6 occurs far
from the air inlet side with comparable magnitude to that measured in the free
convection case (V = 0). For heater positions P2 and P3, however, figures (21) and
(22) show that increasing the air speed at inlet/exit results in a stronger cooling
effect on the room ceiling. The maximum value of 6 measured for a velocity of 3
m/s is only a third of that measured for V = 0. This strong dependence of 0 on the
air velocity at unit inlet will certainly affect the response of any heat detector which
is located anywhere along the central plane if the source of heat is located either
at position P2 or at position P3 (i.e. far from the air inlet side).
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Figure (23) shows the flow pattern which results from combining the plume
flow, due to natural convection from the heater, with the circulating air current due
to the ventilation stream from the split unit. For heater position P1, figure (23a), it
is clear that most of the heated air rising upwards is entrained into the air jet
coming from the inlet grill. This flow pattern is independent of the inlet air velocity.
For heater positions P2 and P3, figure (23b,c) the hot plume is not able to
penetrate the cold air layer flowing parallel to the ceiling, specially at higher air
stream velocities, and the small amount of hot air entrained in this layer does not
lead to direct heating of the ceiling. Most of the heat generated in this case is
convected by the return air stream which flows through the lower part of the room.

/

.A
1/

±-n
^^
PI

\\
) \

Fiy.!23): Flo» pattern inside the compartment for split unit
incoming air tlo«
buovancv air flow

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The present paper has been concerned with studying the effects of air

streams on the location of fire detectors in ventilated compartments. An
experimental model room was constructed into which air was supplied in such a
way to simulate two types of air-conditioning units; the window unit and the split
unit. In the first part of the study the velocity distribution inside the.model room
corresponding to each type was obtained. This was further employed to construct
the combined flow pattern due to the presence of a heat source located on the
room floor and ventilation air stream.

Temperature measurements on the room ceiling indicated a strong influence
of the location of the heat source on the position of the peak ceiling temperatures
with and without ventilation air streams. The window unit results have shown that
the ceiling temperature in the central plane of the room increased progressively
away from the air inlet side of the room. The peak temperature was found near the
middle of the side walls. These results are valid for all heater positions on the
centre line of the room floor. When the heater was positioned close to the side-wall
of the room the location of the peak temperature was nearly above the heater. For
all heater positions the level of the dimensionless temperature 6 was significantly
lower than that measured without ventilation air.

The split unit results have also shown considerable dependence on both the
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heater location and the air inlet velocity. When the heater was located near the air
inlet side, air temperature on the ceiling attained its maximum away from that side.
In this case, the effects of increasing air stream velocity at inlet were negligible. For
other positions of the heat source on the room floor centre line, the peak
temperatures on the ceiling were observed close to the ceiling centre as well as the
right and left sides. For positions P2 and P3, increasing the inlet air velocity
significantly lowers the levels of the dirnensionless temperature 6 on the room
ceiling.

In general, the results of this study suggest that when fire detectors are used
in ventilated compartments they must be chosen such that to operate the fire
suppression system at a lower temperature limit than that used for unventilated
compartments. Moreover, much care must be taken in positioning the fire detector
on the room ceiling for proper operation of the system. If a window unit is installed
in the compartment, it is recommended to locate the fire detector near the middle
point of the side wall. In the case of split units, it is recommended to locate the fire
detector close to the centre of the room ceiling. Furthermore, for both unit types,
if flammable materials are concentrated at a side of the room it is recommended to
place the fire detector directly above these materials.
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Abstract

This paper describes the therniodynanuc cycle analysis of a Vapour Absorption Refrigerator (VAR)
based on Libr-water and powered by solar heat The analysis investigates the effect of parameters
such as generator, condenser, absorber and evaporator temperatures has on the Coefficient Of
Performance (COP) and on the circulation ratio. The circulation ratio is defined as the ratio of the
mass flow rate to the generator to that of the mass flow rate of the refrigerant A Carnot analysis
based on a reversible refrigerator is also presented. The results are compared with published data and
show good agreement. The analysis shows that for a generator temperature of 100 °C or higher, the
influence of the other temperatures on the COP is minimised giving a satisfactory value of COP

Introduction

A solar energy collection system has been installed and instrumented, in which it is intended to use
the heat collected by the solar system to drive a Vapour Absorption Refrigerator (VAR), which is
currently under development. Performance evaluation of the solar collection system has been carried
out by the authors [1-3] obtaining a typical collector efficiency of 41 % and storage tank
temperatures of up to 80 °C It is now the purpose of this paper to present a thermodynamic cycle
analysis to asses the performance of a VAR utilising Lithium Bromide and water as the absorbent-
refrigerant pair and driven by solar heat.

There have been many studies analysing the performance of the Libr / Water Absorption cycle. F. A
Holland et al [4-6] experimentally investigated the effect the operating parameters has on the
performance, concluding that the COP increases as the absorber and condenser temperatures
decrease and the COP increases as the generator and evaporator temperatures increase. It was also
found that it is favorable to operate the VAR with the condenser and absorber temperatures at
minimum difference. Jeng et al [7] carried out a thermodynamic analysis, concluding that an increase
in effectiveness of the solution heat exchanger increases COP, and an increase in circulation ratio
significantly decreases the COP S. Alizdeh et al [8] theoretically investigated the design and
optimisation of an Libr /water absorption refrigeration system operated by solar energy. They
concluded that the most important van. Me in optimization of the VAR is the generator temperature
because of other parameters of the system depend on the existing initial conditions and are
consequently fixed.
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Cycle Descnption

Figure 1 shows the VAR system which essentially consists of five main components: generator,
condenser, evaporator, absorber and a solution heat exchanger. In this cycle the amount of heat
(Open) is added to the generator which is used to drive water vapour from the Libr-water solution
flowing through the generator The water vapour condenses, releasing heat (Qc™), in the condenser
and then flows through an expansion valve lowering the temperature and pressure of the water The
water vapourises at low pressure of approximately 0 01 atmosphere as it flows through the
evaporator producing a cooling effect (Q n ) that is normally delivered in the form of chilled water.
This water vapour is absorbed by the concentrated solution of Libr solution returning from the
generator into the absorber, releasing heat (Q<b) The resulting weaker concentration solution is then
pumped to the generator to complete the cycle. The purpose of the solution heat exchanger is to
reduce the sensible heating requirement in the generator and to precool the strong solution flowing
from the generator to the absorber. The pure water circulation part of the cycle (dashed lines) is
known as the primary circuit and the Libr-water circulation part (solid lines) is known as the
secondary circuit

Condenser Generator

5-5-

Y Expansion Valve
Heat Exchanger

pump

Evaporator Absorber

Figure I Absorption Cooling Cycle

Thermodynamic Analysis

The thermodvnamic performance of the system was determined by applying mass and energy
balances for each component of the cycle as shown in Figure 1 0 The following assumptions were
made to simplify the analysis
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1 The Lithium bromide solutions in the generator and the absorber were assumed to be at
equilibrium at their respective temperatures and pressures

2 The refrigerant was assumed to be at saturated states when ieaving the condenser, evaporator,
and generator i e . no subcooling or superheating respectivelv

3 The work input to the solution pump was negligible as compared to the heat input to the
generator, and therefore ignored

4 The temperatures of the solutions leaving the generator. T> and TK, are to be equal to
the generator temperature. Tgra

5 The temperature of the solution leaving the absorber. T u is equal to the absorber temperature.

5 Pressure losses due to friction in pipes were neglected
6 Heat transfer to and from the surroundings to the svsiem is zero
7 The process at the throttle valve is a adiabatic process

The concentration of Lithium bromide/water solution is defined as the ratio of the mass of Libr
divided by the total mass of the solution (mass of Libr / mass of Libr+water) The strong solution
leaving the generator is denoted X. and the weak solution leaving the absorber is denoted as Xw

Where strong solution refers to the maximum of absorbent in the solution and the weak solution
refers to the minimum of absorbent in the solution.
Mass balance at generator

Thermodynamic equations

rh i=m4+r i i8 ( 1 )

rh» X, = rh i X» ( 2 )

Circulation Ratio

(R - m

m.

• &

Equation 3 is found by substituting m R from equation 2 into equation 1

Energy' balance at generator

O p . ~ rh 4 ha ••• rh.« h» - rh >h< ( 4 )

Energy balance at condenser

0.0.=- m j h a - hO ( 5 )

Knergv balance at evaporator

Or\ ~ m .*( h? - lv) ( 6 )

Energy balance at heat exchanger

O ra = m i(h< - h?) ( 7 )

m.ih.-hJ (8)
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Effectiveness of heat exchanger:

Coefficient of Performance:

COP= ^ ( 1 0 )

The Carnot COP of a VAR is the maximum COP the VAR would have if the entire cycle is assumed
to be totally reversible. The refrigeration system would be reversible if the heat from the source
(Q«a) is transferred to a Carnot heat engine and the work output (W) of this engine is supplied to a
Carnot refrigerator to remove heat (QL) from the refrigerated space, as shown in figure 2.

Temperature of beat source. T,

Heal Engine;

Temperature of environment. To

_ W J Refrigerator

Temperature of refrigerated space. TL

Figure 2. Carnot heat engine driving a Carnot reversible refrigerator

It can be shown that the COP of an reversible VAR is given by the following equation

POP - T L ( T ' ~ T O ) M I v
C O P c — " T ^ T . - T L ) ( 1 1 )

In terms of the temperatures inside the unit this equation becomes,

rrtv - T«v(Tg» - Tib)

Tgm(Tt(n - Tev)

The enthalpy values at appropriate points in the primary circuit of the cycle were determined by
applying the following thermodynamic relations.

h = 25O1+CpT ( 1 3 )

(14)

Equation I is used to find enthalpy values at points 4 and 7, which assumes water vapour to behave
as an ideal gas with an average value of Cp equal to 2.04 kJ/kg,K. The enthalpy at point 5 is
calculated by equation 2 with an average value of Cp equal to 4 19 kJ/kg K The enthalpy values in
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the secondary circuit were determined from mathematical correlations given in the ASHREA
handbook of fundamentals [11].

The analysis was conducted on a spreadsheet package, where the first six columns were the inputs,
such as the cooling load, and the next 24 columns were derived leading to the COP of the VAR.

The analysis was carried out at typical operating conditions of a water-lithium bromide absorption
cooler. The changes in the operating conditions were as follows
1 The generator temperature, Tp. ,was varied from 88 °C to 110 °C at two levels

of the condenser temperature, T M = 40 °C and TOT = 50 °C.
2. The absorber temperature T* was varied from 32 °C to SO °C at two levels of the

generator temperature, T,« = 95 °C and T^= 105 °C.
3. The condenser temperature T«. was varied from 32 °C to 50 °C at two levels of

the generator temperature, Tp.= 95 °C and T,»= 105 °C
4. The evaporator temperature Tm was varied from 2 °C to 14 °C at two levels of

generator temperature, T^. = 95 °C and 105 °C

A cooling load of 3 kW was specified as a typical small air-conditioning unit for domestic use. The
solution heat exchanger is assumed to have an effectiveness of 0.7.
At each of the operating conditions, all other parameters were kept constant.
The effect of the circulation ratio and the effectiveness of solution heat exchanger on the
performance was also investigated.

Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows the variation of COP with generator temperature for two condenser temperatures of
40 °C and 50 °C The figure shows that for a generator temperature of 100 °C or more, there is no
effect on the system's COP (condenser temperature in the range of 40-50 °C). The Carnot analysis
shows a linear increase in COP with an increase in generator temperature.

Figure 4 shows the variation of COP with condenser temperature for two generator temperatures of
95 "C and 105 °C. The figure shows that for a condenser temperature of 42 °C or less, there is no
effect on the systems's COP (generator temperature in the range of 95-105 °C) The Carnot analysis
shows a decrease in COP with an increase in condenser temperature .

Figure 5 shows the variation of COP with evaporator temperature for two generator temperatures of
95 °C and 105 °C. The figure shows that for an evaporatdr temperature of 10 °C or more, there is no
effect on the system's COP (generator temperature in the range of 95-105 °C). The Carnot analysis
shows an increase in COP with an increase in evaporator temperature.

Figure 6. Shows the variation of COP with absorber temperature at two generator temperatures of
95 °C and 105 °C The figure shows that for an absorber temperature of 42 °C or less, there is no
effect on the system's COP (generator temperature in the range of 95-105 °C) The Carnot analysis
shows an decrease in COP with an increase in absorber temperature.

Figure 7. shows the variation of COP with generator temperature at low absorber and condenser
temperatures of 32 °C. The figure shows that for a generator temperature of 68 "GOT more , a
satisfactory COP is obtained.
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Figures 8 shows the variation of COP with solution heat exchanger effectiveness at different
circulation ratios The figure shows that for a given circulation ratio the COP increases with an
increase of effectiveness of solution heat exchanger and that an increase in circulation ratio decreases
the COP. Good agreement was obtained by comparing this chart with that published [7]

Conclusions

1. For a generator temperature of 100 °C or more and for condenser temperatures in the range of
40-50 °C , changes in generator temperature has no effect on the system's COP The COP for a
reversible VAR increases with an increase in generator temperature

2 For a condenser temperature of 42 °C or less and for generator temperatures in the range of 95-
105 °C., changes in condenser temperature has no effect on the sysetms's COP. The COP for a
reversible VAR decreases with an increases in condenser temperature

3. For an evaporator temperature of 10 °C or more and for generator temperatures in the range of
95-105 °C , changes in evaporator temperature has no effect on the system's COP The COP for a
reversible VAR increases with an increase in evaporator temperature

4. For an absorber temperature of 42 °C or less and for generator temperature in the range of 95-
105 °C, changes in absorber temperature has no effect on the system's COP The COP for a
reversible VAR decreases with an increase in absorber temperature

5 At low absorber and condenser temperatures of about 32 °C, a generator temperature of 68 °C
or more leads to a satisfactory COP

Nomenclature

COP

Cp

a t
6

h

P

rii

T

Q

X

Coefficient of Performance

Specific heat capacity . kJ/kg °C

Circulation ratio

Effectiveness of solution

heat exchanger

specific enthalpy. kJ/kg °C

Pressure. kPa

Mass flow rate, kg/s

Temperature. °C

Rate of heat transfer. kW

Percentage concentration of Lithium Bromide

in aqueous solution

Subscripts

ab

con

ev

gen

f

s

w

s

o

L

Absorber

Condenser

Evaporator

Generator

Liquid saturation state

Strong concentrated solution

Weak concentrated solution

Heat source

Environment

Refrigeranted soace
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A B S T R A C T :
Alcohols has been used alone or as a blend with gasoline as a spark

ignition engine fuel. They offer a good approach towards reducing gasoline
consumption and exhaust emissions. The problem of miscibility of alcohols
with gasoline has affected their application and the design of fuel system.

This paper presents a single cylinder engine study into the effect of
using alcohol/gasoline blends on spark ignition engine performance.

Two carburettors in series are used to supply the two fuels separately
to overcome the problem of mixing methanol with gasoline. The results
obtained from this investigation indicated that the engine power is improved
using methanol /gasoline blends with an increase in specific fuel
consumption, small change in exhaust emission has been recorded. The
results obtained are presented and discussed.

/- INTRODUCTION
The use of alcohol as a substitute for gasoline or as a blend with

gasoline for spark ignition engines presents a favorable approach towords
decreasing the amount of gasoline consumed and the reduction of exhaust
emissions. In a study into the effect of mixing alcohol with gasoline on
engine performance ref(l), the engine power remains the same but
deterioration of starting problems was observed at 35% alcohol. The results
indicated that the level of exhaust emissions is lower than that obtained by
gasoline only.

The properties of alcohols and their effect on engine performance and
exhaust emissions were presented in reference^). The data presented
indicated that alcohols have higher octane number than gasoline reducing the
lead antiknock compounds used with gasoline. Also flame temperature of
alcohols, are lower than gasoline this will cause a reduction in NOX
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emissions when compared with gasoline. Some alcohols properties reference
to gasoline are presented in table (1)

Miscibility of alcohol with gasoline is the major problem facing the
use of alcohol gasoline blends as engine fuel. To overcome this problem a
mixing system was presented in ref(3) The results indicated that the use of a
special carburettor able to change the air/fuel ratio continuously has
pcrmined to carry out a complele experimental study by utilizing mixtures
from 10% to 50% of ethanol.

An investigations into the use of ethanol and ethanol/water mixtures
as a spark igmticn engine fuel was presented in ref(4). The results indicated
lhat the engine failed to operate at lower percentages of ethanol mixtures
and the carburettor jet has to be enlarged by 32% over the size used for
gasoline.

In order to reduce phase separation temperature of alcohol/ gasoline
mixtures, high aliphatic alcohols such as Benzyl alcohol, cyclohexanol and
tolueue are usually added to gasoline / alcohol.[5]

The effect of isopropanol addition to gasoline / methonal blend in
terms of phase separation temperature, water tolerance and temperature of
water tolerance relations were also investigated

The effect of using methanol or ethanol/ gasoline blends as an
automotive engine fuels has been, under investigation for many years ref{6).
The results obtained indicated that the presence of alcohol in the fuel blends
reduced the concentration of carbon monoxide and unbumed hydrocarbons
in exhaust emission with minimum hydrocarbon at 10% alcohol in the fuel.

The effect of using higher alcohol content (85%) on the performance
and emissions of a spark ignition engine has been investigated in ref.(7). The
results presented indicated that the engine can run with a mixture containing
85% Alcohol and the higher usefull compression ratio of the engine is
increased leading to an improvement of 25% in the output power. The
emission of Nitric oxides is reduced by 30% The other emissions was
similar to that obtained by gasoline.
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2- EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
In order to carry out this investigation a test ng consists of a single

cylinder spark ignition engine with a specification indicated in table (2). The
test rig is equipped with measuring devices for output load, speed, air flow
rate and fuel flow rate. The engine in fitted with two carburettors in series to
supply the engine with gasoline and methanol separately. Exhaust
temperature is measured by a standard thermocouple (chromel - Alume
type).

A sample from the engine exhaust is analysed using UREX-311 (HC
& CO) enalyser operating on non-dispersive infra red photomatic principle.
Fig(l) shows the layout of the testing set -up. The crrangement of the two
carburettors is shown in Fig. (2)

3- RESULTS AND DISCUSIONS
Fig. (3) shows the veriation of engine output power and engine

specific fuel consumption with methanol content in the mixture by weight at
costant throttle opening and costant speed. The results indicated that an
improvement of about 12% in the brake power and a reduction of 16.4% in
the specific fuel consumption are achieved at 15-20% alcohol in the mixture.
As the methanol % increased the power is reduced and specific fuel
consumption is increased due to the lower energy content of alcohol.

The effect of methanol content in the mixture on the gross air fuel
ratio used and engine volumetric efficiency at constant speed (2400 rpm) is
shown in figure(4). The results indicated a slight change in both air fuel ratio
and engine volumetric efficiency during testig the engine.

Fig (5) shows the variation of carbon monoxide (CO%) and unbumed
hydrocarbon (HC. ppm) with methanol content in the mixture. The results
indicated a reduction in CO% as the % of methanol is increased in the
mixture due to the improvement in the combustion efficiency of the mixture.
Due to good evaporation and mixing of methanol.

The engine was run on a fixed percentage of methanol in the mixture
(15% methanol) and constant speed and fixed throttle opening and the
results obtained from comparing this mixrme with gasoline only are shown
in figures (6,7),
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The results indicated that when the engine is operating with a mixture
of gasoline and methanol having 15% methanol, the power and the thermal
efficiency are improved during the whole range of equivelence ratio used
and maximum power is obtained at a leaner equivelence ratio than gasoline
only.

Figures (8 ,9 ) show the effect of engine speed on engine performance
and exhaust emissions. The figures show also a comparison between running
the engine on gasoline only and a mixture of gasoline and methanol having
about 65% methanol. The results indicated an improvments in brake power
with an increase in S.F.C at all speed used. The emissionsofunbumed
hydrocarbons are higher than that recorded for gasoline with small change in
carbon monoxide due to improvement in mixture quality and combustion
efficiency.

4- CONCLUSIONS
1 - Spark ignition engine can operate on gasoline/ methanol blends with an

improvement on power and reduction in exhaust emissions at all speeds
and the whole range of Air fuel ratio

2- At constant speed without change in compression ratio the optimum
improvement is obtained at 15-20% of methanol in the mixture.

3- The use of two carburettors in series offers a simple and reliable
solution for the problem of methanol miscibility in gasoline.
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Table (1) Properties of alcohols compared with a premium Gasoline

Property

Heat of evaporation KJ/kg
Flame temp at 1 atm.
Max flame speed, msec
Oxygen content, wt%
Fuel/air, stoichiometric

CHjOH

1.109
470
0.48
49.9
0.155

C2H5OH

902
392
0.40
34.7

0.111

Premium
Gasoline

864
478
0.33
0.0

0.069

Table (2) engine specification

Manufacture
Type of coolant
no of cylinder
type of cylinder head
Bore
stroke
Torque (max)
Power (max)
Engine capacity
Normal Operating speed

Briggs and startton
air
one cylinder
L-head
90.5 mm
82.5 mm
35 Nm at 2700 rpm
9.69 kw at 3600 rpm
531 CC
1500-2500 rpm.
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ABSTRACT

Automotive engineers are concerned with the reduction of friction in engines in order to improve
their fuel consumption. Frictional losses in the engine are classified into several categories; namely
rotational losses, reciprocational losses, combination of these two losses, and auxiliaries.
Reciprocational losses are generally due to piston-ring assembly PRA/ c-.Under friction. Rotational
losses are losses due to bearing friction. Combined rotation and reciprocation losses are due to the
valve train losses, and auxiliary friction is friction due to springs, opening and closing of valves,
etc. The PRA plays a major role in the total engine friction. Several experimental, analytical, and
numerical investigations have been conducted with the purpose of minimizing PRA friction. The
purpose of this paper is to assess the state-of-the-art in this area. We address the role of PRA fric-
tion on the total friction losses and fuel economy of different types of automotive engines. The dif-
ferent lubrication regimes of PRA as it moves in the cylinder over the whole engine cycle are
described. The dependence of the coefficient of friction with speed, load and oil viscosity
(Sommerfeld number) is explained using the Stribeck diagram. Other topics include the effect of
oil film thickness, oil additives, surface roughness, number of rings, and ring geometry on fric-
tional losses. Different measuring techniques which have been reported in the literature are
described. A number of analytical PRA friction models are selected and discussed. This review
draws attention for further research needed to promote the understanding of PRA various friction
mechanisms and methods for their control.

I. GENERAL PISTON FRICTION CHARACTERISTICS

I.I The Stribeck Curve
Friction force is generated when two surfaces are sliding relative to each other. This force can be
separated into two types. The first has the usual retarding effect upon motion maintained by an
external force, while the second actually starts and maintains another motion of a vibrating nature
which is superimposed on the first. The mechanics of contact and friction has recently been
reviewed by Ibrahim (1994). The well known Stribeck curve is a compact representation of fric-
tion dependence on several parameters. It includes three possible lubrication regimes which occur
between two sliding lubricated surfaces: boundary, mixed, and hydrodynamic lubrication. The
curve relates the coefficient of friction in each of the regimes to the Sommerfeld number (|iV)/ W,
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where V is the piston speed, u is the oil viscosity, and W is the normal load per unit length. A
typical Stribeek curve is shown in Figure 1 and is usually represented on a logarithmic scale.

The coefficient of friction in the boundary region (0<(uV)/W < \{) is independent
and represents almost full metal to metal contact between the surfaces. This type of friction is
caused mainly by the contact of the aspirities between the surfaces. The coefficient of friction in
the mixed region (XiS(u.V)/W SX.2) decreases with an increase in <jiV)/W. and is indicative of
the presence of an oil film and some metal to metal contact. In this regime friction is caused pri-
marily by the contact of the aspirities between the surfaces, and, to a lesser extent, by oil viscous
shearing. The coefficient of friction in the hydrodynamic region (( îV)/W>>_2) increases with an
increase of (u.V)/W and represents almost full fluid lubrication, with no metal to metal contact.
This type of friction is caused almost exclusively by oil viscous shearing. It is seen that the friction
coefficient in boundary lubrication region may be almost 1000 times greater than the friction coef-
ficient in the hydrodynamic region.

The friction in the PRA/cylinder wall interface is composed of both piston ring friction and
piston skirt friction. Friction coefficients reach their peak values at the dead centers of the piston
motion as reported by De Faro-Barros and Dyson (1960), using a reciprocating test rig. The
magnitude of the friction coefficients was related to a normalized load, speed, and viscosity
parameter. Furuhama. et al. (1986) used a reciprocating test rig with no cylinder pressure to
measure the frictional force at three ranges of (uXJ)/W. as illustrated in figure 2. Here, U is the
maximum speed of the piston. Range I represents fully hydrodynamic lubrication, because the
friction force increases with piston speed as it moves from the dead center to mid stroke, then
decreases with a decrease in piston speed as it moves from mid-stroke to the following dead cen-
ter. However, the friction force in this range does not reach the peak value at the dead center
because the oil film is squeezed between the liner and rings as indicated by Furuhama (1960a.b).
Furuhama explained that the large deceleration in this range enhances a squeeze film action.
thereby maintaining an adequate oil film thickness to maintain fully hydrodynamic lubrication
throughout the entire stroke. Range II represents mixed lubrication, because the friction force
decreases with an increase in piston velocity when moving from the dead center to mid stroke,
then increases with a decrease in piston speed when moving from mid-stroke to the following
dead center. Range HI represents boundary lubrication, because the friction coefficient (force) is
essentially constant throughout the stroke.

Experimental investigations on piston assembly friction were done by Furuhama and
Takiguchi (1979) in an actual operating engine, using the floating liner technique. The piston fric-
tion force, illustrated in figure 3 (Furuhama and Sasaki, 1983), clearly identifies the different lubri-
cation regimes involved in an operating engine. It should be noted that the normal force varies
during the cycle, due to the pressure change in the combustion chamber. However, most of the
pressure variation occurs near the end of the compression stroke and the beginning of the expan-
sion stroke, but the pressure during the intake and exhaust strokes is fairly constant. The variation
of the friction force in these two strokes is due mainly to the change in the friction coefficient.
Large frictional forces occur during the first few degrees of the intake and exhaust strokes. These
are indicative of boundary lubrication, due to low piston velocity. As the piston moves further
toward mid-stroke, the friction force decreases with an increase in piston speed, indicating mixed
lubrication. The friction force then reaches a local minimum, and starts to increase with piston
speed. This indicates fully hydrodynamic lubrication.
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Additionally, the oil viscosity is higher during the intake stroke than the exhaust stroke, due to
a lower oil film temperature during the intake stroke. It can be noticed that the intake stroke has a
higher friction force in the hydrodynamic region (mid-stroke) than the exhaust stroke. This is in
perfect agreement with the Stribeck curve, because an increase in oil viscosity in the hydrodynamic
region should result in a increase in the friction coefficient, and hence an increase in the frictional
force. Marek and Henein (1992) also found this trend when analyzing the stroke averaged PRA
factional force, as illustrated in figure 4.

1.2 Friction Dependency on Engine Speed
It was demonstrated by Hawkes and Hardy (1936) that hydrodynamic friction is the major con-
tributor of PRA friction. Accordingly, an increase in engine speed should result in an increase in
the average frictional force. PRA friction force can be defined by the friction mean effective pres-
sure (fmep) given by the expression

where Fp is the piston/cylinder frictional force, V is the piston speed, Vd is the volumetric dis-
placement, and T is the time period of one complete cycle. fmep can also be expressed as the
product of the oil viscosity and the engine speed

U = C(uV)n (2)

where the exponent n is determined experimentally and its value is within the range 0.3-0.65.
Several theoretical and experimental studies have been devoted for evaluating n, see for example
Furuhama and Sasaki (1983), Wakuri, et al (1990), Wakuri, et al (1992a,b) and Yun and Kim
(1993). Although there are disagreements in finding an exact exponent, it is generally accepted that
PRA friction increases significantly as speed increases. More inclusive mathematical models and
more concise experimental methods are required before reaching a universally acceptable mathe-
matical relationship.

1.3 Friction Dependency on Cylinder Pressure
An increase in cylinder pressure results in an increase in the wall temperature and hence a decrease
in oil viscosity. An increase in cylinder pressure also causes an increase in the normal load
between the rings and the liner. A decrease in viscosity and an increase in normal load in the
hydrodynamic region of the Stribeck curve result in decreasing the friction coefficient. If the per-
centage of decrease in the friction coefficient is less than the percentage increase in the normal load,
the friction force will increase. This can occur during the last part of the compression stroke and
the first part of the expansion stroke where the pressure reaches its peak value as shown in Figure
5. This was observed by Furuhama and Takiguchi (1979), Wakuri, et al (1990), Wakuri, et al
(1992a,b), Yoshida et al (1987), Takiguchi, et al (1988), Furuhama and Sasaki (1983), Fuega and
Bury (1984), Gauthier, et al (1987), Sherrington and Smith (1988), and Yun and Kim (1993).

Konomi and Itoh (1988), using the floating liner technique, reported a substantial increase in
PRA friction with cylinder pressure. This was further verified by Uras and Patterson (1984) and
Lin and Patterson (1993). When considering the stroke averaged PRA frictional force, Figure 4
shows that it is much higher during expansion than during compression (Merek, et al., 1991).
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1.4 Friction Dependency on Oil Film Thickness
The oil film thickness directly affects the lubrication regime and friction of the PRA/cylinder inter-
face. If the oil film thickness is greater than the asperity height, hydrodynamic lubrication will
prevail. On the other hand, if the oil film thickness is less than the asperity height, mixed or
boundary lubrication will occur. There have been several studies which have correlated the oil film
thickness with the resulting frictional force, and some general relationships have been found. For
example, Shin, et al. (1985) found that the oil film is thicker at the center of the stroke than at the
dead centers, indicating that the relative speed of the piston and the oil film thickness are directly
related. Additionally, within any single stroke the maximum and minimum piston assembly fric-
tion forces occurred at the highest and lowest oil film thicknesses in the hydrodynamic region,
respectively. With reference to the Stribeck diagram, within the hydrodynamic region the oil film
thickness estimated by Wakuri, et al. (1990) was found to increase with the Sommerfeld parame-
ter. Similar findings, using different techniques, were also reported Furuhama and Sasaki (1983),
Tomioka, et al. (1992), and Wakuri, et al. (1992a).

The effect of the contact pressure on the oil film thickness and friction was investigated by
Miltoisis, et al.(1989) and Wakuri, et al., (1990). Within the hydrodynamic region, it was found
that an increase in ring/cylinder contact pressure resulted in a lower oil film thickness and higher
frictional force. This indicated that there is no direct relationship between the oil film thickness and
friction force. However, both the coefficient of friction and the oil film thickness increase with an
increase in the Sommerfeld parameter. The dependence of both oil film thickness and the coeffi-
cient of friction on the Sommerfeld parameter is shown in Figure 6. Although a higher contact
pressure decreases the friction coefficient in the hydrodynamic region, the frictional force still
increases because the normal force increases by a greater proportion. Furthermore, an increase in
the contact pressure above a certain level will change the status of the lubrication regime from fully
hydrodynamic to mixed, or even to boundary, lubrication.

II. FRICTION REDUCTION TECHNIQUES

Engine friction reduction can reduce fuel consumption and increase power output. Kovach, et
al.(1982) indicated that a 1 psi reduction in engine FMEP can result in 1-2% fuel economy
improvement for some typical 4-cylinder engines. Hoshi (1981) indicated that a 17-21% total fric-
tion reduction can result in a 7% fuel economy improvement in the city and a 3% fuel economy
improvement on the highway. Additionally, Fuega (1983) indicated that a 50% reduction in the
PRA friction will reduce fuel consumption by 40% at idle and a mere 2% at full load. And more
recently, Hamai (1991) indicated that if ring pack friction can be reduced by 10%, fuel consump-
tion can be decreased by 3%. Several attempts have been made to reduce piston assembly friction.
These include changes in ring geometry, a reduction in the number of rings, surface roughness
condition, and the use of friction modifiers.

H.I Ring Geometry.
The piston contains two types of rings: compression rings and oil-control rings. The compression
rings seal the combustion chamber gases from the crankcase. The oil-control rings supply lubri-
cant to the compression rings, while sealing the lubricant from the combustion chamber. There are
two main areas of ring geometry that are of interest to researchers: the axial width and the ring
profile. The axial width is the part in contact with the oil and cylinder. The profile is the "round-
ing" of the axial width.
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Figure 7 shows that an increase in the axial width, while the pressure is kept constant, (or an
increase in the ring tension) results an increase in the frictional force (see for example Shin, et al.,
1985, Yoshida. et al., 1987, Wakuri, et al.. 1990, and Tateishi, 1994). Jeng (1992a-c) found that a
larger ring width reduced friction at low RPM's and increased friction at high RPM's. At low
RPM's, where mixed lubrication usually occurs, the larger ring width promoted hydrodynamic
lubrication, hence lowering the friction coefficient and the resulting frictional force. At high RPM's,
where hydrodynamic lubrication already predominates, the larger ring width increased the shearing
area and hence the frictional force.

In general, a flat ring profile decreases the oil film thickness at mid-stroke, and increases the oil
film thickness at the dead centers, due to an enhanced squeeze action (Jeng, 1992a-c, Wakuri, et
al., 1990, and Yoshida, et al., 1987). This flat profile therefore increases friction at mid-stroke, but
tends to decrease boundary or mixed lubrication friction at the dead centers. Hence, a flatter sur-
face can reduce overall friction and wear if the resulting decrease in boundary or mixed lubrication
friction at the dead centers is greater than the resulting increase in friction at mid-stroke. Normally,
this is apparent at low speeds. At high speeds, where hydrodynamic lubrication dominates, a
curved profile will result in a lower average friction.

II.2 Number of Rings
A conventional piston assembly contains two or more compression rings and one or more oil-
control rings. In general, a decrease in the number of rings results in a lower PRA friction, as
illustrated by figure 8. The effect of decreasing the number of compression rings was investigated
by Yoshida, et al (1987). They varied the number of piston rings in a four piston ring configura-
tion, originally consisting of three compression rings and one oil-control ring. The friction force
was reduced by 20% when the third ring was removed, and by 45% when both the second and
third rings were removed. It was also found that the surface running temperature of the piston
rings did not change significantly when lowering the number of rings from four to two, in spite of
a 10°F increase in the piston body temperature. It should be noted that a decrease in the number
of rings also leads to the possibility of decreasing the length and mass of the piston. However, an
increase in blow-by gases, crown temperature, and oil consumption may result from a reduction in
the number of rings.

The effect of changing the geometry of oil ring was investigated by Takiguchi, et al. (1988).
He found that a 2-ring package, consisting of a top compression ring and a 3-piece oil ring, re-
sulted in 15-20% less friction than the standard three ring package. In a further study, a 2-ring
package with a top ring and a narrow single-rail oil ring resulted in 30-40% lower friction than the
standard three ring package. Other researchers who studied the effect of the number of rings on
PRA friction, and arrived at similar results, were Furuhama and Sasaki (1983), Furuhama, et al.
(1984), Holt and Murray (1986), Ku and Patterson (1988), Henein, et al (1989), Wakuri, et al
(1990), Wakuri, et al (1992a.b), Furuhama, et al. (1985) and Furuhama, et al. (1991).

I I J Surface Roughness
The surface roughness of both the cylinder and the liner has a direct effect on the nature of PRA
friction. Ku and Patterson (1988), Shin, et al (1985), Jeng (1992a-c), and Sui and Ariga (1993),
using different methods, found that friction in the mixed and boundary regions is increased with an
increase in surface roughness, while friction in the hydrodynamic region remained virtually unaf-
fected by surface roughness.
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In contrast. Zhou Quan-bao, et al (1988), using a full lubrication model for rough piston rings
under hydrodynamic lubrication, indicated that an increase in surface roughness increased the
power loss due to friction by 8.3 - 9.4% in the hydrodynamic region. Experimental evidence to
validate this finding, however, was not offered.

Sui and Ariga (1993), indicated that variations in the asperity orientation significantly affected
the ring pack friction in the mixed lubrication regime. When the asperity orientation changed from
longitudinal to transverse, see Figure 9, the ring pack friction was reduced by 9.1%. This is due to
the increase in oil film thickness and resulting decrease in asperity interlocking caused by the
transverse surface orientation. Michail and Barber (1995a,b), using a mixed lubrication model,
also found that oil film thickness is largest for transverse oriented surfaces.

11.4 Oil Additives
In order to reduce the friction and wear of the PRA, additives have been added to conventional
motor oils. A common friction modifier is Molybdenum, which is occasionally combined with
other compounds, such as Boron and Phosphorus. In general, friction modifiers lower friction
only in the mixed and boundary lubrication regions. Friction modified oils resulted in a 20-40%
reduction in PRA boundary and mixed lubrication regimes in studies by Uras and Patterson
(1987), Davis and Eyre (1990). and Ting (1993a,b).

In addition to friction modifiers, polymers have been added to conventional oils in some
studies. According to Tomioka. et al. (1992), most viscoelastic lubricants are formed by the
combination of high molecular weight polymers and traditional engine oils, which make them
non-Newtonian. Contrary to conventional friction modifiers, these non-Newtonian oils tend to
decrease friction in the hydrodynamic region. Gauthier, et al. (1987) compared conventional oils
to non-Newtonian oils. He reported that a lower friction was realized in the hydrodynamic region,
but a higher friction occurred in the boundary region. In a further study, Tomioka. et al. (1992)
indicated that non-Newtonian lubricants reduced both the factional force and the oil film thickness
throughout the stroke. Accordingly, not all non-Newtonian lubricants produce the same results.

11.5 Friction Measurement Techniques
There arc many ways to measure the friction between two lubricated surfaces by incorporating
various bench tests. However, measuring the friction between the piston and cylinder in an actual
firing engine is much more difficult, and only a few methods have been developed over the last
fifty years. These methods include the floating liner method (Forbes and Taylor, 1943, Leary and
Jovellanos, 1944, Livengood and Wallor, 1947, Furuhama and Takiguchi, 1979, Mollenhauer, et
al., 1980, Shin, et al., 1985, Gauthier, et al., 1987, Yoshida. et al., 1987. Konomi and Itoh, 1988,
Sherrington and Smith. 1988, Smith, et al., 1988, Takiguchi. et al., 1988. Clarke, et al., 1990,
Smith, et al.. 1991, Wakuri, et al., 1990, and Wakuri, et al., 1992a,b), the instantaneous indicated
mean effective pressure (Uras and Patterson, 1983, and Yun and Kim, 1992), and the fixed sleeve
method (Ku and Patterson, 1988).

III. FRICTION MODELING

The mathematical modeling of PRA friction has been examined extensively during the last few
decades. Early developments were based on many assumptions to simplify the analytical models
due to the lack of adequate computational tools. In view of the advent of recent powerful comput-
ers and sophisticated software, significant progress has been observed over the last few years. The
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friction force due to lubrication is usually estimated by solving the well known Reynolds' equation.
Reynolds' equation is basically a partial differential equation describing the hydrodynamic pressure
distribution and its dependence on time and film thickness. The two dimensional form of
Reynolds' equation is

where h = oil film thickness, u. = oil viscosity, p(x,y) = oil film pressure. Up = sliding velocity of
the ring, x = axial direction, y = circumferential direction, and t is the time.

If axial symmetry is assumed the pressure is governed by one dimensional equation

6 U 9 h p 3h ( 4 )

Upon integration twice gives

p — 6 | i i y 1 + 1 2 n J l 1 + C,I, + C, (5)

where C\ and C? are integration constants, and I, = I dx/h\ 13 = I xdx/h1, and I, = I dx/h!.

The hydrodynamic friction force per unit area fx is (Brombolich, 1989)

So the hydrodynamic frictional force is

J-2)t f

. /
f.rdxde (7)

where r = the ring radius, 8 = the circumference angle of the ring, and b= ring thickness.

Furuhama (1960) initially applied the Reynolds equation to the piston ring interface. Several
applications of Reynolds' equation taking into account the influence of boundary conditions, pres-
sure distribution, and starvation and cavitation effects have been conducted by Lloyd (1968), Fuega
and Bury (1985), Sui and Anga (1993), Wakuri, et al. (1992a,b), Wakuri, et al (1990). Zhou
Quan-bao, et al. (1988), Hoult. et al. (1991), Tomioka, et al. (1992), and Gupta, et al.. (1994).
These activities can be classified into simple models and complex computer algorithms. The
reported results of these two approaches are summarized in the next two sub-sections.

III.l Simple Models
Simple models are usually developed to provide an approximate estimation of frictional forces un-
der ideal conditions. Under steady state operating conditions at 900 RPM, Rezeka and Henein
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(1984) developed expressions for frictional torques under different lubrication regimes. For
example, the frictional torque of the rings in the hydrodynamic lubrication regime Trvi is

+ 0.4n:)DrcIKI <8.a)

The frictionaJ torque of the rings in the mixed lubrication regime (Trmj) is

T^ = a:nDncw(PgM + Pe)( 1 - lsin((p)l)rc IKI (8.b)

The frictional torque of the piston skirt (Tps, hydrodynamic only) is

TpJ = a3a^DLrcK (8.c)

where K = sin ((p) J^ inJ(p)cos(cp)

aj, a2, and &2 are constants which may depend on ring shape, boundary lubrication condition, and
film thickness due to piston inclination, respectively, w is the width of the oil ring, Pg a s and Pe are
pressures due to cylinder gases and elastic ring forces, respectively, n0 is the number of oil rings,
ric is the number of compression rings, D is the cylinder bore, rc is the radius of the crank. L is the
length of the piston skirt, cp is the crank angle, and ( is the length of the crank.

Tuccillo. et al (1993) used relations (8) to obtain coefficients representing speed fluctuations at
part-load conditions in a diesel engine. Kuo, et al (1989) calculated the ring friction force Ff using
the following definition

Ff = f7tDrbP (9)

where the friction coefficient f is defined by the relationship

where Dr = Outside ring diameter, P = Pressure behind the ring, and Vp = Instantaneous piston
velocity.

The above model is based on fully hydrodynamic lubrication and a flat, axisymmetric surface
contact. Chung, et al (1993) utilized the following equation due to Heywood (1988) to determine
the frictional force in the boundary and mixed lubricated regimes

f^otf. + d-cOf,, (11)

where f0 = overall coefficient of friction, a = metal to metal constant (varying from 0 to 1),
fb = coefficient of friction in the boundary regime (found by the Stribeck diagram), and
fh = coefficient of friction in the hydrodynamic regime (found by the Stribeck diagram).
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The friciional force was then estimated using the definition of friction coefficient as the ratio of
friction force to the normal force.

Lin and Patterson (1993) introduced a semi-empirical model based on a similarity analysis,
while using the Stribeck curve as a guideline. This method was an approximation of the piston
friction, based on previous experimental results of engines tested with the fixed sleeve method (Ku
and Patterson, 1988). Experimental results were found to be in good agreement with predicted
results. This method was adopted to obtain approximate data for estimating piston ring friction for
new designs which were similar to tested engines.

It is apparent that the results of these simple models are not exact due to the assumptions
made. These models, however, can be useful in initial design stages to obtain a quick and general
frictional force calculation.

III.2 Complex Computer Modeling
The modeling of friction between the piston and the cylinder is not a simple task, due to various
complex physical phenomena which take place during the piston motion. The friction force in
PRA is affected by many factors including the lubricant properties, thermal effects on the lubricant
and the piston, elastic deformation and tilt of the piston skirt and rings, etc. Due to the tremendous
increase of computer power, many of these factors can now be incorporated in numerical algo-
rithms. These algorithms are based on either finite element approach or finite difference method.

Finite element models have been developed by Miltsios, et al M989), Blair, et al (1990), and
Sherrington, et al (1990) to predict the friction force due to different components and the effects of
component imperfections. Miltsios. et al (1989) estimated the friction force between a circular ring
and elliptical cylinder. They allowed tilting of the ring as a function of time The friction in the
hydrodynamic region was calculated using the Reynolds equation, and the friction in the mixed
region was calculated as a function of the oil film thickness and the surface roughness of the two
surfaces in contact.

The numerical algorithm of Blair, et al (1990) provided estimation of piston skirt distortion,
piston tilt, operating clearance and oil-film contact area as a function of machined profile, thermal
expansion, cylinder pressure, piston inertia, and transient side loads. They found significant distor-
tions of the skirt occur as a result of thermal expansion, cylinder pressure, and side loads. These
distortions are much greater than the measured oil film thickness of the skirt, which implies that
metal-to-metal contact between the piston skirt and the cylinder is probable.

Sherrington. et al (1990) took the "bore out of roundness and the circumferential variation of
the ring face profile into account when developing a 3-D computer simulation. The program
allowed the ring profile to vary around its circumference, and used the Reynolds equation. The
model assumed a fully flooded ring inlet, smooth surfaces, a circumferentially constant ring ten-
sion, a circular ring shape, and no rotation of the ring.

Goenka. et al (1992) and Paranjpe and Cusenza (1992) introduced a sophisticated and user
friendly software package called FLARE (Friction and Lubrication Analysis of Reciprocating
Engines). This software considered four major components in the automotive engine: piston skirt.
piston rings, bearings, and valve train. Depending on the level of sophistication desired, three
levels of analysis were available for the user. Level one was for the concept phase, level two was
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for the initial design, and level three was for design refinement. The higher the level, the higher the
sophistication and computing time.

For the piston skirt analysis, a mixed elastohydrodynamic lubncauon analysis, originally
developed by Goenka and Meernik (19921 was utilized. This analysis included the thermal and
elastic deformations of the skin, the skin geometry, the load between the piston skin and the cylin-
der (both by lubrication and solid contact), the effect of piston tilt, and piston load and speed
parameters. The solution used a finite-element mesh for the piston. For the piston ring, a lubrica-
tion analysis originally developed by Jeng (1992a-c) was utilized. This analysis considered an axis-
symmetric profile of the ring; ring tilt was not accounted for. A prescribed coefficient of friction
was utilized when the oil film thickness fell below a cenain limit. Level one assumed fully flooded
lubrication, level two assumed starved lubrication, level three has not yet been developed.

The results of the FLARE software indicated that 20.7% to 25.4% of engine friction is from
the piston skirt and 23.7% to 27.45 of engine friction is from the piston rings. The experimental
values were in good agreement with the calculated values. It is interesting to note, however, that
Furuhama and Sasaki (1979) and many other previous authors considered the piston skirt friction
to be negligible, and only considered the friction of the piston rings.

Thring (1992) formulated a total engine friction model. The model includes piston ring fric-
tion, piston skirt friction, bearing friction, windage, and valve train friction. The piston ring and
piston skirt models assumed complete hydrodynamic lubrication, which is not true of an actual
engine. However, since this model was a prediction of the friction work, not instantaneous friction,
the author indicated that the contribution of boundary or mixed lubrication to total frictional work is
minimal, due to the low velocities and time span during which these types of friction occur. This
was a simplified model, but is useful in initial design stages. Piston ring and piston skirt friction
forces were found to be the main contributors to total engine friction. The remaining contributors
to friction, in order of importance, were the accessories, the cam bearing, the cam/tappet, the main
bearing, the crank pin. and finally the oscillatory friction in the valve train.

Finite difference algorithms have been developed by Keribar and Dursunkaya (1992),
Dursunkaya, et al (1994Cand Yang and Kieth (1995). Zhu. et al (1992. 1993) and Hu. et al (1994)
to determine the friction force under different conditions. The model of Keribar and Dursunkaya
(1992) is based on the work of Dursunkaya and Keribar (1992) for piston secondary dynamics.
Both hydrodynamic and boundary lubrication were considered, with oil starvation taken into
account. A finite difference solution of the Reynolds' equation for hydrodynamic lubrication and an
asperity contact sub-model for boundary lubrication were utilized. Dursunkaya, et al (1994) intro-
duced a model of the elastohydrodynamic lubrication of the piston skirt, taking into consideration
the deformation of the piston skirt, by simulating the secondary dynamics of the piston skirt. (This
is an evolution of a model developed by Keribar and Dursunkaya (1992), in which a finite differ-
ence technique was used to calculate the oil film thickness and friction of the piston skirt.) The
deformations were found to be the same as or greater than the clearances between the skirt and the
liner, again supporting the probability that physical contact between the piston skirt and the liner
occurs. Additionally, it was found that deformations increase with engine speed and increase with
load only in late compression, power, and early exhaust strokes. Experimental validation of this
method is not yet available. Yang and Kieth (1995) developed an finite difference algorithm for
piston ring lubrication which considered the lubricant a compressible fluid. Elastic deformation of
the piston ring, and cavitation of the lubrication were also considered.
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Zhu, et al (1992. 1993) developed a numerical simulation for piston skin lubrication and fric-
tion in a mixed lubrication regime. Surface waviness, roughness, piston skirt surface profile, bulk
elastic deformation, and thermal distortion of both the piston skin and the cylinder bore were taken
into consideration. Reasonable agreement between the calculated and previous experimental results
was made. Additionally, it was found that deformations due to gas force and the thermal distor-
tion of the cylinder bore can be considered negligible.

Hu, et al (1994) introduced a piston ring model with the assumption of asymmetry. The influ-
ence of surface contact roughness, asperity contact, elastic asymmetry of the rings, distonion of the
cylinder bore, gas pressure variation, and ring axial movement were also taken into consideration.
A Linear Complementary Problem (LCP) was solved numerically.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND NEW RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

This review has provided useful information on the research activities in the area of piston ring
assembly friction. It has been observed that the main source of engine friction is the piston ring
assembly. The Stribeck curve provides a complete description of different lubrication regimes
(hydrodynarruc, mixed and boundary) throughout the stroke of the piston in terms of Sommerfeld
number. The friction mean effective pressure of the PRA increases with engine speed. It has also
been found that cylinder pressure affects PRA friction mainly at the end of the compression stroke
and the beginning of the expansion stroke.

A high viscosity oil results in high average PRA friction and low wear at the dead centers. A
low viscosity oil results in low average PRA friction and high wear at the dead centers, where
boundary and mixed friction predominates. The oil film thickness increases with relative piston
speed throughout the stroke. Within any single stroke, the maximum and minimum PRA friction
forces occur at the highest and lowest oil film thicknesses in the hydrodynamic regions, respec-
tively.

Ring characteristics studies have indicated that an increase in ring tension reduces the oil film
thickness, but increases PRA friction. Increasing the axial width of the piston rings while main-
taining constant pressure (hence increasing tension) increases PRA friction. Increasing the axial
width with a constant tension may decrease PRA friction at low RPM's. due to reduced boundary
and mixed lubrication. However, this may increase PRA friction at high RPM's. due to an
increased oil shearing area. A flat axial profile promotes a squeeze effect at the dead centers,
thereby lowering the percentage of mixed and boundary lubrication throughout the stroke.
However, a flat axial profile increases the friction at mid-stroke. A reduction in the number of
piston rings reduces PRA friction significantly, but may increase oil consumption, blowby, and
piston temperature.

Surface roughness has a significant effect on the PRA friction. An increase in surface rough-
ness increases the friction in the mixed and boundary lubricated regimes, but has no effect in the
hydrodynamic regime. A transverse surface roughness tends to increase the oil film thickness,
hence lowering the percentage of mixed and boundary lubrication and the resulting overall PRA
friction. The use of friction modifiers tends to decrease PRA friction only in the mixed and
boundary lubrication regimes. Using polymer additives tends to decrease PRA friction in the
hydrodynamic region, and may actually increase friction in the mixed and boundary lubrication
regimes.
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There are few methods to measure the PRA friction in an operating engine. These include the
floating liner technique, the instantaneous IMEP method, and the fixed sleeve method.

Analytical modeling has been given in terms of Reynolds' equation. Several numerical models
assuming different boundary conditions, pressure distributions, and oil starvation effects have been
addressed by researchers to obtain PRA friction.

It is observed that there has been a recent exponential increase in research activities of the PRA
friction. However, the reported results have not resolved many issues. These issues can be sum-
marized as follows:

i. Existing experimental techniques to measure PRA friction need to be improved to reflect the
actual friction characteristics. These techniques should use three dimensional load cells and
three-dimensional accelerometers to measure friction forces and associated bi-normal forces
and corresponding vibrations and resulting piston tilt and slap.

ii. The development of experimental techniques to measure PRA friction in multi-cylinder engines.

iii. Fundamental understanding of the statistical nature of friction and its time dependence. This
can be accomplished by developing simple dynamic models which accurately estimate PRA
friction, possibly by a statistical analysis of several engines of different size and shape.
Possible inputs could be engine component dimensions, mass, and inertia] properties.

iv The development of more sophisticated PRA friction models, which take into account all sig-
nificant characteristics of the PRA. These characteristics include, but are not confined to, piston
distortion and tilt, ring twist and ring profile variation, thermal and viscosity effects of the
lubricant throughout the stroke, cylinder bore distortion, operating clearance, surface rough-
ness, and out of bore roundness.

v. Exploring the use of different coatings and shaping memory alloys (SMA) in the PRA and
cylinder to reduce friction and wear. SMA are characterized by low friction coefficients and
augmented strength at higher temperature.
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ABSTRACT

In gasoline engines, mixture preparation through induction system
has a great effect on output power and exhaust emission. Conventional
carburetor and induction system can not ensure good evaporation and
mixing of air and fuel before ignition point. Fuel air mixture quality can
be improved by increasing the rate of turbulent during induction process.

This paper presents an experimental investigation into the effect of
increasing the rate of turbulent through the inlet manifold of a multi-
cylinder, spark ignition engine by using a vortex generator to improve the
fuel vaporization and improve mixture quality. The results obtained from
this study will be presented and discussed.

INTRODUCTION

With the increasing demand for energy saving and reducing
atmospheric pollution, a lot of effort has been concentrating on improving
internal combustion engines performance by improving their combustion
process. In spark ignition engines with conventional carburetors, the
performance depends mainly on the quality of the fuel air mixture during
combustion process. In these engines a modest fraction of the fuel
vaporizes upstream of the throttle valve and the rest of the fuel in liquid
film and droplets form, flow with the air in the manifold and affecting the
mixture quality introdMccd to the engine cylinder. The condition of fuel-
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air mixture inside the inlet manifold has been investigated in Ref. [1-2]
and the results indicated that most of the fuel is present in liquid form and
a modification to the intake system should be employed to ensure that the
engine receives well evaporated well mixed charge. In order to improve
mixture quality supplied to the engine cylinder, several methods have
been suggested and investigated such as the use of gaseous fuel to
improve engine performance and reduces exhaust emissions [3-4]. A fuel
vaporization tube (V-pipe) and vaporizing carburetor have be used to
improve the fuel-air mixture quality [5-6]. The effect of creating a high
level of turbulence inside the engine manifold during intake process on
engine performance and exhaust emissions using vortex generators has
been investigated in Ref. [7-8]. The results obtained indicated that the
power of the engine is improved using vortex generator and the engine
can operate on the a lean mixture leading to reduction on exhaust
emissions. The degree of improvement depends on blockage ratio of the
vortex generator.

This paper presents an experimental investigation into the effect
using a very low blockage ratio vortex generator on the performance of a
multi-cylinder spark ignition engine. The results obtained from this study
will be presented and discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

In order to carry out this investigation a test bed is constructed
consists of a four cylinder, four stroke petrol engine having the
specification presented in table 1. The load of the engine is measured by a
fluid dynamometer. The air flow rate is measured by an air box and orifice
and fuel flow rate is measured by measuring the time required for
consuming a 50 ml of the fuel. A sample of exhaust gases is analyzed by
UREX-311 infra red CO% and HC (ppm) analyzer. Fig. 1 shows the lay-
out of the experimental test bed. A bladed vortex generator is used in this
investigation to create a higher level of turbulence through engine
manifold.

Details of the vortex generator are presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
The device is fitted directly under the engine carburetor and is constructed
in such a way to reduce air blockage. The arrangement of the device with
the manifold is shown in Fig. 4.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The engine was nan without the vortex generator at constant speed
and the performance data were obtained. The vortex generator was placed
as indicated in Fig. 4 and the engine was tested again at the same
operating condition. The results obtained are presented in Figs. (5-10).

Fig. 5 shows the effect of using the proposed vortex generator on the
output power of the engine at constant speed of 2000 rpm and variable
throttle opening. The results indicated an improvement in the output
power by about 15-35% as the throttle valve opening increase. This
improvement is due to the improvement in fuel evaporation and good
mixing generated by creating higher level of turbulence inside the engine
manifold. Engine specific fuel consumption and thermal efficiency
improved when the vortex generator is used as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

Fig. 8 shows the effect of using the vortex generator on engine
volumetric efficiency. The figure indicates that the use of the proposed
device has no effect on engine volumetric efficiency i.e. no blockage of
the air flow in the manifold and the improvement in the power is due to
the increase in the mixture quality introduced to the engine cylinder.

Figs. (9-10) show the variation in the emission of carbon monoxide
[CO%] and unburned hydrocarbon [HC] ppm. The results indicated that
vortex generator has improved fuel vaporization and mixture quality
leading to improvement in combustion efficacy and reducing the emission
of CO and HC in engine exhaust.

From experimental work conducted in this investigation easy
starting and stable operation were observed when vortex generator is
employed.

CONCLUSIONS

1- The increase in fuel vaporization and mixture quality due to
creating higher level of turbulence in the manifold improves brake
specific fuel consumption, thermal efficiency and reduces the CO and HC
emissions.
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2- The engine power is improved by 15-35% when vortex generator
is placed between the carburetor and the manifold as th/ottle opening is
increased

3- Creating higher level of turbulence has small effect on engine
volumetric efficiency provided that no blockage of the air flow is
introduced in the intake system.

4- The use of proposed vortex generator has improved engine
starting and smoothing the running of the engine.
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Table 1 : Engine specifications

Engine type
Type of coolant
No. of cylinder
Cylinder bore
Stroke
Engine capacity
Compression ratio
Maximum power

FSO-Polonez
Water
4
77 mm
79.5 mm
1481 cc
8:1
55 kW at 3600 rpm
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ABSTRACT

Spark ignition engine performance and exhaust emissions are
strongly affected by the Fuel / Air ratio used. A considerable amount of
investigations have been carried out by engine manufactureres to control
engine performance and meet exhaust emission standards of governmental
agencies by developing control systems for some operating variables such
as ignition timing, air fuel ratio and exhaust gas recirculation.

This paper presents a control system uses temperature transducer
to measure exhaust temperature and to operate a needle valve on the
engine carburetor main jet that will enable the air fuel ratio to oscillate
about a desired value. The results obtained from engine tests and the
models are presented and discussed.

NOMENCLATURE

N Speed
KD Proportion gain coefficient
Ks Sensor gain coefficient
P Proportion type controller
PI Proportion plus Integral type controller
PID Proportion plus Integral Plus derivative type controller
S Laplace operator
T Delay time
Tj derivative time constant
T e x Exhaust temperature
Tj Integral time constant
Vo Voltage signal
<|> Equivalence fuel air ratio
T Sensor time constant
t] Fast fuel time constant
T2 Slow fuel time constant
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1-INTRODUCTION

With the increasing demai d for an efficient use of the available
world energy sources and reducing the level of atmospheric pollution, a
considerable amount of investigations have been carried out to improve the
combustion of the fuel air mixture in spark ignition engines. In order to
achieve a higher engine performance with a lower level of exhaust
emissions over a wide range of engine operating conditions, researches
have been carried out to examine the effects of some operating parameters
such as mixture strength, mixture preparation, ignition timing and exhaust
gas recirculation [1,2]. The results obtained from these investigation
indicated that combustion in spark ignition engines is greatly affected by
the fuel air ratio used and the control of this ratio can allow the engine to
operate at higher efficiency [2].

Many investigations have been reported in the literature describing
fuel air ratio control systems for spark ignition engines [3]. A fuel air ratio
control system using a self-tuning regulator to eliminate or minimize the
fuel air ratio oscillation about stoichiometry was presented in ref. (3), the
system operates with a feedback signal from on exhaust gas oxygen
sensor. Refpt] reviewed the work carried at Ford company in the area of
fuel air ratio control and presented a control model takes into account the
manifold wall wetting and throtlle-torque identification, the model also
deals with engine transient operation. An adaptive engine control system
using the burning rate as a feedback for fuel air ratio control was presented
in ref.[5],

Cylinder pressure sensor is used to control the fuel air ratio in a
spark ignition engine. In this system some statistical method was applied
to the detected peak pressure and crank angle position [6]. A non linear
control method for automotive fuel injectors system was also presented in
ref.[7].

This paper presents a control system uses a temperature transducer
to measure exhaust temperat ire as a feedback to operate a needle valve on
the engine carburetor main jet to allow the fuel air ratio to oscillate about
the desired value. The model in this study takes into account the inlet
manifold dynamics which represent fast flow of the fuel in vapor or droplet
forms and slow fuel flow in the form of liquid film on the manifold walls.
The study also presents and simulates proportional (P) , proportional plus
integral (PI), and proportional plus integral plus derivative (PID)
controllers, and identifies the optimal controller tuning parameters.
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2- EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

In order to obtain a relationship between fuel air ratio or (O),
exhaust temperature and exhaust emissions an experimental study has been
carried out using a Ford engine test bed shown in fig. (1). The engine
specification are shown in appendix. The test bed is equipped with
measuring devices for output power, air flow rate, fuel flow rate and
chromel-Alumel thermocouples with a digital read out having 0.5 °C
accuracy are used for cooling water, and exhaust gases temperatures.

A sample of engine exhaust gases was fed to a gas analyzer [model
SUN SGA 9000] which measures accurately carbon monoxide (Co%) and
unburned hydrocarbons (HC ppm) concentration.

2.1 - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The engine was tested after all measuring devices were calibrated
and the engine reached the steady state operation as specified in the
instruction sheet [8]. The engine was tested at constant speed and the
carburetor main jet position was altered to allow the variation of fuel flow
rate.

The results obtained are shown in figure (2,3,4). Fig. (2) shows the
variation of carbon monoxide (Co%) with mixture equivalence ratio (O) at
constant speed, full throttle, and fixed ignition timing. The results show an
increase in Co% as the mixture is riched. The exhaust temperature
variation with (O) at constant speed is also presented in figure (3). The
variation in Co% and exhaust temperature is shown in fig. (4) which can
be used to correlates Co% with Tex.

3- PROPOSED CLOSED LOOP CONTROL SYSTEM

A generalized block diagram of the proposed closed loop control
system is shown in fig. (5). In this system it is convenient to represent fuel
air ratio by the equivalence ratio O.

, fuel-air ratio
fuel -air ratio .stoichiometry

In the fuel metering actuator for the engine control system inlet
manifold dynamics represent fast fuel flow in the form of vapor or
droplets, and slow fuel flow in the form of liquid film on the manifold
walls, and regulates the fuel flow into the engine. The engine exhaust gas
temperature can be used for defining an output equivalence ratio. The
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temperature sensor generates an electrical signal (volt) which is a function
of the equivalence ratio. The controller generates a signal which is a
function of Vo and the desired equivalence ratio one. This signal operates
the fuel-metering actuator (main jet needle valve) controlling the fuel flow
and therefore the equivalence ratio, the input fuel air equivalence ratio is
continuously adjusted by the controller in order to keep the average value
as close to unity as possible. A linearized model of the proposed system
will be described in the following section.

3.1- FUEL METERING SYSTEM

The fuel-metering actuator is presumed to generate input
equivalence ratio as output and the output controller signal as input and
has a transfer function which consists of fast and slow fuel transfer
function and can be written as

1 1
fuel metering actuator = +

where -q and T2 are the fast and slow time constant [9]

•q = 0.02 sec, T2 =1 sec.

3.2- ENGINE MODEL

The engine is reasonably assumed to perform as a pure time delay
function, so its transfer function Gp (S) is

Gp(S) = e-TS

where T is the pure time delay of the engine from the instruction sheet [8]

T = 0.2 sec.

3.3-SENSOR MODEL:

Sensor characteristic curve is constructed by testing it over practical
exhaust temperature range (200-1200 °C . A chromel-alumel thermocouple
is used and the output of the exhaust temperature sensor can be correlated
to fuel air-equivalence ratio 4> based on figure (2,3,4). From the
experimental results. The TexAJi correlation is in the form

Where ci,c2, and 03 are constant depends on engine speed (for N=2000
r.p.m. ci=551.6, c2=-95.4, and C3=79.6).

Thermocouple output voltage can be approximated as
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Vo(t)= a T e x + b

Where, a and b are constants depends on thermocouple material
(a=0.0424, b=-1.55 for cromel- alumel thermocouple), the above two
equations are correlated to give the following correlation between
equivalence ratio <)>, and output voltage (vo) as

Where (X\, X2 and X.3 are constants depends on a, b, c^ C2, and C3).

The sensor transfer function can be approximated and represented by a
first order lag and a sensor gain coefficient as follows

where T is the sensor time constant = 0.1 sec.

3.4- CONTROLLER

This study simulates the results with three type of controllers, P-
type controller, Pi-type controller and PID-type controller which have the
following transfer functions.

P Type GC(S) = Kp

PI Type GC(S) - K p + ^
l

The output from the control law is a voltage that drives the fuel
metering system injector in pulse form to give a fuel pulse with length
proportional to the voltage signal.

The value of controller parameters (Kp,Ti,Td) can be chosen for
good stability and good response of the system.

4-RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

Figure(6-a) shows the step response with proportion controller at
different values of proportional gain Kp while figure(6-b) shows the
frequency response curves represented at Nichols chart. The figures
indicates that as the gain increase output becomes more oscillatory, less
stable and the steady state error increased.
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Figure (7-a,b) shows the step response and frequency response with
PI controller at different gain which shows that as the gain constant
increase the system becomes iftore oscillatory and less stable, while figure
(7-c) represents the effect of integral time constant Ti variation, which
show that the presence of integral time constant reduces the steady state
error.

Figure (8-a,b) shows the step response and frequency response
curves with PID controller at different gain constant which shows that as
the gain constant increase the system oscillation increase, while figure (8-
c) shows the effect of integral time constant on system response and
figure (8-d) shows the effect of derivative time constant on the response .
It is noticed that the presence of Ti and Td improve the system response.

CONCLUSIONS :

Results from experimental and theoretical models have led to the
following conclusions.

1- The exhaust emissions concentration are strongly affected by F/A ratio
and have their minimum at stoichiometry. Operating with a ratio
greater than stoichiometry will cause high carbon monoxide in the
exhaust gases, so F/A ratio needs to be controlled around
stoichiometric value.

2- The most significant factor that affect engine exhaust gas temperature is
F/A ratio and can be used to indicates the concentration of CO%.

3- The variation in exhaust temperature is correlated with the F-A
equivalence ratio by a first order transfer function. The exhaust gas
temperature sensor (thermocouple) is very simple, stable and cheap.
So it can be used to control the F/A equivalence ratio in order to
keep the average value as close to unity as possible.

4- The proposed control system is a conventional one and has limited
cyclic operation in which the F/A ratio oscillate about the
stoichiometry.
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APPENDIX

Engine Specification

Bone diameter 80.98
Stroke length 53.29
Engine capacity 1098 CM
Compression ratio 8.0
Speed range 1500-3000 r.p.m
maximum power 22 kW

Oil pressure 0-7 bar

Oil temperature . 20-150 °C

maximum cooling water temperature 75 °C
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Figure(7-b) Frequency response with PI controller at Ti=2
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ABSTRACT
There is agrowing interest in convening diesel engines to use natural gas as an

alternative fuel worldwide . Many investigators and fleet owners ftave proven the
concept to be econmically feasible and environmentally sound.

Regarding Performance of NG gaseous fuel. it will not wash down cylinder wall
lubricants as they enter the cylinder. Moreover it burns clean , thus preventing
carbon build up causing oil fuel contamination . As a result. reduced maintenance
and longer engine life span could be achieved. In addition , NG is superior in mixing
with air yielding minimum variation between cylinders and resulting in higher
efficiency. Furthermore a combustion noise is reduced

Referring to environmental benefits , NG is a clean burning fuel. It produces less
smoke and oxides of nitrogen emissions. This may help reduce the global warming
effect from exhaust emissions from automobiles. Moreover natural gas is non-
corrosive and non toxic.

Considering safty, since natural gas is lighter titan air, it will rise and dissipate as
leak occurs. In addition compressed natural gas is stored in thick - walled steel tanks
, and these tanks are substantially stronger titan the metal tanks used in automotive
vehicles.

Supply natural gas is readily available in Eg\pt and proven sufficient to meet
projected demands for manv vears . Referring to economic considerations , natural
gas is cheaper than liguid fuel

A bus equipped with CNG engine was in operation m Field conditions 77IP engine
used is 9.5 liters diesel, tltat converted to spark ignition CNG .

Regarding the bus re-engineering to operate with CNG , the retrofit ing includes .
installation of a dedicated CNG engine and steel CNG cylinders, adaptation of
engine cooling system , air into, kr, safty system , and catalytic convenor system In
addition the control mechanism and bus transmission lta\e been modified. to fit the
new CNG. engine.
Europian 13-mode cycle has been introduced for testing , applying stoichiometnc
mixture control in combination with 3-way catalyst. Lower exltaust gas emssion has
been achieved for NOx. CO. CO2, due to use of NG.

* Head of Central Dept For Plantung Training Programs Ministry For Military

Production
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/ - INTRODUCTION
1-1 General
Compressed Natural Gas ( CNG ) as a fuel for internal combustion engines is mainly
composed of methane ( from t>0% to 98?o by volume depending on different sources )
when considered as a fuel for vehicles.CNG is distinctively different from conventional
fuels since it is in gas-phase at all normal pressures and temperatures . Thus , it has
been found that methane has the highest hydrogen / carbon ratio among all
hydrocarbons , which results in lower CCK-emissions than engines using gasoline ar
diesel fuels Furthermore methane has a high anti-knock, quality . therefor it is well
suited for the use in S.I engines. ()n theother hand . methane has a higher thermal
efficiency than gasoline . due to its higher octane number

Different objectives adressed the development and use of engines in the past : military
in the seventies . energy savinc and energy' dependance in the eighties . and
environmental concerns in the nineties

1-2 Operating principle, air / Fuel ratio,
The carburators used are based on the venturi principle to meet the follow

requirements .

- Constant air / fuel ratio at varying mixtuer flow

- High homogeneity of the gas / air mixture .

- Low pressure drop over the venturi

- Fast and accurate response to changes in engine speed and load .

The operating principle of carburator is described in the following article . Fig. 1.

illustrates the basic Lay-out of the system .

The air needed for combustion enters the venturi resutts in an increase in air velocity

and a drop in pressure . According to Bernoulli's Law .
I

A Jl Va2 (a = air)

The pressure drop over the restriction in the gas supply line is created by the

combination of the main adjustmont screw and the gas metering orfices in the venturi

throat,
(9 = gas )

when A Pa s=tipfi . a linear relationship exists between Va and Vg .

The mass fiow rate of air through the venturi is ,

ma = j a . va. Aa Aa = area of venturi throat.
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Similarly the mas flow of gas through venturi throat orfices is ;

mg = P9 \- a * A g Ag = area of venturi orfices .
1 J9

In the venturi throat wiiere air and gas are mixed the pressure drop of air flow and gas
flow are equal. »

Pa ~ Pg
Hence . the air / fuel rratio is obtained by the quotient of mass flows of air and gas ,

For stoichiometric running the air / fuel ratio should be constant over the complete

speed and load range .

Lean bum engines require an air / fuel ratio which is high at full load to ensure that

NOx emission is kept as low as possible . At partial load the gas / air mixture has to be

somewhat richer to avoid misfiring . At starting the mixture should be close to

stoichiomctric.

1-3 Air / Fuel ratio control system for stoichiometric engines

Gas engines equiped with 3-way catalyst are used in case the lowest possible

emissions are required . The 3-way catalyst reduces and oxidizes in only a very narrow

window around the stoichiometeric air / fuel ratio . A slightly rich mixture will prevent

the oxidation of CO and HC, while a slightly lean mixture will do (he same regarding

the reduction of NOx as shown in Fig. 2..

A venturi type gas - air mixing unit in principle will provide a constant air - fuel ratio at

alt engine speeds and loads .

However. for a 3 - way catalyst operating at its highest conversion rate an

uncontrolled mixing unit will not maintain the air - fuel ratio sufficiently accurate . This

is caused by imperfect operation of pressure regulators , varying air and gas

temperatures etc An advanced control system is therefore necessary Fig.3. .
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2.0 ENGINE CONVERSION

To convert the turbodiesel engine to run on CNG . the following operations are carried

out: on the existing engine :

- The diesel fuel system is eliminated (injection pump . filter . injectors . camshaft ) .

- The cylinder head is modified to replace the injector by spark plugs . The injector

holder thread is re-made to adapt to the type of spark plug fitted . The spark plug

insertion hole is enlarged . as Fig shows .

- The shape of the combustion chamber is changed though remaining in the piston .

- The piston has a Heron type chamber . and particular attention has given to the

temperatures for designing the shape . The compression ratio is reduced to 11:1 .

- To prevent gas escaping from the exhaust valve , a new cam shalf is needed .

- The diesel injection pump control is modified for driving the coil ignition .

- Electronic coil ignition is installed , with resulting spark advance of 10 at 1500 rpm

and 20 at 3S00 rpm. as an example .

- A gas carburator is installed in the intake manifold . The carburator is choosed for

low

depression loss and adequate homogeity of the mixture also a constant lambda of

approximately 1.05 .

- Pressure reducer is installed , with 3-reduction stages and separate idling supply ,

with a gas interception solenoid valve upstream .

- Engine safety systems are installed . one for the gas which ensures that the gas

solenoid valve closes whenever the engine stops. and the other intervenes so that

the maximum rpm is not exceeded .

- 3 - way catalyst is used , and an oxygen sensor is employed .

- An electronic max . engine speed governer is sdopted .
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FIQ.4 Cylinder headi spark plug installation

J
Fig, 5. Bus, CNG systen nain units
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FVg.6. Catalytic Conversion efficiency
at 1400 rpm and 60% load
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Fi 9. 7. HC conversion efficiency
for 60*/. and 100% load at 1400 rpm
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3.0- CNG TRANSIT BUS
Fig 5 shows the arrangment of the units of the compressed natural gas bus . The

engine fitted is a dedicated CNG diesel one . The CNG cylinders are of steel. and are

installed under bus floar. A special shield to protect cylinders is adopted .

In this way . 5 - cylinders of length about 3m .. and diameter of 300 mm approx are

used . Each cylinder has a 200 lit gas capacity under pressure of about 200 bar

In total a crusing range of about 500 km can be obtained by the bus before refilling .

Regarding the CNG system . the CNG cylinders are equiped with manual valve ( 2 )

and saftv device with excess flow limiter valve The outlet of the valve has a high

pressure gas on - ofTsoleniod . The cylinders are connected together in series bv a steel

pipings ( 7 ). A refilling valve with a non - return valve ( 6 ) are used . A gas pressure

reducer ( 9 ) is used in the engine compartment The gas / air mixture ( 10 ) is

introduced between the turbocharger and the intake manifold .

4-0 TESTING RESULTS

4-1 CO. and NO. results

Figure 6 shows the pollutants measured before and after catalyst versus lambda in the

region of the stoichiomeiric window for 60% load point at 1400 rpm : the gas
temperature at the inlet of the catalyst is 580 deg . c . only in a very small range of
lambda at 0.88 all three pollutants are converted with high conversion efficiency The
( NOX ) and ( CO ) behaviour is in agreement with those usually observed with

gasoline engines . but in the range of lambda I the HC conversion efficiency

decreases while the HC oxidation should be promoted by the oxygen present in the

engine exhaust.

4-2-HC Results
The HC-behaviour versus engine load . is shown in J is .7. points out the strong effect

of this exothermic reaction : at max load . i e with high tempertures . the HC

oxidation is possible also in the lean mixture Meld and the conversion efficiency peak .

typical of part load . disappears over 600 deg C the catalyst conversion efficiency

becomes very high and reaches up to ° 7 %

5 - 0 CONCLUSIONS .
1 - The emission and performance results indicate that lower values of COi

. CO . anol Nox have been obtained .

2 - The engine produces about 40% less noise .

3 - A need for further testing is essential verifying the total systam behaviour

especially . maintenance and engine durability in addition to fuel

consumption rate
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Abstract;

This work is concerned with experimental determination of
the explosion characteristics in Egyptian brown coal Dust-air
mixtures. Coal dust particles sized in diameter9of lower than 100
fjm, with dust concentration of 0.1 to 1.3 kg/m , were tested in
the present study. Experiments were carried tjut in two closed
explosion vessels (6 dm cylindrical, and 20 dm spherical), with
different dispersion systems, and different locations of the
igniter, but the same ignition energy. A systematic study of the
influence of dust concentration, size and shape of explosion
chamber, the content of oxygen in dust mixture, and the initial
pressure of dust dispersion on the explosion characteristics was
conducted. The measured values of maximum explosion pressure
(P ), and maximum rate of pressure rise (dP/dt) in the both
* max ' ' r x 'max

chambers were of the same order, but the explosion factor (cubic
law constant, K ) was much higher in the 20 dm spherical
chamber. Experimental results demonstrate that the initial
pressure of dust dispersion, and the initial concentration of
oxygen in atmospheric dust mixture were linearly depending on the
maximum explosion pressure. Some mechanisms of explosion in
dust-air mixtures have been discussed. A simple theoretical model
is introduced to predict pressure history during the explosion
process. Comparison of the model and the experiment pressure-time
profiles shown pleasant agreement, thus allowing to calculate the
temperature development of the combustion process.

1. Introdu ct ion:

It is well known that a fine coal dust mixture can support
self-sustained flame propagation and even detonation waves under
appropriate conditions [1,2]. However, the fundamental explosion
parameters i.e. "dust explosibility limits, burning velocity,
ignition energy, and initial conditions, etc." for dust mixture
are not well established. It is understandable that the
explosion parameters are dependent on the dispersion technique,
and that the size and geometry of the apparatus used. The test
apparatus usually used to study explosion is the constant bomb of
spherical or low L/D ratio cylindrical geometry. For the most part
, the standard diagnostic used in constant volume bomb explosion
studies is the pressure-time profile of the combustion processes,
from the Pressure-time curve one can deduce two parameters maximum
explosion pressure which is related to the energetics of the

mixture, and (dP/dt) which is proportional the burning rate [3].
WCt X
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and (dP/dt) which is proportional the burning rate.[3].

A useful parameter called the K factor can be obtained

from the maximum rate of pressure rise ( K = (dP/dt) * V 1 " ) ,
ST wotx

which is in essence a scaled (dP/dt) , based on the volume V of

the vessel used. Such scaling permits the (dP/dt)^ from
different sizes of explosion chambers to be compared. The work
of Bartknecht [4] suggests that KsT - constant, for a given
dust. Other investigators [5] question the general validity of
the explosion factor.

Some experimental investigations [3,6] were clearly evident
the correlation between K , P , and (dP/dt) for different

•T man ' * 'max
dusts, different sizes of chambers, turbulence levels etc., and
can be put in a common framework for comparison. The
theoretical fundamental basis of K , and P relationship from

CT max
simple classical theory of constant volume combustion was
discussed in details [3].

The Strong influence of turbulence on the violence of
dust explosion leaves the discussion of various closed bomb
test apparatus still open [5,7], for example, Kauffman et al [8]
clear that a significant effect of turbulence intensity on P ,

(dP/dt)mai< in closed vessel.

The aim of the present work was to experimental
determination of explosion characteristics for Egyptian coal
dust-air mixture in a two different explosion chambers, as well as
study influence of some initial condition parameters ( dust
concentration, oxygen content in dust mixture, and dispersion
pressure) on dust explosions. Besides that efforts were undertaken
to find a simple mathematical model to describe the pressure
development during explosion combustion.

2..Experimental Apparatus, And Test Proceedure:

The experiments on explosion characteristics were carried out

using a two explosion chambers , 6 dm cylindrical vessel, and 20
dm sphere, which were installed at laboratory of explosion
dynamics, Minia University. The apparatus description, and
experimental procedure are discussed in details below:

- The cylindrical Explosion Chamber:

Recently, the Hartmann apparatus has been modified to a
volume of approximately 6 dm in order to obtain more realistic
data [6]. It consists off a cylindrical chamber (volume 6 dm ,
length to diameter ratio is about 2). At the bottom of the
chamber, there is a dust cup, and disperser jet, an arrangement
which made it possible to obtain reasonably homogeneous dust
suspensions. The operating parameters of the powder dispersal
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system, such as the pressure of the air used in the jet, the
duration of the pressure impulse, and ignition delay which are
selected, the ignition source is an electric arc, with the
electrodes situated 1/3 of the way up the vessel. The ignition
energy is a few tens of joules, and the duration of the spark
about 30 ms. The pressure inside the vessel in monitored using a
piezoelectric pressure transducer. The obtained signal is
displayed on an oscilloscope. The operation of the whole apparatus
is synchronized automatically. The experimental arrangement is
shown schematically in Fig.l.a. During an experiment a weighed
amount of the tested powder is placed in dust cup, which is
corresponded to the dispersal jet. The chamber is evacuated up to
a 10 fcPa. Air at a pressure of 0.15 MPa is then blown at the dust
powder for about 0.3s, dispersing it throughout the chamber. After
0.35 s the mixture is ignited, and the pressure-time profile is
recorded.

- The Spherical Explosion Chamber:

Fig.l.b, shows schematically diagram of the spherical 20 dm
explosion chamber, and it is similar to that developed by
Bartknech. The dust is dispersed into the sphere by a pressurized
air from a storage vessel through a perforated semicircular
dispersed tube, 246 mm diameter,which is controlled automatically.

The ignition source is located at the geometric center of the
sphere, and a piezoelectric pressure transducer is fitted to
measure explosion pressure-time profile which is recorded on an
oscilloscope.

The dust testing procedure is provided by the control device.
First, the air is evacuated from the chamber to 0.04 MPa, and the
dUBt container is pressurized ti 1.6 MPa. The automatic controlled
valve is opened for 120 ms (dispersion time), and after the
defined ignition delay time, the dust-air mixture is being
ignited. After each test, the chamber is being cleared, and purged
by air.

3.A Simple Theoretical Model;

In order to predict explosion data in vessels of arbitrary
volume from laboratory-Bcale experiments a mathematical model is
used. According to practical application it should be as easy as
possible. For of the governing equations the following basic
assumptions were made:
- homogeneous distribution of the dust in the vessel,
- complete combustion,
- perfect gas behavior of the mixture,
- the initial conditions are the same as the ambient ones,
- central ignition,
- the chemical process is terminated when the flame reaches the
vessel wall.
The method presented here is based on the conservation energy
equation for an explosion in a closed in the following form:

m .C .(dT/dt) + h.A.(T - T ) = Q' (1)
O V p o C

where the first term contains the growth of the internal energy of
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the vessel wall and the term on the right hand side of eq.(l) is
the heat release due to combustion.
The heat release of the reaction per unit time Q̂ , is as:

QJ = (dm/dt). qc (2)

where q as the specific heat combustion of the dust. For most for
the explosion processes of organic dusts the reaction kinetics and
activation energies are unknown and a solution of the ARRHENIUS
equation is not available. These facts demand an approximation for
the reacting mass per time by the following equation:

dm/dt a n . ? /it (3)
O C

The duration of the chemical reaction is now defined as:

At = Lv / S (4)

where S is an average flame velocity described below by inserting
equations (3,4,and 5) into the conservation equation (1), we
obtain for the flame velocity in the case of isochore compression:

R.L . T dP h.A.L .T P
S Z—Z + Z—l ( i) (5)

(Jc-l).?.qe.Po dt mo.?.qc PQ

The differential equation (5) has to be valid for the laboratory
vessel as well as for the original one. Therefore it seems to be
possible to find some similarity conditions by introducing
scale-factors [9].Inserting these scale factors,and after some
manipulations to dimensionless similarity number $:

h.A.At
* i (6)

m . R
o

If we now multiply both numerator and denominator with (T -T ), we
get:

h.A.(T -T ).At
* = (7)

m .R.(T -T )

This way the denominator becomes the difference between the
enthalpy and the internal energy of the reactive mixture.

dH = d(U + PV) (8)

we get for a thermodynamic process in a closed vessel:

AH - AU = V.AP (9)

This expression can now be inserted into equation (7) with becomes
written in differential form:

h.A.T .(P/P - 1)
(10)

V.(dP/dt)
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By definition » must have the same value either in the
laboratory vessel as in the original one. Therefore it is now
possible to compute * from P and (dP/dt) measured in the

laboratory vessel.
The solution of the energy conservation equation (1) is here
connected with an empirical function describing the
time-dependence behavior of the mass change during the reaction,
more details are discussed by Barthel [9].

dm 1 m
|1 + sin(2rt ) | (li)

dt 2 At [1 + (k-l)»
r
1

] L
where the term before the brackets is the maximum mass change
during the reaction. The factor [l+(k-l)*] is a transformation
factor caused by the prediction of maximum mass change per unit
time. This maximum in mass change depends of course on the value
of maximum rate of pressure rise which can be eliminated by data
from the laboratory vessel.
In order to obtain the pressure development with time equation
(13) can be inserted into the conservation energy equation (1):

+ h.A.(T-T ) = l+sin(2ft )| (12)
'(k-1) dt " 2 Atc[l+(k-l)*]L Ate 2

Equation (12) has the following analytical solution:

r t 1 f .q .(k-1) r t
T(t) = T.JEXP [-(k-l)«. ] + -

L Ate 2 R [l+(k-l)»] L Ate

1 t rr ,,
- COS (2n ) L (13)
2 At 2 JJ

c
Equation (13) allows the computation of the time-dependent
temperature during the explosion and also during the cooling of
the vessel by convection. Note that the first term on the right
band side of equation (13) expressing the heat loss through the
vessel wall is small versus the second term expressing the heat
release during the chemical process and has generally no influence
on the altitude of maximum explosion pressure.
The pressure history within the vessel can now be obtained by
following equation:

r 1 ? r t 1 t ft ,- ,
J1 - ( + C0S(2n ) L
L 2 r i+fk- lMl L At 2n At 2 JJ

P(t)
L 2 [l+(k-l)»] L Ato

m .R.T(t)

2 [l+(k-l)»] L At 2n At 2
C O

where the increase of the gaseous phase fraction by combustion of
particles is taken into account by the term within the brackets.
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4. Results, And Discussions;

The Egyptian brown coal dust-air mixture was tested over a
range of concentrations between 0.10 to 1.4 Kg/m . The maximum
explosion pressure, and maximum rate of pressure rise were
obtained from typical oscillograph of pressure-time trace as
shown in Figs.2.a, and 2.b.

Figures 3,and 4 present typical dependencies of the maxima
of the explosion pressures on the dust concentration, measured in
the 6 dm cylindrical chamber and in the 20 dm sphere. There are
three basic differences between the obtained results:
- the concentration related to the maximum pressure shifts towards
larger values in the 20 dm sphere.
- the maximum pressure of explosion measured in the 6 dm chamber
is slightly higher.
- the scatter of the pressure measurements is higher in the 20 dm
sphere. The first fact results from the the system of the dust
dispersion in both chambers, the dust cup produces probably a
higher dust concentration near the spark electrodes. The higher
pressures measured in the 6 dm chamber are both by the electrical
arc ignition source and dispersion air. The overpressure resulting
from dispersion compared to that caused by ignition is
considerably smaller. An increase of the scatter of the pressure
measurements as well as of the rates of the pressure rise with the
increase of the explosion chamber volume is also discussed in
[6,10].

The maximum rate of pressure rise, and the maximum explosion
pressure were measured in the two chambers, the correlation
between (dP/dt) , against P is presented in Fig.6., by least

WAX m&M

square fitting. It is clear that the maximum rate of pressure rise
is exponential relation to the maximum pressure of explosion. This
relationship is evaluated for the Egyptian dust as follows:

[dP/dt] =1.3 EXP [ 4.17 * P ] (15)

From the simple theory of constant volume combustion does
provide a correlation between the explosion factor K , and

Pm ,a8 developed in [3], The burning velocity S should be

considered as a parameter which may correspond to an
experimentally measurable burning velocity. It is of interest to
test the present data against the correlation given in [1]. Fig
5.,shows that the K . factor plotted versus P ., it should be

noted that the points represent different dust concentrations for
the two explosion chambers, the data all full within a band
bounded by the parameter S between 1 m/s to 2 ra/s, where S is to
be interpreted formally as a turbulent burning velocity.

The effect of the initial pressure P has been investigated.

Fig.7, shows the maximum explosion pressure versus the initial
pressure of dust-air mixture in a cylindrical tube chamber, there
appears to be proportionality relation as linear dependency
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Fig.8 presents the maximum explosion pressure for Egyptian
coal dust in atmospheric air mixture at different value of the
mole oxygen fraction (23% to 13% by vol.) has been determined.
As expected maximum pressure decreases with the decrease of
oxygen fraction in the dust mixture. It is also confirmed the
existence of rich limits by linear interpolation which is being
to nearly 10% of oxygen fraction in the dust mixture.

The dust cloud was generated by two kinds of dispersion
systems for the cylindrical, and spherical vesseis.it has to be
stated at all measured concentrations the combustion was not
complete. Fig.9, shows the dusty residues at various
concentrations,we can observe that dusty residues increases
moderately as increase of the dust concentration,that is due to
sticking on the surface wall of the vessel.

Fig.10 shows the pressure-time development for the dust at a
concentration of 0.53 Kg/m . Comparing the model with the
experimental pressure curve gives a good agreement for the case
that only about 81% of the dust take part in the combustion.

The mathematical model also allows the computation of the
time-dependent temperature during the explosion combustion. Fig.11
illustrates the calculated temperature which first increases
sharply,and at near end of combustion is moderately increased.

4.Conclusions;

The following conclusions can be drawn from the above
investigations:

- The maximum pressures measured in the 6 dm9, and 20 dm*chambers
are of the same order. The ignition source influences on the

measured pressures in the 6 dm* cylindrical chamber.

- The KflT factors, assessed from the data measured in the 20 din

sphere as much higher than those obtained in the 6 dm"cylindrical
chamber.
- The correlation between the maximum rate of pressure rise and
the maximum explosion pressure for the dust is exponent
proportionality.
-The present results suggest that the role of oxygen concentration
in dust-oxidizer mixture is more important playing on the dust
explosibility, as well as the initial pressure of the dust mixture
is a significant affective.
- Egyptian coal dust shown significant explosive indices in air as
well as in atmospheres of lower than 21% oxygen fraction, and the
explosibility is possible to nearly 10% of oxygen volume fraction.
- The mathematical model presented here seems to make it possible
to predict the explosion process theoretically in many cases.The
agreement of the experimental and computed curve for pressure-time
development, which of course, gives better understanding for dust
explosion phenomena,and their practiced damages.
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S.Nomenonclature;

A vessel surface area m*
C specific heat capacity of the dust-air
v mixture J/Kg.K
d vessel diameter m x
h heat transfer coefficient W/m . K
1 vessel characteristic length m
mv vessel characteristic length m
P° pressure Pa
P ambient pressure Pa

Q" heat release per unit time W

q specific heat of the dust J/Kg

R specific gas constant J/Kg.K
T temperature K
T ambient temperature K
t time s
V vessel volume m
S average flame velocity m/s
? mass fraction of the dust
k specific heat ratio
* similarity number
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1- Cylindrical explosion chamber(6 dm ), 2- Pressure transducer,
3- Ignition electrodes, 4- Oscilloscope, S- Amplifier, 6- Blower

of the dust, 7- Vacuum pump, 8- Arc generator, 9- Controlling
timer, 10- Air vessel, 11- Compressor, 12- Trigger.

Pnmun tnmtdimr

Fig.l. Schematic diagram of experimental test stand of the
explosion chambers: ,

a- Cylindrical tube chamber, 6 dm ,

b- Spherical chamber, 20 dm ,
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ENERGY SAVING IN PUSHER-TYPE

REHEATING FURNACE

SAMIR EL-BARDISSl" ; BAHAA EL-DIN MANSOUR"

ABSTRACT .

The pusher-type reheating furnaces are widely used for preheating the metal in the

rolling plants. The specific energy consumption depends mainly on the furnace design, the

efficiency of the burners, their distribution along the furnace and the effectiveness of the

automatic control system.

The experience of revamping the "Wellman" reheating furnace in "DELTA" Steel

Company is discussed in this paper. The revamping was based on renewing the recuperator,

the burners, and the automatic control system. The new equipment were selected to meet the

furnace operating conditions such as the idling and the furnace safety.

The revamping of DELTA Steel reheating furnace managed to reduce the specific

energy consumption from 70 kg to 40 kg of mazout per ton of produced metal. This leads to

an annual saving of 2809 tons of mazout. The metal oxidation is reduced by 1.5 % due to the

reduction of excess air. The emissions due to the fuel combustion are reduced by 40%. The

total cost for furnace revamping is US 762000, and the simple pay-back period is 13 months,

which shows the attractiveness of similar projects.

KEY-WORDS . Reheating Furnace; Automatic Control; Heat Balance .

1- INTRODUCTION .

The concerned furnace is a billet pusher-type reheating furnace designed by "Wellman

Incandescent LTD" on 1970, erected on 1974 and started operation in 1986.

The furnace effective area is 3.35 x 15 m.. The production design capacity of the furnace

* Tabbin Institute for Metallurgical Studies (TIMS) .

** Energy Conservation and Environment Project (ECEP/ TIMS) .
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•Aas 15 tons iir. I he Inmate is divided to preheating, heating #1, heating ft! and soaking

zones i Jch ot the hoatuiL1 zones is heated by using 6 burners 13 on each side), while the

soaking /viie is heated by 4 burners (see fig.l). All the burners used were of self-

proportioninc air-to-ruel and had no atomizing system. The burners were designed to operate

with combustion air at 250 =C temperature.

The waste gases is used to preheat the combustion air through a recuperator. It was designed

to operate with waste cases temperature less than 900 °C.

The waste uuses is sucked by an exhaust fan, which is designed to operate with waste-gases

temperature less than 400 T

The furnace ^ones temperatures were controlled by changing the mazout flow-rate to

the zones burners through control valves installed on each burner. The control valves of each

zone were actuated by using one piston type pneumatic actuator.

2- EVALUATION OF THE FURNACE

The evaluation of the furnace was done in the following two directions :

• Thermal evaluation of the furnace and its thermal equipment.

• The evaluation of the existing automatic control system and its suitability for

the furnace operating conditions.

2.1- Thermal Evaluation .

The thermal evaluation of the furnace was done by using the energy auditing mobil

lab. of TIMS. The furnace was first adjusted to the best possible operating conditions, then

measured at points illustrated in Fig (1). The thermal evaluation was done for the following.

2.1.1- The Furnace .

According to the measurements, the following are the typical values taken as bases to

the thermal balance calculations :

The fuel is the heavy oil (mazout) .

Fuel Calorific Value (cv) =

Fuel Input Rate (tnf) =

Fuel Specific Heat (cp) =

Ambient Temperature =

Heated Combustion Air Temperature =

Production Rate =

Dimension of billet =

Billet's Weight

Billet's Discharge Temperature =

Waste-gases Temp, before Recuperator =

40500
600

2.1
38

180

40

130 x

356
1200

860

kJ/kg.
kg/hr .

kJ/kg.°C .
°C .
°C .

billet/hr.
130x2700 mm

*g-
°C.

°C.
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Excess Air = 30% .

The Furnace Outer Surface Temperature;

- Upper = 250 =C

- Soaking and I (eating zones sides = 420 C

- Preheatmij zone sides = 145 C .

The heat balance tor (he lurnace 13] is illustrated in table 1. from which it is clear that:

The minimum excess air was 3 0 1 due to the design ol used self-proportional

burners This causes excessive heat losses, beside ihe material losses due to

metai oxidation

The measured CO content in the waste gases is more than 4000 ppm. which

indicates poor atomizauon due to the type of burners used.

The energy audit |3J indicated that during the idling time, the 4:1 turn-down ratio is not

suitable for the furnace operation and leads to very high fuel consumption, beside the

adherence of the billets together inside the furnace. The recommended turn-down ratio is 6:1

. This is because at long idle time, the doors will be shut down. The fuel has to compensate

only the heat loss through the outer surface, table (1). It is equivalent to 85 kg/hr. At design

stack temperature of 688 C, the combustion efficiency for mazout is 0.7 . Then, the actual

requirement of fuel is 121 kg/hr.

2.1.2- Recuperator .

During the furnace adjustment, it was observed that the butterfly valve which dilutes

the flue gases alter recuperator has no effect on the temperature at point 9. Fig (1). It did

%

41.6

37.4

12.4

2.04
6.56

100

Mil.

kJ/hr

11.4

10.2

3.4

0.56
1.8

27.36

Table 1: THERMAL BALANCE

Heat Output

1- Heat to billets.

2- Waste-gases at 860 °C.

3- Loss from surfaces .

4- Loss from open doors.
5- Loss due to unburnt
fuel.

Total Output

%

89

6.4

0.17

4.4

100

OF FURNACE

Million
kJ/hr

24.36

1.436
0.046

y

1.208

27.05

Heat Input

1- Fuel combustion.

2- Sensible heat of air.

3- Sensible heat of fuel.

4- Oxidation of metal.

Total Input
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not exceed 390 C after valve complete shut down. The heat balance of the recuperator is given

in table 2 [3], from which it is clear:

Tl@e is a thermal sink inside the recuperator. This was proved later when the furnace

was stopped. It was found that the base of the recuperator was corroded by the water

table and the corrosive exhaust gases.

The heat losses due to that status of the recuperator is 1.98 million kJ/hr.

Table 2: THERMAL BALANCE OF RECUPERATOR

Mil.
kJ/hr

4.3

1.8

6.1

Heat Output

1- Flue gases at 500 °C.
2- Combustion air at 180 °C.

Total Output

Million
kJ/hr

7.68

0.04

8.08

Heat Input

1- Hue gases at 860 °C (by-
pass factor 0.75).
2- Combustion air at 38°C.

Total Input

Heat loss = 1.98 x 106kJ/hr (24.5 %)

2.2- Metal Losses.

The high excess air oxidizes the surface of the metal and causes a 3.5% losses in

production, i.e. about 3000 tons/year with a total cost of 3.5 million L.E. .

2.3- The Old Automatic Control System.

Pneumatic controllers were used to control most of the automatic control loops, which
can be classified into [4]:

2.3.1- Zones Temperature Control.

The temperature of each zone is measured by a thermocouple and controlled by
changing the mazout flow-rate to the burners heating the zone (6 for each heating zone and 4
for the soaking zone). The pneumatic temperature controller for each zone was based on
measuring the zone temperature by thermocouple and then gives a pneumatic output signal,
which actuates two piston type actuators. Each actuator was actuating the control valves
installed on the mazout pipes to the burners located on each side of the furnace (see fig. 1).

It is obvious that there is no air-to-fuel ratio control loops for the old burners, since
they are of self-proportional type.
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2.3.2- Furnace Pressure Control.

The furnace pressure was controlled by regulating the gate valve installed on the

waste-gases tunnel before the chimney.

2.3.3- The Equipment Safety.

The old recuperator, burners and exhaust fan were designed to operate below

temperatures 900; 250 and 400 °C respectively. To avoid their damage during the operation,

three electronic temperature controllers are used to regulate a cold injected air to these

equipment.

2.3.4- Automatic Control System Limitations.

The following is a summary of the limitations of the old automatic control system.

All the controllers and the measuring instruments are of old types with less accuracy and

probably do not work .

No flow measurement, so it is impossible to evaluate the efficiency of the furnace depending

on the old instrumentation.

No safety equipment were installed, such as flame detectors or pressure switches in order to

detect any equipment failure.

3- FURNACE REVAMPING .

The heat transfer in the zones of the furnace was calculated to check the furnace capacity.

At heating zone temperature of 1350 °C, soaking zone of 1280 °C and preheating zone at 900

°C, the furnace capacity is 18 tons/hr of heated billets to 1250 °C. Thus H was decided to raise

the design capacity from 15 tons/hr to 18 tons/hr to match the design capacity of the rolling

mill.

From the previous discussion it is clear that in order to improve the furnace thermal

efficiency, the following equipment should be replaced :

Burners .

Recuperator .

Automatic control system .

The following are the main specifications for the new equipment.

3.1- New Burners .

The following are the main requirements of the new burners .
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The new normal thermal capacity tor the heating zones burners is 1.95 million kJ/hr (tor

each onei. and 11 million kJ hr for the soaking zone burners (for each burner). This thermal

load is •-uifieient to produce IS tons.hr. For efficient combustion, a system of compressed air

at 6 bar is supplied to the burners tor fuel atomization. Also the burners are designed to

receive combustion air at 350 °C Thus, excess air could be reduced to 10%.

3.2- Recuperator .

The following are the main requirements of the new recuperator

Recuperator's Material .

It is known that the ceramic recuperator withstands very high temperature, but it has

relatively high leakage percentage and it is very expensive. So, it is better to use the metallic

recuperator, which can operate in temperatures up to 900 °C. The metal, which suns the

operation with a waste-gases containing high sulphur oxides is one of the stainless steel allovs

It is obvious that the metallic recuperator needs a waste-gases temperature control in

order to grantee its safety during the operation.

Surface Area •

The pre calculations indicated thai the 8000 NM3/hr of waste-gases at 900 °C, can heat

"SO NM3.hr ot coinbusihMi .in troni 20 to 350 °C by using a cross-flow metallic recuperator

with d() M2 heat exchange surlace area Tins could be accomplished by reducing the tubes

diameter ::.M"n ' to J 5 inches

3.3- New Automatic Control System .

1 he IIUI lines ot tlic new automatic control system cm be summarized in the following

points :

* The new system is based on l'LC with PC |5 | This choice was based on the following

tacts :

• This is one ot the cheapest alternatives tor controlling the furnace.

• The programming facility is suitable for the logic control required for safe start-up or shut-

down

• Flexible in changing the conirol loops and the logic operation to meet any tuture

modification or expansion

• Good logging tor all furnace parameters over long period, which helps in improving the

furnace operation

• Good reporting facilities
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* In order to increase ihe system availability to minimize the possibility ot furnace

stoppage due to ihe control system a stand-by completely wired FLC is installed

if In order I ' minimize the tune of installation, the automatic control svstem tor the burners

was designed in form of five skids (fig.2) two for each heating zone and one tor soaking /one

Each skid is equipped with the mazout flow measurement, contiol equipment and 1U0

the aiomizinu air control device.

# The furnace operation is done through the following control loops isee fit: 3»

• Zone temperature control, each zone is divided into two halves, each cue is

controlled individually by changing its fuel flow rate.

• Air-to-fuel taiio control, the cross-limiting technique is used to control the air to-fuel ratio

• Furnace pressure control, in this loop, the pressure of the furnace is controlled in older to

minimize the heat losses from the doors This is done by 'regulating (Me negative pr^suiv

in the waste ;jases tlow channel

It The equipment s.itety is realized through three temperature control ioops w conttol :he

temperature before recuperator, burners and exhaust fan

tt In the new system, each burner is equipped with ultra-violet flame detect. >r and solenoid v .lives

to be used in shut-down ot a burner or the furnace, also in me startini! up Automatical i! the

flame is off. the system closes the fuel directly

It The new system has the capability oi 'automatic furnace start-up either irom the cold state oi

from any furnace temperature

tt The new system has the capability to safely shut-down the furnace in case oi the failure oi any

important equipment, winch may affect the lurnace safety such as exhaust fan. combustion ait

fan or mazout pumps

» The range-ability ot the tlow sensors used to measure mazout flow rate (turbine typei. and

combustion air (thermal anemometer) is more than 6:1, which cover the requirement ot
furnace operation during the idling lime, The orifice plate as well as all the head tlow meters

were rejected since they van not meet this requirement

5- SAVINGS .

The revamping of the mentioned above reheating furnace gave the following savings

* 2809 tons of ma/out per annum due to reducing the specific energy consumption from 70 to 40

kg mazout pet ton produced metal

* 1.5 % reduction in metal oxides, which is equivalent to 1282 tons annually

* 20 % increase m productivity ifrom 15 to 18 ton'hr) .
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The cost of the new equipment is US 482,000, the installation cost is equivalent to U$

280,000, the total savings are equivalent to U$ 732,900 per year. So. the simple pay-back

period is 13 months.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are obtained from the experience of revamping the reheating

furnace of DELTA Steel Company :

* Revamping of the old design furnaces (before energy crisis, 1973) to the state of the art

equipment can self finance the project by the realized savings.

* The PLC with PC is suitable for such a furnace from both technical and financial point of

view.

* The selection of thermal equipment should be done with special care in order to meet the

initial furnace design .
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Abstract

The actual noise signals affecting roughness measuring instruments were measured when
a computerized system using a stylus of 2.5 um was traversing an ultrahigh finished optical flat.
These measurement showed that the noise level may vary over a wide range according to the
rigidity of the set-up or the amount of vibration in the instrument and its environment. The effect
of the signal to noise ratios on the assessed roughness value of a measured surface are studied.
A sinusoidal roughness signal was mathematical generated, and the noise signals as actually
obtained using the computerized system were added together. Charts representing the effect of
the signal/noise were constructed to evaluate the noise effect on the assessed values of
roughness. The effect of the roughness amplitude band width that could be measured accurately
at different amplifier magnifications are represented by charts. These charts show that the useful
range is considerably reduced at higher magnifications due to the effect of noise. It was
concluded that noise has an influence on the surface roughness results of a stylus instrument
specially when finely produced surfaces are measured.

1. INTRODUCTION

The inherent noise levels associated with the stylus roughness measuring instruments
have a great influence on the results of the roughness value assessed. Measurements of very fine
surfaces by stylus method are limited in accuracy by the noise in such measuring systems.
Moreover the uncertainty associated with the calibration of measuring instrument is affected by
such noise [1]. Actual noise levels, both electrical and mechanical, have been measured at
different environmental conditions in the National Institute for Standards (MS), Egypt. The
roughness measuring system used throughout this investigation is a 2.5 urn stylus type measuring
instrument interfaced to a personal computer. This system has been developed at NIS and
known as NISURF-I [2],
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2. NOISE MEASUREMENTS

A. Environmental Conditions

The noise levels in the system have been measured by the eompuier calculation of the root moan
square value. Rq in nm. for the system output signal while: (i i the stylus was stationary and not
contacting any surface, which represents the inherent electronic noise in the system (NE) and
(ii) the stylus output is measured while traversing an ultra line surface I optical tlai free Irom
scratches), which represents the electrical and mechanical noise (NE&M) I he actual noise
levels associated with the cases indicated above at different conditions were measured. The
digitization noise [3] is expected to have a uniform probability distnbution with a mean value of
zero and standard deviation .

cr= ' . AY * 0.29 AK (I)
V 2

where AY is the quantization step [4] of the analogue to digital A I) convene! used in the
measuring system. This rr is the Rq value of the digitization . which mav be considered as
digitization noise Nd superimposed on the measured roughness signal 111 I lie measurement ot
noise in the system has been carried out at the dimensional metrology laboratory in the
underground floor (basement) of the buildings of National Institute for standards i \ IS) flic
laboratory is situated about 200 meters from a medium traffic avenue used hv private cars and
trucks. Measurement of the effect of vibrations indicated that external sources of vibration
outside NIS premises, such as street traffic, have no perceptible effect on the equipment within
the building which indicated good insulation of the building in general to such vibration |5] The
measuring system is mounted on a heavy measuring table having pressurized air pads to isolate
the table surface from the vibration of the floor of the laboratory The vibration isolation action
of the table could be turned on to operate the air pads or to be turned off such thai the table is
resting without any isolation from the floor vibration. The temperature of the room is controlled
to be 20+2°C. using central air conditioner. No dust proofing is provided in the laboratory
However excessive cleaning for every pan in the laboratory is a routine work even, day using
vacuum cleaners. The dust level in the laboratory has not been measured.

B. Results and Discussion

Table I shows i) Rq values of noise due to digitization Nd at different vertical magnification Vv.
these values were computed according to (1); ii) Rq of the electronic noise NF. . in i Rq ol ihe
electronic and mechanical noise NE&M. The measurements were taken using a filtered signal at
cut off 0.8 mm over a traversing length of 3.8 mm using skid as a guide for the stylus, without
isolating the floor vibration, first the digitization noise , Nd , indicated that its Rq maximum
value does not exceed ( 5 nm) Table I. Measurement of NE indicated that (Rq of NE < 10 nm)

Table H shows the values of Rq for the NE&M when measured at 26 mm traversing length ( II i
in skidless mode of operation at different Vv. A probable maximum noise NE&M reading ol
about 121 nmi? observed, if measurements is to be taken using skidless mode of operation at n-
longest traverse and with the no isolation of floor vibration. This noise is due to the roughnes>
of the highly polished surface of glass optical tlat plus the mechanical and electronic noise in the
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system. It has not been determined what portion of noise reading is due to the highly polished
surface. Therefore, it is assumed that the full reading is due to the system noise.

However typical noise measurements showed that the actual values of noise levels may vary over
a wide range according to the rigidity of the set-up or the amount of vibration in the instrument
and its environment.

Typical noise measurements showed that higher levels have been obtained when operating the
system using a datum which is independent of the surface measured e.g. the skidless mode of
operation, than when operating the system on the same conditions but with a skid as a datum .
Table III shows the Rq values at different lengthes of travese (TL). The unfiltered noise signals
when measured at Vv-1000 and without isolating the system from floor vibration. It is noticed
that noise levels for skid mode of operation is less than that obtained when operating skidless.
The noise associated with the independent datum . skidless. is expected to be due to the
imperfection or error of straightness of the datum used as a guide for the pick-up. According to
the manufacture specifications this error amounts to two parallel planes spaced 250 run apart
over a full 50 mm traverse" Recorder graphs when the instrument traverses an accurate optical
flat ( + 100nm) showed an out of straightness of about 0.4 urn over a traversing length of 26 mm
(the maximum allowed traverse length when using a skidless mode of operation due to shorter
length of the arm of the st\ lus). This error will add up as noise in the system when measuring the
mechanical and electronic noise causing a higher value for the level of noise measured. Measured
values of noise when operating using a skidless mode of operations are 26 nm to 32 run on
short traversing lengths which increase up to about 100:120 nm. Table IV shows the noise when
it was measured at different filter cut offs. The use of the different filters cut-off seems to have
little effect on the noise level when using a skid as guide. However when traversing on skidless
mode higher values of noise arc recorded at the setting of longer cut-offs. This could be
explained in view of errors in the straightness of traverse shaft of the instrument and which is
not filtered off completely when using a long filter cut-off. The use of different amplifications or
Vv from the amplifier of the measuring instrument seems to have little effect on level of noise,
though values of lower noise were obtained at the middle of the amplification range i.e. Vv 5000.
10000 Table I&I1. Isolation of the tloor vibration using an air isolation table, and with the floor
v ibration levels at the laboratory sits mentioned, seems to have little effect when measurements
uere taken on skid mode of operation (Rq •=• 20 nm with the vibration isolated. Rq < 21 nm with
no isolation for vibration Table IV). However, when measurements were taken on skidless mode
of operation the effect of the vibration isolation action of the table was noticed to give a
reduction ot about 10% of the noise level (Rq < 111 nm with isolation action on. Rq < 122
when the isolation action was off) Table II.

I lowever experience showed that the noise values is affected considerably by a wide range of
factors other than those mentioned e.g. a higher noise level was observed when the air drafts
coming out of the air conditioners were directed towards the stylus: also a higher notse was
noticed when a dot matrix printer was printing I 2 meter, and on a separate table, beside the
measuring table when its vibration isolation action was turned off. fine dust particles on the
measured Nurtace would have an effect similar to the noise vibrations, and the fluctuations in the
input current some times would greatly affect the level of noise associated with measurements.
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The shielding of the system was roughly tested by operating the sparks of several fluorescent
lamps (20 lamps 1 m to 10 m apart from instrument) while measuring either the electronic or
mechanical noise. No evidence that the system was affected with any of these sparks was
noticed.

C. To Summarize

The results yielded the following :
- Rq values of digitization noise Nd < 5 nm;
- Rq values of electronic noise NE <10nm;
- Vv seems to have little effect on the value of noise
- Value of Rq for electronic and mechanical noise [NE&M]:

* when the pickup is guided with a skid
Rq < 21 nm , at any selected filter cut-off
Rq < 29 nm , for the unfiltered signal at TL = 40 mm

* when the pick up is guided independently using the shaft of
the instrument, (skidless) over a 26mm TL

Rq < 39 nm , at any select cut-off.
Rq < 112 nm , for the unfiltered signal, and with the pick up workpiece mounted on a table

which is isolated from the floor vibration using air pads.
Rq < 122 nm , for the unfiltered signal, and with the pick up and workpiece mounted on a

rigid table but not isolated from the floor vibrations.

3. EFFECT OF NOISE

A. Signal/Noise (S/N) ratio

To study the effect of the signal to noise ratio on the measured values of a roughness signal. A
sinusoidal roughness signal was mathematically generated, according to the following equation

Ks(i) = i n t [ ^ S i n ( ^ i . t ) + 0.5] (2)

where
Ks (i)= The array of ordinates representing a sinusoidal signal in counts or quantization steps.
A = Assumed amplitude of the signal in u.m
K. = Calibration constant ((im/quantization step)
k = Wavelength of the sinusoidal wave generated (urn)
i = An integer [ 1, 4000 ] ; 4000 ordinates are taken for every profile
t = Profile sampling interval (urn)

The noise as obtained actually from the stylus instrument was normalized to the zero signal level
then stored in the memory of the computer as a set of noise ordinates

{KN(i» = f(i): ieZ\|l,4000|:>'N e Z, | - 2048,+2048[}
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where
yN(i) is the ordinates representing a noise signal in counts or quantization steps, 4096 steps are

used in the A/D converter
Z + is the set of positive integer numbers
Z is the set of integer numbers.

The two sets of results were added ordinate by ordinate according to the block diagram shown in
Fig. I [ 1 ] and according to the following equation:

(3)

where
Y(i) is the ordinate of the observed output signal in counts

The Rq values of the observed resultant output signals were computed, and the effect of the
noise was established by the study of the signal/noise (S/N) ratios. The solid line in Fig. 2 shows
the relation between the Rq values of the observed output signal (signal+noise) and the Rq of the
input signal as a function of the input signal. The top and right hand axes are drawn when a noise
of 10 nm is superimposed on sinusoidal roughness signal. The resulting percentage errors in the
observed signals due to superimposed noise are shown in Fig. 3 . From these Figs the roughness
signal measured should exceed six times greater than the noise in the system during the
measurements, otherwise the error in the observed signal would increase considerably.

B. Effect of Noise on the Selection Of Vv

The effective amplitude band width that could be measured accurately at each vertical
magnification Vv available is affected by noise/signal N/S ratios. Figs. 4 & 5 show a
representation of the ratio of N/S for the measuring system used: different amplitude for input
signals measured and at different magnifications. The illustration assumes an error of 2% of full
scale deflection due to other sources of errors in the system such as non linearity and random
sources of errors, plus a value of a background noise as measured at the different vertical
magnifications assuming a white noise of pure Gaussian nature (of as maximum amplitude of
six time the Rq of the noise ). From the illustrations it can be seen that the useful range that
could be used in measurement is considerably reduced at higher magnifications due to the effect
of noise. Figs. 6 & 7,

4. CONCLUSION

1 - The noise associated with roughness measurements when using a stylus measuring systems
has an influence on the roughness values assessed specially when fine surfaces are measured.

2- A noise of 1/6 the signal could contribute to an error of about 2% in the measured signal.
3- During surface roughness measurements the noise levels should be kept to minimum through

adopting the necessary precaution such as: using rigid mounts, shielding the stylus/ or pick up
from any source of air drafts, use of rigid datum for the movement of the pick up, to avoid
sources of mechanical vibration near the measuring table, and to minimize the level of dust
particles.
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TABLE I: Rq (nm| OF D1FFKRKM TYPF.S OF NOISE SIGNALS

noise

Nd

Nt

Nt&M

Vv

nm
nm

nm

1000

42

°8
15 7

2oi in

2.1
> •>

10.5

^ i K i d

•1.8

2.1

8.8

i i i o i i i i

0 4

i 1.2

; S.7

2oooo

0.2
OS*

10.8

>

0

0

l

0000

.1

.7

1.8

a) Siunai is filtered at 0.8 mm cut ot't" b) 1 suit! skid

TABLE lt:Rq(nnt)OF INFILTERED NOISE SIGNALS1 AT
DIFFERENT CONDITION OF FLOOR VIBRATION

Vv
Floor
vibration

isolated

not isolated

1000

110.6

121.4

2000

100.4

114.8

5000

% . l

97.6

10000

101.3

110.2

20000

111.2

117.6

50000

91.5

113.9

O Traverse length (TI.) - 26 mm on skidless mode ol'operation
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TABLE III: Rq (nmiOK I NFILTERED NOISE SIGNALS ' VI
DIFFERENT TRAVERSE LENGTH (TL)

I ra\erse
length 1 I'l.i
mm

Rq using
Skid
Rq
Skidless

1 25 4.0

206

26 3

238

32.4

12 5 26 400
j

1 :

26.0 ! ^8.2

66.2 ' l>9 8

J) Measured at V\ 1000 and lloor vibration not isolated

TABI.F IV: Rq (nm) OF FILTERED NOISE SIGNALS A I V* = 1000

cut o i l

mm

0.08

0.25

i) X
•> ̂

•> -

X (1

l ra \erse

length

' m m

0 . 3 8

1.11>
1 " 8

11 c>

2 ? 8

M (i

-kid

Floor
vibration
not isolated

Ru i nm i

174
16.6
17.1

182
18 7

2 0 . '

mode

Floor

Ru 1 nm i

16 6

16 1
16 5
17 4

20 1
W.8

skidless

ubration
isolated

' Rq inmi

i 16.0
I ig.Q

i 24 6

ei With longer traversing length

FIG I RES

Noise signal

optical flat

simuiatmq mcut 5iunai

Y
ComcLiter

ai ca. 're je

Ys
. 1. Diagrammatic sketch showing him the ciinihin.ii! >n of I he

input signal and noisi- signals arc added.
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Fig.2 Relation between Rq of the observed output signal
and Rq of signal as ratios of the noise
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Fig.3 Percentage error in observed signal due to super-imposed
noise on the original signal.
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Fig. 4 Effect of noise on the useful range of measurements when operating
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Fig. S Effect of notoe on the useful range of measurements when operating
using skidleu at Vh - X2 (traverse length « 26mm).
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Fig.7 Useful measuring range when using different Vv.
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ABSTRACT:

The common problem to all i ..<..-•* energy sairces (RESs) is the mismatch between
their energy output and load demand. In remote areas, the solution of this problem is in
general employing a small diesel-generator or a storage battery. But, the storage battery
is a major cost element of RESs and small diesel-generator is unreliable and costly.
Therefore, a proposed technique has been introduced in this work to determine
correlation between the energy output of wind energy systems (WES) and isolated loads.
Solar photovoltaic power system (PVS) and two of energy storage facilities are used here
for this correlation. The propsed technique includes also two models for optimizing the
generation and costs of WES accompanied with PVS, storage battery and water storage
(reservoir) to accommodate an isolated load.

The proposed technique is applied with the dynamic programming to coordinate the
energy output of a WES with residential and pumping load in remote area of Egypt The
results of this application reveal that minimization of both capacity of the storage battery
and the whole power system cost are obtained.

1. INTRODUCTION

In remote area, electricity is often supplied by a single diesel generator. But, this
source is unreliable and costly[l). Also, the unavailability of commercial fuels in remote
areas offer a rewarding operation and utilization of locally available renewable energy
sources (RESs). These sources can be used to supply residential electrical loads and
water-pumping in rural and remote areas [2,3]. The main types of RESs pertaining the
meterorological conditions of many of the world countries as well as Egypt are solai
photovoltaic and wind energy systems (PVS & WES). The intermittency of the solar
radiation and variation of wind speed are the main problem of these sources. Also, the
mismatch between the energy output of PVS and WES and isolated loads is the more
serious problem for operating these systems.
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In previous publications (4], a proposed generation model has been introduced to
develop the availability of employing PVS and WES to meet an isolated load. Also, a load
management technique had been introduced to minimize the capacity of the storage
battery. But, the effect of this technique on the whole power system cost is not
determined. In other references (5,6], number of computer pakages had been introduced
for solving the correlation between the meteorological data and load demand, then
planning RESs with conventional generation. The economy of these systems is not
optimized.

In this work, a proposed technique has been intrdouced to assess the correlation
between energy output of a WES and isolated load. Solar photovoltaic power system and
two of energy storatge facilities are used here to supply the load at the time of non-
powering of WES. This technique includes two models for optimizing the generation and
costs of WES accompanied with PVS, storage battery and water storage (reservoir) to
supply an isolated load.

2. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE:

The proposed technique aims to find out the effect of energy storage facility used for
the correlation between energy output of RES and load demand on the whole power
system costs. The whole power system under investigation consists of the renewable
energy source (RES), the energy storage facility and the load, the load companies several
individual loads, as residential and pumping loads. The energy storage facility such as a
storage battery used with RES to supply residential loads and water sotrage (reservoir)
used with pumping load. The RES is represented here by a wind energy system. Also,
solar photovoltaic power system is used here with energy storage facilities to supply loads
at unavailability output of WES. This technique includes two mathematical models,
namely; generation and load model, and cost model.

a. General and Load Model:

Wind energy system (WES) may considered as the main generator, while PVS is
accompanied with energy storage facilities for the correlation between the output of WES
and load. The energy storage facilities are represented here by a storage battery and
water storage (reservoir) as shown in Fig. 1. Thus, the generation system includes WES
and PVS. The hourly output of this generation system through an average day of the year
months ( P ^ ) may be stated as:

where, the hourly output of WES through an average day of the year months (PW(g> is
given by [4]:

P«u,= Kwx«PWi(l + U(1J)/Ur) (2)
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Where the costant Kw, is deduced as a function of the air density (f) at the installation site,
the area swept of the rotor (A), the performance coefficient (Cf), and overall efficiency of
the WES (1) as (7]:

The hourly output of standared PVS of 1 KW peak through an average day of the year
months (Pm^ut,) is given by [8]:

P«<VB = m * \ + VC|1J) * It(VB (3)

where;
Vc(U) = 24-2.1xlOJ(T«<0-25) (4)

J«VD = 1 3 5 H(ij) + 0.5 x 10 * ( T ^ - 25) (5)

The annual energy output of this standard system is used with the annual energy
requirement for the load and annual energy outut of the WES used to estimate the peak
power of PVS required.

The mass balance equation betwen the hourly generation and load demand through the
year months (Pmj)) may be stated as:

PKIJ) = P wrtj) + P V(ij) + P«ij> + Ptprtj) (<•)
where,

Pwrtj) + P«IJ) = P wilj) + P «VD + P«VD +

Eqns.1-7 can be used with the dynamic programming [9] to provide a generation
schedule over a certain period given the predicted insolation or/and effective wind speed,
and the set of load. Also, management of the load and the storage facilities (storage
battery and reservoir) is performed simultaneously, so that the trade-off between
generation schedule and both of battery and reservoir sizing can be assessed.

b. Cost Model:

The cost model has been stated here to estimate the annual capital cost of power
system. The power system in this work includes WES, PVS, storage battery and water
storage (reservoir). The capital cost of these subsystems can be obtained as a function of
rated or peak power or WES and PVS, and the capacities of the storage battery and
reservoir. These powers and capacttires are previously determined , section 2.a. Thus,
the proposed cost model can be stated as follow:

PSC = DW*C*PW, + 1VC"PV + D» (CB.+CVE,,) + D,"CP*P, + D , * C , - Q , (8)

where the discount rate (D) is given by [10]:

D = r(l+r)'/[(l+r)"-l) (9)
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To develop the saving in cost relevant to the proposed technique, the annual capital
cost of the power system (PSC) is determined with and without using this technique.

3. APPLICATION:

The power system in Fig. 1 has been used to supply an isolated load at a remote area in
the western desirt of Egypt This load consists of residential and pumping loads as shown
in Fig.2. This figure gives the average daily load curve at the considered site. The
meteorological data at this site (25 27' N) has been collected by Meteorological Authority
of Egypt and utilized with the published models [4,8 ] to estimate the solar radiation
received on PVS array and wind speed through tht year months. Consequently, the
proposed technique, section 2, is used with the dynamic programming [9] to determine
the generation schedule of WES and PVS, and the capacity of energy storage facilities
used to meet the load demand, then, the cost of this power system is assessed. The
following information are taken into consideration through carrying out this application:

1. One of 200 ItW wind-generator is used.
2. A storage battery is used to supply residential loads, while a water storage (reservoir) is

used with pumping loads for irrigation at non-powering of WES and PVS.
3. The charge source for the pumping storage is restrected by the permitted loading on

WES and PVS, while the storage battery is charged from PVS.
4. When operating the feeder pump, it can deliver 40 % of the reservoir capacity in one

hour. While, the irrigation plant's operation requires 20% of the reservoir capacity
each hour.

5. The life-time of WES and PVS is taken as 20 years, while the life-time of the storage
battery and reservoir is taken as 5 and 50 years respectively. The interest rate of these
subsystems are taken as 10 %.

6. The economical parameters of WES, PVS and storage facilities are taken from
references 11,12 and 13.

Fig.3. gives the daily energy output of WES and PVS through the year seasons. This
figure concluded that the yearly energy output of WES and PVS are 490.56 and 42.34
MWh respectively. Also, the peak power of PVS is 21 KW.

The results of the dynamic programming and the proposed technique are shown in Fig.
4. This figure gives the hourly load fed from the generation system, storage battery and
pumping storage (reservoir) through the year seasons. These results show that the
capacity of the storage battery is 400 Ah, while the capacity of the reservoir is 1620 m\
Also, the annual power system cost in this case is 125,066 L.E. While this cost is 134,896
L.E. without using the proposed technique, where L.E. = $ 0.3.

CONCLUSIONS:

A proposed technique includes number of mathematical models is presented in this
paper to determine the correlation between the energy output of a wind energy system
(WES) and isolated load. This technique aims to minimize the whole power system cost
by using solar photovoltaic power system (PVS) and two of energy storage facilities to
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supply the load at the time of unavailability output of WES. The proposed technique is
applied with the dynamic programming to coordinate the energy output of WES
accompanied with PVS, storage battery and reservoir for irrigation to supply an isolated
load in remote area of Egypt The remarkable results of this application are:

1. The yearly energy output of the wind energy and solar photovoltaic power systems are
490.56 and 42.34 Mwh respectively.

2. The capacities of the storage battery and reservoir are 400 Ah and 1620 m3 respectively.
3. The saving in the annual capital cost with utilizing the proposed technique is 7.29%.

NOMENCLATURE:
Pgnj) : the output of the generation system through the ithhour of the month J.

-(i4): the hourly output of solar photovoltalcand wind energy systems (PVS &
WES) through an average day of the year months.

'-(U): the hourly power credits to the load of PVS & WES through the year
months.

: the output power of the storage battery during the ithjiour of the jth month.
the equivalent power for the discharge water of the reservoir during the ith hour of
the jth month.

PLOJ) : the load demand during the ith hour of the month j .
P. , : the rated power of the wind-generator (WG) used.
P, : the peak power of the required solar photovoltaic system (PVS).
H aj) : the hourly solar radiation received on the PVS array through the average day of

the year months.
VC(ij) : the voltage of a PVS module through the ith hour of the jth month.
I<*ij) '• the current of a PVS module through the ith hour of the jth month.
TC(D : the average temperature through the month j .
m : the number of identical modules of the standared PVS.

Ipc : the efficiency of power conditioner.
Uflj, : the hourly wind speed through an average day of the year months.
UcUnU.: the cut-in, rated and cut-out wind speeds of WG used.
P5C : the annual capital cost of the power system.
C, , Cw : the capital cost per 1KW of P. and Pw respectively.
CP : the capital cost per 1 KW of rated power of the water-pump Pp.
CB,: the capital cost of a battery of storage capacity B.
Ck : the capital cost per 1 KWh of installed energyof the storage battery.
C,, : the capital cost per 1 m3 of the reservoir capacity Q v .
DT,Dw,Dfc,Dp &DW : the discount rate of PVS, WES, storage battery, water-pump and

reservoir capital costs respectively,
r : the interest rate, %.
n : the life-time in years.
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Abstract

Based on the conditions of Egypt & other developing countries, a series of
types of small scale PV systems has been developed. The potentiality of utilizing
solar energy to supply families scattered in remote areas with electricity in Egypt
is briefly discussed in this paper. A design small PV system with inverter &
controller are introduced. Some results getting from Operation, generation and
load demand.

PV systems have developed into a reliable source of energy with wide variety of
applications.

It is provided a detailed analysis of having PV powered modular power sources for
a small village on the beach. This paper introduces a proposed algorithm to
estimate the solar irradiance received on a standard PV array.

The application of PV in rural areas is proving to be both technically and
economically reliable. PV systems show excellent potential to become a major
force in the drive for socioeconomic development in Egypt.

The purpose of this paper is to offer suggestions for the promotion and expansion
of PV usage in Egypt with new tourism cities as a case study.

Introduction

Producing & efficiently transporting energy for remote applications has long been
a primary goal in the Arab world.

PV systems are the main tool for converting solar energy into electricity.

All the surface area of Egypt has very abundant solar energy resources. Egypt
extends from 22 N to 3/.5 N and enjoys 3.000 to 4.000 sunshine hours per year in
all regions. It makes possible to convert solar energy into electric power using
solar PV systems. So many unelectrified reggaes & families and abundant solar
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energy resources have very great potential market to develope solar system in
Egypt. The main function of the types of PV power and light is to supply
electricity for household lighting and B/W TV set. The other types of PV power
can be used as an Ac electric source with output power of 100 to 200 watts for
color TV set, electric fan & lighting etc. Much effort was made to improve
reliability & conversion efficiency of the system including the selection of devices
and elements, the thermal design of power devices and the design of perfect self
protection circuits such as battery overcharge and over-discharge.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

I The first suggested system is a small scale STAND-ALONE PV system.

As shown in Fig(l), The system is composed of:
- a suitable size of PV energy source according to the demand

load "Mono-crystalline sillicon cells".

- The climatic sensor interface unit & data logger to process the dat according to
the selected function to prove the load continuty & the optimal scheduling
"PV & batteries".

- A microprosessor control system to control the total operation as
a closed loop control circuit.

- The storage system "Batteries".
- Inverter "for the Ac load."
- Load: It is Ac and Dc load.

Ac load: colour TV, Refrigerator, Air condition system
Dc load: Telecommunications & lighting system.

II The Second Suggested System is HYBRID SYSTEM

Multi energy system: a- renewable energy sources "PV & wind resources",
b- Renewable & conventional Power Sources.

Any suitable energy system is connected with control, system, measurements
instruments & storage systems "reservoir, batteries,..."

Battery
A module designed to change 12 V battery will generally be able to generate

sufficient voltage during daylight hours to do so. The current output will be very
closely proportional to the intensity oi sunlight on the module.
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To achieve and realize high realiability with low maintenance, system is
designed with large secondary battery stores to tide them over the worst
conceivable insolation periods. Battery maintenance is, in principl of the major
maintenance requirement of standalone photovoltaic systems. With such large
battery storage, the charge/discharge cycle imposed on the battery is a daily cycle
in which the battery charges during the day and losses a small percentage of its
charge at night A battery with low self discharge characteristics and high charge
storage efficiency are essential.

The battery are kept fully charged but immediately take up the load demand if
the primary power sources fails. Operating life in this type of application is
generally in excess of 15 years. These batteries are normaller rated at an 8hr or
10hr., discharge rate. During day, solar cells will generating excess power which
feed the load demand and reserve the excess by charging the batteries within the
safty limits of batteries,
"low charge storage efficiency 55-60% for solar operation"

A blocking diode is normally inserted between the battery and solar array to
prevent the battery losing charge through the array at night.

Discharge to a depth of 50% of available Capacity is the maximum desirable.

Total Capacity of battery = PQaf Pp(l-d)

PR = reserve capacity when battery at its lowest state
of charge,

d = the fractional depth of discharge desired

* The output voltage of PV must be large enough to allow the battery to be
charged efficiently through day.

* while output current of PV is chosen to ensure that the battery does not
discharge bellow the selected depth of discharge due to radiation effect.

S = R - D
S = mean direct daily radiation.
R = global radiation on a horizontal surface.
D = Diffuse radiation on the surface

The battery reachs its lowest state of charge in July according to the raising of
temperature during this month.

* Assuming that the battery operates at ambient temperature, this would require
an increase in battery capacity to ensure that it still me1 ••>? reserve capacity
requirement for this month.

* To complete the system sizing, the array voltage must be specified. For the
design described above to be strictly valied the arr; must he capable of supplying
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peak load current at the highest temperature. It is likely to reach during normal
operation even with the batteries approaching full charge.

CASE STUDY

Researchers are looking closely at the desert, "Sina". the East coast of Egypt over
the red sea. the North west Coast of Egypt over the Mediterranean Sea the
separated houses, the remot area, ...etc
as a site for renewable energy generation. We must first determine the total sunset
hours, insolation & power levels for the study area. Once, data are obtained it
must be analyzed for continuity of the load operation of the PV system designing
the suitable renewable energy system with the suitable sizing. This work presents
a stand-alone PV system with the suitable sizing to feed Dc & Ac load for tourism
village at the east coast of red sea beach in Egypt.

The model is composed of ten small separated houses, one central building <&
outdoor area.

A- Houses: They are needed 8.6 kw Dc power for lighting and 63
kw Ac power "color TV, Refregarator & Air conditions"

B- The centeral Building
It is composed of one big reception, one resturant & one big
kitchen. The Dc load is 7.0 kw for lighting and 0.5 kw for
communication system, while it is needed 47 kw
Ac load for air condition & for refregarator.

C- Outdoor Area:
This area is composed of small garden, a swimming pool with
small coffee shop.
The Dc load is 7.4 kw for lignting while Ac load is 9 kw for
small and small electric necessary instrument of the coffee shop.

The Total load is: Ac load - 128.0 Kw
Dc load - 27.0 Kw

Thus, we need 570 PV arrays connected in series to feed the peak load. Each
panel is composed of 36 silicon photo cells (two rows each one contain 18 cells)

The problem sizing

To design the stand-alone PV system, we must construct firstly the control
problem.

I- The Control Problem:
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The aim is to feed Ac & l)c load according to specified lo;id curve

pL j = ppvj+ p Bat j w h e r e J = ! ""m <' >

= PL j(Dc)+PL j(Ac) (2)

p pvj P pv L
+ P pvflj ( 3 )

p t o t a l = N V « 0 < * C V - > > " ' L ( 4>

(5)

(7)

PBj

where

F

where c

- fcl PRj<ld>

= PSj+ppv^pRj

•"Batf̂ ^atj

pBL= pBLAc +

J
(Si = p D v + p B i

J Bj J

Ppy = Ppy (DC) H

= qv/KT

'"

• P j L

PBL
j

Lj

-Ppv (
Lj

l,....n

IV)Batj

Ac) (10)

PLDc * PLDc * PLDc
J J J

J J C j A C

P < P
rpy - rpvj

^ p Bj .< pBj

PPY ^ ppy ? p p V i
J j J

(II) This problem can be solved depending on the given load curve "one day in
summer". Eqn(4) can be transformed into another formula as following:

= NV l o ( ( \ + - l

P totaJ = N V I V ( C t i
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By using a mathematical package to solve this set of equations according to the
given data of load, we can obtain a set of results. The resultes are represented
by Fig (2) - (4).

The Results give the optimal picture of PV stand-alone operation.

The load demand is distributed between PV as a main Power source & battery
secondary power system. According to main constraints of battery saftey, load
sharing, sun shine and the other set of constraints, we can realize the optimality.

Future Trends

We can plane a National Rural photovoltaic program which has two stages
short term and long term. In the short term, an accelerated rhythm of PV
installations is expected. In the long term, it is expected to Install a constant
number of PV systems per year. Besides, many potential users in the rural
areas are willing to acquire these system. Also, the production of PV cells,
modules, arrays and systems must be planned within few years in Egypt. As the
national PV productions will courage the end users and the government
planners to carry out many clean renewable energy projects for multi usages in
various fields.

Conclusion

Particularly for developing countries which are predominantly made up of
dispresed populations living in small towns & villages in rural areas, solar
electricity generation is the most appropriate means of providing them with
electricity. For one thing, PV electricity generators requires minimal
maintenance & repairs, once installation has been properly, done, this is a
special advantage for rural communities because technical expertise is not
readily available in rural areas. Depending mainly on free sunshin as fuel, PV
electricity generators do not require the expenditure in the procurement of fuel
as in the case of diesel generators for example & for remote locations with
difficult accessibility, transportation of fuel is eliminated as a problem.

But perhaps in this age of environmental consciousness pollution free electricity
generation technology like PV is most attractive not only for rural
communications but also for city electricity supply. However PV electricity
generation is not being partionised as much as it should have been taking into
account all these good points.

Many most of the potential end-users are not aware that they can use PV
generators to charge the automative batteries, they use now to power their
television sets.
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This is considered important which will lead in turn to an increase in PV
application (usages) and hopefully lower PV costs by taking advantage of the
economies of scale in production.

In the design of stand-olone systems, a large storage capacity is used to provide
high reliability. The solar array is sized to ensure that this battery retains a
reasonable percentage of full charge over the lower insolation winter months.
In this design mode, the solar system does not produce the maximum possible
power output over the year. For the most ideal stand-alone installations, the
peak rating of the array must be about five times the provided average power.

Batteries are an energy storage medium suited for both very small & very
large PV systems.

From the householders point of view the optimum system depends on the
relative costs of solar & storage systems plus the utility rate structure.

Studies indecate that the optimum module size for large • c:ile application is
of order of 1,2 x 2,4 m.
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APPENDIX A

List of Parameters
where:

J = representing number of intervals as total time 24 can be
devided into m = 8 intervals

i = indecating the number of batteries
k = indecating no of PV arrays.

Pi* = The total load demand (Ac & Dc) at time j
Ppvi = The total PV power generated at j .
PpvL •= The PV power which feed the load (Ac & Dc) at hour j .
PpvBp The excess PV power which send to batteries at j .
D" = The total battery's power at j .

= The at reserved power for safty at j .
= The storage power at j .

§LAC» PLJAC = The boundry limits of Ac loads at j .
i PLDC = The boundry limits of Dc load at j .Lpr' r LQC ~ wuuQury umiu 01 lie iu«u at J.

Ppyl, Ppy7 ~ The boundry limits of PV power generated at j .
Pg. , P B, = The boundry limits of battery's power generated

J J atj .
d = The fractional depth of discharge desired.
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1. Future Dev. Plans and

Energy Heeds

1. The over population problem

Egypt suffers from over population in its old lands in the

Mile valley and delta .

The Egyptian population reached over than 60 million at the

begining of l̂ S'6, and is expected to reach over 90-95 million

at 2025 .

The unique solution is the movement of a reasonable part of

population to new regions on Egypt map.

These regions are :

1. Sea shores { Wed. , iied und Gulf 3 ).

2. Sinai poninsula .

3. Naser lake .

4. Western desert .

5. Eastern deaert .

If we consider that today situation will be sustained ( alth-

ough it is not proper ) , this means that the proposed popula-

tion movement during the following 25-30 years to the regionB

mentioned above must be in the range of 30-35 millions .

2. The L/evelopment Plans

Allthe Dev. plans build their strategy in the new regions, on

utilizing the natural resoures in this promising areas, beside
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absorbing the surplus population moved from the old regions,

taking into conaideration all approved rales of sustainable

development allover the world.

The dev. plans concentrate on the initiation of integrated

communities in the new areas with respect of all known rules

of regional planning, and this will be fulfiled by a National

Dev. Master plan at first, and then deviding the total area

of the state into compact planning regions containting both

sub-regions from new and old lands.

The Egyptian Urban planning Auth. had put down a Master plan

containing a new Urban map for Egypt. Beside this Master plan,

they put down different regional Urban plans for the different

Egyptian regions.

All these plans put the strategy for dev. goals up to 2020-2025,

with complete co-operation with the other specialized Auth.

All these studies are published and can be obtained from the

Egyptian Urban Planning Auth.

In general the dev. axis in these plans are :

a. North western shore of the Med. sea from west Alex-

andria up to Salloom, and with depth to the south of

about 20-30 Km .

b. Sinai Peninsula.

c. Naser lake •

d. Red sea shore from Sokhna at north till Halaib at

south, comprising all the narrow coastal plain.
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e. The depressions of the western desert ( Siwa, Baharya,

Frafra, Dakhla and Kharga )•

f. The strip from Naser lake western banks, up till Gilf

plateau on the western borders.

g. The eastern desert.

3 . The energy needs

There are special ra tea for energy needs to f a c i l i t a t e the

s t r a t eg i c ca lcu la t ions applied to a dev. plan . Of course

t h i s r a t e d i f f e r s from country to another according to the

dev. l e v e l .

To ca lcu la te the energy needs according to dev. plan of Egypt

up to year 2025 we wil l consider two fac to rs :

1. The promotion of the r a t e ; KW / Capita with 25-50% ( r a t e

of increase 1% every year ) .

2. The increase of population to 90 — 95 mi l l ions (50-60%

increase than year 1996 ) .

So we can consider tha t the energy needs wi l l increase with

a change of 75-110% .
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2. Renewable Energy Resources

in Egypt

The main two natural resources of renewable energy in Egypt, are

solar and wind energy.

1. Solur energy potential

Since Egypt exists in region between lat. of 22°N and 31«5°N,

the solar energy is of high potential, specially in the south-

ern regions.

The attatched figure shows the solar potential variation over

the Egyptian land, which can be exploited by heating devices

or generating eleotricity through PV systems.

2. Wind Energy Potential

As shown from the attatched figure, some Egyptian regions

have a very high potential.

The Siiiz gulf ia one of the highest allover the world where

wind speed reaches arround lOm/sec.

This is due to the geographic profile of the land in this

area,which coincide with the main direction of wind in this

place.

The second class areas are as shown in Redaea shore, Med.sea

shore,and the Gilf plateau at the extreme southwest of Egypt,

where the contours reach up to 1000m over the aea level as a

part of the mid Africa plateau.
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3. National Grid

Now and in the Future

The Egyptian electrical national grid had been promoted to a great

extent in the last ten years.

All the old lands are coverd, and at the same time the big indust

rial projects outside that land are coverd ( such as iron ore mines

at Baharya and phosphat mines at Abou Tartour ).

Now, extending the grid to Ras Ghareb - Hergada and Safaga are

goingon .

It is planned to connect - in the near future all the main urban

centers on the Wed. west coast up to Salloom.

The figure attatched indicates the plan according to the " Annual

report of electric stat ist ics 1994-1995, published by the Egyptian

Electricity Auth. ( EEA ).
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4. Renewable Energy

Strategy for the Future

By comparing the plans of dev. with the position of the national

grid, we will notice clearly the dev. axis searching for their

proper energy needs.

Comparing this energy needs with the renewables potentialitiaa.we

can see a bright picture for the possibilities of energy supply

for these areas.

1. Stand alone systems

These areas are remote and isolated.so we can use stand alone

systems. As shown in the figure attatched,some of the them

can find it suitable to build FV systems and others wind

energy systems.

In some special cases we can use both of the two systems for

different applications( PV for communications, navigation

aids, and wind energy for other applications like the case

of the islands in the northern part of the red sea ).

2. Grid Connected systems

Due to effective development of the wind turbines, and its

economical feasibility, it is possible to have big wind farms

of hundreds - and may be thousands - of Megawatts.

So the promising areas in Egypt with rich wind potential can

be used to construct large wind farms and can be connected to

the grid passing near by.
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This had been already applied in some contries ( Denmark and

USA on a large scale and in UK, Holland on a smaller scale),

and is going to be applied now on a large scale in Spain

and Morocco.

Egypt began to construct at Zaafrana that type of grid

connected - large wind farms begining with 60 MW as an initial

phase, and will end with 600 MW total capacity on year 2005 .

The same thing can be applied on the Med. western coast in the

near future and on the Gilf plateau in the far future specially

after the construction of Egypt - Zaire E.H.T. Line connecting

Aswan high dam station with . Inga dam station.
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Diagrams &

Illuatrating Figurea
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Egyptian Dev. Axis
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UNIFIED POWER SYSTEM
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500 K.V.T.L
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Egypt Annual Average Wind Power Estimates

10m
Power Wind Power Speed*
Class (W/m7) (m/s)

1 < 100 <4.4

2 100-150 4.4-5 1

3 150 200 5 1 5 6

4 200 250 5 6 6 0

250-300 6.0-6.4

300-400 6.4-7.0

a Hov'i'qh diilr>but»oi

Thts map of annual wind power estimates was prepared by
Battelte. Pacific Northwest Laboratories, Richland. Washington.
under contract to Louis Berger International. Inc.. lor the Egyptian
Renewable Enerqy Field Test Program Fhi» proqram is bninq
performed in cooperation with the Egyptian Electricity Authority
of the Government o1 Egypt under thn sponsorship of thfl UmtiMt
States Agency for International Development under contract

number AID-263-01 23 C 00 4069 00 The wind power estimates
•in; bnsod primarily on historical wind data available from wpathr>r<
obsnrvmq stations throucjhout Egypt Extrapolations were made to
ainns whrvrt no dntn were available by considering targe-scale tt»r
tain inMuunrus on thn airflow In general, the estimates represent
values (or locations that nre welt exposed to the prevailing winds
However, focal tnrrnin features can cause variability in the wind
power ovnr distance scales too small to be depicted on this map
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Egypt Annual Average Of
Solar Energy on Full Traclung System

I I < 7.5 kWh/mVdby

I | 7.5-8.0 kWh/mz/day

I I 8.0-8.5 kWh/mz/day

1F?>1 8.5-8.9 kWh/mz/day

I---M 8.9-9.0 kWh/mz/day

9.0-9.5 kWh/mz/day

f&El 9.5-10.0 kWh/mz/day

TWk 10.0-10.3 kWh/mVday

fESt 10.3-10.5 kWh/mz/day

f I > 1C.5 kWh/mVday

Map (105) The annual average (if Uic solar energy densiLy on full tracking

Byaleni over Egypt, in
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Grid Connected Wind Farms

and their priorities
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Positions of Stand - alone Wind Farma
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Poaitiona of Stand - alone PV systems
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VELOCITY-DEPTH AMBIGUITY OF REFLECTION

TRAVELTIMES (THEORY AND APPLICATION)

By: Osamah iM. El Nabawy*

ABSTRACT:

It is difficult to separate traveltime information into velocity and

depth of reflector components from reflection seismic data which usually

contain long wavelength ambiguity. The veloctiy-depth ambiguity exists

mainly due to the geometry of the subsurface structures which cause

different anomalies to occur. The existance of the velocity-depth ambiguity

is affected by several factors such as the spatial wavelength, the height

above the reflector and the thickness. In this work it was concluded that a

thin velocity anomaly induces a velocity-depth ambiguity at a wavelength

approximately equal to 4.44 times the height of the anomaly above the

reflector. A thick anomaly, which spans the entire space from the surface

to the reflector, produces a velocity-depth ambiguity at a wavelength of

about 2.57 the depth to the reflector.

*
Associate Prof., Math, and Eng. Phys. Dept.. Faculty of Engineering, Cairo
University.
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INTRODUCTION

Much information must be available about the subsurface to obtain

the interval velocities and to process the seismic data. According to Bickel

(1990) it becomes difficult to separate traveltime information of a geologic

layer into the depth to the layer and the interval velocity above this layer.

This problem is not a measurement accuracy problem, nor a function of

lack of parameters (Lines. 1993)

A thorough description of the geophysics behind the velocity-depth

ambiguity phenomenon for a single layer situation is given by Bickel

(1990) . Bickel showed that time structures that have a wavelength of

about 2.7 times the average depth cannot be resolved into velocity and

depth components due to the changes in the subsurface which give rise to

small changes in observed traveltimes. Tieman (1994) showed that the

problem occurs with a thick anomaly for structures with wavelength about

2.57 times the depth of the reflector. Bube and Resnick (1984), Bube et al.

(1985) and Bishop et al. (1985) showed that other factors induce

instabilities in the inversion process which can be caused by:

(1) edge effects,

(2) perturbations in slowness which depend on depth, and

(3) slowness perturbations which have a slight coupling with reflector

depth.
Lynn and Claerbout (1982) showed that in the presence of lateral

velocity variations the process of converting normal moveout velocities

into interval velocities is unstable. Stork (1992) showed that certain

patterns of velocity variations can produce the same traveltime patterns as

some reflector depth variations.
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This paper confirms and extends the work of Bickel (1990) and

Tieman (1994), also it develops equations that predict when and under

what conditions the problem of velocity-depth ambiguity occurs for a

multilayer subsurface.

THE TRAVELTIME EQUATIONS

Figure l(a) illustrates the erfect of a single abmiguity on the

reflection traveltimes from an underlying horizon. The depths to the top of

the ambiguity, the bottom of the ambiguity and the reflector are Z,./, Z/,

and Zj respectively. Tieman (1994) gives the traveltime of a subsurface

model that is a perturbation in slowness and depth from a perfectly flat

model with no lateral slowness vanation and the traveltime residual c

corresponding to a reflection from honzony as:

sin (Ah,, k/2)
a (k.hj) = 2^AZ; - jkt;

* cos I '; ' ^'L' k) Ss:(k) (\)
V 2 ;

where •" is the subsurface slowness perturbation between honzons

i, and /-/; and hj refers to the half offset.

Figure l(b) shows another subsurface model identical to that shown

in Figure 1 (a) but with a depth perturbation J , at the reflecting layer

(horizon j), other than the slowness perturbation. In this case the traveltime

residual

equation:

residual :j related to this situation can be obtained from the following

n )
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Also hj is the half offset and •' is defined as

and ^ = -< - -•"'

The wavenumber k is measured in radians per meter and it is the

Founer transform corresponding to the common midpoint location x.

fit
Using equations (1) and (2) to get the combined traveltime J

which can be given from the following equation obtained from the zero

offset forms of equations (1) and (2)

cos

Making use of Taylor expansion in offset truncated to the second

order, equation (3) gives:

where

f/lz: zlz,,~ Azu Az,
Xa = 2x,i=^- + —2- + -Z—- (4a)a V 6 2 2

In equation (4) the wavenumber k is replaced with the wavelength

X, since ^ ; this is done because it is easier to measure the
Az ?. - T.

anomalies in terms of the wavelength. The term '^defined as ~J "'

gives the height of the anomaly above the reflector.
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Fig. (1): The subsurface models and notation used in this paper.
a. The first model with slowness perturbation.
b. The second model with reflector perturbation.
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Residual stacking siowness can be obtained from the residual travel-

time by the use of Toldi's equation (1985) which gives.

Zj \ A" )

where ' s t k is the residual stacking slowness and ; ^ is the unperturbed

average velocity from surface to reflector. The term A , actually, is a

correction factor that takes into account the lateral velocity variations.

Equations (4) and (5) are useful in predicting the conditions under which

velocity-depth ambiguities occur.

Equations (4) and (5) predict a more complex relationship

dependine upon the ratio between the characteristic wavelength and the

ia.
perturbation wavelength *• . There are three different cases.

Case (1) if
/ Ss St
~ < 1, then ~ 4 ^ - > 0 and —- > 0
^ Ss, Ssf

Case (2) if

Case (3) if

^ L = Iithen^^ = 0and^ = 0
A SSj SSj

^- > /, then - ^ - < 0 and —'- < 0 (6)
A Ss, Ss,

In case (2) where the characteristic wavelength and the perturbation

wavelength are equal, a velocity-depth ambiguity can be recorded. Also
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the residual traveltime and the stacking, slowness vanish and thus no

information from the velocity can be obtained for the interval slowness.

The factors that determine the wavelength ratio ^ and thus the

behavior of an anomaly (either it is of case 1, 2, or 3) include the

wavelength of the anomaly, its thickness ! and the height above the

reflector lj ; while the other factors such as the offset j and the

slowness anomaly magnitude < affect the size of the residual traveltimes

but not their behavior. The above mentioned factors are based on the

seocnd order approximations made in deriving equation (4), hence they are

valid only for data with relatively small magnitude anomalies.

It is also clear from equation (4a) that the charecteristic wavelength

is longer for an anomaly close to the surface and is shorter for an anomaly

closer to a reflector. When ' tends to zero, the characteristic wavelength
a is qual to 4.44 'J. For large anomalies extending from the surface to

the reflector Bickel (1990) obtained a value for a equal to 2.57 J .

RESULTS

To apply the above equations a single layer model is considered

with a depth of 1200 m and with an interval velocity of 2300 m/s acted on

by a sinusoidal wave, and the traveltime measurements are taken close to

the center of the model, at the crest of the sinusoidal wave. Four different

wavelengths are used in this model namely:

a) 500 m, b) 1500 m, c) 2000 m, and d) 3000 m.
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1

Fig. (2): Residual traveltimes corresponding to the described
model. The wavelength for the anomaly equals 500 m,
1500 m, 200f>m and 3000 m respectively for (a), (b)
(c) and (d)

(a)
(c)

(b)
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The computed traveltimes are shown in Figure (2) based on an

algorithm derived from Snell's law. In this model a velocity-depth

ambiguity corresponds to a wavelength of about 3000 m, which is very

close to the predicted value: 2.57 x 1200 = 3084 m, is obtained.

This model shows that the velocity-depth ambiguity is essentially a

phenomenon of short-offset data while far-offset data can overcome the

effects of ambiguities, but obtaining this type of data is difficult.

The results for a field data example are shown below. These data

are obtained from a well in the eastern part of A.R.E. This is shown in

Figure (3) in which there is a clear event E at about 400 ms. The

wavelength used is about 7500m. The three cases which are mentioned

above are named X, Y and Z in the figure at depths equal to 500 m. 900

m and 1300 m respectively. The approximate wavelength used is 4000 m.

The slowness anomaly was assumed to disappear and thus the

residual interval slowness is negative. The stacking velocities

corresponding to the events X, Y and Z are given in Figure (4).

For events X, Y and Z the values of ** are equal to 2400m, 4100

m and 5200 m respectively and thus the three events X, Y and Z

correspond to cases 1, 2 and 3 discussed before respectively.

An intial model was constructed and the velocities obtained from

this model were shown in Figure (4). From this figure the stacking velocity

is greater than the initial model-derived velocity at the anomaly and thus

the stacking slowness, the traveltime and the interval slowness residuals

are all negative indicating that event X is of the first case in which the ratio
fl is less than one. On the other hand the stacking

slowness, the traveltime and the interval slowness residuals are all positive
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for the event Z indicating that event Z is of the third case in which the ratio
a is greater than one.

For event Y the observations are complicated indicating that it is of

the second case in which the ratio a is equal to one and thus this

event Y has an important velocity-depth ambiguity problem which means

that the observations and the predictions made from the theory are in

agreement.

CONCLUSIONS:

This work shows the effect of an anomaly on the traveltimes of a

single layer and, in particular, it shows that the information on shallow

layers are carried by transmission of rays that are reflected from deeper

strata in addition to the rays which are reflected directly on these shallow

layers. This extra information obtained by transmission of rays can help in

resolving the velocity-depth ambiguity problem of shallow layers. On the

other hand deeper layers still suffer from velocity-depth ambiguity which

is beyond the work done here.

The general conclusion of this work is that for certain

wavenumbers, the seismic traveltime data cause ambiguities which prevent

the resolution of the time anomaly into structure and interval velocity. The

factors that control how an anomaly cause certain effects on seismic

traveltimes are the wavelength ^ , the thickness ' and the height above

the reflector iJ'. Other factors are the offset hj and the slowness anomaly

magnitude ' and these affect the size of the traveltimes.

A velocity-depth ambiguity at a wavelength of 4.44 v is induced

for thin anomalies while for thick anomalies the ambiguity occurs at

wavelengths of about 2.57 J. 5 6 4



anomaly
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Fig. (3): A field section giving the anomaly on event E and the
three different cases X, Y and Z.
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